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The research addressed In this dissertation Involves
examination of variability In Natuflan settlement and subsistence
patterns.

The Natuflan Is a late EPlpaleollthlc culture that

flourished In the Levant dUring the late Pleistocene and early
Holocene.

There has been considerable research Interest In the nature

of Natuflan settlBllElnt and subsistence over the last fifty years •
. This Is due to the apparent pivotal posItion the Natuflan holds In the
developmental sequence from mobile hunting and gathering societies to
sedentary village COIIII'W1ltles subSisting on domastlc plants and
animals.
The research has two major components.

The first aspect of the

research focused on the range of activities and the nature of
settlement Intensfty and duration during the Natuflan occupation at
one Site. Beldha.

The second aspect of the research entailed

examining data for settlement and subsistence Patterns throughout the
Levant during this time period In order to gain Insight Into panLevantlne variation.
Research on the Berdha settlement has provided Information on
the range of chiPped stone manUfacturing processes carried out at the
site. the nature of the tools producer:!. the range of activities that
these tools Imply. and the distribution of these elements between
different areas of the Site.

The minimal evidence of spatial

xx

lX'
dltferences betwesn provenience units Is Indicative of a e!te that was
OCCUPled"as a relatively short-term camp site.

Tbe Interpretation of

the site as a short-term settlement. that was occupied repeatedly.
fits with the facie of evidence for permanent features such as houses
and storage facilities, as well as the lack of large groundstone
objects and burials.
Analysis of avai lable data on late Eplpaleollthlc settlement
and subsistence has Indicated that there are regional differences In
settlement and subsistence patterns. most notably between steppe and

desert sites versus sites of the forest and coast.

In addition. there

appear to be patterns In variability within the steppe and desert arsa
with respect to the permanence of sites and the range of activities

carried out In them.

One set of sites Is characterized by moderate

settlement permanence and Intensity. WhIle the other set of sItes Is
characterIzed by less permanent occupation and more specialIzed
act Ivlty focused pr Imar Ily on hunting.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCT ION
The research addressed In this dissertation Involves
examination of variability In Natuflan settl8lllent and sUbsistence
patterns.

The Natuflan Is a late Eplpaleollthlc cu.lture that

flourished In the Levant during the late Pleistocene and early
Holocene (between 12,000 b.p. and 10,200 b.p., Libby half-i Ife,
uncallbrated). The Levant enc:clllpaases the modern states of Israel.
Jordan. Lebanon. Syr I a. and the occup I ad Wast Bank and Gaza Str I p.
In this dlssertat Ion the terms Palestine and Jordan will be used to
refer. respectively. to the western and eastern portions of the
southern Levant.
There has been considerable research Interest In the nature of
Matuflan settlement and sUbsistence over the last fifty years (see
Garrod 1932. 1958; Perrot 1962; cauvln 1978; Bar Yosef 1983. Moore

1982; Henry 1985).

This Is due to the apparent pivotal position the

Natuflan holds In the developmental sequence from mobile hunting and
gathering societies to sedentary village cor.snunltles SUbsisting on
domestic plants and animals.

~eclflcally.

elalms have been made that

the Natuflans were the first to domesticate Plants and animals and
that they rived In permanent villages (sse Moors 1962; Bar Yosef 1983;
Henry 1985).

However. there has been an eClual number of assertions

that Natufla" settlement and SUbsistence was focused on the hunting of
wild animals and the Intensive collection of wild plants (see Perrot
1962;: J. cauvln 1978; Cauvln and Cau'fln 1983).

The wide divergence of

Interpretations of Natuflan settlement and subsistence Is alarming In
v I ew of the fact that more genera I DOdo I s have depended on these
Interpretations as foundatIons for elaborate hypotheses regarding the
nature of social Changes. population pressure and environmental stress
In the shift toward food produCtion (for elample Binford 1968; Wright
1971; Henry 1981),

Given the Importance of the Natuflan In regard to these
research questions. the opportunity to participate In Diana KlrkbrldeHelbaek's (Kirkbride 1984) renewed excavations at the site of Beldha
In southern Jordan could not .be missed.

The Natuflan occupatIon at

Beldha. the earliest and least explored horizon at the site. had
represented. until this decade. the only excavated Natuflan occupation
east of the Jordan River (Kirkbride 1966),

FUrther research at the

site would have considerable Implications for InterpretatiOns of
Natuflan settlement and subsistence.
My research has emphasized two major cCl!lpQnents.

The first

aspect of the research focuses on the range of activities and the
n:.ture of sett!e=ent !ntenslty and duration during the Natuflan
occupation at SelClha.

ThIs will be accomplished by examining the

artlfactual evidence. primarily the chiPped stone material. and
features and characteristics of the site.

The second aspect of the

research entails examining data for settlement and subSistence

patterns throughout the Levant during this time I'erlod In order to
gain Insight Into I'an-Levantlne variation.

All major sites that

researchers have claimed to be part of the Natuflan culture w! II be
subject to this examination.
JOrdan, the Negev, and Syr la.

This Includes sites from Palestine,
There has been debate over whether

sites In Syria, I'artlcularly northern Syria, should be considered
Natufian (Perrot 1983; M. Cauvln 19S1; J. Cauvin 1978; Hours 1974) or
not (Moore 1978; Olszewski 19S5).
differences cf
this analysis.

O~lnton,

With acknowledgment of these

all of t!'lese sites wi II be considered In

CHAPTER 2

HISTORY OF RESEARCH ON THE NATUFIAN

This chapter traces the history of research at Natu.fian sites.
with partlcu.lar emphasis on the Interpretations of the material
cu.ltu.re.

The chapter has been divided Into fou.r historical periods:

pl,;jneerlng research (1920s through the 1940s), renewed excavations
(1950s and 1960s). synthesis and new theoretical models (late 1960s
and early 1970s). and recent research and excavation (mid 1970s to
the present).

Ploneerlnq Work
A I though Interest In preh I stor I c occupat Ion In the Levant
began In the late nineteenth century (see Germer-Durand 1897 for
exampie). little In the way of systematic research was conducted untt I
after World War I (Buzy 1928).

From the outset. most of these

scholars were Europeans. and they applied the terminology developed
for the European chronology to the prehistory of the Levant.

Garrod and Neuville
In 1924. the Jesuit priest A!ex!s Mal lor: discovered the
prehistorIc Site of Shukbah Cave In the Judea" hills of central
Palestine (Figure 1),
(Mallon 1925).

He conducted test excavations the same year

However. further "rights" to the site were turned over

to Dorothy Garrod, and In 1928, under the auspices of the British
School of Archaeology In Jerusalem, she undertook full-seale
excavat Ions there (Garrod 1942).
Four archaeological layers were Identified at Shukbah Cave.
In the preliminary report the archaeo!oglcal material from the thick
layer B was described as, "a meso I ithlc Industry of Capsian
afflnltlssQ (Garrqd 1928:183).

The North A.frlca:"l Capslan liidustry was

the only clearly defined mlcrollthlc Industry In the neighboring
regions.

DeJ)oslt B contained numerous hearths,

,1

burials, and dense

quantities of bone and flint (Table 1).
More work at Shukbah was planned for the following year, but,
Garrod's attention was drawn to the Wadi el Uugharah In the Mount
Carmel reg;on of northern Palestine. when quarrying activitIes
threatened a series of sites.

Charles Lambert had conducted test

excavations at one of these eaves (Mugharet el Wad) In 1928. revealIng
rich and deep archaeological depOSits (Figure i).
Between 1929 and 1934. Garrod (1932) conducted full-seale
excavations In the Mount Carmel eaves.

The work at the eave of

Mugharet el Wad revealed a thIck Mesolithic deposit In layer B (Table
1).

These excavations on the terrace, and In the first two chambers

of the cave yielded evidence of prehistoric artificial leveling, a
series of walls and J)avements. stone basIns cut Into the bedrock, over
40 bur la Is. and a dense array of art I facts (Garrod and Sate 1937).
Kebar-ah Cave. located 13 kllOlil8ters south of el Wad (Figure
1), was sounded In 1930 by Garrod and Theodor-e Maccown. and a slmll?r

el 1to.1II.
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FIgure 1.

Natuflan Site Locations and the Distribution of Modern
P I ant Geograph I c Zones I n the Levant
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Mesolithic deposit was discovered (Garrod 1932:267).

Full scale

excavatIons took place In 1931. under the direction of Turvilie-Petrie
(1932).

The Mesolithic level (B) was stratified between the historic

deposits of level A. and an earlier mlcrollthlc Industry In level C
(SUbsequently named the Kebaran).

Level a was over two meters thick,

and 1nc [uded bone and ch I pped stone too Is, and a large communa I
burial (Table 1).
In 1932. Garrod used the term "Natuf[an" to describe the
Mesolithic deposits from el Wad. and Shukban.

The archaeological

assemblage was defined as a [ocal Mesolithic Industry and culture.
Both terms, "lndllStry" and "culture", were used althOUgh the precise
characteristics of each was never explicitly stated.

The name

Natuflan, however. Is derived from the Wadi el Natuf where the site of
Shukbah Is situated.
Although Garrod (1932:258) did not explicitly define the
uniQue characteristics of the Natuf[an In thIs article, It is clear
that mlcrollthlc backed lunates were the key "foSS I I indicator" for
the chIPped stone Industry.

Other typical chipped stone tools

consisted of triangles, bur Ins. perforators, end scrapers, core
scrapers, and backed blades. which often dlsplayed'sickle polish.
use of the mlcroburln techniQue to separate b[adelets and Helwan
retouch subsequent Iy to back these blade lets were a [so d 1st Inct 1ve
characteristics of the industry.

In addition, large chipped stone

tools made of chert were recovered.
choppers, and round scrapers.

These were primarily piCkS.

The

Additional aspects of the Natuflan material culture were also
described (Garrod 1932).

Bone tools were distinctive: particularly

points. harpoons. gorgets. sickle hafts. and pendants.

Other

Important elements of the Natuflan Included basalt ground stone
vessels and pestles, I !mestons mortars, sculpture in stone and bone,
burials. and such construction features as walls and pavements.
Despite extensive discussion of the types of artifacts
recovered from these Natuflan laYers, the lack of an explicit
definition for the Natuflan has been a I'erslstent problem (8ar Yosef
1981:398-399).

Although such a definition may not have seemed

necessary at the tIme. given the limited number of known sites and the
apparent uniqueness of the Industry. It has been a j)roblem for later
researchers who have Identified cultural assemblages that contained
only SOl71e of the attributes discussed by Garrod (1932) as Natuflan.
An early and late phase of the Natuflan were distinguished by

Garrod (1932:261).

Helwan retouch predominated In the early phase and

bone tools were common.

In the late phase. mlcroburlns were very

common, and the frequency of Helwan retouch and bone tools decreased.
Both phases were present at el Wad; at Shuk.bah only the later phase
was represented.

Kebarah appeared to have been occupied only dt!rlns

the early phase (Turvilie-Petrie 1932:276).
Garrod (1932:268) claimed that the Natuflans practiced
agriculture.

This statement was unsubstantiated, but was probably

based on the I)resence of slck:les which she Interpreted as harvesting
tools, and mortars and pestles.

Since no botanical remains were

10
recovered. there was no direct evidence of agriculture.

Garrod also

suggested that there were no domestic animals In the Natuflan.

This

Inferenee was later supported by DorothY Sate's analysis of the faunal
remains from ei Wad.

The results suggested no evidence of goat or

sheep domestleatlon (Garrod and Bate 1937:153).
In the late 1920s and early 1930s. Rene NeuvIlle (1934)

excavated a series of caves and rockshelters In the eastern Judean
hi lis (Figure 1).

Several of these sites. el Khlam, Oumm 8z-Zuetlna,

Eric. 81 Ahmar. Aln Sakhrl and Tor Abu-Slf. contained Natuflan deposits

(Neuville 1951).

The deposIts at these sites are not as thick as

those at the previously dlScover'9d Natuflan Sites. Indicating less
Intensive occupatIon of each site (Table 1).
Based on this work. Neuvll [e (1934:251-252) proposed a fourstage temporal seQu.ence for the Natuf[an.

Neuv[lle was trying to

refine Garrod's (1932) two-stage sequence by adding two later stages.
The third stage, present only at el Khlam, was distinguished by an
absence of Helwan retouch, and very small
length).

lunates (11 to 15 mm In

The final stage. also present only at el Khlam. was

dlst Ingulshed by the appearance of small sIde notched arrowheads.
Neuville (1934:254) agreed with Garrod (1932:268) that the
Natuflans were the first agr!culturallsts. as evidenced by their
tools: presumably the sickles. mortars and pestles.
worle. no direct evidence of agriculture was present.

As with Garrod's
He also

suggested that domesticated animals were not present In the fIrst two
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phases: domestleated anlmais were not discussed with regard to the

later phases.
In the 19308. Alfred Rust conducted excavations at a series of
sites In western Syria.

At one of these sites. Jabrud III (Figura i j .

a Natuflan deposit was uncovered stratified between the Neolithic. and
an earlier Mesolithic Industry termed the Falltlan (Rust 1950:119121).

The SlRal J scale excavations of the Natuflan deposit revealed

numerous lunates and other chipped stone tools. as well bone awls and
dentallum shell beads (Table 1).

The results of the research

suggested that the Natuflan extended outsIde of Palestine.
Garrod (1958). In a later synthesis of her views on the
Natuflan. objected to Neuville's (1934) four stage division.

Instead,

she preferred a three-fold dIvision advocated by John Waechter (1939)
which combined

Neuville's stages 3 and 4.

Garrod (1958:214) reiterated the claim that the Natuflans were
the first agrIculturalists.

She suggested that the subsistence

pattern was the same for the Natuflans In the Mount Carmel area and
the Judean desert.

Sickle blades were the key piece of evidence used

to support the Inference of agriculture.
slck~es ~e;t'lg

Although the possibility of

used for other tasks, such as wild grass cutting or even

reed cutting, was recognized, she believed the presence of sickle
blades was strong evidence for agriculture.

Yet. fishing and hunting

continued to be the major food sources (Garrod 1958:216).

No direct

eVidence for fishing was recovered other than a small number
bone fishhooks.
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Most schOlars accepted Garrod and Neuvlllo"s assertions that
the Natuflans were the first agrlcultu.rallsts (despite the absence of
direct evidence) until the 19508.

Then. with the results from the

excavation of new Natuflan sites. researchers began to re-evaluate
these Ideas.

Although Garrod and Neuville expressed opinions

regardIng Natllflan sUbsistence. t.he nature of Natuflan settlement

pattern. particularly whether they were sedentarY or not. was
not d I sC"..tSsed.

One notable exception to the early views of Garrod and
Neuville was that .:;f' Childs (1935:39).

He suggested that the

Natuflans were fishers and collectors.

In addition, he believed that

the Mesolithic In Palestine was a later. backwater phenomenon, end
that the Neolithic of Egypt occurred earlier (Chi Ide 1935:34").

Neither Garrod nor Neuvll Ie stated that there were absolute
geographical 1IIIIts to the Natuflan.

Neuvll Ie (1934) only discussed

the Natuflan of Palestine simply because Natuflan saas had only been
found there.

Later. Garrod (1958:212) discussed the distribution of

known Natuflan sites and Included sou.thwest Syria. and Lebanon.

She

recognized that this distribution was only a reflection of where
research projects had been focused.

In addition. Garrod acknOwledged

that traces of Natuflan occupation had been found In Jordan and that
the site of Helwan In Egypt contained Hatuflan elements.

However. she

also considered the Natuflan was probably Indigenous to PalestIne
(although no clear progenItor had been IdentIfied). due to the
abundance 01 sites and the richness of the material culture there.

------_._------------
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Throughout tha':: discussion It Is not clear what exactly defined a
Natuflan sits.

Braidwood
In 1948. Robert Braidwood (1951) Initiated a researeh proJeet
on the origins of Near Eastern agriculture.

He focused on the

foothl J Is of Iran and Iraq. outside U:s area of the NatufJan culture.
yet hIs Ideas and results had direct bearing on research In the
Levant.

Braidwood (1960) believed. as dId earlier scholars such as

Peake and Fleure (1927). that the origins of cereal domestication
would be found In the area of the natural habitat of wild cereals: the
hilly regions of the "fertile cr6SC6iit".

His explicit problem-

oriented research set out to test that hypothesis and to understand
the developmental sequence of domest Icat Ion.

Initially. Braidwood was uncertain as to the nature of
Natuf I an subs Istence. and suggested that the Natuf I an shoul d be p I aced
eltbar

I~

his stage of termInal food gathering or Incipient

agriculture (Braidwood and Braidwood 1950:190).

He believed that the

earliest Villages were much later. arid that Initial food production
occurred Just after the NatufIan.
Later. Braidwood refined his views and stated that the
ter!!!!nal food gatherIng phase occurred Just prior to the Natufian
(during the Kebaran). and that a gap existed between the Kebaran and
Natuflan complexes (Braidwood and Braidwood 1953:283).

The Natuflan

was placed In the stage of Incipient agriculture and anImal
domestication.

However, he made It clear that sickles, pestles. and

,.
mortars. which were present In large numbers for the first time In the
Natuflsn. do not necessarily Imply cereal planting or preparation
(Braidwood and BraidWood 1953:283),

He considered that after this

periOd of Incipient agriculture there was a break In the OCC!l;)atlonal

evidence, and the next stage was that of primary village economy.

absence of discussion about the criteria used to place

the

The

Natuflans

In the Incipient agriculture stage. however, makes the model difficult

to evaluate.
This view of Incipient cultivation In the Natufla" Is

elaboratec:f In later art leles by BraidWood (1958. 1960).

He was forced

to rely solely. as had Garrod (1958) and Neuville (1934). on secondary

&vldence.

The Natuflan was described as a time of Intensified

COllecting focused on small food resources and experimentation with
food production (BraidWood 1960:133).

In addition. he stated that

Natuflan sickle blades were L1S8d for reaping grasses (Braidwood
1958:1428).

The nature of the Natuflan settlement pattern was

not discussed.
Although Braidwood neither excavated any Natuflan sites nor
worked In the area of Natuflan occupation (Palestine. Jordan. Syria .or
LebanOn). his problerrM)rlented research on the origins of food
production was a milestone In Near Eastern archaeology.

Garrod and

Neuville. although Intimately Involved with analyzing and Interpreting
Natuflan Sites. were not explicitly Interested In the development of
agrlcultu.re.

Their research, In general. focused on the hunters and

gatherers of the Paleolithic.

Neither excavated a Neolithic village
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nor dealt with the problems of the nNeollthlc Revolution" as Braidwood
had done.

Therefore, his syntheses were Important contr [but Ions to an

understanding of the Natuflan complex, and his Interpretations

Influeneed subsequent researeh on the origins of agriCUlture In
the Levant.

Renewed Excavation of Natuflan Sites
In the 1950s and 1960s, research In the Levant located
Natuflan settlements In a broader range of geographical and

environmental settings.

A number of these sites were subsequently

excavated: Aln Ida! laha and JerIcho In the Jordan Valley. Nahai Oren

and Hayonlm Cave in the hills of northern Palestine. Taiba In southern
Syria, and Belidha In the rugged region of southwestern Jordan.

Untl [

the late 1960s there was a notable lack of synthesis.

A!n Mallaha
In

1955~

Jean Perrot (1957) began a long-term excavation

project at Aln Mallaha In the Hu.leh Basin of the upper Jordan Val ley
(Figure 1).

This was the first ex:cavatlon at a fully open-air

Natuflan site.

Previously, all excavated Natuflan sites were situated

In caves. rockshelters or on the terraces In front of them.
Perrot (1960:21) suggested that Aln Mallaha was a permanent
settlement with considerable continuity and stability.
of

cemeterles~

The presence

structures, storage facilities, basalt tools, and the

thickness of the arChaeological depOSits were used to support this
assertion (Perrot 1966:477).

He suggested that the population had
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been between 200 and 300 people (Perrot 1966:477) living In about 50
structures (Perrot 1969:.8).

Aln Mallaha

was

not vIewed as a true

village since. all seralt pref'rable de conserver ceUe appellation
pour les agglomerations d"W18 population
passe de Ie devsn',· (Perrot 1969:9).
was a need for this distInction.

a economle agricola OU en

He did not explain why tnere

This was the first attempt to define

tne nature of a Natuflan settlement based on material culture
correlates.
Perrot (1957) also discussed the SUbsistence base of the AI"
Manaha Natuflan.

InitIally. he stated that wild wheat grew locally.

but that It was unclear whether It was cultivated or not (Perrot

1957:109).

Later. however. Perrot (1962:150) asserted that the

SUbSistence economy

was based on hunting and gathering.

This Included

Intensive collect Ion of wild cereals. partiCUlarly wheat and barley.
By the late Natuflan. food production had probably begun.

Despite

these assert Ions abOut the Importance of cereals. and whether or not
they were domesticated. no botanical remains were recovered at Aln
Mallana (Table 1).
Perrot (1966:481) arQU8d that the different proportions of
chipped stene tool types at Aln Mallaha. versus Natuflan sites near
MoUnt carmel. was due to broader envl rornenta I eXPloltat!on at AI;,
Mallaha.

He argued there was strong evidence at Aln Mal Jaha for

hunting of large game animals. explOitation of aquatic resources. and
collection and storage of grains; but no evidence of food production
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(Perrot 1966:482).

In addition. there was no evidence of ungul::te

domestication at tne site (Perrot 1966:481).
The results of the work. at Aln Mallaha. along with Perrot's
(196S) views on Natuflan economy In general, ·were In OPPosition to
Garrod's (1932) and Neuville's (1934) earlier Interpretations.
Perrot's argument for a sedentary Natuflan population SUbsisting
entirely on wi Id plants and animals was to have a profound effect on
subsequent theoretical models on tJle origin of agriculture In
the Levant.

Nahal Oren
Moshe Stekells and Tamar Yizraely (1963) conducted a sar les of

excavations at the terrace sIte of Nahal Oren between 1951 and 1960.
The site Is located at the mouth of the largest drainage on the
western side of Mount Carmel (Figure 1), and contaIned a serIes of
occupatlona! horizons from Kebaran through Neolithic.
The two phases of Natuflan occupation appeared to date to the
late Natuflan (Stekells and YIZraely 1963:11).

The lower phase

contained a stone-walled camp site with hearths and silOS. While the
uPller" phase contained an oval house with silos InsIde It (Table 1).
Both phases naC!

nQm~rQ"S:

blJr!als ¥!Ih!ch

~ere

typically accompanied by a

tall J lmestone mortar that was pierced at the bottom.

The excavators

felt these mortars were placed to marie. the graves.
Based on the nature of the architecture and a relatively large
cemetery. Stekel is and YIZraely (1963:12) stated that both phases of
Natuflan occupation were permanent villages.

In addition, they
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Sl1ggested that the occupat Ion represented a sh I ft from an ear II er

adaptive mode, "an economic revolution". but they did not mention what
this revolution was (Stekells and Ylzraely 1963;12).

It Is unclear

whether they meant a shift to Intensive plant eollection or

to agriculture.
JElf leho

The Impressive site of Jericho. Tell as-Sultan, Is located
along the west side of the lower Jordan Valley (Figure 1).

Kathleen

Kenyon's (1959, 1981) long progra.,:: =f research In the 1950s on the

Neolithic eccupatlon at Jericho also uncovered evidence of Natuflan
occul)atlon (Table 1).

At the base of one trench, directly below the

Pre-pottery Neolithic A deposits, a clay platform with stone walls

containing wooden posts was Identified (Kenyon 1959:6).
shOwed evidence of burning and subsequent rebuilding.

The structure
Kenyon (1959:8)

Interpreted It as a shrine, baSed on the paUcity of artifacts
recovered and the presence of stone sockets/mortars wh I ch were
considered totem or flag poles holders.
I nterpretat Ions were suggested.

No alternative

The few art I facts present,

particularly a Helwan lunate and a barbed bone J:)olnt, suggested an.
early Natuflan date.

This was the only evidence of Natuflan

occupation uncovvied and, therefore, J Ittle Is known of Initial
occupation at Jericho.
TM earliest habitation depOSits at Jericho were termed the
"Proto Neolithic" by Kenyon (1959).

Thay were COIDl'rlsed of a thIck

$uc:cesslon of rather Insubstantial huts.

She suggested this was a
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late Natuflan-Ilka cultural assemblage due to the presence of
mlcrollthlc: tools (Kenyon 1959).

Two lines of eultural development

occurred during the Natuflan: a nonsedentary populatIon living
throughout Palestine. and. during the late I)hases. a settled
J:)opulatlon living at Jericho (Kenyon 1959:8).

She believed that the

Natuf lans I n the MoUnt Carmel area began experiment I ns wi th
agrleulture during the early pilase (Kenyon 1960).

Then. during the

middle and late phases at Jericho (the Proto Neolithic), the

population slowly domesticated plants and became sedentary.

No

botanical remains were recovered from the Natuflan or Proto-Neollthlc

deposits at Jericho and. hence. no direct evidence for the use of
cereals was present.

8eldha
Diana Kirkbride's (1968a) excavations of the Natuflan horizon
at Beldba, In tile sandstone 111 lis of southwestern Jordan, extended the
distribution of excavated Natuflan sites ea.st of the
(Figure 1).

Jorda~

RIVer

The Natu.flan layer was comprised mainly of deposits

containing chipped stone artifacts, and some bone and shell art Ifacts.
No burials. structures, or storage faCI I Ities were found.

Talbe
MarIe and Jacques cauvln placed two soundings in the Natuflan
site of Taiba In 1963 (1.4. Cauvln 1974).

This site lies on a low hili

In the basalt region of southwestern Syria (Figure 1).

The

excavations revealed a chipped stone Industry dominated by mlcrollths,
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and groundstone tools (Table 1).

The location of the site and the

recovery of numerous gazelle remains there prompted the excavators to
suSgest that It was Ideally situated for observIng game anImal
movements.

In addition, they proposed that the site was a base camp.

The high freQuency of blfaclally retouched lunates suggested that the

site dated to the early Natuflan.

Hayen I m Cave

Hayonlm Cave Is situated near the coast In northern Palestine
(Figure 1).

Bar Yoset excavated at the site for four seasons between

1965 and 1970 (Bar Yoset and Teherno" 1966).

The site contained fIve

major occupational horizons of whIch layer B was Natuflan (Table 1).

Five stages of Natufla" occupation. rangIng from early to late

Natuflan. have· been recognized (Bar Yosef and Goren 1973).

Most of

the excavations were In the cave, although Natuflan depOSits were
present on the terrace (Bar Yosef and Tchernov 1966).

The cave

appeared to have been primarily a bUrla! area during the Natuflan,
alti10ugh some habitation evidence was present (Bar Yosef and Goren
1973:67) •
Bar Yosef and Tchernov (1966:117) stated that the Natuflans
were "long-term Inhabitants of the area",
mobile hunters and gatherers.

wi";

lie the Kebarans were

Since no evidence for food production

was present at Hayonlm Cave. they suggested that the Natuf lans were
specialized hunters, fishers, and food gatherers.

However, no direct

evidence of fish or botanical remaIns was recovered.
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Syntheses and Development of New Theoretical Models

At the end of the 1960s several authors proposed models for
the beginnings of food production In the Levant.

The works of Binford

(1968). Flannery (1969). and Wright (1971) discussed the role of the
Natuflan In this development.

Although Binford never worked in the

Nee!" East. and Flam'lery and Wright worked in areas of the Near East

outside the distribution of the Natuflan. their writings had
eonslderable Influence on subsequent Levantlne research.

Meanwhi Ie

Vlta-Flnzl and Higgs (1969) made a methodological and theoretical
contrIbution to the study of settlement systems.

Their work. In the

Mount Carmel area provided an alternative to I)revlou$ views of
Natuflan settlement.
E~lpaleollthlc

Bar Yosef (1970) wrote a synthesis of the

,=ultures of Palestine.

This work provided a framework

for future studies of Eplpaleol Ithlc chipped stone Industries.
Finally, Henry (1973a) wrote a synthesis on the Natuflan of Palestine.
His work was the first detailed analysis of Natuflan chipped stone
technology aM tYPOlogy.

Binford
In 1968, Lewis Binford argued that human population pressure
was a key factor In tf'le domestIcation of plants and animals.
According to Binford (1968:333-335), the rise In sea levels at the
close of the Pleistocene concomitant with a shift to highly seasonal
resources encouraged sedentlsm.
Increase.

Sedentlsm allowed population to

Subsequent population pressure spurred the development of

new subsistence techniques InclUding the collection Of wild cereals.
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Populat:ons were forced to "bud-off" and move to neighboring less

desirable environments.

It was In these areas that cultivation

developed, due to the need for mo:-e food resources along the margins
of the prosperous. sedentary POllulat Ions.
Binford argued that the Natuflans were sedentary village
populations subsisting mainly on aQuatic resources.

He argued that:

"Evidence for the Initial domestication of plants and animals In the
Near East will come from areas adjacent to those occ:up led by
relatively sedentary forager-fiShers." (Binford 1968:335).

One sUI;:h

area, he suggested, was adjacent to Natuf Ian sett laments In the Jordan
Valley (In particular, Aln Mallaha).

Foothills and valleys far from

these sedentary sites would not yield evidence of the transition to
food production.
Although Binford (1968) did not try to document these
deValO!)ments, he offered an alternative view on the origins of
agriculture.

This Idea of po!)Ulatlon !)ressure and the subsequent

buddlng-off of populations, as well as the use of ecological and
demogral)hlc I)rlnClples, provided stimulation for subsequent scholars
working In the area.

However, his assertion of Natuflan emphasis on

aquatic resources lacked archaeological evidence.

In addition, his

Imp I Jcit assumpt Ion that areas outs Ide of the "sedentary" centers were
unoccupied prior to colonization by populations budding off from
sedentary settlement appears untenable.
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Flannery
Kent Flannery. In a 1969 article. sxpanded and built upon the
Ideas of Binford (1968).

He argued that during the mlddie of the

Upper Paleolithic a shift toward a broader subsistence base began
(Flannery 1969:74).

Since Indicated that there was no evidence that

envI rOi'lffi6iitai change had any effect on this Shl'!'t, BIMord's

I'opulatlon dlsequll ibrlum. model was used as the basic explanatory

technique.

This shift In subsistence Involved a focus on such foods

as land snails, mussels, crabs, fowl, and fish (Flannery 1969:77).

Only Jater did wild cereal collection became Important.

The

development of ground stone technology. and the use of storage
facilities occurred before the beginnings of agrlet.::ture.

He believed

that the Natuflans were semi-sedentary wild cereal collectors
(Flannery 1969:80).
Flannery's assertion of a broader subsistence base during the
Upper PaleolithIc has been questioned recently.

Garrard (1980:223-

225) has argued that early man probably exploited a variety of plant
and mlcrofaunal resources.

This Is substantiated by occasional

microfaunal remains In depOSits dated prior to the Upper Paleolithic.
Flannery's proposed shift In subsistence may. In part. be due to
Improved preservation of arChaeological remains over time.

Garrard

further pOinted out that flotation had not been employed on sites
dating prior to the Eplpaleollthlc.

Finally. the assertion that the

climate had no effect on subsIstence must be reconsidered based on
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recent Information

~neernlng

terminal Pleistocene climatIc change

(Bottema and Van Zelst 1982).

G.A. Wr Ight
In 1971. Gary Wright wrote an overview of the origins of food
Droductlon In the Levant.

He expanded Binford's (1968) and Flannery's

(1969) ecological and !JQ"Ulatlon dfmslty hypotheses.
Aecordlng to Wright (1971;461), population Increase occurred
in tlie optimum habitation zone prior to the domestication of cereals.

The number and size of sites Increased with populations at some
sedentary settlements subsistIng on wild plant collecting and hunting.
He reiterated Binford's view that the earliest evidence of

domestication would be In the marginal zenes Immediately adjacent to
optimal areas.

However, the material cr.lltr.lre of the two areas would

be expected to be very similar.

In addition, he saw no one center

for domest Icat Ion.
Wright (1971:467) stated the Natufl ..n

~<i.S

..

w:tuial

comj:llex

with large hearth al'eas, storage baSins, mortars and pestles, and
sickle blades.

These were artifacts and facilities used to harvest,

grind, roast, and store wi Id wheat and barley;

This represented "a

totally new kind of economIc activity" (Wright 1971:467).

In

addition. he stated explIcitly that sickle sheen Is caused by
harvestIng grasses, and that fish and wi Id plants (mainly grains and
nuts) Increased In Importance In the Natuflan.

His statements were

one of the few explicit attempts to define the Natuflan.
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The development of storage capabilities aJ lowed the
development of sedentlsm and. subsequently, permanent architecture
(Wright 1971:467),

The Natuflan originated In areas occupied during

the Upper Paleolithic: the coastal plain. Judean desert. and the

western valleys of Palestine.
~he

Later. occupation expanded eastward to

Jorcian v<li iey. and to the southern and northern parts of the

Mediterranean vegetation zone (Wright 1971:468).

This seQuence was

supported, he asserted, by the fact that the earliest domestIcated
plants occurred In the Neolithic at Beldha and Jericho which were

located In eastern. more arid areas.
Wright (1971) found the combined Flannery-Binford model
credible.

POPulation Increase caused competition for plant resources.

Then population sl)read through the Mediterranean environmental zone,
and finally to Its margins where the first experimentation with
domestication occurred (Wright 1971:468).

He argued that the Increase

in the number of sites In the Natuflan was evidence for
population Increase.
Wright's (1971) article represented a very detal led attempt to
character Ize Natuf I an subs Istence and the steps I nvolved I n the
development of· domestlCJ)!ted !,!ants.

His arguments were hampered by a

lacle of botanical evidence from any Natufian sItes.

The assertIon

that Natuflan subsistence was based on wild cereals used secondary
evidence (such as slclele sheen, mortars, pest les, and storage basins)
that could also be used for other plant resources.

Finally. he
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Ignored the presence of an early Natuflan site In the east.
namely Beldha.

Vlta-Flnzl and Higgs
In 1969. Claudio Vlta-Flnzl and Eric Higgs published a paper
on prehistoric subsistence economy In the Mount carmel area.

They

used the concept of site catchment. and stressed the need to study the
local environment to determine what resources were exploited.

Their

work: was InflUenced by the research of Flannery (1965) In the Zagros.
Vita-Flnzl and Higgs (1969) argued that resource distribution
was seasonal In 'ths Mount Carmel area. and that cereals were a major
food source during the Natuflan.
sites were located In ecotones.

They asserted that most Natuflan
In addition. they made distinctions

between home bases and transit sites. and between exploitation
territory (around the sltej and annual territory.
They argued that sites along the coast had l'lttle arable land
within their catchment area. malelng It unlikely tl'tat agriculture was
practiced there.

They suggested, very timidly, that a relationship

existed between coastal and Inland sites; "It Is possible to perceive
at this pOint a very speculative possIbIlity of a I)attern of seasonal
movements emerglng. n (Vlta-Flnzl and Higgs 1969:22).

The Ul)land sites

wer;;! used for animal eXl)loltatlon (domestic or wild) after the winter
rain and for cereal collection In June and July (this Is actually much
too late to collect cereals).

The coastal sites were occupIed In the

early spring to collect I) I ant resources. and In the dry summer and
autumn for their water supplies.
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Although they acknowledged the need to test this model.
several problelRs malee Its applicability suspect.

They made a number

of mlstaJc:es in site attribution (for 8xaml'Ie Emlreh has no Natufla"

occupation, and Eynan and AI" Mallaha are two names for the same
site), and the classification of land types based on modern [and use
Is QU8$tlonable (Henry 1983; J. Cauvln 1977).

By questioning the

assertion that NatufIan sites ware fully sedentary. however, and by
trying to develop testable Ideas of year-round settlement and
subsistence systems In an environmental context. they forced others to
deal with an Issue WhiCh. until then. had been Ignored.

Bar Yosef
Bar Yoset wrote hIs doctoral dissertation In 1970 on the
Eplpaleollthlc cultures of Palestine.

His research focused on the

Kebaran. and was the first synthesis of the Eplpaleollthlc.

He

defined a new Industry. the GeometriC Kebaran A. and placed It
temporally between the Kebaran and the

Natufl&~.

!!'!. addition, he

examined the nature of Natuflan culture. settlement. and economy.

In

subSeQuent articles, In the first half of the 1970s, he further
deve loped these I SSU8S.
Bar Yosef (1970:175) considered the chipped stone Industry as
only one aspect of the Natuflan culture.

Its presence alone was not

suffiCient for aSSigning a Site to the Natuflan.

Hence, a distinction

was made between Natuflan base camps and seasonal camps.
"Geometric Kebaran 8" was applied to the latter.

The term
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The base camps were defined by the presence of construction
features, art, bUrials, Jewelry. bone tools, ground stone, and chipped
stone elements (Bar Yosef 1970:174-175j,

The dlstlnet1vG features of

the chipped stone technOlogy were blade-bladelet production.
systematic use 01 the mlcroburln technique. and the use'of Helwan
retouch (Bar Yosef 1970:174-175).
present at all sites.

The last two features were not

Key characteristics of the chipped stone tools

were lunates. sickle blades, and perforators.
In earlier Industries.

These tools were rare

The ground stone artifacts Ineluded mortars,

pest las. querns, "stone pi pes". whetstones. and bowls.

Both large and

medIum size base camps were recognized.
Seasonal camps were much smaller. and lacked many of the
features aSSOCiated with base camps.

Bar Yosef (1970:180) suggested

the seasonal camps were probably used for hunting. but. the exact
Interrelationship between base and seasonal camps was left Unclear.
He Inferred that el Khlam was a seasonal camp based on the absence of
91" Ind I ng stones (Bar Yoset 1970: 180).

However • ..,o other sites were

c I ass I fled as base or seasona I camps.
Bar Yoset (1970:180) believed the Natuflans were more
sedentary than the preceding Kebarans.

The Kebaran had been wander I n9

hunters and gatherers liVing In small groups along the coast and in
the mountains.

The piesence of numerous mortars, pestles. Querns, and

sickle blades In the Natuflan versus their paucity In the Kebaran
reflected different nmodes of life".
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AlthOUgh not discussed by Bar Yosef (1970). the rIse In sea

leve! at the end of the Pleistocene. redUced the coastal plain of

Palestine and lIay have contributed to the shift In exploitation
patterns.

In additIon. It should be noted that the Kebaran sIte of

EI" Gav I contains at least one hut structure. sickles. mortars. and
pestlas (Bar Yosef 1970:171).

The presence of thIs complex. If only

at one Site. suggests that the change In lifestyle between the
Natuflan and the iCebaran may have been gradual.
Bar Yosef' s work represents a deta I I ed and exp J I cit attempt to
define the Natuflan based on Its material culture and to consider

Matuflan settlement systems In genaral.

The precise nature of the

yearly settlement pattern was not discussed by Bar YQesf (1970).

His

distinction betwesn base camps and seasonal camps. however. Is stili
made today.
In an article on Hayonlm cave. Bar Yosef and Tchernov
(1970:148) elaborated on Bar Yosef's views of Eplpaleollthlc
sett lement and subsistence.

They asserted that the Kebarans lived

primarily In the coastal areas. and made seasonal fcrays Into the
mountains.

The Natuflans. however. occupied the hilly areas.

Bar

Yosef and Tchernov (1970:145) correlated Natuflan sites with the
Mediterranean environmental zone (based on the distribution of terra
rossa soils). and an annuai precipitation of 400

hili

to 800 1mI.

The

regions outSide the Mediterranean zone, which were more arid.
cont lrued to be Inhabited by nomadic hunters and gatherers who
borrowed and adapted Natuf Ian deve lopments (Bar Yosef and Tcherncv
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1970:148-149).

In addition. they discarded the term Geometric Kabara"

B and stated that these seasonal C80i'ij)S found In ar Id areas were
Natuflan.

This stu.dy was the flqJt

attemp~

to correlate Natufl."" site

dlstrlbu.tlon with environmental zones.
According to Bar Yoss' and Tchernov (1970:148). Natuf Ian
subsistence was based on cereal collection. yet hunting was stili
Important.

Resources were greater In the hIlly Mediterranean zone and

this allowed larger settlements.

Changes In the sharing of food

surpluses, the use of storage 1aellltl88. collective burials. and an
Increase In artistic expression Indicated an Increase In COIIIIUI1al

activities.
In a subsequent art Icle on Hayonlm Cave. Bar Yosef and Goren
(1973:67) continued to discuss Natufla" settlement pattern.

OWIIII ez-

luetlna. AI" Salchrl. Tor Abu Sif. and P SOB were listed as seasonal or
transitory camps. while Aln Uallaha. Beldha. Nahal oren. el Wad.
Kebarah~

Shukbah. Erk el Ahmar. and Hayonlm were termed base camps.

This was the first asslgnll8nt of sites to the different levels of the
sett lement system.
relationship

bet~en

However. they did not dIscuss the nature of the
the different cOlrlponents of any given system or

explicitly define seasonal/transitory camps.
Henry
Research for Henry's (1973a) doctoral dissertation concerned
Natuflan material culture and ecology with partlcI.llar emphaSiS on the
lithic technology.

This work developed frotl his excavations at the

Natuflan site of Rosh Zin in the Negev (Henry 1973b).
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Henry (1973a:169) viewed the Natuflan. situated I)rlmarlly In
the hills and plateaus of Palestine. as a "homogeneous culture,
employl:'lg a common basic lithic technology·.

The Natuflans produced:

"small. rather wide. blades from 25-31 I11III In length and 9-11 mm In
wlclth."

AlthOUgh blades were Undoubtedly the desired blank for tool

manufacture, flakes always outnumbered blades. sometimes as mUCh. as
three to one (Henry 1973a:164).

Cores were predominantly

multlplatform. and used for the I)roductlon of blades.

Common

characteristics of the blades Included unllpped bulbs of percussion,
single faceted or crushed J)latforms,

cu~ved

lateral profl [es with the

maximum curve at the proximal end, para! lei or converging lateral
edges, I)olnted or blunt distal shapes, and exterior scar patterns
either parallel to the axis or converging and para I lei (Henry
1973a:153-170).

Typologically, the stone tool assemblage was

characterized by simple end scrapers. single blow truncation burlns,
straight backed bladelets, lunates. sIngle notched pIeces.
dentlculates on blades, double backed perforators. backed or unbacked
sickle blades. and massive pieces InclUding scrapers, notched pieces,
dentlculates. and lames a machure.
Henry (1973a) also asserted that the Natuflans were more
sedentary than tile Kebarans. based on differences between thel r
respective base camps.

A distinction was made between base camps and

seasonal camps similar to th2.t made by Bar Yosef (1970).

Base camps

had all or some of the following attr Ibutes: larger than 50 square
meteis. bur I a Is. arch Itecture. ground stone (unspec I fled as to type),
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and ornamental objects (Henry 1973a:176).

Transitory camps. on the

other hand, had qualitatively sImilar chipped stone assemblages. but

lacked the base camp features already mentioned.

TransItory camps

were used to extend the range of Natuflan exploitation from a base

camp.

In addition, Henry (1973a:192-193) inferred the functIon of

some transItory camps based on the stone tools: Jabrud 111/2 was
called a meat-processing station due the abLmdance of scrapers, and
Tor Abu Sit was labeled a p[ant-processlng station due to the numerous
sickles.

However. these specialized transitory camps were not related

to any particular base camps.
Henry (1973a:188-189) argued that the presence of sickles,
bedrock: mortars, pestles. Querns. and grinding stones suggested that
barley and wheat were being co! !ected and proces$sd.
hablta~

sites were situated near the wild

Sinee Natuflan

of the cereals, he doubted

that agriculture was practiced.
Tool tYl'es were correlated with environmental zones and three
clusters were Identified by Henry (1973a).
were Interpreted as representing

dlff~rent

areas near tile coast. Inland mountain
and steppe vegetation.

The different tool kits
adaptations; dry hilly

topograPhY~

and forest-steppe

Settlements In the hilly coastal area and the

steppe area would have exploited more large animals. While settlements
In the Inland mountain areas would have subsisted more on smaller game
and plants.
Henry's (1973a) work hell'sd to define the nature of the
Natuflan chiPped stone assemblage.

In addition, It was the first
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attempt tc correlate variations In material culture (the stone tools)
with different subsistence strategies and environmental zones.

Recent Research and Excavat Ion
In the 1970s and 1980s research on the Natuflan cultural

complex cont Inued with a broadened geographical range.

Exeavat Ions

resumed at Hayonlm and Nahal Oren In northern Palestine. and at Beldha
In southern Jordan.

Projects began at the newly discovered sites of

Rosh lin and Rosh Horesha In the Negev Highlands. Wadi Judayld and
J406b In the Ras en Naqb of southern Jordan. Tabaqa In the Wadi el

Hasa of southern Jordan. Wad! Hameh 27 and 'A!r! Rahub !r:: ;";crtMrn

Jordan, AzraQ Basin 18 ana slack Desert 14/7 In northeastern Jordan.
Excavat Ions at Tel I Uureybet and Tel I Abu Hureyra on the EUphrates In
northern syrIa revealed late Eplpaleollthlc horizons that have also
been attributed to the Natuflan.

Some of these excavations have now

been reported In considerable detail, whl Ie for others only
preliminary results are available so far.

However. the results, when

available, should greatly Increase our knowledge of Natuflan
s;;;ttlement and SUbSistence, particularlY In the more poorly known
eastern port Ions of the levant.

Rosh Zin
The Central Negev project, under the direction of A.E. Uarks

(1976. 19n). excavated a number of Eplpaleollthlc sites In the early
1970s.

These Included two Natuflan sItes.

Henry (i973b. 1976)
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carried out the excavations at the late Natuflan site of Rosh lin
(Figure 1) which served as the basis for his dissertation.
Three occupational phases were Identified at Rosh Zin.

latest phase contained four oval stone structures (Table

1).

was dated to the late Natuflan based on styliStic evidence.

The

The site
Despite

the absence of burialS. which Henry (1973b:178) had listed as a
defining charact81"'Istic of a base camP. the site was Interpreted as a

Natuflan base camp (Henry 1976:346).

This deCision was based on the

presence of arch Itecture. ground stone. and ornaments.
In the preliminary report. Henry (1973b:136) questioned Bar
Yosef's (1970) view that Natuflan occupation In arid areas. such as

the Negev. was only seasonal.

Based on the presence of QUarns.

91'" I nd I ng stones. and numerous rock IIOrtars. Henry argued that p I ant
collecting. Of cereals In particular. was Imgortant at Rosh Zin.
SI,,~

today In the Negev grasses are harvestable for a brief period

between May and September. the site was certainly occupied dUring the
-dry· season. It should be pointed
become ripe nuc:h earlier than May.

out that In the Negev cereals
Henry also suggested that. due to

a wetter climate during the Natuflan occupation. the area around Rosh
Zin was on the boundary of the stepplc and MedIterranean vegetatIon

zone.

This assertion was based on the results of HorowItz's (1976)

pollen analysis of samples frOll Rosh Horesha.

Rosh Horesha
The second Natuflan site excavated during the Central Negev
Project was Rosh Hor8sha (Figure 1).

Uarks and Paul Larson (1977:191)
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described the site as the largest base camp Yet recorded. exceeding

7.000 square meters In area. and dated It to the late Natufla" on
stylistic grounds (Table 1). The excavations revealed stone oval
structures. a limited range of material culture (particularly with

regard to bone tools and ground stone). and no bur lals.

They

suggested that Rosh Horeaha was Inhabited either on a long term.

semipermanent basis or year round (Marks and Larson 1977:230).
According to Maries and Larson (1977:230). the Inhabitants

conSWled a wide range of resources. and did not rely heavily on
plants.

This Inference was based on the paUCity of groundstone

artifacts recovered. and not on primary evidence. since no botanical
remains were recovered.

MarkS

~1977:24)

suggested that Natufla"

subsistence was successful In the Negev because It balanced gazelle
and other galle hunting with cereal eXPloItation.

ThIs flexible

subSistence strategy provided a storable surplus which In turn allowed
a considerable degree of sedentl ...

Nahal Oren
Excantlons resUllled In the early 19708 at Nahal Oren under the
superVisIon of Tamar Nay. Anthony Legge. and Eric Higgs (1973).

Test

excavations gathered detailed subslstenee data IncludIng
maerobotanlcal remains with the use of the flotatIon technique.

The

excavation yielded material from the Kebaran. Geometric Kebara" A.
Natuflan. and Prepottery NeolithIc layers.

The discovery of three

domestic emmer wheat seeds. TrltlCUlll dICOCCUIJ. In the Kebaran layer
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are of particular Interest (Noy. Legge and Higgs 1973:93).

The

excavators argued that these domest I c wheat seeds, the ear I lest known
by well over 7000 years, were In unquestionable context. and thereby

show that cereal exploitation. If not domestication, occurred verY

early.
The limited results of these soundings suggested that the

Natuflan were exploiting the uJ)lands.and coastal areas In small mobile
groups (NoY. Legge and Higgs 1973:96).

It was asserted that Nahal

Oran and Rakefet, a Natuflan site In the nearby Uplands, were
complementary stops on a seasonal round (NoY. Legge. and Higgs
1973:95).

The subsistence potential of the area was viewed as low

and, hence, unlikely to have supported a sedentary population.

In

addition. they asserted that the paucity of carbonized seed remains
recovered and the unsuitability of the terrain Indicated grain
consumption was not an Important dietary component (Noy, Legge and
Higgs 1973:96); a conclusion reached despite the presence of numerous
grinding stones.

Gazelle, they suggested, was the principal food

source. and the recovery of a high freQuency of young gaze) Ie
suggested a "close man-animal relationship".
This research represented the first attempt to recover large
quantities of macrobotanlcal and mlcrofaunal evidence to elucidate the
nature of Natuflan subsistence.

Her:ce. It was a milestone In

attempting to rely less on secondary evidence of subsistence
strategies.

In addition, It Is Interesting to note that while almost
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all previous researchers considered the presence of grinding stones to

Indicate a reliance on cereals. these workers asserted the opposite.
Hayonim Terrace
In 1974 and 1975, Henry excavated the terrace of Hayonlm Cave
(Henry and Ler"ol-Gourhan 1976).

The Natuflan occupation of layer B.

some fifty centimeters thlele:. eontalned evidence of a curved wall and
a conical pit. as well as abundant artlfactual remains (Table 1).
Henry argued that the Natuflans at the site exploited a wide range of

local resources, but. no botanical remains were recovered.

In

additIon. he suggested that the storage of plant resources allowed

permanent or semi-permanent reslCicfice (Henry and Lerol-Gourhan

1976,403) .
Population growth In the early Natuflan Of northern Palestine
was Interpreted as having caused settlements to spread southward Into
the Negev during the late Natuflan (Henry and Lerol-Gourhan 1976:403).
This settlement expansion was concurrent with climatic deterioration
(based on the analysis of the Hayonlm Terrace pollen which suggested
that It was drier In the late Natuflan). and may have forced the
development of agricUltural techniQues.

This development was believed

took place In the core areas of Natuflan occupation. where

t~ere

sedentary populations (Henry and leroi-GourMn 1976:405).

This was

were

the exact opposite of BInford's (1968) hypothesis and Henry's (1973a)
earlier opinion.
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Ras en NaCib
In the late 1970$. Henry (1982) Initiated a research project

In the Ras en NaQb area of southern Jordan.

The survey phase of this

I'foJect located two Natuflan sites (Figure 1).

The Wadi Judayld site was termed a base camp due to Its rich
ch Ipped

sto~e

art I fact Inventory. th 10k: cui tura I depo$ It. and 1arge

site size (Henry and Turnbull iS8S).

However. the lImited test

exeavat Ions exposed no burials, architecture, ground stone, or
botanical remains, although this may have been dUe to the small area
excavated (Table 1).

Radiocarbon dates frolii the site were early

enough to prompt Henry (1982:438) to suggest that the Natuflan
eultural comJ:llex may have ::!:: ...eloped first on the Jordanian plateau.
and later expanded westward Into Palestine.

This view was In

opPosition to Wright's (1971) earlier assertion.

Henry also stated

that Natuf I an sedent I sm was based on Intense cer-ea I co I lec.t Ion and not
on aquatic resources as Binford (1968) had suggested (Henry and
Turnbull 1985).
The Natuflan site of J406b (Figure 1) was also test excavated
(Henry 1961:437).

This site Is located at the base of a cliff,

adjacent to a fossil spring.

The limited excavations, one square

meter In area, revealed at least 30 cm of deposit and a chipped stone
assemblage that appears to be late NatufJan (Table 1).
excavations provided little, however, In the

way

The

of additional

I nformat Ion regard Ing the nature of the sett I ement.
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Te J I Uureybet
'n 1965. Maurita van Loon (1966) excavated at Tall ....reybet
along the Euphrates of northern Syria (Figure 1).

Van Loon's

(1986:215) goal was to recover 9C011O!!11c data to test Perrot's
hypothesiS that sedentary hunter-gatherer COIIIIIIW1ltles existed prior to

farming.

The large tell Stt2 revealed a series of 17 aceramlc

occupational horizons over seven meters thick In total.

The lower

eight levels contained round hOUses, and dated to the start of the

Neolithic (van Loon 1968).
Van Loon (1968:280) stated that Mureybet was a permanent
village consist Ins; of approximately 200 one-family haUsss throughout

Its occupation.

The subsistence ecol'lOlllY was based on hunting and

gathering of wild plants, and no evidence of food production

was present.
Notably. botanical remaIns were recovered from the
excavations.

Willem van lelst (1970) reported that wild Iinkorn

wheat. Trlt/cWII boeot/CWIJ. was abunda."tt along with some wild barley.

Hordeum spontaneflll. and several kinds of legumes.

No morphological

evidence of cultivation was observable (van lelst 1970:176).
Van leist's (1970:172) views on the settlement. based on
botanical and climatological analysis. differed from van Leon's
(1968).

He stated that a cooler and moister climate than exists tOday

was needed for elnkorn wheat to grow near the site.

Pol len studies

had Indicated that the cliMate was cooler and drier clurlng the
occupation of the site (van lelst and Wright 1963).

Van lelst.
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therefore, suggested that the population at Mureybet was seml-

sedentary. spending the late spring and S:':.:=:ler In southwestern Turkey,
some too to 150 kin to the north, and gathering wheat to bring back to
the site.

Barley. however, could have grown near Mureybet.

Although van Zelst's (1970) hYI'othesls of a seasonal round [s
thought-provoking, It does not explain why the remainder of the year
should have been spent at Mureybet.

In addition, more recent climatic

data suggests the climate at the beginnIng of the Neolithic In
northern Syria may have been moister. allowing wi Id wheat to grow In
the area near the site (Bottema and van Zelst 1981).

JaCQues Cauvln (1972) condUcted more excavations at the site
between 1971 and 1974.

The results of his work provided Important new

Information on the earliest oecupatlon &t the site.
22)

dlseover~d 3.~

Cauvln <1977:21-

earlier Eplpaleollthle phase of oeeupatlon wtilch he

divided Into two components: the Natuflan and the Eplnatuflan.

The

radiocarbon dates place the occupation at the very end of the
Eplpaleollthlc between 10.500 b.p. and 10.200 b.p. (J. Cauvln
19n:48).

The excavations revealed evidence of earth floors, large

stone-filled pits. bone tOOls, and a wide range of stone toels (Table
1). _In addition. botanical and fish remains were recovered, showing

that they had provided an Important resource bass.
Cauvln (1977:41) suggested that the settlement was a sedentary
village subsisting on abundant wild resources.

Fishing, the

collection of fresh water clams. and the hunting of migratory birds
(available between February and April) were Important SUbsistence
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strategies during the Natuflan.

In addition, he asserted that wild

sinker" wheat. Triticum boeot/cum and wild barley. Hordeum

spontaneum, were also gathered In the nearby region.

This view of

wi Id wheat growing locally Is contrary to the earlier Interpretation

of van Ze 1st (1970).
Cauvln (1977:38) recognized that by 8rJl'ly[n9 the label
Natuflan to the early phase of occupation at Uureybet. he extended the
known distribution of Natuflan sites some 150 km to the north.

However. he considered the ch I pped-stone assemb lage. bone tool s,
ground stone tOOls, and architecture to be In the same tradition as

that from Natuflan sites In the southern Levant.

In addition.

discoveries of other sites along the Euphrates. such as N'ailr el-Homr.
suggested to him that similar changes In the characteristics of the
chipped stone tools. such as the decrease In Helwan retouch over time.
occurred In PalestIne and northern Syria during the Natuflan.

Te II Abu Hureyra
Andrew Moore (1975) excavated at Tell Abu Hureyra on the
EUI'hrates River [n 1972 and 1973 (Figure 1).

This enormous site

contained a long series of NeolIthic levels overlYing a late
EI'll'aleollthlc occupation.

The EI'lpaleollthlc layers contained

hOuse pits along with grinders. Cluerns. mortars •. pestles. and
numerous mlcrolJthlc artifacts (Table 1).

Moore (1975:67) suggested

that the popu lat [on was e [ther sem I-sedentary or sedentary dur i ng
the late EI'lpaleollthlc.
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Extensive use of the froth flotation technique yielded the
largest collection of botanical remains from any late Eplpaleollthlc

site.

Remains of hackberry. turpentine, wild einkorn wheat, and

common vetch were recovered In eonslderable Quantities (H! Ilman
1975:72).

Wild barley. domestic barley. rye, bitter vetch. wild

lentils and caper were present In very low frequencies.

Gordon

Hillman (1975:75). who analyzed the botanical remains. Ident!fled the

elnkor" wheat as morphologically wild, but he was uncertain whether It
was cultivated or not.

In addition. he prOl)osed that. although

lentils. eapers, and domestic barley were rec;overed In small numbers,
they may have been Intrusive from the Neolithic layers.
According to Moore (1978:57), Abu Hureyra and other northern
Syrian sites

mus~_

be viewed as distinct from the Natuflan; a term

which he restricted to Palestine.

He has yet to propose a comparable

label. hQwever. but has applied the more Inclusive terms of late
Eplpaleollthlc or Eplpaleollthlc 2 (Moore 1979.1982).
In a 1979 article, Moore refined his views of the
Eplpaleollthle occupation of }bu H:.:.reyra.

He asserted t!'!.at

po~!!!at!on

Increased during the late Eplpaleollthlc In part due to environmental
amelioration. as temperature and rainfall Increased (Moore 1979:5).
The Improvement In the environment allowed greater sedentlsm and new
economic strategies to develop.

He suggested that elnlCorn wheat,

barley. rye and possibly pulses were cultivated (Moore 1979:6).

This

Inference was In part based on the presence of what are today weed
plants: A/triplex. Alyssum and LlthospermUfJI.

He felt this Indicated
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that the late Eplpaleollthlc populations had cultivated fields.

Although the precise motive for domestication was unclear, Moore felt

the expanding food requirements of a larger village population lDay
have been a factor.

Moore's

(1979)

statements regarding the presence of

domesticated plants In the late Eplpaleollthlc were at odds with
Hillman's (1975) opinions on the sUbJect.

However, Moore's attempts

to accwnulate extensive subsistence data. particularly botanical and
microfauna I remains. have allowed detailed discussion. using primary
data. of SUbsistence practIces at Tell Abu Hureyra.
Deborah Olszaw-akl (1934. 1988) conducted an analysis of the
chipped stone assemblage from the late EplpaleollthlC layers at Abu

Hureyra.

She concluded that the lllatarial frem Abu HUreyra was

sIgnificantly different from the Natuflan In the southern Levant and,
therefore. proposed the term -Hu.reyran- for the Industry (Olszewski

1984,166).
The predcmlnance of flakes over blades and bladelets. single
and pOlyhedral corss rather tban pyramidal and multlplatfonn cores,
massive tools consisting of chisels rather than PiCkS. scrapers, and
Clentic:.:.lated pisces. and the rarity Of sickles and the absence of
Helwan retouch were offered as the differences between the Chipped
stone from Abu Hureyra and Natuflan sites (Olszewski 1984:166).
Olszewski (1984:215) suggested that that occupants of the
northern Syrian sites. due to their environmental location. were more
Intensively exploiting cereals (probably CUltivated. she suggested).
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The Natuf lans In the southern Levant. however. focused on the

collection of fruits and nuts.

She argued that the absence of slcl(le

blades, and the predominance of querns and grinders In northern Syrian
sites supported this contention.

Based on

the

correlation of tool types and environmental

zones, four groupings of sites were IdentIfied by Olszewski
(1984:213),

Group 1 consisted of sites In stepplc areas with high

percentages of borer/perforators and notch/dent I cui ates.

Groups 2 and

3 comprIsed sites In the Mediterranean forest environment with high
percentages of nongeometrlc mlcrollths and geometric mlcrofltM

respectively.

Group 4 contained two sites from different

envIronmental locations that had a high percentages of scral)ers and
bur Ins.

These groups, she suggested, were related to

"maeroenv I rorvnanta) zones ar.d/or' aet I v I ty or lentat Ion", al though the
Implications for subsistence variability were not eXl)lored (Olszewski
1984:215).

Valla
Recent Iy, Francois Valla has conducted research to test the
validity of the chronological subdivisions suggested for the Natuflan
(Garrard 1932; Bar Yoset and Valla 1979).
from four sites (Valla 1984:13-14).

He examined assemblages

The chll)l)ed stone assemblages

from Perrot's excavations at Aln J.lallaha. and Noy's excavations at
Nahal Oren were examined In detail.

In addition, small seale

soundings were undertaken at el Wad and Hayonlm Terrace In 1980 and
1981.

The purpose of these excavations was to resolve some of the
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chronologIcal

~uestlons

associated with these stratified sites.

At el

Wad the sounding was limited to an area of 0.5 by 2.5 meters. wh I Ie at

Hayon 1m Terrace the sound Ing covered 6 square meters.

AI though the

excavat Ions provided a datal led sample of the ch Ipped stone
assemblages. little In the way of further settlement details have

bean recerted.
Valla's (1984:182-183) results eonflrmed the three stage
Natuflan sequence originally proposed by Waechter (1939).

The three

stages were based on decreases In the length of lunates and the
frequency of b Ifac la I retouch.

AI though var lab II [ty In other aspects

of the ehlpped stone assemblage was noted. only these two traits
appeared chronologically sensitive within the Natuflan.
Recent projects
AzraQ Basin.

In 1975 Andrew Garrard conducted a

reconnaissance survey In the Azraq Basin and discovered a wide range
of I)rehlstoric Sites, Including evidence of Natufian occul)atlon
(Garrard and Price 1977).

Setween 1982 and 1985 there were three

seasons of survey and test excavation were undertaken In the basIn,
and one Natuflan site was sounded (Garrard and others 1985 1986. in
I)ress).
The Natuflan site of AzraQ 18 (Figure 1). extendIng over 200
sQuare meters. lies near a spring In the silt dUnes of the central
basin (Garrard and others In press).

The smal [ sounding at the site

revealed a chipped stone assemblage rich in mfcrollthS. particularly
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lunates (Table 1).

In addition. a multiple burial containing five

Individuals was exposed.
Black Desert SUrvey.

Alison Betts fecent extensive survey of

the basalt desert of northeastern Jordan bas revealed some evIdence of
Natuflan occupation (Betts 1982. 1986).

The sIte of Black Desert 14/7

(Figure 1) Is a small. 10 square maters In area. late Natufla"
occupation (Table 1).

The topographic location. th.e presence of low

walls. and a predominantly mlcrollthlc asselllblage. has led the
excavator to suggest the site functioned as a hunting station.
~.

This site lies In the northern highlands Jordan.

Just north of 'rbld (Figure

1).

Excavations by Hans Georg Gebel and

Mujahed Yuhalse" In 1985 revealed two occupation phases at the site.
The archaeological remains Included round structures. living floors.
and botanical remains (Table 1).

The excavators dated the site to the

late Natuflan on stylist Ic grounds (Gebel and Yuhelsen 1985:107).
Tabaaa.

A large Nltuflan Site (Figure 1)

was discovered

during the 1982 survey of the wadi 01 Hasa In southern Jordan
(Me.dlO:"'.!.!d and others 1983).

Analysls;;;f

t~&

&itlfact aSsembiage

Indicated that the site was an early Natuflan settlement (Byrd and
Rollefson 1984).

The surface assemblage Included a diverse chipped

stone assemblage. mortars. pest les. gr Indlng stones. and stone beads
(Table 1).

Excavations are planned for the future.

Wadi Hameh 27.

Research by AUstralian archaeologists at pella.

In the eastern upper Jordan Valley. dIscovered a Natuflan site (FIgure
1) on a bluff overlookIng the Wadi Hameh (McNiCOl I and others 1984).
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Under the direct Ion of Ph 1IIIp Edwards, recent a::tanslve exeavat Ions
have revealed an Imllresslve early Natuflan habitation (Edwards. In
press).
wi th

Three phases of o·cCLQ:Iatlons have been Identified, complete

oe J I-like round structures, a r I eh ground stone Industry. bone

sickle hafts, burials, and botanical remains (Table 1).

The material

culture Is very similar to that recovered at Aln Uallaha.

Although

reported only (n preliminary form, with excavations stili continuing,
the results will certainly provide Important Information on early
adaptat Ion In the diverse anvl renment of the Upper Jordan Valley.

Conclusion
Sixty years of research at over two dozen sites has provided a
wealth of data on the nature of the Natuflan archaeolog!cal complex.
Although Palestine has been the location of the majority of the
research. over the last 10 years or so there has been considerable
research In areas to the east and northeast.

It Is In these areas

that our understanding of Natuflan adal)tatlon Is likely to grow the
most rapIdly.
The Natuflan st!11 occupies a central position In theories on
the development of sedentary life and food production.

Yet. our

knowledge of the subsistence strategIes and the nature of the
settlement

patter~s

ramalns cloudy.

The wide range of Interpretations

of the archaeological remains from Natuflan assemblages is a
reflection of the paucity of data available to resolve these
Cluestlons.

If the new evidence from Jordan Is brought to bear on the
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pl"oblems of Natuflan settlement and subsistence, however, additional
Insights should be !)osslbla.

CHAPTER 3

PAlEOENVIRONMENTAL RECONSTRUCTIONS IN THE LEVANT
BETWEEN 20,000 B.P. AND 8,000 B.P.

This chapter outlines the modern environment In the Levant and
then discusses pal eoenv I ronmenta I reconstruct Ions for the per lod of
the Eplpaleollthlc and the early Neolithic, 20,000 b.p. to 8,000 b.p.
(unca Ilbrated) •

The overv I ew of pa leoenv I ronmenta I reconstruct Ions

wi II Include consideration of the major sources of evidence and recent
pa I eoenv I ronmenta I mode Js.

Modern Env Ironment
The folloWing discussion Is taleen primarily from the works of
Zohary (1962, 1973) and to some extent from the research of Horowitz
(1979) and AI-Elsawl (1985).
The topography of the Levant can be roughly divided Into four
north-south longitudinal zones.
Jordan)

th~se

In the southern Levant (Palestine and

Include: a rather narrow coastal plain along the

Mediterranean; the h!!!s ar.t! mountaIns of Palestine, which rise
gradually from the coastal plain and then slope steel)ly to the east;
the Jordan-Araba Rift valley. which Includes the lowest point on earth
at 396 meters below sea level near the Dead Sea; and the Jordanian
Plateau riSIng abruptly from the Rift System and then gradually
merging with the syrIan and Arabian deserts (Figure 2).
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Figure 2.

Location of Major Topographic Features In the Levant
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In the northern Levant, Syria and Lebanon, these topographic
features are not as distinct.

The northern coastal plain Is quite

narrow as the mountains of Lebanon are very close to the sea.

The

very rough, hIgh topograPhy of the western mountain and hili zone is
divided Into the Lebanon Mountains and. further north, the Ansarlye
MountaIns.

The Rift system Is not as continuous. consisting of the

Ayun Valley. the Litanl River. the Seq'a Valley. and the Orontes River

from north to south.

The eastern range of mountains consists of the

AntI-Lebanon Mountains with Mount Hermon prominently located at Its
southern end.

These mountains rise sharply In the west and decrea;se

gradual [y In slope to the Syrian Desert In the sast.
Due. in part. to these variations In topography, the climate
of the Levant Is extremely diverse In terms of rainfall and
temperature.

It Is characterized as a Mediterranean c[ [mate based on

the temperature range and the yearly dlstrlbut[on of ra[nfall.

Annua!

rainfall Is restricted primarily to the winter months. with long dry
summers.

Average yearly i:ii6clpltation ranges from over 1400 mm In the

mountains of Lebanon to less than 50 mm In the desert.

Rainfall

decreases from north to south and to a lesser degree from west to
east, with the R!ft V:!l!ey disrupting the pattern.
Increases In the same pattern.

Annual temperature

Rainfall shadOws are present on

eastern slope of the western mountains, and in the Jordan valley, the
Beq'a, and the Syr Ian Desert.

Mean annual temperature ranges from 9

degrees .Cent Igrade I n the mounta Ins of Lebanon to 24 degrees
Centigrade In the Jordan Valley.
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Rainfall distribution. and to a lesser extent teml)erature and
elevation, dictate the distribution of plant communities.

Four main

Plant-geographlcal regions are recognized In the Levant:
Mediterranean, Irano-Turanlan. Sahara-ArabIan, and SUdanian.

Their

distribution Is based on ralnfa! I, temperature and elevation.
The Mediterranean region Is found along the coast and In

narrow belts along the western edge of the Jordanian Plateau and the
Anti-Lebanon Mountains (Figure 1).

This region. rich in flora. has

rainy. mild winters with an annual precipitation ranging from around
300 mm to greater tMn 1000 mm.

The flora consists J)rlmarl ly of oaks,

pistachios and pines. as well as grasses.

An annual preclpltat Ion of

greater than 350 111m Is needed to support evergreen forests and maquls.
otherwl S8 evergreen shrub or dwarf-shrub format Ion Is usua Ily present
as a climax vegetation.

The boundary of this region with the Irano-

Turanlan region Is characterized by a semI-steppe vegetatIon
consisting of dwarf Shrubs from both regions.

This transition belt is

Included within the Mediterranean region for practical reasons by
researchers (Zohary 1973).
The Irano-Turanlan region. by contrast. Is eharacterlzed by a
more continental climate and highly varied diurnal and annual
temperature ranges.

The vegetation consists of a stepplc forest of

dwarf shrubs, shrubs and herbs.

SJ)ecles of Artemisia are the most

corrmon plants while pistaChios and oaks are present small numbers.
Rainfall ranges from 350 mm to 200 mm.

This region covers large areas

of the L.evant: the Negev, Judean Desert. Jordanian Plateau. and the
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syrian and Arabian deserts (Figure 1).

The boundary between the

Mediterranean region and the frano-Turanfan region In

norther~

Syria

Is gradual and rather difficult to determine, and therefore this
boundary Is drawn somewhat arbitrarily by researchers.
The Saharo-Arablan region Is a well defined desert with
rainfall, rangir.g from a mm to 100 mm per year. the limiting factor In

determining the nature of

the plant community,

Rainfall Is sporadic

and often torrential In nature. and varIes greatly In amounts from

year to year.

Winters afe short and mild.

type of vegetation.

Annuals are the dominant

Plant coverage Is generally restricted to wadis

as moistUre collects there.

The Saharo-Arablan region covers large

portions of the Syrian desert and the Negev (Figure 1).
The SUdanlan region Is a hot, barren desert.
Is savanna-like In moister areas.

The vegetation

Tropical arboreal components.

particularly Acacia. and a lower story of dwarf-shrubs are present in
low densities.

Mean annual precipitation Is usually less than 50 mm.

In the Levant this region Is restricted to a narrow zone In the Wadi
Araba and the lower Jordan Valley (FIgure 1).

Pa leoenv I ronmenta I Reconstruct Ions
Three major sources of data have been used In reconstruct Ing
the envIronment during the late Pleistocene and early Holocene (20,000
b.p. to 8,000 b.p.): J)OlIen cores from lakes and swamps. pollen from
archaeological sites, and sedimentary sequences.
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Po I I en Cores
Pollen cores from lakes In the Near East are difficult to
Interpret particularly due to the small number of associated
radiocarbon dates and the "acessl ty of assuming a constant rate of

sediment accumulat Ion.

These problems make correlat Ing sequences

between different 1:)01 len profiles from thIs region difficult
(Sanlavi lie 1981).

In addition. Interpretation of climatic

reconstructions from lake eolumns can be skewed by the deposition of
pol [en from UPland areas (larol-GoUrhan 1984).

Although a number of pollen sequences have been analyzed for
the Near East. only six are relevant to the time period considered In
this research.

These columns are from fieldwork In the Huleh Basin in

northern Palestine. the Ghab Valley along the Orontes In northwest
Syria. sogut Golu In southwest Turleey. Karamlle Batakllgl In southcentra I Turkey. Lalee Van I n southeast TurlCey, and Lake Zer ItJar In
western I ran (Bottema and van Ze I st 1981).
The Huleh Basin sequence analyzed by Tsukada Is the best dated
of the six.

It contains 11 radiocarbon dates, but lacks any dates

between 16,250 b.ll. and 9,770 I)..p. (Horowitz 1971; Bottema and van
Zelst 1981).

The Ghab Valley material has only one date at 10,OBO

b.p. (Nllelewsky and van Zelst 1970), while the Karamlle Batakllgl
sequence has dates at 6,520 b.p_ and 20,130 b.p. and the Sogut Golu
sequence has two dates at 9,180 b.p. and 2,885 b.l). (Bottema and van
Zelst 19a1).

The Lalee Zerlbar diagram has five well-distributed dates

(van Zelst and Bottema 1977).

There are no radiocarbon dates from
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Lake Van (van lelst and Woldrlng 1978). and the dating Is based on
varve count Ing (Kempe and Dagans 1978).

Pollen Sampling from Archaeologleal Contexts

The primary dlfflcu.lty In Interpreting pollen frem
archaeological sites Is that human disturbance may effect the
frequencies of different pollen types.

SpeCifically, anr.uals which

thrive In dlsturb8c::l environments may be overrepresented.

Hence.

Inferring the J)aleoenvlronaent from the frequencies of different

pollen classes. especially

the

relative frequency of arboreal versus

non-arboreal pollen. can be dangerous.

Palynological data from 15 different archaeological sites are
available for the time period under consIderation.

Results are

published from the sites of AI" AQev and Aln AQev East (Horowitz
1976). Fazael 3,4 & 7 (HorOWitz 1979). Hayonlm Terrace (Henry and
others 1981), Aln Mallaha (Lerol-GoUrhan 1984). Rosh Zin (Horowitz
1976). Rosh Horesha (Horowitz 1977), Mureybet (Lerol-Gourhan 1974),
Wadi Judayld (Henry and Turnbull 1985). Nahal Dlvshon (Horowitz 1978),
Abu Salell (HorOWitz 1977). Ghoralfe (Lerol-Gourhan 1974). and Tell
RUiad (Lerol-Gourhan 1974).
Table 2 lists each Site. cultural Dhase. radiocarbon dates
obtalnell. percentage of arboreal pollen, and the sample
pollen count.

slz~

of the

In general. pollen saJllple sizes are good for ttle

Geometric Kebaran A. Natuflan. and Neolithic.

However. for the f9W

sites of tna late upper Paleolithic and the Kebaran. pollen
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preservation has been pacr.

Hence. the early part of the

archaeological seQUence has little. If any. palynological Information.

sedimentary seQUences

Several alluvial seau.ences have bean examined.

The most

prominent hays been associated with archaeological research In the

southern Levant.

These Include the Avdat/AQev area of the central

Negev Highlands (Goldberg 1976). Gebel Maghara In northern Sinai
(Goldberg 1977), Qadash Barnea In eastern Sinai (Goldberg and Bar
Yosef 1982). Tell Fara In the western Negev (Price-Wlillams 1975).

WadI Fazasl In the Jordan Valley (Bar-Yesef and others 1974). Wadi
Sall1:11Y8 In the Jordan Valley (NeElY and Emery 1967). and the Wadi el-

Hasa of Jordan (Vlta-Flnzl 1966; Copeland and Vlta-Flnzl 1978).
There has been some analysis of sediments frOll caves with
arChaeological depOSita In northern Palestine and southern Lebanon
(Farrand 1979).

Ttt8se sites. for the II08t part. date prior to the

time periOd under consideration.

In addition. there has been

geomorphOlogical research In the northern Levant.

However. the work

has focused on a broader time frame (the ent I re Quaternary) and has
not been associated directly with research at arChaeological sites.
This work has concentrated In the Nahr el-Keblr. the middle Orontes
and the Euphrates Bas In (Besancon 1981).
Along with the analysis of allu.vlal wadi sequences. there has
been limited research or.
Internal drainage basins.

t~z

lacustrine deposits In some of the large
some work has been done In the Damascus

Basin (Kaiser and others 1&73). the COIIIPlex Jordan Rlver-Dead Sea lake
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Table 2.

SlUlIIlary of Pol [en Evidence from Natuflan Sites

§.i!!!=~

Late ID?E!!: Paleolithic

C-14 !boreal
Dates Poilen !

Pollen
Grains
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lin Aqev
AiD Aquev East
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Kebaran

Fazel 7

28
27
7

Fazel 3 East
Fazel 3 A
Geometric Kebaran A
Hayonim Terrace EI

3
9
0
0
0
23
8
32

H.T. E2
H.T. K3
H.T. E4
H.T. E5
H.T. E5
H.T. E7
Fazel 313

?
?

?

126
179
134
91
109
125
107
?

g.£!I~

Wadi 3udayid C
Fazel 4

?

Beyonim Terrace 01

yes

12
10

180

2
2
2
5
5

259
184
141
152
207

Middle Natufian

~Cr---

H.T.
H.T.
H.T.
H.T.

C2
c3
C4
C5

~

Natuiian
H.T. Bl
Rosh Zin

Rosh Horesha
Mureybit lA
Mure;rbit 1B

Fazel 4
Post-Natufian
Abu Salem (Harifian)
Mureybit 2
Mureybit 3
Mureybit 4A
Mureybit 4B
Mureybit 4C
Ghoraife I
Tell Hamad I

Tell Ramad 2

0
0
2
4
1

119
169,224
129
200-300
200-300

?

3
7 (2)
9
1-3 (6)
0-1 (5)
5

3
2
4
0
2
2
2
1
1

5
0-3(10)
0-5(17)
0-18(6)
5-10(2)
7
2-3 (2)
0-2 (2)
0-2 (2)
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?

100-250
100-250
50-300
200-400
452
107-325
192-375
102-127
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sequences (Naev and Emery 1967; Ben-Ar leh 1964a). the upper Jordan
Valley lalCes (Ben-Arleh 1964b) and the Jafr depression of so:.:.thern

Jordan (Huckrlede and Wleseman 1965).

The geomorphological sequences

from these projects are genera II y not we II-dated or tied Into
archaeological sites.

More recently. a long-term project has begun In

the Azraq Basin In northeastern Jordan (Garrard and others 1985. 1986.
In press) where both alluvial wadi sequences and lake deposits have

been related to radiocarbon dated archaeological sites.

This work. is

providing considerable data on the final stages of environmental
success:on In this basin.

Pa 1eoenv 1ronmenta I Reeonst ruet Ion

In a synthesis of the data from all the po; len column
Sequences, Bottema and van Zelst's (1981) recognized considerable
regional differences.

They tentatively Identified three major

periods; the Plenlglaclal (prior to 16-14.000 b.p.), the late glaCial

(16-14,000 to 10-1',000 b.j).), and the postglacial (10-11.000 to ca.
6.000 b.p.).
Bottema and van Zelst (1981) suggested that during the
plenlglaclal there were extreme climatic fluctuations causing
-----att-armrtill9 pel iods or extension and reduction of forest cover.

The

climate was cooler and drier than today. with few trees In Turkey and
I ran and s II ght Iy more trees I n northern Syr la.

Temporary forest

expansion In Turkey and Syria occurred during InterstadIals but this
was not the situation In Iran.

This suggested that there were

different grOWing conditions and perhaps different air circulation
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patterns at this time.

Northern Palestine appeared to be out of phase

with the fluctuations seen In other areas as there were fewer trees

Immediately prior to 16-14.000 b.p.
The late glacial period saw a rise In temperature.

Low

arborea I 1'011 en Character I zed the diagrams from Ghab. Sogut Go lu. and
Lake Zerlbar suggesting a dry period.

However, In the southern Levant

the Huleh diagram, as well as the Karamlk Batakllgl diagram from
south-central Turkey. showed high arboreal pollen.

This Increase In

forest coverage would have required Increased humidity.
Bottema and van Zeist (1981) maintained that during the
postglacial period the t!"eM reversed Itself.

In northern Syria

humidity and, presumably. rainfall Increased to Its highest level
forest coverage spread.

There was a similar trend In Turkey but It

was to a lesser degree unt II some 3000 years later.

In northern

Palestine, however, the opposIte was true as there appears to have
been a decrease In humidIty and a reduction In forest cover.
Bottema and van Zelst (19Bl) proposed that a belt of high
"reclpltatlon moved northward over time.

However., they !:Iolnted out

that this was a very sImplified model and these differences may have
been caused by two different circulation patterns. since there was
renewed arboreal pollen around 7000 b.p. In northern Palest Ine.

In

general. theY felt that the glaCial per rod was colder and drier than
today and temperature and prec I p I tat Ion I ncr eased later.

Reg lona J

differences character I zed the Levant.
Goldberg (1981) offered an alternative model of climatIc
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change based on the analysis of sediments associated with
archaeological sites In the extreme sollthern Levant.

This InclUded

the central Negev Highlands. western Negev. eastern Sinai. northern
Sinai. and the wadis of Fazaol and Sallblys In the Jordan valley.

Goldberg (1981) reeognlZed four principal phases.

During the

late Upper paleolithic, 22,000 to 17,000 b.p., no sites were
associated with

~Iuvlal

have occurred.

This was dry per lod similar to

dePOSits. and widespread erosion appears to
~oday.

In the Kebaran

and the Geometric Keharan A. 17,000 to 13-12.000 b.p •• there was
aCC\Bllat Ion of alluvial and colluvial deposits fol lowed by soil

development.

This suggested a wetter period.

However. In the

Natuflan. 12.000 to 10.000 b.p., there was deposition of wind blown
sands and stony colluvlWl.

This Indicated a drier period.

particularly In the late Natuflan.

The Holoeene. although poorly

represented. Is primarily characterized by erosion with a possible wet
phase In the Neolithic.
Sanlaville (1981) offered another InterpretatIon of the
paleoenvironment.

He argued that dUrIng the Kabaran. 19.000 to 14.000

b.p., It was cold and dry throughou.t tile Levant.
the start and then rose slowly.

Sea level was low at

Steppe vegetation dominated.

Climatic conditions started to Improve In the Geometric
Kabaran A, 14,500 to 12,000 b.p., and by the Natuflan, 12,000 to
10.000 b.p., the climate was "optllla'" (Sanlaville 1981:159).
was a warmer and wetter period.
drying trend began.

This

However, In the late Natuflan a

In addition, Sanlaville stated

that sea level
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was probably 50 m below the present day level at the start of the

Natuflan •.

This would have Inereased the coastal area in the southern

Levant by five to ten k.llometers more than Is present today.

The evidence for the Holocene. from 10.500 to 6000 b.p..

was

more fragmentarY and the changes seem to have been of a lesser
magnItude.

A series of dry and wet fluctuations were observed: 10.300

b.p. to 9600 b.p. posSibly a dry phase; 9600 b.p. to 8000 b.p .. a clear
wetter phase as lak.es Inereased In size; 8000 b.p. to 7600 b.p. drier;
and 7600 b.p. to 8000 b.p. another wet phase during Hie late
Neellthlc.
The Ghab pOl Ie!"!

d!!a~~,:

was used to support this

Interpretation despite a different Interr:lretatlon offered by Bottema
and van Zeist (1981).

Sanlaville (1981) also used the 1)01 len diagram

from HUleh, and analysis from the sites of Hayonlm Terrace (Henry and
others 1981) and Rosh Zin (Horowitz 1976) to sUI)Port his argument.
Henry (1983) attempted to correlate these regional climatic
differences and reconcile the conflicting opinions concerning
paleoenvironmental reconstruction.

He argued that the northern Levant

and the northern hIghlands of Iran and Turkey were cold and dry until
",000 b.p. when warm aiid iiicdst conditions prevailed.
central and southern I..evant was more varIed.

However, the

Cold, dry conditions

began prior to 20.000 b.p. and lasted until 17,000 b.p.

A moist

epIsode took place from 17,000 b.p. to 14,000 b.p., then a drier
period from 14,000 b.p. to 13,000 b.p., followed by a warmer, moister
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period until 1).000 b.p., and then a dry warm period from 11.000

b.p_ onward.
He argued that the warm, wetter phase In the southern Levant
during the early Natufla" was delayed 1,000 to 1.500 years In the
northern Levant.

Th Is was due to a time lag In surface temperature

due to the higher latitude and elevation along with a slow shift to
the north In winter storm patterns as the glacial sMat In EurOl'e
retreated.

Henry (19B3) used the results of 1)011&" columns and the

sedimentary seQuences along with pollen analyses from a nwnber of
archaeological sites to support this Interpretatlo,:,_

Moore (1979. 1983. 1985) reiterated Henry's view of a more
favorable environment during the late Eplpaleollthlc.

In addition. he

supported the Idea of a phased Improvement In the environment with the
southern Levant having Increased rainfall earlier than the northern
Levant

~

RecentlY. Lerol-Gourhan (1984:103) has questioned the view
that the Natuflan was wetter than other periods.

Her study of the

pollen from layers 1 & 4 at Ain Mallaha. located on the edge of the
Huleh Lake. revealed a virtual absence of arboreal pollen.

These

results are In contrast to the abundant arboreal components derived
from the cores taken from the Huleh Lake. where arboreal pollen
throughout the Eplpaleollthlc ranges In frequency from 30% to 70% of
the pollen sum (Sottema and van Zelst 1981).

Lerol-Gourhan (1994)

argued that arboreal pollen In the lake samples was carrIed long
d I stances dOwnstream from the upper e I evat Ions. b 1asl ng the arboraa 1-
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nonarborea I po lien counts.

Her reconstruct Ion of the anv Ironment

around the Natuflan site of Aln Mal laM suggested a more stepp Ie than
forested situation (Lerol-Gourhan 1984:103).

Conclusion
Figure 3 summarizes the climatic sequences I)roposed by Bottema
and van Zelst (1981). Goldberg (1981); Sanlaville (1981), Henry (1963)

and Moore (1983. 1985).

In general, there Is agreement that reg[onal

c Ilmat Ie d I ffareness ex 1st and that these were probab Iy ra [ated to
changes In air circulatIon patterns.

In particular, the northern

areas were less sensitive to changes In temperature and rainfall,
while In the southern Levant small changes seem to have had
significant effect.

However. there was conslderabls disagreement

regarding when these cllmat Ic changes took place, how long they
lasted. and how significant they were.
DeSPite these differing opinions on the paleoenvironment
during the Eplpaleollthlc, two climatic hypotheses can be drawn from
the results.

First. temperatures rose at the end of the glacial

maximum and this trend continued through the Natuflan.

Deep sea cores

support this hypothesis and Indicate that It was a worldwIde trend
(Shackelton and OPdyke 1973).
Ice

sh~ets.

Second. with the retreat of the glacial

air circulation Ilatterns changed wer Idwlde. and In the

Levant storm patterns began to shift northward until they reached
the I r present day patterns (Lamb 1971).
What Is unresolved Is the Ilreclse timIng of these changes.
Including the regressions. and the effect these changes had on the
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distribution of plant communitIes.

We SlmJ:Ily lack: the precision In

pol len cores at present to delineate these changes.

Teml)erature

extremes In the Levant. for example. can be limiting factors to the

distribution of particular species.

The Interrelationship of

temperature and rainfall results In changes In tile effective moisture,
which also can act to limit specifIc vegetation types In these

communitIes.
The more widely held view that moisture increased In the
southern Levant during the early Natuflan with subsequent drying In

the late Natuflan. and that In the northern Levant effective moisture
Increased only In the late Natuflan are hypotheses with little
substantive data.

The Inference that these changes caused the

expansion of the Mediterranean plant-geographical zone and the
Intermediate steppe forest area Is not well documented either.

The

subseQuent decrease In the extent of these vegetation belts Is a
logical consequence, howevl;!r, the time lag between changes In
temperature and rainfall and the spread of these plant communities.
The exact extent of their distribution at anyone time Is unclear.
The data are laCl<In9 to accurately plot such changes.
What Is clear Iy needed Is more detailed local seQuences in
different parts of the levant where pollen columns, alluvial
sequences, and pollen from archaeOlogical sites are Integrated with
radiocarbon dating of archaeOlogical sItes.

At present one such study

Is underway In the AzraQ Basin (Garrard and others 1986).

In the

AzraQ Basin humid conditions are Inalcated by the formation of soil

aa
horIzons at several sites which date to between 19.500 b.p. and 18,000

b.p.

The rest of the Eplpaleollthlc and Neolithic Is characterized by

Increasing aridIty.

This Is In consIderable contrast to broader

reconstn.r.ctlons In the Levant.

The assimilation and synthesis of

local sequences will eventually gIve vallcllty to broader hypotheses of

cllmat Ie change.
At present. It Is essential to obtain more radIocarbon dates
from palynological sequences In southern and central Levant. IIIOre
alluvial studies In central and northern Levant, and more pollen

studies from archaeologIcal sites between 22.000 and 1-4,000 b.p.
role clImatic change played In the rise of sedentary life aM the
domestication of plants and animals In the Levant can be beUer

determ I ned through suen research.

The

CHAPTER 4

BEIDHA: ITS GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING AND
THE EXCAVATIONS OF THE NATUFIAN HORIZON

This chalJter discusses the geographic setting for the site of
Beidha and details the history of the excavations focused on the
Natuflan horizon.

GeograDhlcal Setting
Beldha is situated In southern Jordan about four and a half
kilometers north of the well-known Nabatean site of Petra (Figure 4).
Four kilometers to the east of Petra lies the modern town of Wadi
Musa, site of the 811;)1Ical slJrlng of Moses which stilI flows today.
Geographically, Beldha lies on a rather narrow (about four
Ie: i lometers), north-south trend Ing she I f wh I ch I.'.:aterrupts the steep

wester Iy descent from the Jordanian plateau to the Wadi Araba, the
southern portion of the Jordanian Rift system.

ThIs shelf Is

domInated by steeply faced Cambrian sandstone ridges that were the
medium for the famous Nabatean temDle carvings.

It Is a region of

dramatic changes In elevation, geology, and plant communities.
The site, at an elevation of about 1020 meters a.m.s.I.,
J

les in an alluvial valley which Is drained by the seasonally flowing

Wadi Ghurab.

The wadi originates northeast of the site, on the slopes

of Jebel Shara (maximum elevation 1700 meters a.m.s.!.), which forms
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the beginnings of the Jordanian plateau.

The wadi flows generally

from northeast to southwest and near Beldha It runs along the
sandstone cliffs on the south side of tha valley (Figure 4).

Two and

a half ICllometers farther downstream, the Wadi GhUrab drops

dramatica! Iy (over 400 meters) before Joining the Wadi Musa and
flowing more gradually down Into the Wadi Araba.
8eJdha Is situated against the sandstone cliffs on the north
side of the val ley.

If this cliff face Is followed for about three-

Quarters of a kilometer to the northeast, one encounters the SIQ al
Barrld. which served as the northern caravansary for Nabatean Petra.
Evidence of

Nabatea~ oc=..:~atlon

Is abundant In the Beldha area. the

series of agricultural terrace walls placed across the site of Beldha
be I ng but one examp Ie.
The site lies on a slIght rise In the va[ley floor.
terrain slopes gently to the east and southeast (Figure 5).

The
On the

west. however. the site Is cut by the Seyl Aqlat, a seasonal
watercourse whIch drains the area west of Slq al Barrld.

It appears

to have cut away a consIderable portion of the site (Kirkbride
1985:118). creatIng a steep b.mk: eIghteen meters deep.
PrecIpitation toaay averages 170 mm per year at the nearby
town of Wadi Musa. and this Is roughly equIvalent to the raInfall
the Beldha area (Raikes 1966:68).

in

The upper reaches of Jebel Shara

receive considerably more than 200 mm per year, and [n the Wadi Araba
raInfall drops to less than 50 rom annually.
The modern potential plant geographic zones have been
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reconstructed for the area.
emphasized enough.

The word "reconstructed" cannot be

The Levant Is an area which has undergone

significant environmental degradation over the last 10.000 years.

The

effects of oYergrazlng and forest clearing for farming, flrewcod. and
bUilding materials, along with subsequent erosion. have drastically
Changed the plant cOIIIIIIWUtles.

Stepple vegetation, especially certain

species within that COIDIDW1lty. have Invaded areas that had been
Inhabited by rIOre mesic plant sj:l8cles.

Toxic plants. particularly Of

the succulent faDllly. have Increased In QUant Ity due to their
unsuitability as sheep and goat fodder.

Hence, researchers have been

forced to reconstruct what they believe the modern climax vegetat lonal
regime would be like using remnant stands and occasIonally sIngle
fInds of specIes (ZOhary 1962; AI-Elsawl 1985).
Zohary (1962:112-115) reconstructs the plant communIty of the
general area around Beldha as beIng of the Mediterranean vegetatIon
zone: evergreen maquls and forest association.

It Is a uniQue climax

dlstrtbutlon of oak. Quercus call1Prlnos. and Juniper. Junlperls
phOenlcea.

This fOfest region can be divIded Into two assocIations.

either oak or Juniper forests.

The evergreen oak forms relatively

dense stands ::trlmarlly on the calcareous limestone soils directly east
of Beldha. while the Juniper occurs In very pure stands on the NUbian
sandstone farther to the north (ZOhary 1982:102; Atkinson and Beaumont
1973:309-310).

In addItion. Crataegus azarolus. Pistac/a palaestlna,

P. atlantica, RhaIIInUs /JIJ/aestlna, and Daphne llnearffolla (Which
occurs only In this area) are present (Zohary 1962:102).

Steppe and
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desert shrubs occugy the underwood.

Farther to the east Is the climax region of the frano-Turanlan
vegetation zone.

It consists of a dwarf shrub stepplc environment of

the Artelllis/etalla herbae-a/bae order. primarily a variety of sage.
Farther to the west on the extremely rugged slopes dropping dOwn to
the Wadi Araba Is another strip of the Irane-Turanlan staPlllc zone
whOse precise community association Is poorly knOwn (lOhny 1962:115).

Finally. the Wadi Araba Itself Is a sandy hamada and sand desart with
Ha/oxyletU/IJ sal/corn/cf and H. (Jet's/Ci of the Saharo-Slndlan plant

geographic territory (AI-Elsawl 1985).
There IS. at present. no j:lUbllshed paleoenvironmental evidence
frOID Beldha or the Immediate vicinity which can be directly related to
reconstructing the climate cfu.rlng the Natuflan.

However,

palynological analysis Is being condUcted by Suzanne Fish of the
University of Arizona on changes In the prehistoric climate. and the
results should be available In the near future.
Excavat Ion Summary
The site of Beldt\a was brought to KIrkbride's attention while
she was employed at Petra by the Jordanian Department of Antiquities.
HaVIng worked each season at Jericho under Kenyon. Kirkbride had
become Interested In prehIstoric research. particularly In the early
Neolithic.

She therefore began conducting a reconnaissance survey in

the Petra area In her free tIme and Inqu.lred of her local BedoUin
workers of the B'dul tribe about the locatIon of archaeological sites
with flints. bones and aSh. but no pottery (KirkbrIde 1968a:263).
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They Informed her of a small ):)rehlstorlc roekshelter named Madamagh,
located Slightly south of the main ruins of Petra (Kirkbride 1958:55).
She QUickly In·'tlated a season of excavation at this
Epl):)aleol Ithle site In 1956 (Kirkbride 19S5).

While working there.

she was told of another aceramle site farther to the north In the
8eldha area (Figure 4).

Kirkbride subsequently visited the site,

Initially called Seyl AQlat. and made surface collections.

Ttle low

tel J was approximately 50 meters east-west by 35 meters north-south.
Tile presence of architectural remaIns erodIng out of the talus slope,

associated with an acerarnle Neollth.lc flint assemblage similar to that
of the PPNB at JerichO. and. further down the slope, white patlnated
Natuflan artifacts. Indicated the considerable research J)otentlal of
the site.

No further work was done at Madamagh.

In 1958 the first of seven excavation camJ)algns. which were to
last until 1967, were Initiated at sey! Aqlat (Jater the site was only
referred to as Beldha [Kirkbride 1966:8]).

Her research goals were

threefold; (1) to Investigate the economy of an early settled farming
community by conducting broad horizontal excavations to fael I Itate
examInatIon of the relationship between domestic bUIldings, (2) to
attempt to relate this Neolithic occupatIon to JerIcho's PPNB and
broaden the k.nowledge of this culture, and (3) to study, the
relatlonshIJ) between the NeolithIc and the Natuflan at Beldha
(Kirkbride 1960:137).

This emphaSis on horizontal exposure developed

out of the frustration of working at Jericho. where after some eight
seasons of excavations usIng the trench method, not one single
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complete house plan frorn the aceramle Neollthle had been exposed
(Kenyon 1981).

Working as the only sUl)ervlsor the first three

seasons, the excavations at Beldha proceeded slowly. but by the end of
the 1967 season :;Ihe had exposed the largest area of any aceramlc
Neolltl'llc sIte in the Near East (Redman 1978:146),

In 1983 Kirkbride

(1984) returned after ,a sixteen year hiatus for an eighth and final

season.
Generally. the excavation procedure was to use a five by five

meter grid system with one meter balks (50 em J)er square) separating
the sql1ares.

The excavations were supervised by Kirkbride and

conducted primarily by trained Jericho I'lclanen.
used.

Screening was rarely

Excavation was by stratigraphic unit, finds were provenlenced

by these un I ts. and emphas I s was focused on the exposure of comp I ete
buildings.

Small scale soundings were used to prevIew the

stratigraphy and guide the broad scale excavation.

Although primary.

attention was placed on the aeerarnie Neolithic village. a series of
soundings were made Into the Natuflan horizon.

It should be noted

that the small size of the artifacts recovered from the Natuflan
horizons shows the considerable care. particularly In 1958. that was
taleen by the Jer leho men to I nsure recovery of the Natuf I an
mlcrollths.

1958 Excavat Ions
Three different Natuflan soundings were made during the
Initial excavatIon season.
C-2 (Figure 5).

The first was a small sounding In sQuare

Its purpose was to obtain an Initial view of the
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depth of the stratigraphy at the site.

The sounding. some 5.55 meters

deep, revealed. fl"OID top to bottom. a little over a meter of wInd
blown sand and a pOssible soil horizon. followed by about 2.3 meters
of Neolithic occupational debris. and then some 2.25 meters of loosely
compacted sterile sand before reachIng the Natuflan horizon (Figure
6).

When the excavations reached the top of the Natuflan. the trench

was abandoned as the loose sand directlY above the Natuflan threatened

to collapse the trench entirelY.

SUbsequently. two trenches wefS

excavated on the talus slope on the west side of the site In order to

explore the Natuflan horizon.
One trench was !cc:tec! near the southern end of the site In
square K-2 and was 3.5 by 2.5 meters In size (Figure 5).

Here the

excavations revealed a little over 1.6 meters of sand separating the
Neolithic trOll the Natuflan.

The Natuflan

de~oslt

Itself was around

0.60 meters thick a."d consisted of three distinct layers (Figure 7).
The latest layer consisted of brownish sand with dense quantities of
mlcrollths.

The second was a level contaIning two hearths that

yielded animal bOnes and had a number of stones

~Iaced

around them.

The thlrd NatufJan level consisted of a thin deposit of brownish sand.
less dense In mlcrollths.
~ale

Below the Natuflan

de~oslts

was lOOse. very

brown sand sllllilar to that between the Natuflan and the

Neolithic.
A second trenCh. 4.5 by 3.5 meters In size. was
west-central

~art

of tne site In square F-1 (Figure 5).

~Iaced

In the

The top of

Natutlan level 1 consisted of a hard brownish sand with seme

~osslble
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soil development (Figure 7).

The surfaee Of the der:loslt was covered

with white lines (which may have been ancient root lines replaced by
calelum carbonate).

cuttIng Into this deposit was an elongated pit.

The pit (deposit 2) had Quite straight and, In places, Inward sloping
sides.

Over half the length of the base of the pit were a number of

large wadi cobbles along with some small slabs of sandstone and wadi
gravels.

Near the west end of the pit were several burnt stones.

The

pit continued Into the east section of the trench.
Kirkbride (1968a:264) Interpreted this feature as a pOSSible
pit dwelling.

In the excavation notes she suggested that the stones

were used to make the floor firm and that a possible entrance ramp

existed on the west.

In addition, some possible post holes and a

water channel were also tentatively Identified In the top of level 1.
idore recently, Kirkbride has told me that she believes these were
probably natural features.

The absence of cultural material In the

pit and tha fact that the pit Is cut from the very top of the

~~atuf[aii

depos I t or s II ght Iy higher suggests the feature Is probab I y not manmade and Is un! Ikely to be a Natuflan pit dwelling.
The size of the excavation was then reduced to a small trench,
0.85 by 3.2.5 meters, in orcier to explore the "latuflan deposits.

The

trench revealed 0.4 meters of deposit 1, rich In mlerollths and
containing some sandstone slabs (Figure 7). Below this was deposit 3,
a thIn [evel of grayish red-brown sand which contained a small hearth.
Below this was level 4, another thin cultural deposit, less dense In
artifacts.

Below thIs was sterl Ie, loose sand.
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1959 Excavat Ions
In 1959 work on the Natuflan continued only In area K-2.

Here

the excavations were expanded to the north Into area J-2 due to tne
presence of a large sandstone slab In the section (Figure 7).

The

resulting trench. approximately 3.0 by 3.0 meters In size. was
subsequently widened approXimately 1.5 by 1.5

northwest.

meters further on the

The excavations revealed a stratigraphic sequence slm,llar

to that In 1958.

In addition. a large hearth was uncovered.

The

hearth. althOUgh Shallow. was some 2.3 by 2.0 meters In diameter and
filled with a dark ashy deposit and numerous animal bones.

In

addition. a number of very large sandstone slabs (one was just over
half a meter on a sIde) were situated around the outside of the
hearth, some wIth animal bones placed on them (Klrkbrldo 1960:141.
Figure XXXS).

1964 Excavat Ions
A small-scale excavation was made Into level 1 of the trench
In area F-1 this season.

The purpose of this small sounding was to

allow Hans HEllbaek. who was then stUdying the paleobotanical material
frora the site (Helbaek 1966). to lock for carbonized plant remains In
the Natuflan.

The results, although negative for the recovery of

carbonized plant material. exposed a slI'Iall hearth and a collection of
Chipped-stone material.
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1965 Excavat Ions
In small soundings In area L-4. below the floor of a phase VI

house (XVIII) and In area L-5 outside of some other phase VI
bulldlngs~

Kirkbride (1987:10-12) uncovered some possible mud brick

architecture.
Natuflan.

The Industry associated wIth it was suggested to be

Therefore. she arguec:l that although the Natuflan was

separated by a minimum of 1.6 meters of sand In area K-2 only ten
meters away. tne

Na~Uflan

lay directly belOW the Neolithic here.

I

have recently examined the small Quantity of material recovered from
the soundings.

The artifacts. Including bladelets and bladelet cores.

are slightly patlnatecl white bU.t laclt: the sand polishing so
characteristic of the Natuflan aSS8IZIblage.

In addition. there Is an

absence of ralcrollths or other typical tools trOll the Na!llflan.

This

suggests that It Is =:"e likely that these artifacts and features
represent a somewhat earlier Neolithic horizon rather than a
Natuflan occupation.

1967 Excavat Ion

An attempt was made this season to begin large scale
excavations through the courtyard levels In the center of the site
(primarily areas &-4. H-4 & J-4) and Ultimately down to the Natuflan.
The goal was to be able, over two or more seasons, to expose a
considerable area of the Natllflan occupation (KIrkbride 1965b:90).
However. during this season only a small trench in area H-4, 2.0 by
1.75 meters at Its max Imum,
the Natuflan (Figure 5).

was excavated through the loose sand to

In addition. the sounding did not reach the

~--''-------------------..- - - - . -
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bottom of the Natu"flan horizon.

Nevertheless, this exeavatlon did

show that the Natuf I an oceupat Ion extended somewhat farther to the

east than previously suspected.
1983 Excavations
After a sixteen year hiatus. Initiated by the 1967 ArabIsraeli war. Kirkbride (1984) returned to Beldha for a final season.
I partiCipated In this field season with the aim of placing the

Natuflan settlement In an ecological context and gathering data on
Intraslta spatial patterning.

This entailed: (a) fine scale recovery

of a saJJII)ie of the chipped-stone assemblage. (b) horizontal excavation

to exam I ne $\)at lal patterning of arch I tecture, outdoor features. and
burials If present. and (c) sampling for botanical. mIcrofauna!.

sedimentOlogical. palynological and

radiocarbon material.

The goal

was to obtain Information on the nature of the substance and the
degree of settlement IntenSity and dUration during the Natuflan
occupation at Beldha.
Initially. a sounding was placed In area J-9 (Figure 5),
between the eastern edge of the tell and the outlyIng structures
exposed In 1967 (Kirkbride 1968b). to determine whether the Natuflan
horizon extended thIs far to the east.

Here. outsIde the tel I, a

broad horizontal excavation could be undertaken with little dIfficulty
and danger.
negat Ive.

The results of this 2.6 by 2.4 meter soUnding were
At 2. depth of three meters below the surface (93.58 meters

absolute elevation) a thin lens of wadi gra\l'els. pebbles and loose
sand was uncovered.

In this deposit were a small number of white
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patlnated. polished artifacts similar In character to the Natuflan.

They may represent material that had been eroded from the Natuflan
horizon further to the northwest.

No additional evidence of the

Natuflan occupation was Identified despite excavation to a depth of

almost four meters below the surface (92.88 meters absolute elevation)
and three meters belOW the base of the Neolithic.

However. this

sounding did help In delimiting the extent of the Natuflan tlQrlzon.
Next, a sounding was undertak.en on the wast slope of the site.
A trench 2.5 by 1.0 meters In size was excavated In area C-01 to
determine hOw far the Natuflan extended to the northwest (Figure 5).

The results were positive and a larger area, 4.0 by 4.0 meters, was
opened up (the new excavation actually covers four s(!Uares; C-OO, C-

01.0-00.0-01).

This trench. combined with the two trenches from the

earlier seasons, provides well-spaced samtlles along the western talus
slope.

This has been the only location where sizable excavation units

could be placed to aVoid the deep Neolithic deposits and. in part. the
loose sand below the Neolithic which often collapsed Into the

t:-snches.
The excavation proceeded by ;)l"Ie meter squares.

All tools.

cores and non-flint art !facts that were found In situ were plotted In
three dimensions.

The sediment was dry sieved Using a 1 mm meSh, and

artifacts bagged by the meter square.

Given the extremely loose

nature of the sandy sed Iment and the d 1st Inct "'fe Wh r te co lor of the
artifacts. dry sieving worlced well, and the recovery rate was probably
almost equal to wet sieving and sorting In the lab.

Pollen, SOil.
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flotation and radiocarbon sa."l)les were taken where approprIate.
F lotat Ion samr:>ies

were recovered from hearths

and

areas

of ashy

oceupa tIona I debr Is.
The excavations In area C-01 revealed five main deposits
(Figure 8).

The most recent deposit Is a culturally sterile, very

pale brown (10YR 7/4) loose sand over 1.5 meters thiek situated
between the Natuflan and the Neolithic.

the upper portions, Is homogeneous.

This deposit, particularly In

However. near Its base

alternating lenses of laminated sands, silts and small pebbles suggest

water-lain deposits.

Below tliese lenses are about five centimeters of

hard packed sand, and thSii at;o;.;:t twelve centimeters of hard packed
sandy-silt with some structure (possibly a weak. paleOSol).

UnderlYing

these lenses Is deposit 2, some 0.40 meters thick. consisting of
compact] Ight yellowlsh-br0l!" (10YR 6/4), s[ Ity sand with a low
freque'ncy of chll'I'ed-stone artifacts and one small stone-f] lied
hearth.

Th]s deposit grades Into deposit 3 which Is a culturally

sterile layer, 0.40 meters thick, of very pale brown (10YR 7/3)
compact sand.

This Is underlain by a second occupational horizon,

layer 4. about 0.15 meters thick, Of brown (10YR 5/3) silty sand.
conta Ined moderate dens I ties of ch lpped-stone mater 1a I, some ashy
areas and two small hearths.

The lowermost deposit exposed by the

excavations Is layer 5. a culturally sterile loose, very pale brown

(10YR 7/4) sand.

In layer 5, at the west edge of the area, was a

lens of pebbles and gravels Indicating the presence of an old
drainage rivulet.

It
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Figure 8.

Section from Beidha Natuflan Excavations in Area C-01
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These excavations exposed a number of hearthS, a sample of the
Chlpped-stone assemblage. and several radiocarbon samples suitable for

tandem accelerator dating.

However. no evidence for architectural

features. well-made large grinding stones. or burials were found.

In

addition. botanical and faunal preservation was extremely poor.
Swmnary
Natuflan occupation has been Identified In five areas of the
site.

Four of these soundings, consisting of approximately 54 SQUare

meters at their maxlmwa. have been excavated Into the Natuflan horizon
and have yielded cultural remains.

In general. these soundings

obtained good samples of the chipped stone assemblage. with varied

faunal preservation and extremely poor botanical preservation.

CHAPTER S

ANALYZ I NG CH I PPED-STONE ASSEMBLAGES:
METHODS USED IN STUDYING THE BEIOHA NATUFIAN MATERIAL

Ch I p!:led stone art I facts represent the overwhe Iml ng major I ty of
cultural residues throughout most of human develO!:lment (G. Clark
1969).

In the Old Wor Id. their pre-emlnence spans over two million

years. ultimately to be replaced In the historic periods by the broken
fragments of ceramic vesse!s.

Given the UbiQUitous nature of

chl~"ed

stone artIfacts and that they represent the primary evidence of
variabIlity In luunan activity. they have been subject to Intensive
research.

It Is fortunate that the Intrinsic nature of chl!:lped stone

manufacture, a reductive technology. enables us to make Inferences
about the steps Involved In the "roductlon and use of these artifacts.
There are two major lines of research In stud, of chipped
stone artifacts; (1) Identification of the nature of the manufacturing
process and (2) determination of the range of tasks to whIch retouched
tools were a!:l!:llied.

InevItably. both lines of research must be

examined. since Interpreting an assemblage requires consideration of a
number of factors that Influence its appearance.

These factors

Include the nature of the available raw materIal. the steps In the
reduct I ve techno logy and the range of art I facts wh I ch were produced.
the tasks for which these artifacts were then used. the effect of
settlement pattern varlabll [ty (InCluding length and IntensIty of
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occupation. and the organization of tasks) and the Influence of style
on the appearance of the assemblage (see Sullivan 1987; Binford 1978&.
1982; Jelinek 1976; D.O. Davis 1978; Odell 1981; Binford and Binford
1969; Fish 19S1).

The frequency of different classes of artifacts and

their ralatlvs ratIos (su..:h as debltage. cores. cortical flakes. and
tools) are affected to different degrees by the Interrelationships of
these variables (SUllivan 1987).
ExalDlnatlon of chipped stone variability typically focuses on
either the Interslte or Intraslte (site structure) level.

Intraslte

analysis can provide InSight Into the presence or absence of
functionally specific actl'ilty areas for tne manufacture of chipped
stone artifacts. and for the final usa of these artifacts. Interslte
comparison al lows Inferences to be made regarding the funct Ions of
different sites In a working settlement system.

The Natu.flan Is

situated chronologically In the midst of a series of changes In
settlement and subSistence strategies.

These Changes lead from a

hunter-gatherer IHestyls (characterized by some degree of settlement
mobility during the year) to fully settled agricultural communities.
Analysis of chipped stone assemblages from Natuflan sites can provide
Important lines of evidence for understanding the nature of these
changes.
The Beldha Natuflan Chipped stone analysis has focused on the
nature of the reduct Ion sequence. the types of retouched tools that
were prodUced, and whether there are spatial or temporal patterns In
the distribution of different artifact types.

The results are then
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evaluated In terms of the [ml)llcatlons they have for the types of
task~

wh leh were conducted.

Chipped Stone Technology and the Reduction Sequence

The examination of the teChniQues used In the production of
chipped stone artifacts has been a major focus of prehistoric research
during the last 20 years (for example, Crabtree 1972; Brezilion 1968;
T1xler and others 1980).

In the analysis of Eplpaleollthlc

assemblages from North Africa and the Near East, Interest has
concentrated on the classification and morphological description of

flakes f.emoved from eores. the cores themselves. and the steps
Involved In the manufacturing and reShafl)enlng of tools, particularly
In the retouching and backing of bJadelets (Tlxler 1963; Henry 1973a;
Bar Yosef 1970; Marks 1976, 1977, 1983).

In addItIon, there have been

some detal led studIes of the core reduction process either by analysis
of the flake sear patterns (for example, Suzuki and Akazawa 1971) or,
more recently, by the laborious strategy of backflttlng flaktls removed
from cores (Volkman 1963).
The study of Natuflan assemblages has paralleled these general
trends.

Henry's (1973a:56-69) study of 11 Palestinian Natuflan

assemblages was the first detailed study of Natuflan debltage.

The

research mainly Involved a description of debltage attributes and
their relationshIPs to technological trends.
studies have concluded,

Recently, two new

Valla (1984:21-32) studIed the Natuflan

assemblage from Aln Marlaha wIth comparative analyses of material from
131 Wad, Hayonlm Terrace and Nahal Oren.

Although this research mainly
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emphasized too I manufacture and tYI)O logy. the deb I tage and core

manUfacturing techniques at Ain Mallaha were also examined.

In

additIon. Calley (1984) conducted' a detailed analysis of the debltage

and cores from Mureybet. I nc I ud Ing an examlnat Ion of the manufactur Ing
techniques of the Natuflan phase IA.

Beldha Analysis of ManUfacturing Techniques
This study of the manufacturing techniques of the Beldha
Natuflan chlJ)ped stone assemblage Is focused on the raw material used,
the nature of the cores and Initial reduction I'leces, the major
debltage categories of the Industry. the selection of blanks for tool

manufacture. and the techniques used for segmenting bladelets prior to
their shaping Into mlcrcllths.

In addition, the process of

manufacturing backed bJadelets was studied, and will be Included In
the context of a discussion of mlcrollths.
The nature of the raw material, Its quality, size and possible
source can provide Important evidence for understanding a number of
characteristics of the assemblage. Including the maximum s!2e of
artifacts and variation In the degree of utilization.

Examination of

varlabl Ilty In the form of relative frequencies of different classes
of debltage provides Insight Into the relative emphasis on dlff6rent
types of manufacture and the steps within these manufacturing
processes.

Pr Imary elements and crested elements I nd I cate the degree

and nature of Initial core reduction.

COre tablets, a product of the

rejuvenation of platforms on cores, can provide evidence of a
particular way of extendIng the life of a core, the reductIon
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techniQue and possibly the original size of the raw materIal and the
intensity of Its reduction. The presence of blades and bladelets

demonstrates the use of a specialized form of reduction. and they are
an Important feature of Natuflan Industries.

Exhausted cores can also

provide Information on raw material sourees, the Intensity of
reduction, and the nature of the

~Inal

debltage types that were

removed.
The debltage classes. their subcategorIes, and the definItIons
used to distingUish them appear In Appendix A.

Most of the terms used

are standard In prehistoric research In the Old World and have been
consistently used for some time (see Tlxler 1963:24-42; 8r8zIIIon
1968:69-105; Henry 1973a:60-61; Marks 1976:371-383).

The only

category that may be slightly different Is that of fragments.
ConsIderable care was taken wIth the distinction between flakes.
blades. and fragments because of d Iff lcul ties encountered In
separating the blades and flakes of thIs assemblage.
The term blade Is used throughout this discussion to Include
bladelets and blades, except when otherwIse noted.

The standard

definition of a blade as a flake with length (on axis of flaking)
greater than two times Its width (Tlxler 1963:37) was used, and there
was no diffiCUlty In placing complete pieces In the blade or the flake
category.

Questionable pieces were SimplY measured.

Classification of broken pieces, however, presented a major
dIfficulty.

[f a broken piece stl II had a length twice as great as

Its width It was classified as a blade.

However. If Its length was
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Jess than two times the width It was placed In the fragment category.
This category was subdivided Into pieces with parallel sides and flake
scars. and other fragments.

This distinction was made In the hope of

estimating what portions of this category were fragments of bladee or

flakes.

After a classification and count of the debltage from each
deposit was CQ!!Iplete. samples drawn from the categories of complete
blades. cOIIplete flakes. and Indeterminate fragents were examined for

variability In a number of metric and morphologIcal features.

The

Objective was to IdentIfy Yarlatlon In these characteristics that
might be related to stages of the rswetlon sequ.ence.

In addition.

the blades were samp I ad 1n enough deta II to revea I any spat I a I or
temporal variability In metric and morphological features.

Seven

random samples of complete blades war-e selected fr-om the main
excavation areas.

They Included samples fr"om each oCCU$latlon Jevel In

areas J-2 (levels 1,2 & 3), and C-01 (levels 2 & 4) for an
exulnatlon of changes In the natur-e of blade Nl"llfacture over- time.
Two IRQre random samples were taken frOll ar-eas K-2 (level 1) and F-1
Cleve I 1) to facilitate examination of spatial variability in blade
characteristics.

Three random samples Of flakes and Indeterminate

fragments were selected fr-om areas J-2 (level 1) and C-01 (levels 2 &
4).

The total number- of artifacts studied was 995; Including 620

blades. 229 flakes and 156 Indeterminate fr-agments of debltage.
Appendix B pr-Bsents a list of the features and catsgor les examined:
length. width. thickness. completeness of the blank. cortex. platform
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type. lateral profile, e:=:terlor flalce scar pattern. distal shape, skew
class, and raw material type.
tdlcroburln products were also examined In some detal r.

This

Involved recording the same features examined among the debltage as
we I I as the I cca t Ion of notches and type of retouch (Append I x B).

These addlt[onal features would help to Identify recurrent patterns In
the use of the techniQue.

During the analysis of the tools, observations were made
regarding the nature of the blanks selected for retouching.

Although

many tools had been retouched so extensively that none of the orig!nal

features was discernIble. some tools stll! retained evidence of their
original size.

Completeness of blank. tool blank category. length,

wIdth, thickness, and raw material type were recorded (AppendIX B).
This Information was then contrasted with the results of the study of
the debltage that had not been selected for retouching to I)rovlde
Insight Into the variation between the debltage that was selected for
tool manufacture and that which was not selected.
The cores were also studied, althougli not In as detailed a
manner as the debltage.

The analysis Included classification as to

core type (Appendix e), cortical features, and raw materIal (Append!x
S).

Length, width, and thickness measureme:1ts were also made.

Ana I YS I s of Retouched PIeces
and the Use of Tool Typologies
The study of retouched chipped stone artifacts has long been
Important part of prehistoric archaeology.

The emphasis of this
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research has been on the study of the shape (or morl)hOlogy) of
art I facts, and on the manufactur Ing techn Iquas that produced them.
Bordes's (1961) classic: study of lower and middle Paleolithic
retouched artifacts emphasized typological analysis and the use of a
type list for ordering and describing lithic assemblages.

This

approach has facilitated tne Quantitative coml)arlson of different

assemblages.

There bas, however, been considerable discussion of the

merits of chlpl)ed stone tool typologies (Fish 1979, 1981; Cahen and

van Noten 1971). These researchers have pointed out that accurate
typological work requires considerable experience. and that
compar I sons bett'lee!"l assemb lages should take I nto account the
geographical region. the time period In Question. and the type and
origin of the raw material.

Previous NElar Eastern Studies of Retouched Tools
Comparative typological studies of Near Eastern Eplpaleollthlc
chIpped stone tools have been undertaken only relatively recently.
Bar Yosef's (1970) dissertation research was the fIrst such stUdy.

He

bul It on the detailed comparative studies of simIlar Industries
outside the Near East. particularly Sonnevllie-Bordes and Perrot's
(1953) research on European Upper Paleolithic assemblages. and
Tlxler's (1963) detailed study of the Eplpaleollthlc of the Maghreb.
North Africa.

Tlxler's study has been particularly Influential since

a number of Near Eastern preh Istor lans have used I t as a start I ng
poInt for developing theIr own typologies.
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Bar Yosef's (1970:2) ground-breaking stuely of the Epl-

PaleolIthic IndUstries of Palestine focused on develoPing an adeQu.ate
regional type list. 8xamlnlng Indices of ChiPped stone tool morphology
and technology. and eIIIPhaslzlng mlcrollths as the ·fosslle dlrecteur·

of the tille period.

Recognizing the need for a regionally specific

tYPOlogy (Bordes 1950). Bar Yosef (1970:17) attempted to define

locally distinct mlcrollths. to emphasize their trend toward geometric

forms over time. to Increase the list of problematic tools
(particularlY carinated. nu.clelform. and core scrapers). and to
Include distinctive Natuflan tools In the type
wIth the earlier Eplpaleollthlc Industries.

i 1st

for comparison

Overall. 811phasls was

placed on the earlier EplPaleollthlc Industries of the !(ebaran and
Gecmetrlc !Cabaran.
Ninety six tool types were defIned. and these were divided
Into twelve tool groups: scrapers. nosed. carinated and core scrapers.
multiple tools. bur Ins. retouched and backed blades. truncated pieces.
I'Olnts. mlcrollths. geometr Ic mlcrollths. mlcrobUrlns. notches and
dent Iculates. and diverse other tools (Bar Yosef 1970:19-20).

H!s

comparisons between assemblages Involved calCUlatIng the percentages
of each tool group. obtaining general IndIces Cai i toolSj and
restricted Indices (withIn a tool group).
In cumulative frequency graphs.

These findings were present

All of the tool types were defined In

an appendix (Bar Yosef 1970:202).
Henry (1973a:53-56). In his dissertation research on the
Natuflan of Palestine. built on Bar Yosef's typology and research.
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Henry placed more emphasis on characteristically Natuflan tools
(partIcularly geometries. notches and -massive pieces"), and added a
category for utilized pieces (pieces whIch showed evidence
use, but were not Intentionally shaped).

ot tool

The utI J Ized pieces Include

pieces wIth sheen and use retouch. and hammerstones.

In addition.

microburlns were removed from the tool t 1st and classified withIn the

deblt"ge categories.
Seventy six tool types were used and these were divided Into

thirteen tool classes: scrapers, bur Ins. geometries, perforators,
truncations. multll)le tools, abrupt retouched
backed pieces). retouched

~Ieces.

p'~ces

(presumably

dentleulates. notches. massive

I)leces. utilized pieces. and varia (Henry 1973a:288-290).

No explicit

definitions were given, and it must be assumed that the definitions
provided by Bar Yosef (1970) and/or Tlxler (1963) were used.
Henry's (1973a:75-79) ana Iyt I ca I procedure I nvo I ved
calculating percentages. conventional Indices, r.:eans, standard
deviations. and metric data on the tool assemblages.

COvarlatlon

analysis was used to Identify degrees of similarity. and cluster
analysis was used to measure distance between different assemblages.
Francis Hours (1974). focusing on upper and Eplpaleollthlc
assemblages. presented the results of the 1969 London Symposium on
chipped stone tool types.

He argued that the primary benefit of

chiPped stone tool tYPologies was analyt leal. al lowing assemblages to
be characterized, types to be defined based on recurrent patterns In
retouch and shape. and key characteristics of the assemblage to be

---------------

~-----~-
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I dent I f led.

Objects of s 1m II ar shape and manufacture probab Iy had

simliar uses, yet descriptions did not prejudge function.

He felt

typologies were generally too detailed for easy comparison between

assemblages and too abbreviated to permit accurate exam I nat Ion of
Intraslta variability.

Two lists were preferable; a long, detailed

list and a short one for comparison and preliminary repOrts (for
example. Hudson 1969).
Hours's (1974) long list Included 121 tool types (Including

four mlcroburln products) subdivided Into 13 groups; end scralJers.
burlns. borers, knives and backed pieces, truncations, notches and

dentlculates. comlloslte tools, retouched !)Ieces, special tools,
nongeometrlc mlcrollths. geometric mlcrollths, ciiverse, and
mlcroburlns.

His own research at JI Ita (Hours 1973) and Tlxler's

(1970) research at Ksar Akll, both In lebanon, were cited as examples
of site-specific tool typologies.

In addition, Hours (1974) provided

a short tool list for the Eplpaleollthlc of lebanon.

In general, he

felt that the tool groups of backed pieces. multiple tools. burlns on
truncations. and carinated scral)ers had been subdivided too finely.
The Negev Prehistoric PrOJect, which Included excavations
1!t two Natuflan sites, provided

a glossar, of

the technological

and typological terms used (Marks 1976:371-378).
I imlted

The lIst was

to new types, or types which had been used only

Infrequently.

In general, the other categorIes were based on

Tlxler's (1963) definitions.
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More recently. Valla's (1984:21) study of the chipped stone
tools at four Natuflan sites In Palestine attempted to Identify

chronOlogical divisions within the Natuflan.

This was done by

analyzing variabIlity In chipped stone tool types In relatIonship to
stratigraphic data.

Both Bar Yoset's (1970) and Hours's (1974)

typologies were used, although some modifications were made.
Among Val [a's (1984) modifications of Bar Yoset's typology
were elimination of types 16-19 (now recognized as cores), and
classifIcation of the InfreQuent tool types Of micrO\:lolnts as Fal ita
points, fragments of backed truncated pieces as geometr Ics, and
massive pieces under their specifIc types.

ModIfIcations of Hours's

tYPOlogy Included classification of the Infrequent mlcropoints as
pointed blade lets. backed and truncated bladelets as Kebarah points.
and fragments of backed and truncated pieces as blade lets with two
truncations.

Two- new categories. end fragments of tools and

unidentifiable fragments of mlcrollths. were added to both lists.
In using the two tYPOlogies. Valla (1984:22-23) noted some
difficulties.

Both tYPOlogies focused on the Kebaran and Geometric

Kebaran rather than the Natuflan and epl':'Natuflan.

two

ty~O!c·;!ss

were based.

In addition. the

':a:-!ed with respect to the k.ey variables on which they

Bar Yosef's study emphasized overall morphology. whllt1!

Hours's analysis stressed types of retouch In Identifying tool types.
In addition, Valla suggested that both dealt poorly with the
classification of notched pieces. blades with fine retouch or use
wear. and s Imp Ie retouched flakes and blades.
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Olszewski's (1984:120-121. 19S5) recent analysis of the late

Eplpaleol lthlc ehlpped stone tools from Abu Hureyra. Syria depended
primarily on Tlxler's (1963) North A.frlcan typology. Recent
modifications of that typology (Inlzen and Tlxler 1980) were taken
Into account.

Her list of tools contained only 74 types.

These tools

were subdivided into 12 categorIes: scrapers, borers/perforators,

burlns. sickle blades, lunates. other geometric mlcrollths.

nongeometrlc mlcrollths. notches and/or dentlculates. massive

serapers, pleks, chisels. and various tools.
In summary. there has been enough variability between Natllflan
researchers In their classification of Natuflan tools that any attempt

at comparing a large I'l.UDber of previously described Natuflan
collections Is best restrIcteci to general tool classes (Henry 1973a;
Olszewski 1984, 1986).

Funct lona I I nterl'retat Ions of Retouched Tool s
Chipped stone tool assemblages also provide an ImJ'ortant line
of evidence for examining var[atlons [n activities and function
between and within prehistoric settlements.

Such analysis, and the

functional Inferences that are required, are not without hazards.
There are four main approaches that archaeologists have used to Infer
the function of stone tools: ethnographic analogy, mlcrowear analysis
of prehistoric tools, experimental research on mlcrowear, and
observations based on evidence for prehIstoriC hafting and use.
I.llcrowear analyses, particularly hlgh-rnagnlflcatlon studies
have become the major component of this line of research during the
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last twenty years.

Keeley's (1977:126. 1980) research has Indicated

that differences between tools used for woodworking, meat-cutting, and
skin-scraping can be discerned.

These claims were !)artlally confirmed

by experimental research of a variety of researchers (see Keeley and
Newcomer 1977. Andsrson-Ge:-!aud 1981; Vaughan 1981; and Moss 1983).
Others have recent I y quest Toned these assert [ons. part I cui ar I y as to
whether the Interpretations were overextended, and have suggested
blind verification tests (see Cantwell 1977; Newcomer and others 1986;
Odell and Odell-Vereecken 1980; Gendel and Plrnay 1982).

Unger-

Hamil ton (1983) has asserted that factors such as raw mater lal. the
actual motions done during use, the length of time a tool was used.
post-depostlonal factors, and the process of Cleaning

artlfact~

affect the use surface of an art Ifact and the subsequent
Interpretations of use.
Recent researcb has Quest loned the un Iqueness of different
polishes.

Newcomer and others (1986), in a series of bl rnd tests on

experimentally used chipped stone tools (InClUding end scrapers.
drills, burlns, unretouchsd blades and backed blades) noted that the
polish characteristics of different materials are not discrete.
Rather, these pOlishes overlap In their characteristics.

They

asserted that polish alone Is not suffIcIent to determine tool
functions. but must be combined with evidence of tool morphology, edge
damage and

~Ierowear

features (Newcomer and others 1986).

Detailed

studies of pol Ish and attempts at quant [fylng differences are now
underway (see Grace and others 1985).
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With this Intensification of mlcrowear research. a number of
studies of chipped stone tool assemblages In the Near East have been
undertaken (see U. Cauvl" 1983).

The major classes of chipped stone

tools have been Interpreted and subjected to funetlonal analysis.
Backed mlcrollths are generallY thought to be associated with either
archery or the cutting of plant products (for
1954; Clarice 1976; Curwen 1941).

exam~:lIe.

J.G.D. Clark

Geometric mlcrollths were hafted as

projectile I)ol"t$ on wooden arrows In Predynastlc and Dynastic Egypt
(J.D. Clark and others 1974; J.D. Clark 1975-1977).

Use wear studies

at e1 wad. Aln Mallaha. and AbU Hureyra have suggested that geometric
mlcrollths were: hafted on bone or wood shafts. BUller's (1983:110-112)
research on the lunates from the first two sites IdentIfIed meat
polish and evidence of bone hafting.

Anderson-Gerfaud's (1983:78-85)

research on the lunatas and triangles froin Abu HUieyra suggested that
the large geometrlcs were used on fresh hide or meat and were
transversely hafted. The smaller geometrlcs from Abu Hureyra were
Interpreted as being used on-the tips of shafts and as barbs.
Nongeometr Ic backed tools have been recovered

It~unted

In bOiie

sickles from el Wad (Garrod and Bate 1937) and WadI Hameh 27 (Edwards
In press).

Buller's (1983) research on nongeometrlc tooi::. from el Wad

and Aln Mal laha suggested that the smaller tools (bladelet sIze). were
used on meat. presumably as composite hunting tools hafted In wood.
The large nongeometrics with sickle polish were used for cutting
grasses and were also Interpreted as being hafted in wood.

Anderson-

Gerfaud (1983:92-96) condUcted research on tools with sIckle pol ish at
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Mureybet and Abu Hureyra and suggested that the tools from the early
Neolithic at Abu Hureyra were use to cut Stfpa. while those from
Mureybet JA were used to cut sedges or rushes.

These observations

suggested that tho tools were used to gather these plants eIther for

fuel, architectural construction. or basketry.

In fact, she argued

that uses on elnkorn wheat. emmer wheat, reeds, and rushes ':Iere
dIstinguishable (Anderson-Gerfaud 1983:90-91).
Led by ethnogral)hlc observations, most researchers have
generally considered scrapers to have been as used for the processing
of animal skin and hides (Hayden 1979; Nissen and Dittemore 1974).
There have been other et!'!!"!l)graghlc aceounts, however, that Indicate
morJ)ho[ogfcally similar tools have been used for WOOdworking (Gould
and others 1971; Hayden 1977:182).

COQueugniot (1983:163) has

suggested that end scrapers from Mureybet were used for

a

var lety of

tasks: sCra1)lng skins, working/cutting of bone and wood, and
chopp I ng wood.
Bur Ins are genera J I y cons I dered to have funct loned as shavers
and engravers for wood, antler or bone (Semlnov 1964; 8orc!az 1970;
Hayden 1977:185; Newcomer 1974; Keeley 1980).

Analysis of Near

Eastern burlns at the Prepottery Neolithic of Abu

Hureyr~

has

suggested that the bits were used on hard materials, procably for
engraving and boring, and the edges used for working wood or reeds
(Moss 1983).

Buller (1983:109-110) has suggested that the bit was not

always the end that was used, but may have served as an alternative
way of blunting one end of the tool for mounting on bon& or wood
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shafts.

This has been suggested previously (for eXaml'le, Mortensen

1970). In add It lon, lunates at Beldha are occasionally retouched on
the ends with minute burin blows.
The functions of simple retouched pieces, notches and

dentlculates. and unretouchad artifacts have received much less
attention.

Bi.iller (1983:1'0) has suggested that notches at e[ Wad

were used for cutting sinew. whl Ie those at Aln Mallaha were used for
a varIety of tasks.

This Inter!:lretatlon and Its lack of documentation

has been criticIzed by Newcomer and others (1986:204).

Unretouched

art I facts have been observed ethnograph I ca Ily be Ing used for a var lety
of tasks (Gould and others 1971; Hayden 1977; White 1968).

Jensen

(1983) examined unretouched blades from the prehistoric Danish site of
Agerod V and observed that they were used for a variety of tasks,
I'artlcularly cutting and whittling on soft and medium-soft materials.
A number of patterns In the Interl'retatlon of the functions of
major chllJl'ed stone tool classes are discernible.

Geometric

mlcrollths al'pear te be associated with huntIng and nongeemetrlc
micro! Iths with hunting or plant I'reCessIng.

Scrapers appear to be

generally associated with hide precessing or woodworking, while the
wear on !)ur! ns s!.!ggests use as e"gre;V'Si's and shavers of wood

or

I;cna.

Given these I'atterns, archaeologists, research has focused on how
these tool groups vary between and within sites.

The objective has

been to I'rOVlde Inslgnt Into functional variability within settlements
or sett lement systems.
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Analysis of the Baldha Retouched Tools
This study of the Beldha cblpged stone tools concentrates on

two aspects: their typological classIfication and the ways In which

tools were manufactured.
In an effort to fOfDlllate a replIcable classification for the

retoucned tools the typologies of Bar Yosst. Henry. and Hours were
examined. and an attempt was made to Integrate them.

This was

difficult. since It was often Impossible to determine exactly how the

var I QUS terms were used and. In the cases of Henry and Hours. no
definitions or Illustrations were available to clarify obscure aspects
(although Hours did rely extensively on Tiller"s definitions).

After development of an InitIal classification. a trial
analysis

was

excavations.

conduct~

on the BeJdha material from the 1983

SUbsequent revision of this classIfication aimed at

resa I v I ng prob I ems encountered I n the tr I a I ana I ys Is.

I" genera I. the

final classIfication placed more emphasis en morphOlogical features
than on the type of retouch used.

Variation In retouch was.

nevertheless. examined In detail during the attribute analysis.
The working typology had 93 types divIded Into 11 classes.
The tool classes Included: scrapers. multiple tools. bur Ins. notches
and dent (culates. truncat Ions. dr IllS. retouched pieces. geometriC
mlcrollthS. nongecmetrlc mlcrollths. backed mlcrollthlc fragments. and
various (AppendiX C).

In addition. the typology was further revised

durIng the analysis of the full Beldha assemblage as difficultIes were
encountered.

This InclUded drawing a distinction between bilateral
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and unilateral retouched end scrapers. a revision of the notches and

dent Iculate tool group better to character Ize patterns In the
variation of small notches and simple retOllen. and an addition of the

tool type of asyanetrlcal lunates.
One of the obvious differences between this typology and those
used previously Is that the classification of the mlcrollths was based
on an explicItly morphologIcal approach.

This emphasized the shape of

the backed edge and the ends. rather than the nature of the backing.
In addItion, there were categories for fragments.

The lack of

categories for fragments seems to be a major dra!,back of IIIOst previous
studies (yet see Valla 1984).

This Is preSWDably because the

researchers were forced to classify fr89llents as tool types on the
basis of Incomplete Information.

When the majority of a tccl Is still

present the tocl can be classified accurately with c:onslderable
confidence.
accurate.

In other situations the classification may be less
For the IXlrposes of this study. most microlith fragments

were assigned to one of several fragment categories.

If over half of

a lunate was present. It was so classifIed.
In addition to the examination of variation In the frequency
of different tool types. t;he analysIs also considered morphological
and retouch characterIstIcs within a tool class.
length~

These Included:

wIdth. thIckness. completeness. retouch location. percentage

of retouched. type of retouch. shape of the backed edge. shape of the
retouched ends. retouch on the ends themselves. edge damage on the
cutting ecJge of IIlcrollths. and presence of sickle polish.

The
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complete listing of the values used for each of these variables is
provided In Appendix B.
The analysis was concerned with variation within and between
each of these tool groups.

Emphasis was on the mlcrol Jths,

particularly with respect to the nature of the backing retouch, and

size dimensions. since these have been shown to vary through tIme (Bar
Yoset and Valla 1979).

Spatial and Temporal Variability
Analysis of Site structure, the Internal variability In the

distribution of artifacts and cultural features, has received
considerable attention In prehistorIc research (for example J.G.D.
CJark 1954; Lerol-Gourhan and Brez! [Ion 1972; Binford and Binford
1966).

Such research !'las genera! Iy Involved a number of assumptions

regarding the nature of the distribution of artifacts. These
assumptions Include spatial segregation of activitIes. and subsequent
spatial relationshIPs between the artifacts that
these tasks (see O'Connell 1987; Carr 1984).

provl~e

evidence of

EthnographIc research

has shown that there Is considerable variabIlity In the amount of
spatial segregation of activities and the distribution of the residue
which those behavIors create (Yellen 1977; Gould 1967; O'COnnell 1977,
1987; Binford 1980).

Ethnographic research has also demonstrated that

small artifacts. such as chIpping debris. are more likely to remain In
primary context. whI Ie larger artifacts are often moved and
redeposIted as secondary refuse (Binford 1978; O'Connell 1977;
Schiffer 1972).
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O'Connell (1987) has argued. based on hl·s research on the

Alyawara of eentral AustralIa. that the primary factors which affect
the appearance of Ilreh Istor Ie hunter-gatherer archaeolog I ca [
assemblages are the degree of food storage. seasonal variation in the
weatt1er. household population size. and the length of time that

activity areas are used.

I.ength and Intensity of occupation are

!:lartleuJarly Important factors that affect

the

nature of the chipped

stone artifact assemblage (Hayden 1978; Binford 1978a; Sullivan 1987)

and. hence. variation In chipped stone artifacts have the potential to
yield Information on the nature of settlement Intensity.
The analysis that follows examines spatial varlahll Ity In the
distribution of chipped stone artifacts between the excavation areas
at Beldha to determine whether any Inferences can be made regarding
spatial distribution of the stages of chipped stone manufacturing or
processing of other material for which stone tools were used.

The

analysis entails an examinatIon of varlat!on 1.. the frequencies of
f [akes versus blades. sma I I blades and flakes. mI crobur Ins. and too I

grou(::s.

Statistical measures of association serve to evaluate the

significance of the Variation.

Finally. these same variables are

examined to determine whether there are changes over time In their
frequencies In the occupatIon horIzons of the Beldha Natuflan.
The results of the analysis of the manufacturing techniques.
retouched tools. and spatial and temporal variation appear In the next
chapter.

CHAPTER 6
RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE
SEIDHA NATUFIAN CHIPPED-8TONE ASSBSLAGE

This chapter presents a detailed analysis of the chIpped stone

assemblage 11"'011 the Natuflan norlzon at Beldha. The mlJor ellphases of
the discussion will be on the nature of the reduction teChnology. the
stone tool tYPOlogy. the manufactUre of chipped stone tools. and

81:1atlal and temporal variability Tn their distribUtion.

RedUct Ion Strategy
This dIscussion of the steps In the reduction process focuses

on the raw material used, the natura of the cores and the Initial
redUction Pieces. the major debltage categories of the Industry. the
selection of blanks for tool manufacture. and spatial and temporal

variability with respect to the redu.ctlon teehnology.
Raw material
The raw material exploited. aFt evidenced by tne cores and the
debltage sample. Is almost entirely a fine grained flint (Table 3).
The patina en the flint ranges In coler frClll white to gray to bluegray.

The surface has al$O been altered by wind POlishing prodUCing a

very shiny appearance.

Fresh broaks reveal a grayish Interior which

Is probably the original color of the flint prIor to weathering and
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Table 3.

FreQuency Distribution of the Raw Material Types of Cores
from Beldha

Flint

450

Chert: Light brown

.2

Chert: Speckled

Total

99.6

.2
452

100.0
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chemical alteration.

Less than ,,, of the cores are a coarser chert;

either light brown or cream color with darker Inclusions.

The frequency of chert as a raw material Is somewhat higher
among retouched tools (Table 4).

In addition. there Is signifIcant

variability In the use of chert between different tool groups.
Ch I-square test results demonstrate that chert was used In
s 19" 1f I cant Iy higher frequene les for end scrapers and the var lous too I
group (prlmar! ly very large tools) than for al J the other tool groups
(Table 5).

SimIlar results were obtained when these two tool groups,

end scrapers and various tools. are compared with cores or the
debltage sample (Table 5).

When the other tool groups are compared

against cores and debltage the results Indicate that there are no
sIgnificant differences between the two samples (Table 5).
There are two !)Osslble explanations for the difference In raw
material frequencies between the end scraper and various tools and
cores.

Either (1) the coarser grained tools were not manufactured on

the site (or not In the areas excavated). but at the source of the raw
material, or (2) the coarser grained material represents an outer
"sICln- of the finer raw material.
~oarse

Whl Ie on a few artifacts both

and fIne grall'lad material are present In a layered structure,

the absence of chert debltage suggests that the first explanation Is
more accurate.

It is I Ik:ely that the fine Quality flint was worth

bringing back: to the site as nodules. but only already completed tools
of chert were worth transport Ing.
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Table 4.

FreQuency Distribution of Raw Material Types by Tool
Group. at Beldha

.Eh.!!!I
Scrapers

Sur Ins

2n

29
8.73

13
3.92

13
3.92

332

SUU

109
98.20

0
0.00

2
1.80

0
0.00

111

865
99.43

3
.3'

2
.23

0
0.00

870

32
100.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

32

269
97,1'

3
1.08

1
.36

277

1.44

8'
98.82

0
0.00

0
0.00

1

85

1.18

186
100.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

186

365
99.46

.27

0
0.00

367

.27

7
100.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

158
100.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

158

370
100.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

370

65
92.86

1.43

0
0.00

70

5.71

2788
97.28

.n

15
.52

2866

1.43

Dr! I [s &
Borers

SUM

PCT

PCT

Retouched

SUM

Pieces

PCT

Multiple
Too[s

SUM

Truncat Ions

SUM

PCT
PCT
SUM

PCT
SUM

PCT
SUM

PCT
Baeked

SUM

Fragments

PCT

Var lous

SUM

PCT
Total

~

83.43

SUU

Nongeometr I cs

CHERT
Speckled

PCT

Notches &
Dent Iculates

TrIangles

CHERT
Other

SUM

PCT

Lunates

CHE~T

Lt. Brown

SUM

PCT

•

•

.,

22
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Table 5.

Chi-square results of the VarIability In the FreQUency of
Raw Mater I a I Between Too I Groups. Cores and Deb I tags at
Beldha
D. F: Degrees of Freedom

Slgnlf: Significance

Chi-Square

Scraper

&

P±

Slgnlf.

VarIous Tools

Versus All Other Tools

257.6

<.001

scraper & Var lous Tools
Versus Deb I tage

105.6

<.001

76.8

<.001

Scraper

&

Various Tools

Versus Cores
Other Tools Versus Debltage

0.004

.946

Other Tools Versus COre

0.7

.795
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The cortex remaining on the cores was obsarved ae part of an

effort to determine the source of the flln.t.

In the majority of

cases, the cortex had been totally removed (Table 6).

However. about

25S Of the cores stili had some cortex remaining; It was generally
battered In appearance and occasionally Simply rounded In shape.

Only

rarely was the exterior surface flat. suggesting a tabular flint

source.

Thus. the source of most of the flint appears to have been

cobbles which had been eroded out from the flint de!)osits In the

limestone hills directly to the east of the site.
are

COIIIIIOn

These large cobbles

In the wad-'s of t-he Beldha area (Kirkbride 1985:122).

Tabular flint sources In the hIlls of Jebel Shara were not regularly

exploited.
Cores and Initial Core Reduction Pieces
Over 400 cores were recovered. these vary In freQuency between
provenience units from 1S to 4S of the IndUstry (Table 7).

Blade

cores (defined by having a predominance of flake scars that are of
blade/blade let dimensions) domInate the assemblage (Table 8).

Most of

these are single platform blade cores of which the subtypes
subpyramldal (Figure 9:0. Figure 10:z.aa) single face (Figure 9:n.
FIgure 10:y). and pyramidal are present In decreasing freQuencies (see
Henry 1973&:66. 1976:326; Marks and Larson 1977;218; and Tlxler 1963
for a discussion of these core varieties).

Multlplatforll blade cores

with opposed platform and 90 degree platforms occur In lower
frequencies.

Flake cores represent. at best. 3% of the aSSemblage.
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Table 6.

FreQu-ency Distribution of Core Exterior Types at Beidha

No Cortex

367

81.2

Battered & Rounded Cortex

53

11.7

Rounded Cortex

29

6.'

452

100.0

Flat cortex
Total

.7
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Table 7.

Frequency Distribution of Debltage Classes by Provenience
Unit at 8eldl'\a

~LEVEL

~ 1

SUII
Per

2

SlII
PCT

.

~~

""

".00
131S

".84

2257
42.132
1235

".sa

~

~

!! !!.

" "

.23
2

.21

20

.38

• •

.07 .28
C
3
M~ ~
22
""
14 .24
<2.90

.28
3
.28

119
3.<0
77
2.74

~

CORES

'.70

f!QQill. !QI!

(sao)
1.14 (11.01)

'" "

3.83
132

31
1.10

,

[lS7)

(9.51)
(112)

""

""
less

~ ~ G!.OOroiA~

1008
13.63
3S4
10.34
154
11.89

1117
15.10

'"

""

3519

9.83

'" "
""
1i m 3i7 ~ (l~~~
"" i545 ''''''
."
.,
ns
E:l
11.se '.02 '83
""
, , , "
,
, ,
,.'"
,."
.,.
,
•
" , ,
" .."
'"
"
1!!
513
34
22 (ilo)
1i9 m
." " "
>!i
"as
• "
"'
so."
"" "sa ."
,."'"
""
."
,
, ,
" ill (m "SO'"
1!!
4fsi 3m 52
1S
19c
iOi3
<C."
'.93
" .", '"
'"
." ,."" '"
".62
'"
•
4S." 40." ." ."
,."
"
•
.<,,
'"
"
, , •
"
,
14'
".
'" '",OS 8i6
37."
'" 4 173 liS Ts2
1!!
1im "57
3

SUII

1!!

'" '"

51.21

438'
48.01

Per
1

per

2 SUI
PeT
3

..
...
.. .
4

FC7

341
47.45
2
SO.OO
127
52.78
84
51.83

319

44.4'

1
.14

49.23

49.64
453

37.69
2381
41.90
438

47.20

45.71

40.97 0.00

20

2

49.77

F-T 1
(i'9S4)

SUM
PeT

~S5

SUM

£:Q!2

SUM

PeT

41.78

3

S\Ij

54
45.08

28

1D
.34
13

.23
5

.42
.54

.52

1

5

.12

.82

9S

1

210

3

lOS

PC!

PC!

46.67

SUM
?I:r

-

...

PC!

1.09 (10.451)

12.SO

12.65

14

(6~

103

62

1.39
C

·4.18

1.9,

(9.19)

C.!Xl

'.CO

3
1.25
2
1.23

1

25.00

(0.00)

(29)

2<0

2."
5
3.09

1.25 (12.08.)
(15)
5
3.09 (9.26)

162

3

1.9•

(9.79)

1.83

3.74

137

(625)

1."

4.70

3.63 (21.43)

227

120
cn~
2.11 <12.85)
17

77

1.3,
13
1.3•

2S

12.62

11.68

.."

13.25

5684

117C
12.19
141

11.90

1.53

"77

l1·fT

4

6.SS

'.OS

.SO

24
3.00

37
(12D)
4.62 (14.98)

2
.57

5

2.16

(51)
3.46 (2MB)

231

4.75

(54)
3.56 (12.00)
(5)
5

450

~

3

1.78

4.57

7.56
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•• OS

39."

.lS

.52

.15

.."

""

73
.32

.33

" .30"

50l
2.57

5."
10'
7.01

US

sao
4.28

16

27
I.SO

(4.2D)
(125)
(B.41)

2.32

(B.95)

4.20

7.92

4CS
10.98

(10.l!)

.SO

214

1426

2917

243 (1441)
2.54 (15.07)

.If1

32S

18.15
ZJ

~71

14
.93 0.00

41.75

(0)

112-4

.07

11105

".45

•31

36.44 0.00 1.6& 0.00

~
43.96

1
.22

4.24

2

1

ICIAI.

.21
16
.23

.29

337
42.02

5.CO

2

.28

25.00 C.ca 0.00 0.00
1
2
.42 .53
1
40.150.00 .62 (tOO
~1
43.03 .OS .27

Per

6.83

1.89

3.02

913.

.34

1

1

PeT

1
.14

82

563

8.17
85
7.17

7137

"35

12010

If1

29

32

253

10.ge
101

27
15.52

15.13
28
lU9

7.es

13.47

14.17

TlS

642
174

leoO

1435

"45. - - '"'.n - (2a66) 22921
2.00 (12.SO)

CTE:Coretrl:::mlngeJement

CT:Coretablet

BS: Burin Scali

IElP, 1I1cnturin prcct.:ct

PEl Prloary elellellt

FRASS:Fra~s

"5

2716

14.18

3453
lUiS

""

10.94

2'3612
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Table 8.

Frequency Distribution of Core Types by Provenience Unit at
Beldha

LEVEl

&l

IPPOSEO

1 SIllI
PCT

29
49.15

2

15
51.n
5
55.55

5
8.47
4

..
3

..
PCT

SIJj

!:£

PCT

E:l

1
3
4

..
SUM
PCT

PCT
SIN

PCT

..

1 SUM
PCT
2
PCT
3
SUM
per

F-l 1
(i9s4)

!!:!"
~2

3
4

SUM
per

TOTAL

"

50.5Z

... !:£

""

BlADE"""
NINETY

~

'"'!:£

5

42.88
1
33.33
4
SQ.OO

"

5O.DD

51
58.111

75
".50

-,

-;

'.OS

4.55

lC

3
2.88
10
8.33
2
11.76

'.52

•

sl.74

8."

5."

26
lll.27

1
2.lll

1

5

1
12.50
1
8.33
D
D.DD
2
8.DD

..

50.00

PCT

1
7.14
D
D.CO
D
D.DD

1s

75.00

""

2
14.29
D
0.00
D
D.DD

'.28•

""iii

SUM
POT

!:£

~

.."•

".n

W

PCT

PCT
SllI

D

7.50
1
5.88

11

""
""
PCT

13.79

11.S6
D
D.DD
2
~

-,
80.00
15
".00

3
5.08
2
5."
D
D.DD
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16.95
4

13.79
1
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10

"5

1s

10.31
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15.46

4

D
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,

1
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1

28.57
1

D.OO
D
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"5

-,
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•• OS

19.05
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15.CCI
2
11.76
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1

33.33
1
20.00

--.
,.

•

.83
C
C.DD

7
5.57
7
5.33
1
5.88

16.53

2.07

5."

2.70

8
21.62

C
C.DD

1
2.lll

C
0.00

1
12.50

C.OO

C
0.00

C
D.CO
D
0.00
1
4.00

D
D.OO
1
20.00
3
12.00

25.00
D
C.OO
2
B.OO

2
16.67
D
0.00
2
8.00

,.

59.52

7.14

2.88

'"

3S

27

8.0~

6.03

--.
'.52

"

15.40

15
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-.
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15
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Figure 10.

Beldha Chipped Stone Artifacts (From Kirkbride 1966:
Figure 19)
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Intensive reductlcn of cores was commonplace.
total debltage to cores Is very high. averaging 50:1.

The ratio of
In general.

cores are small and fully eXhausted, hinge fractures and crushed
platforms are frequent.

Blade core size averages 37 mm by 32 mm by 26

mm while the few flake cores tend to be somewhat larger, averaging
around 44 nun by 42 mm by 28 mm.

When the ratio of flake and blade debltage to cores Is
examined. considerable variability Is apparent between excavation
units (Table S).

In gene,al, all levels of area K-2 and level 3 of

area F-l are characterized by higher values. ranging between 80:1 to
117:1.

The remainder of the I)rovenlence units have considerably [ower

debltage-core ratios, ranging from 22:1 to 56:1. The higher debltage
core ratios of the former provenience units suggests either; more
Intensive reduction was occurring In these areas, creating more
debltage, or that fewer cores were discarded In these areas.
Debltage that characterizes Initial steps In the reduction
sequence are not abundant.
quite low, 2:1.

The ratio of primary elements to cores Is

Primary elements, those pIeces with cortex over more

than ha I f of the I r exter lor, range infreQuency between 2% and 7% of
the assemblage (Table 7).

The ratIo of prImary elements to flake and

blade debltage Is shown In Table 9.

Low ratios, less than 26:1,

characterize most of the provenIence unIts, Including K-2 levels 1-3,
F-1 level 1, J-2 levels 1 and 2, and area C-Ol levels 2 and 4.

Higher

ratios, greater than 32:1, are seen In levels 3 and 4 of F-1, level 3
of J-2. level 1 of F-1 (1964). and revel 55 of area H-4.

The
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Table 9.

Selected Ratios of Different Artifact Classes at Beldha
B/F: Blade-Flake Ratio
D/C; Debltage (blades & flakes only)-Core Ratio
O/T: Debitage-Tool Ratio

TIC: Tool-Core Ratio
D/PE: Debltage-Prlmary Element Ratio

~

B/F

ole

!U!

K-2:1

1.12

87.83

9.09

9.67

K-2:2

1.07

90.61

10.52

8.61

21.28

K-2:3

1.26

117.67

9.46

12.44

19.98

F-l :1

1.07

51.29

10.S8

4.71

23.93

F-l :3

1.30

80.00

8.28

9.67

40.00

F-l :4

1.29

32.40

10.80

3.00

32.40

J-2:1

1.35

27.52

4.67

5.90

21.29

J-2:2

1. 19

47.37

7.91

5.99

25.04

J-2:3

1.03

56.41

9.89

5.71

36.88

F-l:1(64) 1.15

21.65

6.68

3.24

33.38

H-4:55

1.14

28.88

4.53

6.38

46.20

C-Ol :2

.90

28.13

8.33

3.38

21.43

C-Ol :4

1.18

55.48

11.89

4.67

14.27

!L£

D/PE

26.09
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provenience units with higher ratios of primary elements to flake and
blade Clebltage may have been locations where slightly more Initial

reduction took place.

However. the general overall lOW frequency of

primary elements Indicates that Initial cors shaping. prior to

extensive redUction occurred primarily off-slte or In areas of the

site that were not excavated.
Crested elements. created dUring the Initial formatIon of the

blade core. are Quite rare (Table 7).
to cores Is 1:6.

The ratio of crested elements

The scarcity of crested elelllents may be because

Initial core snaPlng took place elsewhere (probably In the same locale
In which primary redUction occu.rred) or that this technique was rarely
used In the redUction process.

Crested elerDents have received little

attention from other researchers on the Natuflan.

At Rosh lin (UarICS

and Larson 1977:202-203) and Rosh Horesha (Henry 1976:325). however.
they occur In low frequencies.

COre tablets, created clur Ing the

rejuvenation Of cora platforms are very Infrequent (Table 7).

The

ratiO of core tablets to cores Is 1:8. and they appear not to have
been Important In the reduct Ion process.
Blade or F I alCe Industry?
One Important aspect of the study of chipped stone Industries
has been characterization by the major types of flalCes produced.

In

late Eplpaleollthlc assemblages this has entailed a consideration of
whether an IndUstry should be characterized as a blade, bladelet, or
flake Incl.Lstry (Henry, 1981; Bar Yosef. 1983; Valla. 1984; Olszewski,
1984, 1986; calley. 1984).

Henry (1981 :422-423) has stated that the
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Natuflan chipped stone Industry Is characterized by a bladelet

technology. a view reiterated by Bar Yosef (1983:17).

Recently.

Valla's (1984) examination of the chipped stone assemblage from: Aln
Mallaha. and Olszewski's (1986). study of the Ilthlcs frem Abu

Hureyra. have noted that flake debltage typifies these assemblages.
Naturally. the way In which these terms are defined and artifacts
classifIed Is crucial to such a decision.

Two Important aspects of

this process, that arB not discussed by any of these researchers. are
whether the blankS from whiCh tools were made were considered In
computing the frequency of blades and flakes. and how fragments of
debltage wefe classified.
The tools from the Beldha assemblage were classified by their

original debltaga category as far as possible. and these totals were
added to the respective flake blank category totals.

This allowed a

more accurate assessment of the overall frequency of various flake
types.

If tools were being made

~redOllllnantly

on one

ty~e

of flake

blank. and were not Included In the debltage totalS. the results would
be an Inaccurate reflection of core reduction.

If the tool was

extensively retouched. It may be ImpoSSible to determine Its blank
ty~e;

this results In a residue of -Indeterminate-

~Ieces.

The method of classification of fragments also has a major
effect on the characterization of an Industry.

For the Beldha

assemblage. fragments (over 1 em maximum dimension) with a length
greater than two times the Width, lateral margins Intact and axis Of
flaking obvious were classified as blades (see Tlxler 1963:38).
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Fragments with parallel sides and parallel flakes scars but with a
length less titan two times their width were InitIally placed In the
Indeterminate fragment category.

A detaIled study of the

characteristics of blades and flakes allowed an estimation of the

percentage of these fragments that had been blades or flakes.
Although the details of the results of this methOd will be discussed
somewhat I atar. 64% of the sma II fragments were determ I ned to have
been blades and the remainder flakes.
Blades sensu. lato (blades and bladelets) are somewhat more
numerous than flakes In the Natuflan of 8eldha.

The frequency of

blades ranges from 52% to 41% of the assemblage (Table 7).

The lowest

I)ereentages occur In C-01. and the highest In F-1 level 2 and J-2
level 1.

Blades are always more frequent than flakes. with the

exception of C-01 Jevel 2 where flakes are somewhat more common.
ratio of blades to flakes Is presented In Table 9.

The

(n general. there

Is considerable similarity between provenience units.

Significant

dl·fferences In frequencies between provenience units. based on
chi-square test results, are present primarily when area C-01 level 2
Is contrasted with the provenience units at the upper end of the
values distribution (Table 10).

In addition. when the area with the

second lowest ratiO of blades to flakes. area J-2 level 3. Is
contrasted with the area with the highest blade flake ratiO. J-2 levei
3. these Is also a statistically signIficant dIfference.
The frequencIes of the different blade SUbcategories appear In
Table 11.

Complete blades and large fragments (J:)roxlmal. medIal &
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Table 10.

Chi-square Results for the Difference Between the Frequency
of Flakes and Blades Between Provenience Units at Beldha

O.F: Degrees of Freedom

Slgnlf: Significance

Chi-SQuare

C-01 : 2 Versus C-1: 4

5.S

C-01:2 Versus J-2:1

14.26

~

~
0.018

<0.001

C-01:2 Versus F-1:3

4.5

0.034

C-01:2 Versus J-2:2

7.01

0.008
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Tabie '1.

Frequency Dlstr (but Ion of Blade SUbcategor les by
Provenience Unit at Beldha
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distal). which occur In roughly equal freQuencies, represent about 80%
of the blades/blade lets.

Large proxImal and distal fragments are

about twice as comon as medial fragments.
about 1n of the saml)le.

Small fragments constitute

IAlcro blades. which I have defined as less

than 1 em In length. vary In freQuency from none In some areas to over

3% In area C-01.
The acce!:)ted definition for the difference between blades-

sensu stricto and bladelets Is discussed In detail by Thier (1963:3539).

Blades sensu

stricto

are characterized by having; (1) length

greater tilan or equal to two times the width, (2) length greater than
or eQual to 5.0 em, and (3) wIdth greater tha'n or eQUal to 1.2 em.
Siadelets are characterized by two characteristics; (1) length grater
than or equal to two time the Width, and (2) width less than or equal
to 1.2 cm.
blades sensu

Using this standard definition for the dIfference between

stricto

and bladelets. only a small fraction of the

Beldha assemblage (around 6%) are blades (Table 12).

A scatter plot

shows that thIs distinction between blades and bladelets Is artificial
and that the blades are the larger flakes in a continuous unimodal
distribution (Figure 11).
Blade size sensu lato varies little throughout the different
levels (Table 13).

Examination Of the mean, median and the

coefficient of skewness suggests that. although the distribution of
blade length Is Positively skewed (values less than 1.0). there is
only minor variation between the mean and median (less than 0.2 em
generally).

Therefore the mean Is presented here.

Mean blade length
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Table 12.

FreQUeney Dlstr!butlon of Blades versus Bladelets at Beldha

~

~LADELETS

TOTAL

AREA K-2

"LEva1

SUM

PCT

7
6.8S

95
93.14

102

6
6.98

80
93.02

86

6
4.65

123
95.35

129

8
7.69

96
92.31

10.

5
4.95

96

101

95.05

AREA F-1

!:Eva,

SUM

PCT
AREA J-2

---rEva1

SUM

PCT
LEVEL 2

SUM
~CT

LEVEL 3

SUM

PCT
AREA C-01

LE'vEr2
LEVEL 4

SUM

1

PCT

2.56

39

SUM

6

1.2.:..!Z

53
89.83

59

PCT

7
7.14

91
92.8S

98

SUM

39
6.29

581
93.71

620

PCT

SUM

PCT

~

38
97.44
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Table 13.

Ave!"'age Length, Width and Thickness of Blades/bladelets at
Beldha
lW RATIO: Length width rat 10

~

~

!!!mi

~

b!! !lliQ.

AREA K-2

102

30.42

11.57

3.78

2.7257

AREA F-1

86

32.48

12.45

3.73

2.7049

~

AREA J-2

AREA C-01

•

129

32.50

12.93

3.75

2.6142

104

34.18

12.84

3.87

2.7508

101

31.62

12.00

3.62

2.7285

39

27.23

10.97

3.05

2.4983

59

32.32

11.63

3.76

2.8319
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Distribution of Blades Versus Bladelets Versus FlaICes
Based on Length and Width
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varies from 31 mm to 34 111m for all saml)les except those from C-Ol
level 2. where the mean length Is 21 mm.

Mean width averages between

11.5 mm and 13 mm (excepting C-01 level 2). while mean thickness
averages around 3.6 mm (with C-Ol level 2 somewhat [ower), The mean
length-width ratio Is also Quite QUite simIlar between provenience
units. generally ranging from 2.6 to 2.8 (with the value from area

C-01 level 2 being somewhat lower).
A Kruska I-Wa I II s one way ana I ys I S of var I anee test was
conducted to determine whether these differences In values for the
length, Width, th!elc:ness and length-width ratio differed significantly

difference between provenience units.

This nonparametrlc test was

selected as It does not require the assumption that the cumulative
frequency distribution Is an uniform. and is more appropriate for a
distribution that Is somewhat positively skewed.

When the three

samples from area J-2 were examined to see If there were changes In
blade length over time. the results of the Krusk:al-Wailis test showed
no significant differences between samples. (Table 14). When all seven
bla.:!s samples were examined. significant differences between samples
were present for mean length. Width. and the length-width ratio.

When

the sample from C-01 level 2 is excluded from the test. the results
Indicated that the samples were not significantly different.

These

results Indicated that the only sample that Is Significantly different
from all the rest Is the sample from C-01 level 2 in area C-10.
The morphological characteristics of the different blade
samples are also very similar.

The vast majority of the pieces (90%)
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Table 14.
~

.::!:!

Kruskal-Wailis Test Results of the Difference In Blade
Length Between Proven I once Un I ts

Length Analysis
Ilean Rank:
cases

J-2;1
J-2:2

129
104
101

166.79

180.71
154.81

J-2:3

Total
Chi-Square
3.7042

ill

.1569

Samples

cases
K-2:1
F-1:1
J-2:1
J-2:2

J-2,3
C-Oh2
C-01:4

ill

334

Significance

Length
Mean Rank

102
88
129
104
101
39
59

275.45
318.47
325.28

620

J-2:2
J-2,3
C-01:4

Lsosth-Wldth

!!!!.!2

Mean Rank

350.85

278.26
314.34
338.91
340.95

305.83
236.14
313.18

305.93
254.22
289.8S

Chi-Sq.
17.0

Chi-Sq.
14.37

Chl-Sq.
12.78

Slgnl1.
.0091

slgnl1.
.0257

SIgnl1
.0466

Samples. Excludlnp

K-2:1
F-1:1
J-2:1

Width

Mean-Rink.

325.64
315.83

278.88
329.11
323.52
244.62
334.16

.9=Q!:.!

cases

Mean RanJc

Mean Rank

Mean Rank

102
86
129
104
101
59

252.85
293.80

257.10
290.73

300.38

314.22
315.92
283.00

300.B3
291.83
257 .39
304.27

591

Chi-Sq.
10.1595

ehl-Sq.
10.2208

Chl-SQ.

Slgnl1.
• 0708

Slgnl1.
.0692

Slgnlf .
.2133

324.47
281.66
289.37

269.03

298.99
309.22

7.1000
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have no cortex (Table 15).

When cortex Is

~resent

covers between 11% and 50% of the exterior.
the predominant type of platform.

It generally

Punctiform I)latforms are

Crushed platforms occur somewhat

less commonly. and plain platforms only occasionally (Table 16).
Cortical, dihedral and multiple faceted platforms are rare.

The flake

scar patterns on blade exteriors are generally either parallel or
converging (Table 17).
uncommon.

The remaining flake scar categories are

Blades generally have an incurvlng lateral I)rOflle.

although flat and twisted profiles occur frequently (Table 18).
Rippled and outcurvlng profiles are uncommon.

The distal end is

usually blunt. although pointed ends occur conSistently (Table 19).
Overshot and hinge terminated blades are less common, but stili
represent almost a fifth of the sample.

Hinge fractures and overshot

blades are the result of unsuccessful detachment of blades.

Their low

frequency testlf!es to a high level of success In blade removal.
Examination of the skew distribution of blades shows little patterning
(Table 20).

There appears :0 be no consistent skewing. positive

or negative.
The flakes. although almost always less numerous than blades.
st[11 represent a major portion of the Industry (Table 7).
thirds of the flakes are coml)lete (Table 21).

About two

Flake fragments

represent Slightly over 25% of the sample; proximal, distal and
lateral pieces occurring In decreasIng frequencies.

Microflakes.

which J have defined as less than 1 em In sIze, constitute 7% of the
assemblage.

HOWever, the percentage of microflakes varies wIdely
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Table 15.

Frequency Dlstrlbu.tlon of Cortex on the Exterior of Blades
and Flakes
BLADES

Frequency Percent

FLAKES
FreQUency Percent

None

568

90.0

181

l-lOS

29

4.7

12

5.5

11-SOS

33

5.3

26

11.9

620

100.0

219

100.0

TOTAL

82.6
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Table 16.

FreQuency Distribution of Platform Types of Blades and
Flakes at Beidha

BL.ADES
FreQuency Percent

I ndeterm I na te

FLAKES
FreQuency Percent

.2

.9

Plain

106

17.1

102

46.6

Punct I form

292

47.1

44

20.1

Crushed

200

32.3

41

18.7

13

5.9

Cortical

1.3

Dihedral

1.3

Multiple Faceted

TOTAl

620

3.2

.8

10

4.6

100.0

219

100.0
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Table 17.

Frequency Distribution of Exterior Flake Sear Patterns on
Blades and Flakes at Beldha

BLADES
FreQuency Percent

PARALLEL
Parallel

FLAKES
Frequency ~

264

42.6

EX]:Iandlng

33

5.3

Coverglng

230

37.1

Opposing

16

2.6

1.4

Para II e 1 & Transverse

29

4.7

4.1

32

5.2

80

36.5

1.1

35

16.0

219

100.0

NONPARALLEL
Radiat In9
Other
INDETERMINATE

TOTAL

50

22.8

31

14.2

2.7

1.5
620

100.0

2.3
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Table 18.

Frequency DIstributIon of Lateral Profile Types on
and Flakes at Beldha
BLADES
FreQuency

I"curvlng

~

FLAKES
Percent

FreQUency

396

63.9

42

19.2

Flat

94

15.2

35

16.0

Twisted

96

15.5

Rippled

17

2.7

7

3.2

Outcurvlng

17

2.7

12

5.5

0.0

118

53.9

620

100.0

219

100.0

I ndeterm I nate

TOTAL

2.3

Blade:~
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Table 19.

Frequency Distribution of Types of Distal Ends for Blades
and FlalC.es at Beldha

BLADES

Frequency

Percent

FLAKES
FreQuency

~

Pointed

179

28.9

17

7.8

Blunt

310

50.0

157

71.7

33

15.1

Hinge Fracture

38

6.1

Overshot

89

14.4

TOTAL

4.1

.7

I ndeterm I na t8

620

100.0

1.4
219

100.0
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Table 20.

Value

FreQuency Distribution of SICew Classes for Blades at BeJdha

FreQuency

Perc~ntage

0.24
7

1.67

31

7.40

aa

21.00

145

34.61

98

23.39

43

10.26

6

1.43

0.00
TOTAL

401

100.00
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Table 21.

Frequency Distribution of Flake Subcategories by
Provenience Unit at Beldha

lEVa
~~1 SIll
PCT

2SIJW
PCT

3SIJW
~

...

705
57.07
283

37J
14.49
132
10.69

199
8.82

11

32
7.47

56.37

172

28

53.88
1

8.n

2 ...
PCT

100.00

3 ...
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54.32
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PCT
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PCT

PCT
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""""161

8.14

4.11

32
10.02
0
0.00
9
9.15
4
B.15

25

45

7.83
0
0.00
7
7.12
1
1.54

33

200
8."
83
8.72
17
3.97
3CO
7.55
13
4.07
0
0.00
5
5.09
3
4.61

8.82

4.34

PCT

58.63
1509
83.38
278
92.98

138
12.11

11.51

11.04
44
10.04

42
3.82
55
2.31
12

11
1.00
22
.92
4
.91

stJj

PCT
stJj

(19s4f

PCT

.6RE"~55

S1JI
PCT
SlJ,l

PCT

3SIJW
PCT

4 SUlI
~

57
13.00

2.74

83
14.81

--.ss

429

3921

49

319

15.45
0
0.00
13

98

13.55
14
21.59

118

85
484

1098

10.78
258
10.85

45

2381
438

10.35

-..;s

4ii

--.;;;

To9

51.99

12.28

11.23

2.78

.54

m
10.78

224
66.58

42
12.48

41
12.18

4
1.19

0
0.00

2S
7.59

337

47
49.68

13

11
11.63

4.23

7.<0

"

S5

T3.74

13.32

19
9.05
2
4.61
<0
7.11

9
4.29
4
9.23
22
3.91

5
2.38
0
0.00
7
1.24

41
19.52
8

27
12.86
9

210

18.45

21.59

207
38.79

54
9.53

109
5UI)
20
46.13

233
41.41

T7

as;

61

--;;;

12

2$

00

44.36

7.43

4.29

1.47

31.11

11.03

sw

5537

691
9.31

323
3.38

1052

57.88

1135
11.87

621

PCT

8.43

11.09

PCT

1235

11.08

15.85

9.30

ZJST

12.33

77

150
13.66
274

263

220
9.73
152

2t

8.89

PCT

...

<3

3i9

!ilim !!!!:h ~ !2!&

844

3 SIJW
~

~C-012

2S5

0
0.00
10
10.17
5
7.69

7.12

69
3.00
75
8.07
17
3.97

54.79

2 ...

AREA F-l 1

51.36
2210

..

~

stJj

PCT

TOTAl

1242
55.04

8.63
496
12.55

~f:l 1

N!EA~

!!!!!:!a !!l!!!!!h lli!&

3918

43

583
818

9570
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between the different excavation areas; from 35% in C-01 to none in
soma of the other areas.

In order to examine whether this difference

between area C-01 and the other excavated area is significantly
d [fferent. a eh I-square test was conducted.

MI erof lakes and

mlcroblades were combined and contrasted with al I other blades and
flakes.

In I t I a I Iy. a eh '-:square test was conducted contrast I ng area

C-01 with the samples from all the other areas. The results showed a
significant difference between the two samples (Table 22).

A further

test was conducted between areas C-01 and K-2. which overall have the
second highest frequency of mlcroflakes.

The results of this

chl-SCluare test also Indicated that area C-01 has significantly higher
freQuencies of mlcroflalces and mlcroblades.

There are two possible

explanations for this variation; either (1) area C-01 was a locale
within the site where detailed retouching and manufacturing took place
or (2) the difference Is due to the more detal led recovery techniQue
employed In area C-01. I suspect that the latter Interpretation [s the
more likely one.
Samples of complete flakes from areas J-2 and C-01 were
studied In order to compare morphological features.

The results

showed cOnsiderable simIlarity between the two samples.

The size of

the flakes Is small; averaging 23 mm by 20 mm by 4.8 mm (Table 23).
Cortex Is usually absent from the exterIor (Table 15).
platforms are the most common platform type (Table 16).
multIple faceted and dll1edral platforms are uncommon.

PlaIn
CortIcal,
PunctIform and

crushed platforms are, surprIsingly. QUite common and rellresent over a
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Table 22.

Results of Chi-SQuare Test of the Difference In Microflake
FreCluenc res Between Proven lence Un I ts
O.F: Oegrees of Freedom

Slgnif: Significance

Chi-Square
Area C-01 Versus All Other Areas
Area C-01 Versus Area K-2:1

163.7
42.92

<.001

<.001
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Table 23.

Average Length, Width and Thickness of Flakes at Beldha
LW RATIO: Length width rat 10

b.!!!!!!! !!2!!!

~~

b!!!lli.Q

AREA J-2

LEVEL 1

23.67

20.96

4.70

118

1.1909

AREA C-01

TOTAL

22.69

19.00

4.91

101

1.2336

219

1.2106

TOTAL
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third of the assemblage.

Radiating exterior flake scar patterns are

only slightly more common than parallel flake scar patterns (Table
17). This Is unusual, as flakes generally lack parallel flake scar
!:Iatterns.

The high frequency of para) lei flake scar patterns on flake

sized pieces Is further evidence for the lack of discrete attributes
to distinguish the flake and blade categories.
The Be I dha a5semb I age can best be understood I n the eontext of

a continuous reduetlon sequence.

As core size decreases the pieces

removed become shorter. but not a (ways narrower.

The dl str J but ion of

relative dimensions of blades/bladelets versus flakes (as Ilresented In
Figure 11), Is continuous, with no break: between the two debltage
categories.

This Idea of a continuous reduction sequence Is further

supported by the high frequency of pieces with the dimensions of
flakes, morphological features similar to those of blades/bladelets:
parallel flake scar patterns, and Ilunctlform and crushed platforms.
The Ilrollortlonal distinction between flakes and blades/bladelets, and
a simple characterization of the assemblages as focused on flakes or
blades, Is not really useful for an understanding of how this
assemblage was produced.

A more useful assessment of the Beldha

Industry Is gained by examining a wider range of variables Including,
size distribution of flakes. the nature of the flake scar !:Iatterns and
platforms, the size of raw material sources, the number of primary
elements, and the nature of the cores present.

With these lines of

Information, detailed InSight Into the phases of reduction that took
place at the site can be obtained.

We may then compare these results
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with those from sites with similar recovery techniques. allowing

Insight Into variability In settlement pattern and Intensity.

of occupation.
Tool blank. analysis
The frequency of deb/tage retouched into tools varies by
level, and Is generally between 8% and 15%.
t~g

sample.
24).

The preferred blank: for

manufacture of tools. constituting almost two thirds of the
falls In the proportional size category of blades. (Table

Fla!:::e-slze pieces represent only a small fraction of the sample.

This holds true for all the major tool groups except bur Ins and -simple

retouched pieces where flakes are more common.

Tools were made only

InfreQuently on debris. primary elements and cores.
The size of tools that retain their original blade blank.
dimensions (length and width) Is presented In Table 25.

Most tool

groups only had a small nwnber of pieces with their original
dimensions.

However, the notch and denticulate category was well

represented.

The average size of the notches and denticulate tools

with complete lengths and widths averages around 41 mm In length and
17 mm !n w!dth.

Based on Mann-Whitney test results. the average size

of these pieces Is significantly larger than that for the unretouched
bladelets

(Table 26).

The length-width ratio of 2.5, for the notches

and dentrcurates Is Similar to the unretouched pieces.
Tools stili retaining the original debltage blade width were
also examined.

Scrapers have the greatest width. averaging 19.91 mm.

while bur Ins. notches and dentlcurates. mUltlJ)le tools. and retouched
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Table 24.

Frequency Distribution of Blank Type by Major Tool Classes
at Beldha

PE: Primary Element
~

Scrapers

FLAKE

IND: Indeterminate

!!!!!!!

.!.!!!l.

28
8.'

3
.9

47.3

30
9.0

32
28.8

36
32.4

5
4.5

31
27.9

534
61.4

11.6

3
.3

56
65.9

6
7.1

1
1.2

118
63.4

4
2.2

372
99.2

2
.5

geometr leI

141
89.2

2
1.3

BacJced
Fragraents

255
68.9

Retouched
Pieces

64
50.8

Bur Ins

Notches &

Dentlculates
Multll)le

Tools
Truncat ions

Geometries

Non-

Drills

101

28
22.2

Total

332
11.6

3.6

3
2.7

111
3.9

213
24.5

8
.9

11
1.3

870.
30.3

21
24.7

1
1.2

•

85
3.0
2
1.1

188
6.5

1
.3

375
13.1

15
9.5

4
3.2

~

.9

158
5.5

112
30.3

1
.3

2
.5

370
12.9

21

8
6.3

.8

126
4.'

~3

2
6.3

2
6.3

32
1.1

130

lS.7

18
67

5
.5

62
33.3

10

56.3

Var lous
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106
31.9

31

30.2

13
5.9

1..

58.6

1763
61.5

220
7.7

19
.7

26.9

772

..
2

1
•5

6
2.7

222
7.7

56
2.0

6
.2

31
1 1.1

2867
00.0
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Table 26. Mann-Whitney Test Resu!ts of the Difference In length and

Width Between Tools With complete Blade and Flake Dimensions
and UnretoLtched Deb I tase

!!.!5!!.

Length AnalYsis

Mean Rank

Unretouched Blades
Notches & Dentlelliatea

344.66
580.79

W
99896.5

U
21449.5
~!!.!!t1!!.AnaIYsls

Mean Rank

Unretouched Blades
Large Tools

385.74
603.58
W

U

46651.0

174434.0

Small Tools
Unretouched B I adas
W

26593.0

U

123.40
240.94
W

24335.0

Z
-10.5685
Mean Rank

~!!.!.!!!hAnalysls

Unretouched F I akea
Notches and Dentlculates
U
8111.0

Z
-1.7304
Mean Rank

Lenpth Analysis

Unretouched F I Hes
Notches and Dent (culates

2935.0

Z
-11.6785
316.58
367.37

U

23023.0

f.!!!S!.

Z
-1'.9957

W
21159.0

137.90

209.50

Z
-6.4396

cases

620
171
2-talled P
.0000

Cues
620
289

2-talled P
.0000
84

620
2-tallec:l P
.0836
Cases

219
101
2-talled P

.0000
Cases

219
101
2-talled P
.0000
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pieces have somewhat narrower Widths, averaging around is
27).

nIDI

(Table

The widths of these larger tool groups (scrapers, burlntt.

mUltiple tools. retouched pieces. and various toolS) are significantly
larger than the wIdth of unretouched blades (Table 26).

Smaller tools

(truncations. drills. nongeometrlcs. geometries and backed fragments)

have average widths Which are not significantly different from those
of unretouched blades (Table 26).

The size of tools whiCh have retained their original flake
blank: dimensions Is presented In Table 28.

Based on a Mann-Whitney

test. tools of flake blank size In the notch and dentIculate group,
are significantly larger, their lengths averaging 37 11m and widths

averaging 25

nil.

than the unretouched flake sample (Table 26).

In

addition. the length-wldth ratio Is somewhat greater (1.5 versus 1.2)
for these tools.
What these trends In variation of sizes may represent Is the
differential utilization of pieces removed during the process of
redUCing a core.

When the core was relatively new and produ.clng quite

large pieces. the blankS (USUally blades but sometimes flakes) were
generally IZIOre Intensively ut Illzed for the manufacture of scrapers.
bur Ins. retouched pieces. nnlltlple tools and notches and dentlculates.
Later. as the pleees removed become shorter (and genera! Iy
proportionally narrower) they were less Intensively used for tool
manufacture and this was restricted to the manufactu.re of backed
bladelets. truncations and drills.
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Table 27.

Average Size Dimensions for Tools with Complete Blade
Widths at BelCfha
WSTOEV: Width standard devIation

WMIN: Width minimum value
WAX: Width

maximum

value

~

Scrapers
Burlns

!.!.Q1!!

44

19.91

WSTDEV

""IN

5.5649

9.00

""AX

39.00

26

15.15

4.3515

9.00

24.00

In

15.15

3.2812

9.00

26.00

Multiple Too[s

13

14.92

2.4311

11.00

19.00

Truneatlons

63

11.16

2.5477

5.00

21.00

9.33

2.0817

7.00

11.00

12.25

3.0589

8.00

18.00

8.33

2.3094

7.00

11.00

Notches & Dent Iculates

Geometr les
Nongeometr les
Backed fragments
Retouched Pieces

13

14.92

3.6847

10.00

20.00

Drills

10

10.80

3.2249

5.00

15.00

Var lous
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15.25

3.4351

9.00

22.00
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The ratio of tools to debltage varies somewhat between
provenience units (Table 9).

However. there are no clear patterns In

the distribution of different ratios.

Only level 2 from area C-01 and

level 4 of F-1 have very low rat los.

The remainder of the provenience

units have values which vary from 6.6 to 11.9.

The ratio of tools to cores appears to offer somewhat clearer
differences.

Levels 1 to 3 of area K-2 and level 3 of area F-1 all

have high ratlo$ ranging from 9.6 to 12.4. whi Ie the remaining
provenience units have lower ratios. between 3.0 and 6.4.

These four

provenience units with high ratios are the same units with high

debltage to core ratios.

This may suggest either that these

provenience units were a focus of Intensive debltage production and
subsequent tool manufacture or that cores were not discarded In
these loeatlons.

Mlcrobur I n products
The mlcroburln teChnique Is often used to truneate bladelets
prior to the manufaeture of baeked bladelets (Tlxler, 1963:137-145.
Henry, 1974).

The percentage of mlcroburln products at Beldha varies

eonslderably between provenience units from less that 1% to 8% (Table
7).

In areas F-1 and J-2 tho frequeney of mlcroburlns Inereases

slightlY over time, while In area C-01 the freQuency deereases over
time (although the sample size In C-01 Is small).
percentage of mlcrobur Ins oceurs In area C-01.

The highest

A chI-square test was

eondUcted to determine whether the high freQueney of mleroburlns In
area C--01 was slgnlfleant.

When area C-01 Is cor.trasted with all
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other areas, a significant difference Is noted (Table 29).

When area

C-01 Is eontrasted only with area H-4. the area with the next hIghest
freQuency of mI orobur I ns. sign I f I cant d I fferenoes are st I II noted.
The higher frequency of mlcroburlns In area C-01 may be due to more
Intensive manufacture of mlc·rcllths by that technique or may sImply
have resuited from the use of a more Intensive recovery techniQue In

area

C-01.
Ulcroburlns represent the majority of the mlcroburln prodUcts

recovered (Table 30; FIgure 12:n-Q).

Trihedral points are rare. sInce

they were usually retouched into truncations or backed bladelets.
Krukowski mlcroburlns are generally viewed as the products of
accidents In the backing process or rarely as Intentionally produced
by-products of breakIng backed blades on an anvl I (Bordes 1957; Tlxler
1963:142-145; Brezilion 1968:129-130; Bar Yosef 1981:400).
uncommon at Beldha.

They are

There Is another mlcroburln product which.

although undocumented at other sites. occurs In the C-01 area.
termed It an Seldha Krukowski mlcroburln (Figure 9:a.b).

I have

These are

found only In area C-01. constitutIng over a Quarter of the mlcroburln
products from that area.

The Beldha Krukowski mlcroburlns are

generally proximal pieces retouched on the left lateral edge.

The

retouch Is primarily semlsteep Interior retouch with the positive
mlcroburln scar always on the Interior.

Although at first glance

these could be vIewed as the result of accidents during backing (they
lack the notching which Tlxler [1963:142-145J considers evidence for
Intention creation). the consistent pattern of features show that this
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Table 29.

Chi-sQUare Test Results of the Difference In Mlcroburln
Frequencies Setween ProvenIence Units

D.F: Degrees of Freedom

SIgnI1: Significance

e.:.E.:.

Slpn!f.

Area C-01 Versus All Other Areas

91.29

<.001

Area C-01 Versus Area H4:55

11.93

.003
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Table 30.

Frequency Dlstr Ibut Ion of Mlc:robur In Product Subcategor les
by Provenience Unit at Beldha

lEVa

N£A K-2

1
2

3
SlM

SI.O
POT

SUN

POT

SUN

!£

POT

AREA F-l

SUN
POT

4
SlM

SUN
POT

SUN

!£

POT
AREAJ-2

1

!£

SUN
POT

""
""

SI.O
POT

TOTAl
,",

8

so •.,
0
3

100.00
2
100.00

POT
POT

SUN
PCT
SUN

!£

S"'
PC!

.72

-u
D•.,

276

1
10.00
0

1
10.00
0

0
0.00
0

10

0
0.00
0
0.00

0
0.00
0
0.00

0
0.00
0
0.00

6.1S

0
0.00

D•.,
0
0.00

--r

-r

-u

5
8.93
3
3.91)
1
7.68

0
0.00
1

0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00

73

6.67

6.67

1.30

0
0.00

--r

-u

100.00

4

0
0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

10

1

0
0.00

0
0.00

0
0.00
0
0.00
14
11.57

2
25.00
1
11.11
37
30.58

28.99

S.16

.68

90.91

9.09

4
50.00
8
88.68
67
55.37
-,g
57.25

2
25.00
0
0.00

-.
2.48

---,-,

3.82

10.14

4ES
B4.58

33
5.59

3.05

JGB: KrlkOWSkI i.Bs
IKMB: fntentlcml Krukowskll.l3s

3

18

n
20

0.00

-.

92.31
035
93.15

!2!!h
179

2.60

0

51

MIcrol:lurlns

TP: Trihedral pOints

'''

D."0

10.00

0

~

94.81
12

1

4

--z

POT

AREA H-4 55

3

-rr

18

ro •.,

91.07

POT

AREAC-01 2

-zsr

92.21

POT

SUN

AlIEA F-1

!!!!

D."2

86.67

SI.O

SUN
SlM

E
11
6.15
4
5.19
2

93.12

SI.O
POT
3

!!
168
68.85
71

0.00

56

n
13

146

11

121

--..u

138

40
6.79

580
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Figure 12.

Beldha Chipped Stone Artifacts (FrODl KirkbrIde 1966:
Figure 18)

------------
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was an alternative way of truncating backed tlladelsts-the truncation

executed after the baCking had begun.
Several Indices have been de'Jeloped to measure the frequency
of the use of mlcroburlns.

The first Index, proposed by Tlxle!" (1963)

and used by Bar Yosef (1970) on Levantlne assemblages. measured the
frequency of mlcroburlns In relationshIp to the total tool assemblage
(Table 31).

Henry (1973a:78-79) argued that this was a misleading

Index. as It did not accuratelY Indicate the frequency of mlcroburlns
In relationship to backed bladelets (tools where truncatIons were

prssent).

Henry (1974) proposed a restricted mlcr:oburln Index to

IndIcate this relatIonship.

Later. Marks and Larson (1977:204-205) In

reporting the Rosh Horesha material. proposed an alternative which
would accurately reflect the Intensity of mlcroburln use In truncating
bladelets.

The number of II I crobur Ins were c:ompared with the total

number..of truncations on tools.

This adjUsted mlcroburln Index was a

considerable Improvement over the previous Indices.
I propose. and will use. an Index that Is only Slightly
different from the adjusted IIlcroburln Index.

This -readjusted

mlcroburln Index· also takes Into account the number of trihedral
points (unused mlcroburln prOducts) present (Table 31). This produces
a slightly more acc:urate assessment of the use of the mlcroburln
technique In truncating bladelets.
The readjusted IIIlcroburfn Index for the Beldha material varies
between provenience units.

The area C-01 excavations, and to lesser

extent the excavat Ions In area K-2. appear to have had the highest

---------_._---._-
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Table:. 31.

Formulas Used for calculating Mlerohurln Indices
mb_ mlcroburlns

Initial Mleroburln Index:

tll- trihedral points

Imbt _

mb

x 100
tools + mb

Rest r I cted MI erobur In 1ndex:

r [mbt _

mb

x 100
backed pieces + mb

mb

Ad justed MI crobur I n Index;

x 100

almbt truncat Ions + mb

Readjusted Mleroburln Index:

ralmht _

rnb-tp

x 100
truncat Ions - (mb-tp)
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recovery rates based on the freQUency of very sma I I f I siess and blades.
Hence. the mlcrobur In Indices 11"011 those two areas are probably the
most accurate.

They range from the 208 to the high 30s (Table 32).

This shows that the technique was u.sed more than half of the time that

bladelets were truncated Can Index of 50 represents an equal number of

truncations to mlcroburlns).
The location of mlcrobarln notches tends to show little

patterning In most of the excavation areas (Table 33).
Is a distInct pattern In area C-01 level 4.

However~

there

Here. mlcroburl" notches

are generally on the left proximal side (over two thirds of the
sample). the mlcroburl" facet being on the distal end of the bladelet.

SWIInary

Analysis of the BeJdha Nautfla" reCl1Ctlon sequence has shown
that the Inhabitants exploited high quality chert available In the
nearby wadis.

These cores were partially roughed out prior to being

brought to the Site. as Indicated by the low frequencies of primary
elements recovered.

Tools made on low quality chert were brought to

the site and discarded

there~

mater!al used on the site.

but only rarely were cores of this

There Is little evidence to suggest that

core trimming elements. used for Initiating core prodUction and core
tablets. used for rejuvenating core platforms. were commonly used on
site.

The generallY high ratiOS of debltage to cores and the

extremely exhausted nature of the cores themselves test If lea to the
Intensive reduct Ion that took place.
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Table 32.

Frequency DistributIon of Mlcrobur/n Indices at Beldha
TP: trihedral points
[1Od9: Intentional KrukowskI mlcroburlns

LEVEL

~

~

AREA K-2

26.
120
53

37.29
35.83
23.19

AREA F-1

32
21
7

17.95
12.50
22.22

AREA J-2

25i
288
52

15.49
19.55
17.46

AREA. F-1

33

10.81

30

23.08

29
4
97

6.45
66.67
39.75

!!.!.!!!ll.£!ill..!!~

(1964)
AREA H-4
AREA C-01

55

12.12

69.23
51.01
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Table 33.

Frequency Distribution of Mlcroburln Notch Locations by
Provenience Unit at Beldha

lEVEL
~

f:l

~
50
29.76

DlSlRT

l!!l

34
20.24

43
25.60

7
4.17

168

PCT

18
25.35

13
18.31

19
26.76

21
29.58

0
0.00

71

3 SUM
per

3
16.87

6
35.35

1

0
0.00

34
2tJ.24

2 SUM

C-01

OS
25.29

-r

1 st.O
per
3 st.O
per
4 SU,
per

3
37.50
0
0.00
1
50.00

1

1
35.35
1
50.00

3
37.50
2
66.67
0
0.00

0
0.00
0
0
0.00

36.46

"

1
12.50
0
0.00
0
0.00

0.00

7.69

14
27.45
22
29.73
5
46.45

10
19.61
12
16.22
1
9.09

1

51
74

23.53

30.15

16.91

1
1.35
0
0.00
-Z

2

1

""
PCT

21.40

20.62

12.50

-.
--.
OJ.77
23.08
14
27.45
19
25.68
3
V.27

-.,
26.47

12
23.53
16
24.32
2
18.18

-.z

29.'"

-;

---.",.

0.00

-,.

2.72

-,1.96

257

13

11
136

1.47

1 SIll
per

1
25.00

50.00

1
29.00

0
0.00

0
0.00

st"
per

2
"l.00

4
<l.00

1
10.00

3
OJ.OO

0
0.00

2'"'
per
3 SUM
per
4 SUM
per

2
50.00
1
12.50
41
61.20

1
29.00
1
12.50
4
6.00

1
29.00
5
62.00
5
7.50

0
0
0
0
14
20.90

0
0
1
3

13.92

11.72

4.50
-.
5.09

57

7.59

100
20.04

136

105
21.04

14
2.81

499

SS

--..
""'PCT
SS.70
TOT..

16

--rr

PCT

F-l

5.56

-os

""'!!::i

44.44

--ss

2 SUM
per
3 SUM
per

'(1964)

,

S!.\lper

SUMper

!::!

TOT..

"""''

PR1ln.EFT

1 st.O
per

st.O
per

142
28..46

PRDXlEFT:Proxlrnal [eft
DISTLEFT: Distal left
[){I: Indeterminate

-.

"

27.25

~~~ ~~~!ra~l~rt

-.,.

10

12.50

79
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Analysis of the flake ancl blade clebltage samples has shoWn
that they overlap ccnslderably In such attribUtes as SIZ8. flake scar

patterns. and platform characteristics. Small bladelet-slze pieces.
however. are slightly more numerous than flakes. and blades senu

stricto occur only rarely. Blades aenu lato are the predominant flalee
type that was selected for tool manufacture.

The size of the blanks

selected for manufacture Into tools varies significantly between tool
groups witn large average sizes and those tool groups with small

average sizes.

The smaller tools have sizes comparable with those of

debltage not selected for retOUCh. while the tool groups with larger
average sizes are Significantly larger than the debltage samples.
Mlcroburlns are commonly used In tne truncation of blade lets prior to
lIIanufacture Into tools.
Analysis of spatial and temporal variability In the reductIon
strategies shows little variabilIty between provenience unIts.

Size

and characteristics of debltage appear to change little over
habItation span of the settlement.

However. variability may partially

be obscured by differences In the recovery technique of the 1983
excavations of area C-01 and the earlier excavations.

Significant

differences In the frequencies of mlcroflakes. mlcroblades. and
mI crobur I ns a II appear to be the resu I t of recovery var I ab III ty .
However. there are some differences that may not be due to
differential recovery.

There are higher ratios of fl.lJke and blade

debltage to cores. and of tools to corss. In all three levels In K-2
and level 3 of F-1.

This suggests cores were more extensively reduced
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In these locales or that fewer cores were discarded here.

In

addition, level 2 of area C-01 appe:!:-s to have a somewhat higher ratio
of flakes to blades tnan do other excavation units.

This may be a

result of temporal changes.
Analysis of the chipped stone technology from Beldha raises
some broader quest Ions regard Ing the Natuf I an comp lex.

Natuf Ian sites

west of the Jordan River have been character I zed as shar I ng a common
chipped stone technology (Henry 1981; Bar Yosef 1983).

The production

of blades/bladelets from multlplatform blade cores Is a prominent
feature of these descriptions.

If sites east of the Jordan River are

to be Included In the Natuflan. then some re-evaluatlon of these
characteristics Is needed.

The Natuflan at Beldha as well as at other

sites In southern Jordan, such as Tabaqa (Byrd and Rollefson, 1984),
are characterized by the use of single platform blade cores.
MUltlplatform blade cores are Infrequent.

This pattern also occurs In

the Natuflan at Mureybet (Calley, 1984).
In addition, thIs study of the Beldha material suggests that a
reliance on the metric proportional distinctions between blades and
flakes Is an Inadequate criterion for an understanding of the
technology of the Industry.

These categories are not dIscrete.

At

Beldha these categories appear to be the result of arbitrary
boundaries In a continuous reduction sequence beginning with long
narrow pieces (blades), to shorter narrow pieces (bladeiets). to a
final stage, characterIzed by short and wide pieces often of -flake"
dimensions (length Is less than two times Width).

What Is required Is
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a deta i led examlnat Ion of the reduct Ion process In order to understand
the steps used In the reduction sequence and which stages occurred at
the site, and the limitations imposed by raw material.

Without clear understanding of the way these two categories.
flakes and blades, were defined, how fragments were classified, and
whether tools were classified by blank. categories, the wide variation
In the raJat I va frequency of b I ades/b lade Jets versus f lakes from
var lous Natuf I an sites and the character I zat Ions of these I ndustr les
as blade/bladelet or flake dominant (Henry. 1981; Bar Yosef, 1983;
calley. 1984; Valla, 1984; Olszewski. 1984) Is of little Interpretive

value.

What Is needed Is a better understanding of the stages of the

reduction sequence that took place at each sIte.

ThIs reQuIres

deta I I ed study of ch Ipped stone morpho loglca I features beyond size
dimensions, Including flake scar patterns, platform types, and the
size and nature of avaIlable raw materIal.

Calley's (1984) research

on the teChnology of the Mureybet Natuflan Is an example of research
In this direction.

Only then will we be able to make strong

Inferences regardIng Interslte occupation Intensity and functional
variability.

Results of the Analysis of Chipped Stone Tools
This section will discuss spatial and temporal variability
In the distribution of tool groups, the characteristiCS of the
different tool groups, and the manufactur Ing techniques used In
producing the tools.
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Spat la I and Tempora I Var I ab 11 I ty 6etween Too I Groups
Table 34 shows the

dlstrlbut~on

excavation area and provenience unit.

of the eleven tool groups by
Chi-square tests were

undertaken to determ 1ne whether there was any sign I f I cant val" lat Ion
between excavation units with regard to the frequency of different
tool groups.

Initially. areas K-2 and J-2. which have the largest

samples. were analyzed for spatial and temporal differences.

Within

area K-2. the results of a chi-square test Indicate that there Is only
minImal dIfference between the three occupation levels (Table 35).
Similar results were obtained when area J-2 was examined for temporal
variation; the levels were not slgnlfleantly different.

Next,

variation between areas was examIned by comparing each level from area
K-2 with the same level from area J-2.

Only level 2 was significant

at less than 0.05 (at 0.39). and with the large sample sizes used In
the chi-square test, It Is equivocal how significant these differences
are In respeet to variation In human activity.
In examining the distribution of tool groups between
occupation areas. It appeared that area C-01 had more small tools than
the other areas.

Given the results from the analysis of the reduction

technology, which Indicated that recovery technique differences
provided higher ft:'ec:uencles of small artifacts In area C-01,
ch l-sCluare tests were conducted to determ I ne whether reeovery
teehnlQue was also Influencing the appearance of the tool group
freQuencies.

The tool groups were classified Into large tools

(scrapers. bur Ins, notches and dent I cui ates, retouched pieces, and
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Table 34.

Frequency Olstrlbutlon of Tool Classes by Provenience UnIt

at Beldha
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Table 35. Chi-Square Test Results of the Difference In the Frequency
of Different Tool Groups Between Provenience Units

D. F: Degrees of Freedom

Slgnlt: SIgnificance
~

ill !22!.

~

Slanlf.

Groups

Setween Level s Jn Area K-2

8.85

20

.85'

Between Level sin Area J-2

24.71

20

.212

Between K-2:1 & J-2:1

10.31

10

.413

Between K-2:2 & J-2:2

19.10

10

.039

Between K-2:3 & J-2:3

11.14

10

.346

!:!!S! ~ !!!!!!! I22.!!

Area C-01 Versus A I I Other Areas

39.04

<.001

Area C-C)1 Versus Area H-04:1

17.21

<.001
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various tools) and small tools (drills. truncations. geometries.

nongeometrlcs and backed fragments).

Initially. area C-01 was

contrasted with all other areas and the chi-square results strongly
indicated that there were significant differences.

Then area C-01 was

compared with area H4-55 which appeared to have the next highest

freQUencies of small tools.

The chi-square results also strongly

Indicated that there afe signIficantly higher freQuencies of
tools recovered from area C-01.

small

This suggests t.hat the major source

of variabilIty between excavations units Is due to recovery
variability. and where that variable can be controlled and large

samples are available. there appears to be little Significant
difference In the frequency of different tool groups.

Scrapers
Overall, scrapers represent 11 percent of the tool assemblage
(Table 34).

There Is considerable variability In the frequency of the

sixteen types of scrapers which occur at Beldha.
84% of the assemblage.

Three types comprise

These are Simple end scrapers, bilaterally

retouched end scrapers, and unilaterally retouched end scrapers (Table
36).

Simple end scrapers are the most frequent, representing 40% of

the assemblage (Figure 13:a,h,k,I,n).

Bllate,al (FIgure 13:c,d,f,g)

and unilateral (FIgure 9:9) end scra!:lers occur less frequently.

SIx

types have frequencies less than 3% (Figure 13:e,I,m; Figure 14:a;
Figure 15:b).

An additional seven tY!:les occur rarely, with

frequencies Jess than ons !:Iercent.
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Table 36.

FreQUency Distribution of Scraper Tool Types at Beldha

End scraper
Bilaterally Retouched End Scraper

133

40.1

80

24.1

S4

19.3

Bilaterally Retouched End Scraper
with Steep Retouch on Laterals
unilaterally Retouched End scraper

'.7

Unilaterally Retouched End Scraper
with Steep Retouch on Laterals

1.'

DoUble End Scraper

'.4

Oglval End Scraper

.3

Nosed End Scraper

'.4

Circular End Scraper

.3

Transverse E.S. on Flake

.3

Rounded E.S. on Flake

1.8

Car Inated E.S. on Flake

.6

tllclelforlll/COre Scraper

.9

DoUb I e Core scraper

.9

Side Scraper

'.1

Dent I cu I ated Scraper

TOTAL

.S
33.

100.0
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Figure 13.

-

cm.S
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:
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,

:

Beldha Chipped
Stone Artifacts (From Kirkbride 1966:
Figure
20)

'
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FISJlre 1".

Beldha Cblpped Stone Artifacts

170

o,--==__ocm

Figure 15.

Seldha Chll'ped Stone Artifacts
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There appears to be I Itt Ie tempora I var tat Ion In the frequency
of scraper types.

Between excavat Ion un 1ts there appears to be ,II tt I e

difference, with level 4 of area C-01 being the most distInctive.

The

low relative frequency Of scrapers recovered In area C-01 Is
undoubtedly due to the higher recovery of smal I tools.
The size range of the three most common scraper types Is very
similar (Table 37).

retouched.

Generally. it Is the distal end that Is

It was chosen for retouching about two thirds of the time.

The proxImal end of the blank: on these tools Is missing in about one

quarter of the sample.

Lateral retouch on the unl laterally retouched

end scrapers occurs with equal frequency on the left and right
lateral.

Occasionally, there Is retouch on the Interior of the

proximal end.

It Is possible that thIs may have been done to

facilitate haftIng.
Scrapers are generally made on blade/bladeIet pieces (Table
24).

However. the scraper tool class has the highest freQuency of

Indeterminate blank types.

This Is probably due to the extensive

retouch these tools have undergone dur Ing their use life.

The present

dimensions of the tools appear to be greatly reduced from tl'le probable
original dimensions of the blanks.

Burlns
The burIn class occurs InfreQuently at Beldha. representing
less that 4% of the tool assemblage (Table 34).

Surlns on a natural

surface, and bur Ins on breaks (Figure 9:j) are the most common types
(Table 38).

These tY]:Jes constitute almost two thIrds of thIs tool

~--------------------

--~--
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Table 37.

Average

Sl~8

DllII8nslons of the Three Most FreCJ,lsnt Scraper

Types at Bel dha

-

lIngth
SId Dov

SIIPI8 EI'If Scrapars

Bilaterally Ratau:haci End ScnsIBrs
thllaterally Ratatd1Bd Erd Scrapers

SUI Dav: standard dBvlatlen

!hI......
Width
lean stcI Dav Yean std DeY

''''''''''''

37.S

14.1

20.9

6.0

7.9

3.6

133

33.3

9.4

20.9

4.2

7.2

2.3

80

38.4

13.7

22.2

6.9

6.6

4.5

64
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Table 3S.

Freql.lency DistrIbution Of Burin Tool Types at Beldha

Subtotals
Frequency Percent
Dihedral Burlns

Total
Frequency Percent

13

11.8

28

25.4

34

30.9

Transverse Bur In on N.S.

11

10.0

Bur in on Truncat Ion

13

11.8

Dihedral

DI hedra I, offset

1.8
10

Double dIhedral

9.1
0.9

Bur I n on Break
Single

23

Multiple

20.9
4.5

Burin on Natural SUrface
Single
Multiple

30

27.3
3.S

Straight truncation

3.S

Concave truncat Ion

S.4

Convex truncat Ion

0.9

Ml.lltlple bur Ins

0.9

MultIple Burin, Mixed

5.5

other

4.5

Nuclelform
Interior surface

TOTAL

0.9
3.S

- - --110

100.00
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class.

They are generally single-blow bur Ins.

Dlnedral bur Ins

(FIgure 10:W,X). and those on truncations occur less freQuently.

The

most common dihedral burin Is an offset dihedral variety. and the most
frequent truncated bur-In has a concave truncation.

The remaining

burIn types occur only very Infrequently.
Over 30% of the bur Ins are made on flake blanks (Tab I e 24).
This Is the the highest frequency on flakes of all the tool classes.
Burlns on a natural surface are most commonly on fla!C:e-slzed blank:s,
yet dihedral bur Ins are most commonly on blade-sized blanks.

The

location of the burin blow Is predominantly on the distal end of
the piece.

Notches and Dentlculates
Notches and dentlculates are the largest tool class In the
Beldha assemblage, accounting for over 30% Of the retouched tools
(Table 34).

Two types, multiple small notches (Figure 10:I,I,m,t),

and multiple small notches with additional retouch (Figure 9:m; Figure
10:h,r,u,v), occur most often.
class (Table 39).

They comprise almost 60% of the tool

Small single notched pieces (Figure 10:f,g), and

small single notched pieces with retouch rej:lresent another
tool class.

19~~

of the

Dentlculates (having small notches, with or without

addl tiona!" retouch), rel'resent another 16% of the assemb I age
9:1; Figure 10:P,Q,S).

(f Igure

Small notches on brealC.s occur Infrequently.

Pleees with large notches, and dentlcuJatss with large notches (Figure
14:b) also occur InfreQuently.
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Table 39.

Frequency Distribution Qf Notched and Denticulated Tool
Types at 6eldha
FreQuency

Large Single Notch

Percent

0.9

Dent I cu late wi th Large Notches

22

2.5

Small Single Notch

86

9.9

Smal t Single Notch with Retouch

80

9.2

Multipie Small Notches

245

28.2

MUltlJ:lle Small Notches
with Retouch

269

30.9

Denticulate with Sma I I Notches

70

8.0

DentIculate with Small Notches
and Retouch

65

7.5

Sma I I Notch on Break

25

2.9

870

100.0

TOTAL
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Most of the notched and denticulated tools were made en blanks

with blade/bladelet dimensions.

The exceptions are single large

notched toolS. and dentlcu.lates with large notches.

These two types

are made primarily en large flakes.
Drills

Drills are unCOllllllOn In the Natuflan at Beldha.
only 1" of the assemblage (Table 34).

simple perforators (Table 40).

They represent

TWo thirds of these tools arB

Borers with bilaterally converging

retau.ch comprise most of the remainder of the tool class (Figure

10:&).

Multiple perforators are rare.

Drills are generally complete

tools, with steep retouch at the distal end.

Retouched P I aces
Simple retouched pieces constitute almost 10S of the tool

assemblage (Table 34).

The retouch Is generally Irregular and

semi steep (see TIxler [1963:45-49] for a definition of the terms to
characterize different categories of retouch).

Complete retouched

pieces represent 45.5X of this tool class (Figure 9:k; Figure
10:a.k.o. Figure 15:a).

Retouched fragments constitute the remainder.

It Is worth emphasizing that If the retouched fragments were complete
pieces. It Is quite likelY that a considerable nwnber of them would be
classified as other tool types. such as notches and dentlculates. or
end scrapers.
Blade/bladelet retouched pieces are over twice as common as
flake retouched pieces.

Yet the percentage of flake-sized pieces for
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• Tabla 40.

Frequency Distribution of Drl II Types at Beldha

Perforator

21

MultIple perforator

S.3

Borer (bilateral retouch)

TOTAL

65.6

28.1

32

100
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this tool class Is QUite high In COIIP8rlson to other tool classes.

The average length for the complete retouched tools Is 37 _. while
the width Is 20

The retouched pieces generally are retouched by

l1li.

SBlIIlsteep exterior retouch. although steep exterior retouch occurs

with some regularity.

Other forms of retouch are unCOlllllOn.

MultIple tools
Multiple tools occur Infrequently. and represent less than 3%

of the tool aSSemblage (Table 34).

The vast majority of the multiple

tools are tools with one or more notches co-occurrlng with the retouch
typical of a second tool type (Tabla 41).

Multiple tools which

combine burlns with other tool classes comprise most of the remainder
of the tool class.
tool type.

Scrapers with notches Is the most connon multiple

Bur Ins with notches. and backed pieces with notches also

occur frequently.

In addition, notches with truncations, drills, or

retouched pieces, and bur Ins with scrapers. Single truncations. or
backed pieces are present.

Truncat Ions
Truneat Ions campr I so over 6S of the too I assemb I age (Tab I e
34).

Single truncations represent over two thirds of the truncations

tool class (Figure 9:1'1.1; Figure 10:d; Figure 12:bb.dd,nn.oo). the
remainder are double trLU1catlons (Figure 12:t.u.x.y.z).
Only 41" of the Single truncations are complete tools.
Incomplete single truncations are divided roughlY evenly between
pieces miSSing distal or proximal ends.

The distal end Is truncated

17.
Table 41.

Frequency Distribution of Mu.ltlple Tool Types at Befdha

Notch & Denticulate Class. with

scrapers

Bur Ins

19

,.

Dri lis

22.4
14.1
7.1

Retouched P I aces

4.7

TrWlcat Ions

8.'

BaCked PI Bces

11

12.9

1.'

Other

Burin Class with
Scrapers

9.4

Single Truncations

5 .•

Backed Piece

4.7

Other

3.5

Other Yultlpla Tools

TOTAL

5 .•
85

100.00
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41% of the time.

Retouch Is generally present over the entire length

of the truncation.

Incomplete retouch over greater than 50% of the

truncation occurs around one Quarter of the time.
primarily steep exterior retouch (Table 42).

Retouch [s

All other types of

retouch are Infrequent.

Single truncation tools typically have straight oblique or
convex oblique truncations (Table 43).

The remnant of a mlcroburln

scar Is vIsible only about 14% of the time.

As these truncations are

generally comp lete Iy retouched. the actua I use of the. ml crobur I n
technique to snap the blanks prior to truncatIon retouch may have been
considerably hl9l'1er.

Edge damage occurs only Infrequently (Table 44).

The manufacturing characterlst[cs of double truncations are
slnl! tar to those of s[ngle truncation tools.

On doUble trun<::atlons,

there Is r:'I0 "reference for which lateral edge (see Tlxler 1963:34 for
definition of left and right lateral edges) Is the shorter (presumably.
this was the hafted edge).

The distributIon Is almost equa[ly divided

between the right and left lateral.

This edge Is generally eIther

straight or somewhat convex.
For double truncatIons tile "ercentage of retouch on the
truncations Is almost evenly divided between complete retouch. and
retouch of 51-99% of the edge.

The remnant of a mlcroburln scar

occurs more often on these tools.

The mlcroburln scar Is present on

over one quarter of the double truncations.

This higher frequency of

mlcroburln scars on double truncation toolS. as opposed to single
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T~b

Ie 42.

Frequency Distribution of Retouch Wiles on Truncations at
Beldha

Steep Exter lor

Sl!"!Sle~

Double~

Frequency

Frequency

-:14

Percent

89.8

50

Percent
84.7

SemJsteep Exterior

3.1

3.4

Semi steep I nter lor

3.9

1.7

Bifacial (He lwan)

0.8

0.0

Ochata

0.8

0.0

Alternate Series

0.8

3.4

Combination

0.8

5.1

Other

0.0

TOTAL

127

100.0

1.7
59

100.0
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Table

43.

FreQue~cy DistrIbution of Truncation Shapes on Single
Truncation Tools at Beldha

Frequency

Coneave

12

Percent

10.1

Convex

2.5

Straight

6.7

Oblique, Flat

39

Db II QUe. Concave

10

8.4

Db II que. Convex

42

35.3

Other

32.8

3.4

Indeterminate

TOTAL

0.8
119

100.0
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Table 44.

FreQUency Distribution of Edge Damage Categories on
Truncations. Geometric Mlcrollths. and Nongeometrlc
Mlcrollths at Beldha

None

!i-;!

~ DamagE"_~Heavy ~

~

!

~

~

Total

~!

Truncat ions

180

96.8

4

2.2

2

1.1

186

100.01

Geometr les

362

96.5

9

2.4

4

1.1

375

100.00

Non Geometr !es

131

82.9

12

7.6

15

9.5

158

100.01
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truncation tools, Is undoubtedly a result of the less Intensive
retouch on the double truneated tools.

Geometric ••Ucrollths

Geometric microllths are an Important tool class at Beldha,
and constitute over 13% of the assemblage (Table 34).

This tool class

Is dominated by lunates. the most common geometric mlcrollthlc of the
Natuflan (Figure 9:c-f; Figure 12:a-m).
the too I group (Tab Ie 45).

lunates represent over 98% of

The shape of the backed edge on most of

the lunates Is symmetrical, and only a small percentage Is
asymmetrical.

Triangles constitute the remainder of this tool class

(Figure 12:r).

Other geometric types are absent.

The length of complete lunates appears to vary only minimally
between excavations everywhere but between level 4 and level 2 In area
C-01 (Table 46).
to 28 mm.

In general. average lunate length varies from 25 mm

The ):Irlmary exception Is area C-01. where lunate length is

considerably less. averaging between 18 and 23 nun.

A Mann-Whitney

test demonstrates that the length difference between level 4 and level
2 In area C-01 Is significant (U-17.0. W-S2.0. P-O.006).
The shape of the backed edge varies within the lunate tool
type.

The backed edge Is a uniform arch from one end to the other

In only about one Quarter of the lunates.

Typically (over 60% of the

time). the shape of the backed edge I s convex wI th a sharper
angle

at each end.

truncatIon

This Is undoubtedly because the backing.

and retouching of the ends are separate steps in the

manufactur Ing process.

185
, Table 45.

FreQuency Dlstribl1tlon of Geometric Tool Tyr-as at Beldha

Lunates
Symmetr Ical

Asymmet rica 1

346

92.3

22

5.9

Triangle
Symmetr Ical

.8

Asymmet rica I

TOTAl.

1.1

375

100.0

186
Table 46.

LmI.

......,
Area

Averags Size of Lunates by Provenience Unit at Beldha
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22
11

F·,

AreaF-'

27.'"
26.18
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The backing retouch on Junates occurs more often along the
left lateral than along the right lateral edge (Table 47).

In the

vast majority of cases, the entire length of the lunate Is retouched.
Only about 11% of the time Is the retouch less than complete.

The type of retouch along the backed edge shows considerable
variation.

Bifaclal (Helwan) retouch Is predominant. occurring over

half the time (Table;, 48).

Semlsteep Interior retouch. and semlsteep

InterIor retouch combined with Helwan retouch account for another 23%
of the sample.

Abrupt exterior retouch Is present In [ow numbers.

Edge damage along the unretouched edge rarely occurs (Table 44).
The ends allpear to have been retouched separate Iy from the
Jateral edge. and they show a number of distinct characteristics.

At

a steeper angle than the curve of the backed lateral edge. the shape
of the ends are generally obliquely convex.

Flat oblique ends occur

occas lona Ily. and concave ob II que ends occur on I y rare I y.

Both the

proximal and distal ends are retot.1ched by abrupt exterior retouch a
majority of the time (Table 49).

Blfaclal retouch and semlsteep

Inter lor retouch are present In much lower frequencies. and this Is In
notable contrast to the retouch on the backed lateral edge.
Evidence that the mlcrobur In technique was used In the
manufacture of lunates Is ocservab I e.

Negat Ive r.:1 crobur I n scars are

visible on 32% and 40% of the distal and proximal ends, respectively
(Table 50).

The mlcroburlns scars are usually on the exterior of the

pieces. and have been partially removed by retouch.

However. a small

number of mlcroburins scars are present on the Interior.

These are
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Table 47.

Frequency Distribution Of Retouch on Lateral Edges of
Lunates at Ele I dha

Left Latera I

218

59.2

Right Lateral

126

34.2

I ndeterm I nate

24

6.5

368

99.9

Total
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Table 48.

Frequency Olstrlbutlon of the Type of Retouch on Lunates at
Beldha

Steep Exter lor

37

10.1

47

12.8

196

53.3

40

10.9

Alternate Series

28

7.6

CombinatIon

10

2.7

368

100.00

Semlsteep Exter lor
Semlsteep Inter lor
Bifaclal (Helwan)

Blfaclal & interior

1.1

Blfaclal & Exterior

1.1'

Oehata

.3
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Table 49.

FrequencY Distribution of Retou.ch Types on the EnCis of
lUnates at

PROXIMAL END
FreQUency Percent
None
Abrupt Elter lor

DISTAL END

Frecruency

••

13.2

185

58.0

19'

...

Percent

'2:1

8.'
58.8

Semi steep Exterior

7

7

'.1

semlsteep Interior

.5

7.8

31

9.'

Blfaclal (Helwan)

29

9.1

37

11.2

Alternate Series:
Exter lor & Inter lor

0.6

.9

Combination

0.3

.3

Indeterminate

0.6

Burin Blow

.6

8.'

319

100.0

Break with Retouch
TOTAL

.6
'2:1

8.'

330

100.0

0.0

.3

~-------------------

-_.-

._----
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Table 50.

FreQuency DI"alributlon of Ulcroburln Scars on the Proximal
& Distal Ends of L.unates at Beldha

UB_ Mlcroburln

PROXIMAL ENO
FreQuency Percent
None

191

Positive Krukowski MS Scar
Interior
Partial ?os:tlve Krukowski
MS Scar Interior

19

Negative MS Scar Exterior

59.9

DISTAL END
FreQUency Percent

226

68.5

.S

.3

6.0

1.5

1.3

1.5

Partial Negative MB
Scar Exter lor

102

32.0

93

28.2

TOTAL

319

10G.0

330

100.0
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positive scars of Intentional Krukowski mlcroburlns. and they occur
primarily In ar-ea C-01.

There Is a distinct pattern for the

mlcroburln scars In level four of area C-01.

The distal ends have

higher I)ereentages of mlcroburln scars on the exterior surface, while
the prox Ima I ends have higher percentages of pos I t I va mJ crobur I n scars
on the Interior surface.

The interior mlcroburln scars are the

result of truncations whleh generated the Beldha Krukowski
mlcrobur I n

~y-product.

An Ideal series of steps In the manufacture of lunates from
area C-01 can be outlined by utilizing Information on the patterns of

the mlcroburln technique and lunate retouch.

Initially, the bladelets

were truncated at the distal end by the mlcroburln technique.
Semi steep Interior retouch was then executed on the left lateral edge,
probably starting at the proximal end.

This end was subsequently

truncated probably by snapPing the artifact on an anvil.
a Beidha Krukowski microburln.

This created

Finally, semlsteep exterior retouch

was used to produce a finished Helwan backing.

The ends were then

further modIfied, If needed.
The few tr langles that occur at Beldha appear to have been
manufactured more often by abrupt exterior retouch than by Helwan
retouch.

Due to the sma! I number of triangles present, no other

manufacturing patterns are discernible for this geometric tool type.

NonGeometrlc Mlcrol Iths
Nongeometr Ie mlcroll ths occur Infrequent Iy. const i tut I ng less
than 6% of the tool assemblage (Table 34).

The morphological features
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that d 1st Ingulsh the nongeometr I c mJ era I: ths from each other. and from
the geometric mlero! lUis, are not completely discrete.

The Beldha

typology emphasizes the shape and location of the retouch. rather than
the type of retouch or the blank type (particularly blade versus
bladelst versus flake).

Despite the attempt to distinguish discreet

tool categories. there Is occasionally a gradation between types.
In general, nongeometrlc retouch Is more varle'd than that on
the geometriC: mlcrollths.

Blfaclal retouch Is much less common than

on lunates, and It occurs most frequently on pointed pieces and double
truncated tools (termed

pr~to-trapeze

by Bar Yoset (1970:218]).

Semlsteep Interior retouch Is the most common form of retouch. but
steep exterior retouch, and a combination of Helwan and Interior
retouch are also present (Table 51).
Back:ed and double truncated pieces (Figure 12:mm) are the most
common nongeometrlc microlith (Table 52).

Of these. pieces with

symmetrical truncations are more than twice as common as
asymmetrically truncated

~leces.

A number of these tools are

morphologically very similar to lunates.

The size range of double

truncated pieces Is greater than that for the geometriC mlcrollths.
and the average length Is someWhat higher (Table 53).

Tile backed

edges are generally straight and parallel to the cutting edge or
elongated and convex.

The shape of the truncation Is most often

obliQUely flat, although oblique convex truncatIons occurs frequently.
Mlcroburln scars are common, occurring over 20% of the time.
retouch on the truncation Is usually

abrup~

exterior, with

The
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Table 51.

Frequency Dlatr /but Ion of Retouch Types for Nongeometr Ie at
Beldha

~

steep Exter lor
Semlsteep Exterior
8emlsteep Inter lor

5
38.5

7
14.0

2
3
23.1

S!faelal & Interior

17.1

17
34.0

31.4

19
38.0

14.3

5

Blfaelsl & Exterior

!2£~

1
12.5

~

1
11.1

11

3
37.5

3
50.0

0
1
7.7

Alternate Sal" les

1
7.7

comb (nat Ion

33.9

11.1

23.1

1

16
13.2

5
5
14.3

3
37.5

2
33.3

11.1

2
1.7

1
2.9

1
11.1

2
5.7
1
2.0

3
8.6

SO

41
28

2
1.7
3
2.5

1
12.5

1
16.7

1
2.0
13

20
16.5

5
55.6

2
5.7

Marginal

TOTAL

6

1
.8

10.0

Dehata

B.ST S.ST .MB

1
7.7
15.4

Sifaeial

L2I.

7
5.8
1
.8

35

~--------------------

121

- - - -.--
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Table 52.

Frequency Distribution of Bacted Fragment Types at Beldha

Proximal with Truncation

74

20.0

Distal with Truncation

87

23.5

54

14;6

Proximal without Truncation

4S

"13.0

Proximal wIth Base Modification

22

5.9

Distai without Truncation
Blunt End

14

3.8

40

10.8

Indeterminate with Truncation
Medial

1.8

POinted End

1.4

PartiallY Backed

Indeterminate

TOTAL

20

5.4

370

100.0

~-------------------.---.---

~~g

::;:~:::

~

~
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semlsteep Interior retouch and Helwan retouch occurring In
decreasing frequencies.
Stngle truncated pieces are also Quite common (Figure
12:ff,II).

They are generally longer than the double truncated pieces

and some are Quite long and narrow (Table 53).

The backed lateral

edge Is most commonly elongated convex, while straight lateral edges
occur less

cfte~.

The distal end Is truncated about three times as

often as the proximal end.

The end shape Is typically convex, and

mlc:roburln scars are rare.

The distal retouch Is either abrU!'t

exterIor or semlsteep Interior.

Blfaclal retouch Is uncommon.

Single truncated pieces with modified bases occur In small
numbers (Figure 12:jj.lc:k).
Is modified.

The proximal end Is usually the end that

Semi steep Interior r.etouch was typically used to modify

the base.
Pointed mlcrollths (types 48-53) are relatively uncommon.

The

two types of pointed tools that oeeur 1II0st often are eurved poInted
pleees. arehed baeked. and curved pointed J)leces with a modIfied base.
The shape and size of these tools grades Into that of lunates (Table
53).

It Is Quite likely that these .tools. particularly those with a

modified base, represent one extreme form of lunate-shaped tools.
Baeked pieces without truncations occur In low frequencies
(FIgure 12:99).
unretouched ends.

Some have a modified bases. while others have
partially backed pieces occur occasionally.

Double

backed pieces, whose functions are unclear, and various other backed
pleees also are present.
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Edge damage on the unretouched lateral edge of the
nongeometrlc mlcroflths occurs In considerably higher frequenCies than
on geometries or truncated tools (Table 44).
COIIIIIIOI1 as moderate edge damage.

Heavy edge damage Is as

The heavy edge damage I s most common

on Single truncated nongeometrlc IDlcrollths with modified bases.

higher frequency

of

The

edge damage on nongecrnetrlc mlcrollths than on

geometries and truncations I18Y be du.e to the use of these tools In
different tasks. Sj:l8clflcally cutting as opposed to hunting.
pollsh~

Sickle

however. Is clearly observable on one nongeonaetrlc microlith.

Backed Fragments of Mlcrollths

Backed fraSJIIsnts arB comraon. occurring about as frequently as
geometric mlcrollths (Table 34).

the backed fragrae"t types.

Table 54 shows the distribution of

In seneral. fragments with truncat Ions and

medial fragments are the most COll'lllOn. representing about 58S of the
fragments.

Proximal fragments without truncations. and Indeterminate

fragments occur In sizable numbers.
Various
This miscellaneous category represents less than ax of the
teols (Table 34).
(Table 55).

They are primarily pieces exhibiting edge damage

This may be damage received during use or

pOstdepositional alteration.
pieces are uncommon.

Picks, sickle blades. and battered

The sickle blades were difficult to Identify

due to the wind pOlishing that Is common on most Of the artifacts
at Beldha.
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Table 54.

FreQuency Distribution of Sacked Fragment TYl'es at BeJdha

Pointed Pieces
La Mouiliah Point

.6

CUrved Pointed Piece, Arched Baclced

4.4

Arched Backed with Modified Sase

3.2

Sacked & Double Truncated
Symmetr Ie

35

Asymmetric

15

9.5

35

22.2

Backed & One Truncat Ion
Backed, One Truncation & ModIfied Base

22.2

5.1

Backed. No Truncat Ions & Modlf led Base

Siunt Natural End

3.2

Po I nted Natura I End

.6

Backed, No End Modifications
Blunt DIstal End

4.4

Pointed Distal End

1.3

Partially Backed, No End Modification
Double Backed Piece

Var lous Sacked P r eces

TOTAL

2.5
14

S.9

19

12.0

15S

100.0
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Table 55.

FreQuency Dlstr-ibutlon of Var-Ious Class Tools

Edge Damaged Piece

56

82.9

Sickle Blades (unmodified)

4.3

Batter-ed Piece

4.3

Pick

2.9

Var-Ia

5.7

TOTAL

70

100.0
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Chipped Stone Tool Summary

Analysis of the retouched stone tools has allowed a clearer

understand I n9 of the Natuf Ian 8't Be (dha.

Unt II now. researchers have

had to rely on Kirkbride's (1966:47-51) prellmlnary,report which only
discussed the major tool types.

The range of chipped stone tools

present at Beldha Is In accord with the previously described
coml)os/tion 01' the

Natu~lan

Industry, particularly with respect to the

presence of lunates. mlcroburlns. slekle blades. drills. and large
tools (Bar Yosef 1970:175; Henry 1981. Valla 1975).
Some tool tYI)86 had not been documented at 8eldha previously.

The presence of sickle polish on a small number of tools at Beldha was
Undoeumented (Valla 1975:85).

It Is Quite possible that the freQUency

of this type would have been considerably higher, If natural wind
polishing had not inhibited detection of sickle poi Ish.
also present In low numbers at Beldha.

Drills are

They had also been viewed as

absent from Be[dha (Valla 1975:84).
The analysis of the geometric mlcrollths has provided some
Important Information In r-egard to lunate size and the type of retouch
uti Ilzed.

The large size of the Beldha [unates, and the high

freQuency of Helwan retouch firmly place Beldha In the early phase of
Bar Yosef and Valla's (1979:147) temporal classification of the
Natuflan.

However, the high freQuency of semI steep Interior retouch

on the lunates at Eeldha Is In contrast to Valla's (1975:75) comments
that it Is rare In the Natuflan.

In additIon, Valla's (1984:174)
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estimation that Helwan retouch represents over 83% Of the retouch at
Beldha appeCJ.rs to have been too high.
The Beldha chipped stone assemblage Is characterized by a
considerable degree of homogeneity In the distribution of different
art! fact types between

e~eavat

Ion areas.

l n add I t Ion. tempora I

variation appears. In general, to be minimal.

The major exc8j:1tlon

appears to be between levels 4 and 2 of area C-01 where the lunate
length decreases significantly In frequency.

The chipped stone

assemblage from the Beldha Natuflan Is within the normal range of
variability ,for Natuflan assemblages.

Scholars attempting to

characterIze Natuflan chipped stone tool assemblages have recognized
that there Is considerable variability In the frequency of different
too I c I asses between Natuf I an s! tes (Henry 1973a. 1981 :422-423; Bar
Yosef 1981,1983; Valla 1975.1984).

There have been several attempts

to Interpret the sl9:'11flcance of this variability, and this topic wi II
be discussed I n data I I I n Chapter 7.
Genera I Summary
The chipped stone artifact assemblage from Seldha Is
characterized by a considerable degree of Intraslte similarity.

The

major difference I n the d I str Ibut Ion of art Ifacts appears to be the
result of greater recovery of smaller art I facts such as mlcroflakes,
mlcroblades. mlcroburlns, and mlcroJiths In the 1983 excavations of
area C-Ol.

There does appear to be. however, some segregatIon In the

relatIve number of cores (an artifact class not effected by recovery
technique). In debltage-core ratios. and In deb I tage-too I ratIos
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between excavation areas.

ft'hetMr these differences are related to

relative differences In the amount of core reduction or to the discard
locations of exhausted raw material Is unclear.

Within one area.

where reeovery technique did not vary notIceably. there were no major
differences in the assemblages.

The most notable eXception Is layer 2

of area C-D1 where a number of differences In the nature of the

assemb I age versu.s ot'ler proven lence un I ts, such as the b I ade-f I aka
ratio and the length of the lunates. has been noted.

The one rei lable

radiocarbon date available from this horizon Is considerably later
than the dates from level 4, and suggests that the differences between
level 2 of area C-01 and other provenience units are temporally
related.
The minimal evidence of spatial differences between
provenience units Is Indicative of a site which was occupied as a
relatively short-term camp site (Yellen 1977;.O·Connell 1987).

The

differential distribution of cores may be the result of the movement
of larger artifacts away from the areas where they were used (Binford
1978a; O'Connell 1979).

The Interpretation of the site as a short-

term sIte that was occupied repeatedly fits with the lack. of evidence
for permanent" features such as houses and storage fac II It les, as we II
as the lack of large groundstone objects and burials.

The presence of

these features would have suggested labor Investment and Indicated
that the site was probab I y occup I ed at I east for a number of months
each year.
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The range of cnlpped stone tools I)resent at the site provides

some Insight Into the types of activities carried out there.

Overall.

notches and dentlculates are the most common tool type, with scrapers,
geometric mlcrol iths and backed fragments being Clulte cO!lll!lon.

Such an

array of tools appears to be representative of a fairly generalized
tool kit with which a number of different tasks could have been
carried out. The low frequency of nongeometrlc backed tools, the
Infrequent occurrence of Sickle polish. and the absence of many large
tools such as picks may suggest that [Ittle In the way of construction

activity took place at the site.

If, however, the relative

frequencies of tools from level 4 In area C-01. where a detailed
recovery technIque was employed, are more representatIve of the site
as a whole, then geometric mlcrollths would be the most numerous tool
type, wI th backed fragments, truncat Ions, and notches and dent I cui ates
present In moderate numbers.

ThIs tool kit appears to be oriented

more toward the productIon rnlcrollths. probably for rearmament of
hunting toels, and suggests perhaps a somewhat more specIalIzed range
of activities were carried out at the site.
Overall, the Natuflan settlement at Beldha appears to be
characterized by relatIve uniformity In the distribution of artifacts
throughout the excavation units, and a lack: of substantial features
(excepting small hearths, and two larger flreplts filled with flrecracked rock).

These different lines of evidence are congruent wIth

the Interpretation of the sIte as a short-term habitation site, which
was reoccupied a number of tImes durIng the Natuflan.

CHAPTER 7

MODELING PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT AND SUBSISTENCE

This chapter Is concerned with models of prehistoric
subsistence and settlement strategies.

It Is divided Into four

sections: settlement pattern analysis, subsistence and seasonality,
I)revlous models of Natuflan settlement and subsIstence, and a revised
al)proach to mode ling Natuf I an subs I stence and sett lement.

Settlement Pattern Analysis
Sinee Gordon Willey's (1953) worle: In the Vlru Valley, the
study of prehistoric settlement patterns has been a major focus of
archaeo logl ca I research.

The reconstruct ion of preh Istor I c sett lement

patterns reQuires consideration of a number of variables Including
site location, environmental
1961).

~ettlng.

and period of occupation (Jochim

After controlling for these variables. archaeologists have

often attempted to examine temporal changes In the Interaction of the
environment and technology. as well as in the social, political. and
religious aspects of a cultural complex (Trigger 1968).

For societies

of prehistoric hunter-gatherers. as well as early agriculturalists.
the relationship between settlement patterns and resource exploitation
Is particularly close.

Hence. the separate discussIon of

sett lement patterns and sUbsistence strategies in this chapter
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should be considered to be complementary reflections on a single

basic phenomenon.
The configuration of an annual hunter-gatherer settlement
pattern depends Ul:\on the distribution of key resources and their
seasonal variation.

SUch Qualities as value. rallabll-lty.

portability. and the amount of labor needed to obtain the resources
are all Important factors In determining places favored for settlement

(Jochim 1981).

Relatively fixed resources, such as water. I'lants.

fish, and firewood, are often considered more Important than mobile

ones (such as game animals) In determining where settlemer:ts wi [I
be sItuated.

General Models of Settlement Patterns
There has been a number of attempts to develop general models
of hunter-gatherer sett I amant patterns based on examp les of sing I e
hunter-gatherer societies or on cross-cultural studies of a number of
hunter-gatherer groups.

These studies have been of value to

archaeologists since they provide examples of hunter-gatherer
settlement organization that can be considered when Interpreting the
archaeological record.
Beardsley and others (1956). In a detailed discussion of
community mobility. enumerated seven types of settlement patterns
present In ethnographic accounts.

The first five, which are relevant

to the prob lem at hand. were free wander I n9. restr Icted wander lng,
central based wandering, semipermanent sedentary. and simple nuclear
centered.

The first three types are varieties of a mobile settlement
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strategy.

The first. free wandering. had no territorial restrictions

and movement was limited only by t.he avar lability of food (a
hypothet lea I type).

The second, restr I ctad wander Ing. had

territorially based movement which could be either erratic or
seasonal.

In the third, central based wandering. the population

res (dad at a base camp for a I'art of the year.

The fourth. sem i-

!)armanent sedentary. Involved year-round hab I tat [on wi th movement
every few years.

Finally. the fIfth, slrcple nuclear centered

settlements, were permanent settlements.
These- saU lement pattern types were v I awed as evo 1ut 10nary
stages I n human dave lopment tl'lat eu 1m"' nated I n permanent satt lements
with food production (Beardsley and others 1956).

The broad and

general nature of the sett lement pattern types. and the deve lopmenta I
component of the study. detract from the uti Iity of this model for an
understanding of preh Istor Ic adaptat Ion.
Murdock: (1969) compiled Information on settlement patterns
from 322 societies.

He Identified four categories: fully nomadic.

semi-nomadic. (where the "migratory band occupies a fixed settlement
for a season"). semi-sedentary ("when a community shifts regularly
from one to another fixed settlement or occupied permanently a single
settlement from which a substantial portion of the pOPLLlatlon departs
seasonally·), and fully sedentary (Mu.rdock: 1969:131).

In addition, he

correlated settlement type wIth the primary subsistence strategy.
Gathering, hunting. and pastoral economies tended to be nomadic or
semi-nomadic.

Agricultural communities, not surprisingly, tended to
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be sedentary or occasionally semi-sedentary.

Fishing economIes.

however, fell between these two groups, with the majority of fishing
communities being sedentary.
t.lurdoe!C: (1969) argued that populations with fishing economies
were the first to develop agriculture. since the change In settlement
pattern would have been too drast Ie for hunter-gatherer popu!at Ions.
Although these correlations were Interesting. they were based on the
distribution of hunter-gatherEir societies In. recent time, and, hence,
may not be applicable to the Initial development of agriculture.
More recent Iy. some archaeo log I sts have attempted to dave lop
models of settlement pattern with an emphasis on the nature of various
kinds of sites within a settlement system rather than trying to
classify settlement systems on a global basis.

RIce (1975). In a

stu.dy of Mogel Ion settlement patterns In the American

Southwe~t.

distingUished two types of settl.ement systems: sedentary and seasonal
round.

The nature of seasona I systems var led cons I derab Iy del)end I ng

on the factors that affected the size and movements of communities
during different seasons.

Organization and SChedUling of subsistence

activities were. extremelY important.

In the sedentary settlement

systems. I)art of the pOl)ulatlon remained at the site the entire year.
Although specialized short term procurement trips took place, the
majority of the resources collected were ava! lable near the site.
Rice (1975) predicted three types of sedentary settlement:
settlements at an ecotone of several very productive
mlcroenvlronments. sites In one environmental zone with subsistence
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focused there. and a number of Interconnected sett I ements
concentrat Ing on local mlcroenv I ronments and where resources were
exchanged among the settlements.
Yellen (1977). fol lowing his research on the !Kung San.

offered serne gerlera! !::!eas on band sstt lament patt6i'iiS.

He argued

that there was large scale, long term. almost random movement of
Individuals and families between sett laments.

Since bands were viewed

as temporary aggregates. the existence of "group territory" was not
supported.

lee (1979). who also worked with the !Kung San. stated

that the Dobe !Kung camp groups had territories that focused on water
holes, but the boundaries were flexible, and the groups rights to this
land were not absolute.
A positive correlation was observed by Yel len (1977) between
the number of occupants and length of occupation at a site and between
the number of occupants and the season of occupation.
an Independent variable.

Seasonality was

The differences between dry and rainy season

camps were Quantitative and not Qualitative differences.
exception of dry season camps. site visibility was low.

With the
Thus In these

Circumstances, the reconstruction of complete prehistoric settlement
systems would be exceedingly difficult.
Yellen (1977) also criticized the use of over-simplified camp
typologies. such as Sinford and ·SInford·s (1966) distinction between
base camps and collection/extraction sites.

Instead, he felt that

different types of settlements were distinguished by Quantitative
differences In activities not Qualitative ones.
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More recently. Binford (1980) has attempted to develop a mode!
of hunter-gatherer adaptation.
foragers and collectors.

A distinction was made between

The main difference. he contended, was that

foragers move residences more often, and their strategies for food
gathering ne.e generally formulated on a dally basis.

Although

foragers may have had seasona Ily var led food procurement actIv i ties.
they occupied few functionally specific sites.

He stated that

foragers have been the maIn emphasis of ethnographic worle., exemplIfied
by the studies of the San and the Australian Aborigines.
Binford (1980:10) argued that collectors, however. "SUPPly

themselves with specific: resources through specially organized task
grou!)s".

In addition, he suggested that storage was a key feature of

their adaptation strategy.

Due to the way they organize to collect

resources, a wider array of sites are found.
Base cam!)s and !)rocurement loeat Ions were present with both
foragers and co[lectors (Binford 1980).

However, field caml)s,

stations, and caches were most common with collectors.

Fle[d camps

were, not surprisingly. temporary ol)eratlng locations for "task
groups" when they Silent a number of days away from the base.
were hurst[ng stands and places for observing game.

Stat Ions

Caches were, of

course. stor age I oca t Ions.
Binford (1980) admitted that he had dichotomized a continuum.
but his main point was that collectors were more com!)lexly organized
ar.:::!,

h~nee,

strategy.

;nob!! it}· ;::;:ye.: less of a role In this subSistence
In addition, he argued that col lectors adapt to both
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spatial and temporal variation In resource availability.

When k.ey

foods were situated a considerable distance apart, sImply moving one's
residence dId not help the problem.

Instead, a strategy of living

nE::xt to one resource, the one with the highest transport costs, was
used, and then specialized groups were sent out to procure the other'
resource.

The development of storage faell ftles occurred In

situations where there were seasonal variations In resource
availability.

These spatIal and temporal variations In resources

favor specialized strategies.

Finally. he stated that these

organizational factors should have been Involved In the shift to food

product Ion.
Although Binford's (1980) distinction between foragers and

collectors was rather artificial. as Wiessner (1982). among others.
pOinted out. his emphasis on the way groups organize to deal with
variance In resource availability was well placed.

In addition, the

enumeration of the range of site types that can be found. given
particular strategies of food acquisition. Is useful for
archaeologl sts.
In a later article. Binford (1982) proposed three distinct
settlement pattern arrays.

The first was a continuous pattern of

over lapp Ing procurement areas, character 1st I c of foragers.

The second

was a continuous pattern of non-overlapplng procurement areas. typical
of both foragers and col lectors.

And the third was a "pOint to point"

movement where only certain locatIons are suitable camp sItes.
According to him, this last strategy was more common among collectors.
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Binford (1982) also attempted to label the different areas

used by a group. elaborating on the work: of researchers such as VltaFlnzl and Higgs (1969). Lee (1968). and Yellen (1977).

Five areas

were labeled, consisting of eamp radius, dally foraging radius (six

mile maximum), logistical radius (overnight), extended range, and
visiting range.

He also discussed In some detail the relatIonship of

the patterns of settlement, movement. and site types with respect to
the Nunamiut Eskimo.
Variability In site formation due to different types of use

was observed (Binford 1982).

Of particular Interest were his comments

on changes that occur with Increased sedentlsm.

In such cases,

particular locations would be reused more often. and ancillary Sites
Increased In content homogeneity.

In addition. the regional

archaeological record will display greater diversIty of sites and
decreased I ntras I te divers I ty wi th repeated seasona I occupat Jon.
Therefore. sedentlsm provides better archaeologlcally defined site
types due to the Increased specialization In site function.
Blnford's (1982) three var I at Ions In sett lement pattern.
although Interesting. appear to have little practical value for
Interpreting arChaeological assemblages.

However. his discussion of

the potential for Changes In the arChaeological record with Increased
sedent Ism are of some Interest.

Kelly (1983). In a study of hunter-

gatherer mob J II ty. argued that wi til greater envl ronmenta I homogene I ty
there Is an Increase In the mobIlity strategy of a groul).

Mobility
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will decrease when sterape Is ut I II zed or «Int lnuou$ observat len of
resources Is needed.
It Is clear from the ethnograpltlc record and archaeological

research that, there Is a range of satt lement and s:lroeurement
strategIes that can be apPlied to a particular environmental
situation.

Exploitation patterns over an extended perIod of time wi II

vary due to variability In yearly resource avaIlability.

The lack of

long term ethnogralJhlc research affects the development of .accurate
models to predict these changes (Kelly 1983).

This Is particularly

Important when one Is dealing with shifts In sett lement strategy over
long periods of time.

It Is also apparent that differences In social

organization and technology hava an affect on these strategies (Bender
1978; Hayden 1981).

In addition. the formation of sites and their

relationship In an annual settlement pattern Is complex, highly
variable. and of differing visibility for archaeologists (Yellen
1977).

Such studies are particularly difficult In regions such as the

Levant, where we lack ethnographic analogs to compare with evidence of
prehistoric subsistence and settiement strategies.

Est Imat ing Sett I ement Permanence
Sedent}sm is generally defined based on settlement permanence.
Rice's (1975:97) definition Is used here: "sedentary settlement
systems are those in which at least part of the population remains at
the same locat Ion throughout the ent I re year."

The mer I ts of th I s

definition, over others which have been offered, Is the recognition
that portions of the population may reside elsewhere on a temporary
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basis w!l!!e procuring resc:.:.rces (Rafferty 1985).

Other researchers,

such as Kaiser and Voytek: (1983). would prefer the term sedentlsm to
be restricted to populations which stay In the same location over many
years.

I feel. however. that this distinction Is not Important for

the purpose of this study,

There can be a gradation In the amount of

residential stability between mobile and completely sedentary
communities, and what should be the goal Is the Identification of the

retat Ive degree of sett lement permanence and the reasons than lie
behind It.

In ethnographic discussions hunter-gatherers have often been
characterized as having a band level of social organization (for
examo;lle Steward 1955; Service 1966). and a nomadic [[festy[e (for
example Lee and DeVore 1968).

Jarman and others (1982) have asserted

that sedent[sm [s rare In ethnographic accounts of hunter-gatherers
and, when present, Is usually found among coastal populat[ons.
They stressed that sedent[sm cannot be assumed, but rather it
Should be demonstrated.

These Op[nlonS have been put forward

aesp I te the cons I derab [e ethnograph Ic record of sedentary huntergatherers (Testart 1982).
rlecently, there has been Increasing acceptance of sedentlsm as
a common occurrence among [:Irehlstor [c hunter-gatherers (for example
Rowley-Conwy 1983; Price and Brown 1985).

A.long wlth- this recognItion

!'!as come an Increased Interest In the nature of the cultural changes
that accompan led the deve lopment of sedentary commun I t [es.
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The Importance of sedentlsm In theories on evolutionary
developments In hunter-gatherer populations, particularly with respect
to the levels of social complexity. have also gained Inereaslng
Interest among archaeologists.

In fact. the Importance of sedentlsm

and Intensification of food collecting are viewed as key aspects In
hunter-gatherer evolution (Price and Brown 1985).

With the

Intensification comes technological change In the form of new tools
and fae III ties. more diverse and spec la Ilzed food procurement.
occupational s!:acla[ Izatlon, Increased territorial fty. and decreased
mobility (Price and Brown 1985).

Brown and Price (1985:438) state

that: "Reduction In mobility among prehistoric foragers appears early
dur I ng the course toward Inereased eomp lex I ty.

Ind I cat Ions of redUeed

mobility are found In the Jevel of Investment In permanent shelter.
storage facilities. cemeteries. and other facilities."
.One of the major difficulties In using the eoncept of
sedentlsm Is In the dlffieultles of finding relevant evidence in the
prehistoric record.

A number of scholars nave pOinted out that there

are no absolute Indicators that can be used to characterize sedentary
populations versus semi-sedentary populations (BaIley and others 1983.
Rafferty 1985).

One must consider the eumulatlve effeet of the

ev Idenee based on mater la I reeovered from archaeo log Ica I sites> as
well as consideration of ecologleal factors.

It Is Important to

recognize that fully sedentary settlements can take

a

long time

to develop further hinders arehaeologlcal modeling (Brown and
Price 1985).
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There are a number of lines of evIdence that are useful In
determining sedentlSll.

The key change argued by Rafferty (1985:128)

Is a change In settlement pattern. particularly the clilstrlbutJon of
sites over the landscape.

storage bas also been argu.ed as a cru.clal

variable (Testart 1982).

Relationships to envlrOMlsntal features are

also Important, partlcu.larly water and SUbsistence resources.
Settlement evidence that can be used Includes: community planning.

house form and shape. cersmonlal structures, non-portable art Ifacts.
storage faCilities. more varied and nwaarous artifacts Clue to an
Increase In possessions and discard. and more refuse (Rafferty 1985).

In addItion. It has been argued that In a comparison of sedentary
po~ulatlons

with more mobile populations one should be able to

Identify Changes such as a more ccmplex teChnology. Increased dwelling
permanence. more COlIplex social structure. wealth and

rankln~.

larger

social units. and Increased population density (RowleY-COnwy 1983).
SUbsistence evidence Is a major line of evidence.

Floral and

faunal evidence can help determine the season during which a site was
occupied (for eXUIJ)le J.D.G. Clark 1954).

The use of subsistence

evidence will be discussed In IIOre detail later In this chapter.
Qualitative evidence. particularlY the presence or absence of
particular site Characteristics. has been the major focus of some
studies on changes In settlement perlDanence (for example Kaiser and
Voytek 1983).
(1985).

An alternative approach was undertaken by Soffer

She attempted to determine the degree of perllanence and

COIIIplexltyof social groups In the Upper Paleolithic of the central
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Ru.sslan plain by examining the relative frequencies of artifacts and
features.

She noted that the difference between settlement types can

be seen not In the types of fael [Itles available. but rather their
Quantity and assoclat[on.

These faell Itles Included storage pits,

dwellings. hearths. and bone heaps.

In addItion. she examined the

relative freQUencies of different classes of artifacts, including

chipped stone. faunal remains. decorative objects, portable art.
Jewelry, and exotic material.

Her analysis Included the examination

of mean densities and statistical associations, rather than Just the

presence or absence of features.

This attempt to !!!entlfy settlement

types based on quantitative variability fits well with observations
by Yellen (1977) and Binford (1982) on modern hunter-gatherer
settlement systems.
Evaluation of the degree of sedentlsm among archaeological
complexes must take Into account a wide range of variables.
site and off site features must be considered.

Both on

In I)articular, It is

Important to utilize both quantitative and qualitative evidence In
attempting to estimate the degree of I)ermanence that different
set t I ements had.

Subsistence and Seasonality
The Importance of the relatlonshll) between human I)OI)Ulatlons
and the environment was clearly pOinted out In the early cultural
ecological research of Jul Ian Steward (1938).

His worle stressed the

relationship between labor, technology, and the environment in the
utilization of resources.
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The cultural ecology orientation has been a useful research
strategy for archaeologists (for example Braidwood (1960]. Hole
[1966], and Flannery [1965]).

Research has concentrated on the types

of foods consumed and the activities Involved In obtaining these
resources.

Despite this emphasis In archaeological research on

subsistence, It Is very difficult to determine exactly whleh foods
were consumed, In what quantities. and how exploitation varied with
seasonal availability.

Clarfee (1976) asserted that archaeologists

should not rely exclusively on Information derived from excavations,
and that they should be aware of their own cultural biases In trying

to exPlain prehistoric subsistence patterns.
The archaeological record Is Inherently biased. and recent
work on site format Ion processes demonstrates tllat a host of factors
are involved (for example Clarke 1976; Schiffer 1983).
sufficient to list only a few examples for emj:lhasls.

It Is
Differential

preservation of food remains leaves more faunal debris. particularly
larger bones, than other organic remains.

Some subsistence activities

produce no refuse and are undetectable In the archaeological record.
Tools of organic materials. commonly associated etimograj:lhlcally with
plant resource exp 10 I tat Ion, are rare I y preserved and, hence, stone
tools are overrepresented.
incorrectly Il"Iterpreted.

The function of artifacts Is sometimes
Finally, some activities of short duration

can produce numerous art I facts and appear to be more Important than
warranted.

All of these examples, which tend to hinder the

Identification of plant foods, make balanced determinations of
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preh Istor I e subsistence precar IOU8.

Hence. CI arka' s (1976) suggested

"models of expectation" should be developed to facIlitate the
understanding of sUbsistence patterns.

Such models would Include

ecological. biological. behaVioral, and economic attributes.

General Models of Subsistence
Some researchers have examined the ethnographic record to
assist In determining prehistoric subsistence patterns.

The use of

ethnographic and ecological analogy has been extremely Important In
developing models of prehistoric hunter-gatherer subsistence.

Two

.maJor foci are resource studies and the Identification of adaptive
principles (Bettinger 1980).

Resource studies Involve a determination

of the subsistence potential of plant and animal species and are
prediction oriented.

Adaptive studies. such as those of Lee (1969)

with the !Kung San (In which he used Indirect analogy to apply to
prehistoric hunter-gatherers In general) and Thomas's (1973) work In
the Great Basin (where he used direct hIstorical analogy) have the
benefit of explaining complex subsistence behavior; yet their
qualitative and functional orientation makes It difficult to use them
to to develop broader principles (Bettinger 1980).

It can be

hazardous to genera II ze from spec I 1 I c ethnograph I c stud I es 01 huntergatherers, and It has been argued that more general models should be
deve loped (Bett Inger 1980: 202-203).
The deve Iopment and use 01 genera I mode I sis becom I ng
Increasingly wIdespread In archaeological research.

These theoretical

models have concentrated both on the environment and on sUbsistence.
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Envlror.mental models have generally considered broad problems of
diversity. stability. and productivity of resources (Bettinger 1980).

Ty/:llcaJ Iy the results are too general to be used In specIfic cases.
Subsistence models have been used more often In archaeologIcal
research.

They Include goal models. optimal foraging models,

models of decisions and games, and linear programming models

(Bettinger 1980).
Bettinger (1980) listed the assumptIons present In all of
these sUbsistence models.

They assume hunte:-gatherers had full

ICnowledge of ava! lable resources. Indrcatlng the costs and payoffs of
all possible resources.

The environment Is general [y assumed to be

stable and unaffected by subsistence strategies (despite examples to
the contrary).

The technOlogy Is also assumed to be constant, and

exploitation decisions are made on the local level.

Therefore. given

one environment and one technological base, there Is generally only
one optimal solution.
ihe use of subsistence models has a number of lImItations, yet
they can provIde a theoretical framework that Is often lacking in the
accumulation of new data (Christenson 1980).

The assumptions on which

models are based must be recognized and constant Iy evaluated.

It may

be appropriate to use different types of models at different stages In
the research.

Optimal foraging and game theory models could be used

to predict the range of potentially exploitable resources. and lInear
programming or goal satisfactIon models could be used to predict the
level of exploitation for various resources (Bettinger 1980).
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However. In attdmpi::s to understand ear Iy ,reh !stcr I c
sUbsistence. the amount of Information that Is Imown about the
distribution of plant communities and subsistence resources Is often
very limited.

Hence, the number 01 assumptions that are needed to

apply a sUbsistence model often make the results very precarious (see
Binford's [1978b] comments on Jochim's [1976] study).

In situations

where the I)rehlstorlc record Is very fragmentary. it may be more
appropriate Initially to formulate models that have a greater reliance
on the archaeological remains.
A number of environmental variables can be used to help
determine the seasons a site was occupied.

This, of eourse, requires

an awareness of potential seasonal varieties and the consequent
fluctuating availability of resources as revealed by analysis of
floral and faunal remains.

Monk (1981) listed a number of

sourc~'"

of

evidence that archaeOlogists have used to demonstrate seasonal I ty: the.
presence or absence of subSistence remains; physiological events (such
as ep I physea I fus ion I n mamma I bones); Incrementa I structures (such as
cementum In animal teeth); and the. age structure of an animal
population.

In addition. secondary evidence. particularly variability

In the tools and features associated wrth processing food resources.
can be used to assist In determining the nature of the subsistence
strategies.

It Is this sort of research strategy that I feel Is

best suited to approaching the settlement and subsistence patterns of
the Natuf Ian.
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AvallabJ IltY and Seasonality

Tha best regional, IntegratIve studies of resource
availability are probably those by Flannery (1965, 1969).

He

Initially dIscussed the distribution of food resources In different
plant communities In uesOJ:lotamla. emphasizing the effects that this

had on early food production (Flannery 1965).

l.ater. he examined the

ecological factors Involved In the development of food production In
the highlands of Mesopotamia (Flannery 1969).

In particular. he

examined the range of resources exploited at All KoSh, their seasons
of eve! !ab!! !ty. a!"!1:! the!r nutritional valu.es.

These j:lapSi$ were the

first broad ecological studies on the prehistory of the Near East and

have Influenced archaeologist's views of subsistence patterns In the
Near East at the end of the Pleistocene.
Since that pioneering study 20 years ago, there have been few
attempts to conduct similar studies of prehistoric exploitation In the
Levant (yet see Garrard 1980).

Researchers have generally been

content with more limited reconstructions of prehistoric subsistence
at particular sites, based on the recovery of botanical and faunal
remains (for example Moore 1979; J. Cauvln 1977; Scott 1977). or
general characterizations of subsistence strategies (for example
Henry 1983; Vlta-Flnzl and Higgs 1969).

These studies have not looked

at the problem on a broader level or tried to contrast the
archaeological evidence with potential resources.

Bohrer (1972:150)

commented that: "Actual diet In a pre-agricultural era would be more
readily reconstructed if there were adequate studies of the wi Id plant
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foods 6t III consumed In the Near East."

Th Iss I tuat Ion has not

changed In the last decade and a half.
There have been studies of particular resources, their
ava! labl [Ity In Unatural" ecological situations. and the amount of
energy required to collect them. but these studies have maInly focused
on cereals (Harlan and Zohary. 1966; LadlzlnslCy 1979a).

There have

also been n!.!1!lerous studies that have tried to Identify the wild
progenitors of varIous cultivated plants (for example HeJbaek 1959;
Harlan and Zohary 1966; Ladlzlnsky 1975. 19793: ladlzlnsky and Adler
1976; Zonary and Hopf 1973, Zohary and $plegel-Roy 1975).
Wild legumes. frUits, and nuts have received almost no
attent[on.

Little research has been done on the density of these

plants In their wild state. the types of yields to be expected from a
plant or tree. their nutritional yields, and the amount of energy
Involved In their collection and subsequent preparation.

This type of

work Is of considerable Importance and one which should receive more
attention In the future.

However. one Is severely hampered as the

modern environment has been radically altered by human exploitation.
In terms of animal resources. there have been only a few
attempts to study the behaVior, group size and habits, and seasonal
variability In wi Id animal herds (yet see Simmons and Ilany 19751977).

Such studies are, of course. Inhibited by the large number of

animals species that have become extinct or severely depleted In the
Levant, particularly during the last two centurIes.

Therefore,
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regarding animal behavior and habitat have drawn on studies

of related species In other regions of Asia. Africa and Europe.
Due to these limitations, this discussion will concentrate on
Identifying potent[al food resources available In the different
vegetation zones, their seasons of availability. and a summary of
nutritional Information of potentIal plant and animal resourees.
Plant resources.

Table 56 presents a list of wild /llants

potentially exploited by prehistoric populations In the Levant.

This

summary table Is based primarIly on the research of Renfrew (1973),
Zohary (1973). Zohary and Hopf (1973), Zohary and Spiegel-Roy (1975),
Harlan and Zohary (1966), and Garrard (1980).

Each of the major iJlant

classes (cereals. legumes, nut 01 I and fruit plants) will De discussed
In turn.
Cereals. particularly elnkorn wheat. emmer Wheat. and barley
are found primarily In the Mediterranean region and in the moist
port Ions of the stepp I c zone (He I baek 1959; Flannery 1973).

They are

rich In carbohydrates as well as Vitamin 8 and E and protein (Table
57. Renfrew 1973:190).
Elnk.orn wheat Is found only In the Zagros region of the Levant
(Harlan and Zohary 1966:1078).

In the basalt cobble areas of southern

Turkey It occurs In Quite massive stands today (Harlan 1967:201).
Harlan conducted his now farr.ous field test there.

He col )ected an

average of 2.45 kg of elnkorn per hour. analyzed the nutritional
values (found that It was higher than modern wheat In proteIn value).
and predicted that In three weeks a year's SUl'ply could be collected

--------------------~.---

.. - . -
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Tab!e 56.

Plant Resources and their Preferred Habitats In the Levant

Cereals

Elnkom wheat
Enaer Wheat
Barley

oats
Rye grass
Foxta I r grass
Brame grass
~
Illlcl<pea
Lentils

Peas

Sitter vetch

TrltlaJiil boetlCUII
TrltlCUIII dlcoccloldes
HortleuD_....
Avena 5terilis
secale 1IXllltarn.m
setar I. spp.
BrollllS sp.

Ililen _Iaro. ZaIl"OS
eplll _Iaro, S. levant
1lilen_larolstlllllle
1lilen_lard

Clcsr sp.
lens oriental Is
PI"", huDlle

oak ",odland
StCl'ley steppe & open wcocUand
loess &: aIlL"!!!! soli. open wccdta:'ld

Vlcla arvilla

1lilen_laro
eplll _Iarol steppe
Woodlaro to desart
cI>en ","dlaro

CcmI:ln vetch

Vlcla sativa

Milk vetch
Broad bean

AstragalUs spp.
Vlcla gaillea

Cool ht.IIIld dkXntaln areas

IlilenllOOCllarolst_
stegpe to open _lard/

L~lns

It.plnus~.

~y

Grass pea

l,thy"" "",.
Medlcago "",.

WldesI>read
WldesI>read

Ooobrychls

Mainly Stepplc

Medici<
COCks "",b

sclls partlallarly

ttIt. all & Fruit Plants

iii{ -

- -

Pistacios

~rcus ~.
Pistacia spp.

Alma'lds
carOOs

Hawthorns
Pinal pIne (stone)
OlIves
Figs
Hazel
Grapes
Pear

Open woodlan:1. >3OOaa rainfall
oak ",odland to steppe
AmygdaJus korschlnskll Semlsteppa to steppe, reeky areas

C8ratcnla slilqua

CrataEigus sp.
PInus plnea
Olea cleastsr
ficus carica
COryfus s~.
Vltls slvestrls
pyrus syr Jaca

Plum

PI1.lOOS s;lP.

HaCkberry

Celtis australis
CoI11JS mas
Pll:lenlx dactyllfera
C8pparls spinosa

COrnel Ian cherry
Dates
C8/:ler

Jedlterranean coastal woodland
MaCJ,lIS & 1DaCJ,lls steppe
IiIlper IoItns of loban",
N. Me Idterranean coast! I wood Iand

WOodlaro to stOPlle
Cool, i1Jmld Syrian lilts.
bid. coastal woodlarx::l. Turkey?
te:llteranaan woodland & maquls
MEld Iterranean wood Iand

WOodlarol se.lstegpe
lebanese 1 W. Syrian 1oItns.
warm, dry desert areas
steppe to SSIIIldesert
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(Harlan 1967:197-198).

While this density of elnk.orn Is true of

southern Turkey. significantly less dense stands of elnkorn .were noted
In Iran (Harlan 1967:198).

The only race of emmer wheat In the southern Levant Is
centered In the Upper Jordan va lley (Har Ian and Zohary 1966: 1079) •
Harlan and Zonary (1966) stated that It occurred In massIve stands on
the basalt and hard limestone deposits of the eastern Galilee and
Mount Hermon.

More recently. Ladlzlnsky (1979a) collected wild grass

seeds In this area by hand stripping.
quarter that of Harlan's (1967). and

Collection rates were one

tna

stands of grasses were mixed

wi th oats were more common than bar I ey or wheat.

However. whea·t had

the highest yield. with the yield for barley ·half that of wheat, and

the yield for oats being even less (Ladlzlnsky 1979a:265).

He

suggested that as the fields ripened one could continue harvesting at
higher elevations and collect for three weeks In'the late spring
(Figure 16).

ThIs would provide a yield a IndIvidual about 100 kg of

clean seed per season or the equivalent of half a year's calories
(Ladlzlnsky 1979a:267).
Barley Is found throughout the levant. primari Iy In the
open woodland, but Its distribution extends Into the stepplc areas.
Different races have been noted, with a large grained variety
native to the deciduous

O~k

forests of the Upper Jordan Valley area

(Harlan and Zohary 1966:1076).

This large grained variety can oecur

In massive stands which extend Into the stepplc zone (Harlan and
zohary 1966: 1077) •
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Seasonal Avallab! Iity of Selected Food Resources In the
Levant
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Little attention has been given to the distribution and
frequency of the smaller grasses.

In addition, It seems that more

work CQuid be done to understand the conditions In which these cereals
form large or dense stands.

The fact that basaltIc cobble areas

within the Mediterranean zone have been remarked upon as very
favorable niches suggests that parMI'S In areas of terra rosa soi Is
distribution may be more dispersed.

In addition, further research on

whether these cereals would be eXI)8cted to have formed dense stands 1T1
the more open trans I t Ion zone between the forest and stepp I c areas (as
has been suggested by Moore [1983] and Ladlzlnsky. personal
cO!!!!!lunlcatlon) would be of benefit.
Harlan and Zohary (1966:1074) stated that legumes were not as
Im!)ortant In !)rehlstorlc diets as cereals.

This seems to be based

largely on modern western biases of the significance of cereals and
the abi I Ity of paleobotanists to Identify early
!)rlor to domesticated legumes.

domestlca~ed

cereals

In fact, legumes were !)robably an

im!)ortant part of prehistoric diets (Renfrew 1973:104) despite their
neglect by archaeologists (Zohary and Hopf 1973). and they provided
an Important source of protein, as well as carbohydrates and vitamin
A (Table 57).
The majority of legumes which appear to be the wild ancestors
of domestic species are natives of the forest region.

They Include

peas, lentIls, broad bean, and chick pea (Ladlzlnsky 1975, 1979b;
Ladlzlnsky and Adler 1976; Zohary and Hopf 1973).

Yet there are some

2,200 species of pulses. and a number of these grow In other

Table 51.

List of Food Valuea for Common Levant Ina Plante and Anillal,

~

~

Protein

_t

3440

Barley
lentils

'390

116
120
J«I

3300

Sllall Wild lelJlllOS

.360

YI80. Wild OraSHS
Pistaolo
Ailioocls

3880
8280
6570
1450
1490
1450

Goat
She..
Gazelle

""gor

Aurochs

Pig
Ib:lka/GIlIiSIl
TUrtle

Fish

2020

2<120
8710
1390
700
950

Tgi)

2SO

120
200
200

160
170
180
180
180
1«1
180
160
160

ru.
(go)
20
20
10
62
76
&«1
.80
80
80
80
1«1
140
360

70
10
21!

tar!?oJwdratee

~

Iron

(III)

(Ill)

(og)

700
880
&80

aoo
3SO

35
«I
70
220
60
140
35
26
26
26

&00
880

160
120
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
0

700
18110
8110
14110
1600
110
110
110
100
1110
1110
160
1000
&110

ao
ao

20
16
10
10

Vltllin A

'(iijj"" 0
0
1000
0
0
1000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I!!!!!!l.!'!!!!!!!
!2!:!J!D,.
as,II00Grains
45,II000raln9

2I!.OOOlentlis
>1,000,000 Seads
>30,000 Grains
2,750 Nute
l000ll1ts
1/25 of IMII Anlllla'
1/26 of IllI1 Anlllli
1125 of IN Animal
11175 of 0nII Anl.,
lI~OD of 0nII Animal
lnO of 0111 Animal
1 Bird
4 Turtlll8
4 Flllh

klopted filii FlameI)' (19119:Tabl. a) Iihlch IfIS basad on Platt (1962).
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anv I ronmenta I s I tuat Ions, part leu lar I"), stepp Ie areas.
ripened frOID the late spring to early summer.

They probab!y

Much more work needs to

be done on the density of these plants. their ecological
distributions. and potential yields.

In general. nut. 01

r.

and fruit resources have receIved as

little attention as the legumes.

NUts ripen In the autumn and have a

long season In which they may be eolleeted (Flannery 1973:274).

They

are hIgh In fats. proteins. carbohydrates. and minerals, especially
Iron and lime (Table 57; Renfrew 1975).
carbohydrat~s

Fruits are generally high In

and often vitamin C (Renfrew 1975:195).

Acorns are found throughout the forested region, and are
general iy the most common nut of

the

area.

Yet. there are deciduous

and evergreen varieties (Zohary 1962). and no studies have been done
to determine the edlb[ I Ity and yields of these two classes of oaks and
their respective speCies In the Levant.

From research In the Zagros

area (Renfrew 1973:154) and California (Baumhoff 1963). It is clear
that there Is considerable Interspecles variability In edibility (due
prlmarl iy to the amount of tannin in the acorns), yields, and
predictability of good crops.

Boiling and roasting removes the

bitterness and makes the nuts easy to grind (Helbaek 1984).

In

some Instances single trees yield 700 to 1,000 I iters per year
(Howes 1948).
There are 11 species of pistachios In the Middle East (Zohary
1957).

They are found primarily In the forested region. althOUgh P.

atlantica extends Into the stepplc area In certa!n enVironmental
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situations (Zahary. 1973).

According to Helbaek. (1964:123): "small

nuts occur In profusion and they are stili collected and consumed as a
delicacy allover the Near East; they ar-e even sold on a large scale
In the ba%aars. u

Yields of 12 pounds for a 15 year old tree. and 20

to 60 pounds for a 20 year old tree have been reported for plants in
Iran (Renfrew 1973:159).

There Is considerable variability In the

Qual Ity of the nut meat between trees and species. as some are fleshy
and Juicy wh[ Ie others are dry and thin (Zohary 1957).

Little work

has been done to determ I ne wh I ch spec [as have higher y I e I ds and
greater edlbi Jlty. but P. atlantica Is eaten by Bedouin In the Negev.
Almonds occur most commonly In the Anatolian regions of the
Levant. yet they are also I)resent In the southern Levant.

The wild

form Is bitter and occurs In seml-stel)l)e and stepplc environments
(ZOhary 1973).

The evergreen carob tree, rIch In I)rotelns and

sugars. Is found Ol"!ly In PalestIne today (Zohary 1962).
In the late summer and early fall.
the upper mountains In Lebanon.

It fruIts

Pinon pIne Is found primarily In

There has been Iitt Ie discussion of

Its food value, despite Its Iml'ortance as a subsistence resource In
the Americas.
OlIves are commonly found as small trees or shrubs In the
forest or maquls areas, particularly in the lower evergreen zone
(Zohary 1973).

it mainly inhabits the coastal shore region, extending

Ul) to an elevation of 300 meters.

It has a southern extension near

Mount Carmel today (Zohary and Spiegel-Roy 1975:321).
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Fig

trees are found In rock: crevices, SQrlngs and wet gorges

(Zohary and Spiegel-Roy 1975:324; Helbaek 1984) In stepplc situations.

There [s considerable variation In edibility between dIfferent species
(Zohary 1973).

Dates are found pr Imarl Iy In the southern Mesopotamian region,
bu.t some also occur at the southeast side of tne Dead Sea (Zohary and
splegel-ftOy 1975:323).

They prefer warm, dry desert conditions and

produce a small fruit.
As with the legumes, considerable field research [s needed on

nut. 01 I. and fruit plants.

The study of oaks and Pistachios Is

particularly Imperative. as these are the dominant trees In the
Mediterranean region and would have been major prehistoric sources

of subsistence.
Faunal resources.

The primary game animals which were

probablY present In the Levant prehistorically are listed In In Table
58.

The game animals Include even-toed ungulates (artiodactyla) from

the families of bovldae (IncludIng speCies from the subfamilies of
bovlnae. antlloplnae. and caprlnael, suldae, and cervldae, as well as
the odd-toed ungulates (perissodactyla) of the eQuldae family.
Wild cattle, Bos prlmlgenlus, now extinct, probably Inhabited
the open woodland and dense grassland areas of the Levant.

Little Is

known In regards to their behavioral characteristics (yet see Zeuner

1963:202-205) .
The Arabian oryx, Oryx leucoryx.

I;;ha~:ted

the desert areas of

the Levant and has been hunted almost to extinction (Harrison 1981;

11

!

!iiimii!iilli
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Ne I son 1973).

large herds were I'r"obab Iy typ lea I, and movement var red

depending on the local availability of vegetation (Morris 1965),

Three species of gazelle were found In the Levant: mountain
gazelle (Gazella gazella) , gOlterad gazelle (Gazella subgutturosa). and
dorcas gazelle (Gazella dorcas).

There appears to be considerable

Variation In the range of acceptable habitats for these species.

In

general. gazelle are gregarious and territorial animals (Nelson 1973),

Three types of herd compos I t Ions character I zed these spec! as of
gazelle: nursery herds wIth females and young, bachelor herds of
Immature males, and terrItorial males (t-lelson 1973; Simmons and Ilany
1975-1977).

The seasonal occurrence of these different herd types was

subject to considerable variation.
Mountain gazelle have been found In a wide range of habitats.
from the hilly areas of northern Palestine (Simmons and I Jany 19751977) to the desert areas north of AzraCj (Roberts 1977; Nelson 1973).
However. the forested and mountain areas seem to be the preferred
habitat.

The go!tered gazelle Is typically found In steppe and seml-

desert areas (Roberts 1977; Garrard 1980).

A flat runner. as opposed

to the bounding behavior of mountain and dorcas gazelle. this species
Is often found In large herds.
the three species (Nelson 1973).

The dorcas gazelle Is the smallest of
Its primary habitat Is the seml-

desert and desert areas, particularly sand and stony deserts (Harrison
1981; Dorst and Dande lot 1970).

Cons I derab Ie movement I n search of

good grazing land Is common. and these movements can have the
appearance of migrations (Dorst and Oandelot 1970).
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Two species of goats were found In the Levant: wild goat (Capra
aegagrus) and Ibex (C. IbeX).

Both Inhabited rocky locales In a wide

range of vegetation zones and altitudinal situations.

There Is some

disagreement over the precise mlcroenvlronments which the two species

exploited (see Heclcer

1982)~

Yet. on analogy from research In

Pakistan. where a var lety of different species of capra occur. there
was probably no overlap In niche habitat In the Levant (Roberts 1977).
In addU Ion. It appears that capra Will, on occasion. exploit hilly

areas. as '1811 as cross open terrain between one rocky area and
another (Schaller 1977).
Wild

goats. although extinct In the Levant. probably ranged

down to sea level elevations. anel they also exploited very arid
regiOns which had little vegetation (Schaller lf177; Roberts 1977).
Their ability to leap up to six feet high from a standing position.
and to negotiate almost sheer cliff faces testifies to their
successful adaptation to rocky environments.
generally quite restricted (Garrard 1980).

The,lr home range Is
Three types of herds can

be found; females and young. mIxed herds. and male herds (Schaller
1977).

Herd sIze can range from only a few to over 200. with the

average naar 20 (Schaller 1977; Harrison 1981).
Ibex have similar group and envlromantal tolerances to wild
goats.

However. Ibex can occaSIonally Inhabit somewhat higher

elevations. up to 6.000 feet (Dorst and Dandelot 1970).

Males are

often so II tary. and herd size tends to be sma I I sr than for wI I d
goats (Schaller 1977).
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WIld sheep (Ovls orlentaJls). although not found In the Levant
today. '!lay have Inhabited parts of the region prehistoricallY (see
Henry and Turnbull 1985).

Wild sheep tend to favor roiling steppe and

open forest areas (Sella! ler 1977).

Herd size ranges from 30 to 40,

and the eoml)OSltlon of these herds Is simIlar to that of wild goats
and Ibex.
The wild boar, Sus scrofa. inhabited forest and thiCk.
undergrowth areas, particularlY In riverine sItuations (Roberts 1977).
In the summer, however, they would occasionally Inhabit hilly areas
(Dorst and Dande[ot 1970).

In general. wi Id boar foraged In small

famIly groups.
Three types of deer were !,resent In the Levant: red deer

(Cervus e/aphus). Persian fallow deer (Dama mesopotamica), and roe deer
(CapreoJus carpeoJus).

They primarily Inhabited forested areas, with

the roe deer particularly favoring dense forests and thick.ets (Alon
1978).

Only the red deer appear to have moved seasonally. browsing In

the forest during the winter and grazing on herbage In more open areas
dur Ing the summer (Garrard 1980; Roberts 1977).
Two species of equids were found In the Levant: the Asiatic
w[ld ass or Syrian onagar (Equus hem/onus) and wild horse (Equus
ferus).

very little [s k.nown of the behavioral traits of these

extinct wi Id horses.

Of the six recognized sU!:)species of wild ass,

the small, now extinct, Syrian wild ass probably Inhabited the steppe
and desert regions of the Levant (Roberts 1977; Groves 1974).
size varied with the season, sometimes becoming quite large,

Herd
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particularly after winter rainfall.

At other times males lived

separatelY or with family groups consisting of a few mares and
offspring (Groves 1974; Roberts 19n'; Dorst and Dandelot 1970).
~.

Over 350 sI'eeles of birds are found In the Levant

today (Alon 1978).

Four categories of birds can be distinguished:

year-round Inhabitants, winter InhabItants from Eurasia (arriving

between September and December. and depart I ng between February and

May), swnmer Inhal;l!tants from Africa (arriving In February and leaving
by September). and birds mIgrating between Eurasia and Africa that
only stop briefly In the Levant (Alon 1969).

ResIdential game bIrds Include Ilartrldge, sand grouse,
coursers, chuckar. bustard and ostrich (Garrard 1980; Melnertzhagen
1954).

The extinct desert dwelling ostrich. Struthlo came/us

syr/acus. was an extremely large game bird.

Males often weighed over

100 kg. and the species was ex"lolted "rehlstorlcally (Melnertzhagen
1954).

Our Ing the winter ducks and a number of other game birds

reside In the Levant (Nelson 1973).
The quantIty of bIrds migrating between Eurasia and Africa Is
extremely high.

Moreau (1961) estImated that over 600 million birds

migrated each year, a large number of these coming down the
Mediterranean coast and Jordan Valley corridors (Melnertzhagen 1954).
The range of specIes that migrate Is quite diverse.

These birds often

stop briefly at standing bodies of water such as the Huleh and AzraCl
Basins In the Levant.

Migratory birds Include herons. egrets,

storks, "ellcans, cormorants, Ibis, flamingos. ducks, swans, geese,
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raptcrs. partr I dge. cranes. bustards, turt Ie doves. and sand grouse
(Nelson 1973).

More birds stop briefly In the Levant during the spring

migrations. as young birds are also makIng the Journey.

Spring

migration begIns In late March and lasts until mld-May, with the peak:
traffic during the last half of April.

generally much sparser.

The fall migration Is

It has Its peak. between mId-September and

mld-october (Nelson 1973).

However. there Is considerable variability

between species In the timing of migratIons with, for example ducks
arriving In January and February (Nelson 1973) •

.E..!!!!..

Fresh water fish are abundant In both the Huish Lake

and the Sea of Galilee. as wei [ as the Jordan RIver and Its
tributaries (Alon 1969).

In addition, there are fish In the

Mediterranean, although the narrow continental shelf and the lacle of
nutrient enrichment In the waters restricts the Quality of the yield
of fishing In the region (Garrard 1980:94).
Reptiles and Amphibians.
are of any significant sIze.

There are only a few reptiles that

In particular, there are several species

of marIne, freshwater, and land tortoises/turtles that were exploited
by human populations (Garrard 1980).

The giant sel:!. turtles on the

Mediterranean coast malee an annual trek each summer onto the beaches
to lay their eggs (Alon 1969).

In addition. the Ni Ie crocodi Ie,

Crocodllus nllc;tlcu$, former Iy Inhabited the Mediterranean coast and
the adjacent swam!:lS and rivers of the Carmel region (Alon 1969).
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SUmmary.

In general, there Is considerable seasonal variation

In the availability of plant and avIan resources. and less so for
other faunal resources (Figure 16).

As most cereals and legumes are

annuals. they ripen In the spring and early summer after the winter
rains (Flannery 1969).

The perennials. mostly nut, oJ [ and fruit

plants, generally have a more varied seasonal distribution.

It should

be noted that the precise time that plant resources ripen varIes
altltudlnallyand latitudinally.

In addition. there are yearly

fluctuatIons depending on local climatic events.

The late spring and early summer Is when cereals and legumes
generally ripen.

The availability of mature seeds Is for only a brief

Interval, since the seeds disperse themselves.

Hence, close attention

must be paid to thesa plants and collection must be relatively rapid.
Nut crops, on the other hand, generally rlpen.,...'n the fall. and are
harvastable until late winter.

Carob fruit also ripens in the late

summer and fa II .
Migratory birds are particularly abundant In the sprIng and to
a lesser extent In the fall.

In general, there seems to be little

Change In the availability of herd animals during the year since
v I rtua II y none of the spec I es migrates seasona Ily.

However, changes

in the composition of herds and calving may make certain times of the
year more propitious for hunting than others.
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Previous Models of Natuflan Settlement and Subsistence

The history of Natuflan research contains a variety of
Interpretations rogardlng the nature of the prehistoric settlement

pattern and the subsistence base.

A revIew of the major cwrs"t

Interpretations follows.

Sett lement Patterns
This section will be divided Into two parts: a discussion of

the yearly settlement cycle. and the degree of settlement permanence
at Natuflan sites.
Yearly Cycle.

The most widely accepted model of the Matuflan

annual settlell'lent cycle consists of a sedentary base camp with
transitory CUIPS located around It In

iii

·radlatlng- distribution

(Henry 1981, 1983. 1985; Bar Yoset 1981, 1983).

This represents a

change from the Geometric Kebaran A settlement pattern which has been
characterized as mobile or circulating (Henry 1981:54).

As Indicated

In Chapter 2. there has been considerable discussion ot this model.
bu.t only at a general level.

In addition. the precise characteristics

enumerated for base camps. and the criteria for distinguishing
between transitory camps and base camps have varied over time and
between authors.
Bar Yosef (1981 :401. 1983:12) has reiterated that the base
camp-transitory camp distinction originally proposed (Bar Yoset 1970.
Bar Yoset and Goren 1973) Is stili valid.

This hierarchical

distinction was a way of Identifying territories and was not meant to
Imply seasonal economic activities (Bar Yoset 1983:12).

Base camps.
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as defined, contain a diverse range of materia! culture (including
structures, burials, grinding stonas, and bone tools). and have been

divided Into three size categories: large (greater thar. 1,000 square
meters). medium (between 400 and 500 square meters). and small
(between 16 and 100 square meters) (Bar Yoset 1981 :399).

The

tranSitory sites have a more limited material cultural assemblage. and
were located some 30 to 50 k.llometers from the base camps.
Henry (1983:138. 1985:371-372) however, has defined Natuflan

base camps or hamlets somewhat differently.

size from

50Q

The base camps ranged In

square meters to greater than 1,000 square meters

(averag I ng 700 square meters). wh I J e ephemera I camps were less than
100 or 200 square meters in size and clustered around the base camps.
The base camps contained deep cultural depOSits, architectural
features (such as bu lid I ngs. storage fac III ties. and stone pavements).
and cemeteries.

Ephemeral camps lacked these features and had thin

cultural depOSits and special [zed tool kits.

Natuflan base camps. the

focus of the settlement. were situated on the edges of the
Mediterranean environmental zone. while the transItory camps were not
situated In ecotones (Henry and others 1981:54; Henry 1985:372).
Cauvln (1978:20) proposed a slightly modified base camptransitory camp setttement pattern model.

He saw considerable

similarity between the Natuflan and earlier Eplpaleolithic
occupations, as many cave sites continued to be occupied (J. Cauvln
1978:13).

Yet. due to the larger size of Natuflan settlements. the

terraces In front of the caves were also used.

large sedentary
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sett lements with arch I tecture were present In rich env I ronmenta I areas
(Cauvln and Cauvln 1983:45).

However. In areas of less abundant and

varied resources, the Natufians had a mobile settlement pattern.
Cauvln (1978) did not state which Natuflan sites were classified as

occurring within the more marginal environmental areas. or how that
area was defined.

In addition. hIs assertion that the Natuflan

sett lement cycle was mobile In the more marginal environmental
was not supported by any evidence.
The only significantly different settlement pattern model was
that proposed by Vita-Flnzl and Higgs (1969:22) for two sites In the

Mount Carmel area.

They suggested that each site was occupied

seasonally. with the population moving between coastal and Inland
camps.

This model has not been applied on a broader basis, nor has It

been adopted by other researchers.
The base camp-trans I tory camp sett lement pattern mode I appears
to have

bee~

directly borrowed from the research of Hole and Flannery

(1967) and Mortensen (1972) on prehistoric settlement In the Zagros.
However, the Zagros Is a cons I derab I y different env Ironmenta I
situation, and settlement patterns may have differed from those In the
Levant.

In addition, the base camp-transitory camp model Is poorly

supported by archaeological evidence.

Although specific sites have

been labeled "transitory" or "base" camps by researchers, no sites
have been related to each other In a working regional settlement
system.

Olszewski (1984:73) noted that the definitions provided for

the two types of c:amJ:lS were usually Ignored when a site was
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classifIed.

Instead. the main criterion appeared to have been size.

This tends to suggest that the site type distinctions do not

accurately reflect prehistoric behavior.
Degree of Settlement Permanence.

There Is considerable

agreement among researchers that at least some Natuflan sites (base
call1J)S) were Inhabited all year (J. CauYln 1978; Moore 1982; Henry

1983.

19~5;

Bar Yoset 1981).

Moore (1982:229) 8rgtLed that late

Eplpaleollthlc. sites. su.eh as Abu Hurerra. had sedentary populations.
He asserted that the shift from mobile to sedentary life COincided

with the advent of cultivation of elnkorn wheat. other cereals. and
legumes.

Recently. however. Moore (1983:94. 1985:13) has revised his

opinion and stated that the late Eplgaleollthlc settlements were

probably semi-sedentary or mobile.

No Justification was given for the

Change In view. nor were the ImDllcatlons this change had for the
yearly settlement cycle made clear.
Bar Yoset (1983:25) stated that year-round habitation has only
been Clearly demonstrated at Hayonlm cave, bUt tl'li!t base .camps were
probably sedentary.

Henry (1981:422) has stated that tne Natuflan

began with Increased sedentlsm. and that human cOlllllensals (Passer
domest ICUB and 1111$ lllUSCulus at Hayon 1m cave [Bar Yosef and Goren

1988]) demonstrate permanent residence (Henry 1985:372).

However,

CBuvln (1978) has asserted that the Natutlan settlements In the more
marg I na I env I ronments were not sedentary.
The degree of settlement permanence, Including Identification
of the seasons during which a settlement was OCCUpied, requires
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detailed evaluation of the archaeological record.

Although a number

of these features was used In the definition of Natuflan base camps.
they have only been considered In a qualitative manner.

Just one

attempt has been made to compare quantitatively the relative or

absolute freQuencies of archaeological remains.

This was Bar Yosef's

(1983) comparison of tool density at various sites and the Implication
this may have on the Intensity of occupation.
More r Igcrous temporal control Is also needed.

It Is

potentially misleading to contrast Natuflan assemblages without
considering the absolute time period of occupations. for the cultural

complex spans almost 2.000 years.

Comparative analysis should focus

on sites which appear to be contemporaneous. as well as on changes
over time.

Trends In local, regional and pan-Levantlne levels will

undoubtedly be discernible.

Subs I stence and Seasona I I ty
There has been a number of different opinions regarding
Natuflan subsistence.

The main areas of discussion include the nature

of site-area environments (particularly the resources available), the
emphasis on different resources (specIfically cereals. nuts, and
aQuatic resources) and. whether cereal plants and/or ungulates were
domestIcated.

Each of these Issues will be discussed In turn.

One of the more intriguing problems Involves the nature of the
environment around Natuflan sites and what aspects of It, partIcularly
mlcroenvlronments. were explOited.

There are two prevalent vIews:

Natuflan sites (excluding northern Syria) were situated only along the
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edges of the Mediterranean zone In order to exploit that region and
the neighboring stepplc or coastal areas (for example Henry and
others 1981:53; Henry 1985:372); and sedentary Natuflan sites were
situated only In extremely rich environments containing aquatic
resources (for example J. Cauvln 1978).

Bar Yoset (1983) has

asserted that the area Inhabited by the Natuflans was ecologically

diverse, wi th the more favored oak-p Istach 10 wood I and and grassy areas
mixed with less desirable heavily wooded and desert Ie areas.

Although

there have been attempts to characterize In detail some local
environments (for example Vlta-Flnzl and Higgs 1969; Garrard 1980), a
more rIgorous evaluation of site loeatlon and local resource potential
Is needed.
There Is some disagreement over what resources were emphaSized
by the Natuflans.

Intensive cereal collection was suggested by Cauvln

(1978.) and also by -Henry (198.1) for Just the early Natuflan.

Bar

Yosef (1980). however, has questioned the Importance of cereals.
Cauvln (1978) has also emphasiZed the Importance of aquatic resources,
particularly with respect to sedentary sites, while both Bar Yosef
(1983) and Henry (1983:153) have stated that they were unimportant.
For Moore (1982). It was a balance of resources.
Cauvln asserted that Natuflan subsistence was based on loeal
hunting. fishing and gathering (J. Cauvln 1978:21; Cauvln and Cauvln
1983:45).

In areas of abundant. diverse resources. the seasonal

collection of wild cereals and aQUatic resources constituted the major
components of the SUbsistence base (Cauvln 1978:21).
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Although Cauvln (1978) develolJed a strong argument for huntergatherer subs Istence at Mureybet based on Ilr Imary and secondary
evidence. regional varlabl [Ity In Natuflan subsistence was not
examined.

Rather. he assumed that Natuflan subsistence at sites In

the better environments was simi lar to that at Mureybet.
Moore (1982:228) ar:-9ued that cereal exploitation began In the
early Eplpaleollthlc.

Wild

cerea~s

flourished In the transition zone

between the Med I terranean and I rano-Turan1 an vegetat Ion areas of
syria. and the presence of handstones and Querns In northern Syria was
used to SUl)l)ort this Inference.

In the southern Levant. the abundance

of mortars and pestles was Interpreted as evidence of Intensive
exploitation of nuts rather than cereals.

Subsistence during the

Natuflan was a balanee of agrleulture, control of selected animal
speeles, and hunting and gathering (Moore 1982:231).
Henry asserted an Inereased emphasis on plant proeurement
began during the Geometrle Kebaran A only In the Mediterranean forest
zone of northern and central Palestine (Henry and others 1981 :54).
The ground stone teehno logy flour ished wi th

th~

Inereased dependence

on grains, nuts. and other plant foods (Henry 1983:141).

The nuts

exploited were almonds. J)istachlos, and acorns (Henry 1983:150.
1985:372).

Evldenee from dental wear patterns (Smith 1972), along

with the presenee of ground stone. sickle blades. and storage pits
fUrther supported this view of a dependence on plant foods.
According to Bar Yosef (1980:124), the Natuflans were
primarily hunters and gatherers.

Although ungulates and cereals were

~~---------------.------
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the main dietary sources, there was no solid 8vlJ::ence of their

domestication (ear Yoset 1983:24).

Vegetal processing clearly

Increased, as Indicated by dental attrition studies (Smith 1972). but
storage pits and silos have been discovered at only one sits.

The

degree of reliance on cereals was unclear (Bar Yoset 1980:124).

The

shift from pounding tools (mortars and pestles)' eommonly used in the
Natufian and Kebaran, to grinding tools (QUerns and handstones), used
In the early NeOlithic. may have Im!:)llcatlons for changes In plant
utilization.

The use of aQuatic resources was rejeeted, slnee shell

fish and fish remains are rare or absent at Natuflan sites (Bar
Yoset 1983:24).

Cone I ud I ng Thoughts
It seems remarkable that there could be such differences of
opinIon regarding the nature of Natuflan settlement and subsistence.
This Is, In part. because there have been few attempts to build
arguments systematically from the material remaIns.

The logical

steps from the data to the various Inferences were. generally.
neither explIcItly stated nor well developed.

In addition.

Inherent wealC:nesses In the archaeologIcal record have hampered
Interpretations.

This Is particularly notable with respect to the

lack of prImary evidence for plant resource uti Ilzatlon, and this
has forced researchers to rely on secondary evidence to Infer which
plants were utIlized.
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An Approach to Modeling
SUbsistence and Settlement

~

I propose to evaluate Natuflan subsistence and settlement not
by predictive

modellng~

as was discussed earlier In the chapter, but

by what Soffer (1985:249) has called descriptive modeling.

Due to a

number of weaknesses In the Natufian archaeological record

(part I cui ar Iy wi th resl)ect to ra Ilab Ie env J ronmenta I and survey data),
I wi [I work from the data available. and then evaluate previous models
of Natuflan occupation.
An Important component wi II be the Integrat Ion of recent

research at Natuflan sites In Jordan with the results from previous
research In Palestine and Syria.

Since Jordan has not been explicitly

Included In models of [ate Eplpaieollthlc developments, new Insights
Into Natuflan adaptation should be I)osslble.

In addition. this may

help to resolve the arguments over the differences between late
El)lpaleollthlc sites In Palestine and northern Syria. and the
appropriateness of the term Natuflan for sites In northern Syria
(Moore 1983; Cauvln and Cauv In 1983; Perrot 1983).
Regional variation In Natuflan material culture has been
noted. but few attempts have been made to conduct Quant I tat I ve
analyses of this variability.

Notable exceptions were the research of

Henry (1973) and Olszewski (1984, 1986) on variability In stone tool
assemb [ages with respect to dIfferent env I ronmenta I areas.

However,

they did not Integrate their results with other elements of the
archaeological record.

-------------------------

--
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The approach that wi II be tak.en In Chapter 8 Is outlined

below.

Although, !n some cases, only the presence or absence of

various elements ean be considered. whers possible, QUantitative
measures and statistical associations between components will be

serve as evidence.
Subs I stance and Seasona I I ty
Evaluation of subsistence strategies and seasonal Ity will

Involve two components.

The first concerns evaluation of primary

data: the faunal and floral remains.

The second component Involves

cons Iderat Ion of the secondary ev (dence: art Ifacts ra Iated to
subsistence.

Evaluation of the richness and diversity of the artifact

classes of grinding stones and chipped stone tools wll J be considered
In relationship to their Inferred functions.

Sedentlsm and Intensity of Occupation
Evaluation of settlement permanence and Intensity of
occupation will ental! consideration of three types of archaeological
evidence: cultural features, other materIal culture, and elements of
site structure.

Elements of site structure evaluated will consist of

the areal extent of the settlement. the thickness of the
archaeological deposit. the volume of deposit removed, the percentage
of tl'le settlement excavated. and the sIte's geographIcal locatIon.
The cultural features to be consIdered will Include dwel! il'lgs. other
arcl'll tectura I features (such as stone pavements). storage pits. and
burIals.

Evaluation of other material culture w!il focus on chipped
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stone artifacts.

This will Include the density of tools and cores per

cubic meter. and the ratio of flalCes to blades. debltage to cores,
tools to cores, and sickles to tools.

Yearly Settlement cycle
AttemDts at reconstruct I ng Natuf I an sett I ement systems.

particularly the complete yearly eyole. have been severely I fmlted.

There have been very few Intensive surveys conducted In the L.evant and
these few have either been unsystematic In survey coverage (see
MacDonald and others 1983; Betts 1985) or have not attempted to
Identify small surface scatters of low vlslbl J rty (for example Marks
1977; Olaml 1984).

Probably the two most Intensive prehistoric

surveys In the Levant are of [ittle use In thIs study_

Bar Yosef and

Phllllps'S (1977) work In the Gebel Maghara region of the Negev failed
to Identify Natuflan remains. while Garrard's (Garrard and others
1984) survey In the AzraQ Basin has been limited to small-seale
transect survey.
The absence of systemat I c archaeolog I ca I survey around
Natuflan sites Impedes the development of settlement models.

At

present. the archaeological record Is biased In favor of large, highly
visible sites.

Clearly, Intensive archaeological survey !s needed to

IdentifY the other components In the yearly settlement cycle.

Such

work. must consider geomorpl'lOloglcal and ecological changes that affect
site visIbility and preservation (Bar Yosef and Goren 1980).
with such surveys, many of these sites, particularly the more
ephemeral ones, will be difficult to detect (Yellen 1977).

Even
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Given the present I Imitations. models of settlement systems
proposed for the Natu.flan will be evaluated based on the results of my
analysis of subsistence strategies. and the I)ermanenee and Intensity

of occul)atlon.

Then sltas In different environmental situations can

be examined for raglona I var labilIty In s:ett lement strategies.

CHAPTER 8

NATUFIAN (LATE EPIPALEOLITHIC) OCCUPATION
I N THE LEVANT

This chapter examines the evidence for subsistence and
settlement variability during the Levantlne Natuflan.

The first half

Of the chapter discusses the Beldha settlement. and Includes
consideration of other occupation In the Beldha vicinity.

The second

port Ion of the chapter examines pan-Levant Ine Natuf Ian sett lement and
adaptation. concluding with a consideration of the applicability of
the term Natuf I an for the ent I re Levant.

Both the subsistence base and the settlement characteristics
of the site wll I be considered.

The subsistence base. which Includes

evidence for hunting and plant-gatherlng. will be considered first.

Subs I stence Base
Huntrng Practices.

Two researchers have analyzed the faunal

material recovered from the Beldha Natuflan.
conducted a pre I 1m I nary study of

t he

Dexter Perkins (1966)

mater I a I co I I ected dur I ng the

excavations of 1958 through 1963 excavations.

More recently. Howard

Hecker (1975. 1982) analyzed the primary food animals for his
dIssertation.

The material from the excavations between 1963 and 1967

were added to the mater I a I from the ear II er seasons for th I s research
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(Hecker 1975:7).

Although Hecker's research was more detailed than

Perkins's was. It focused on the Neollttllc assemblage and the problem
of goat domestIcation.

Butchering practices, non-ungulate remains,

and evidence for seasonality were not addressed In the research.
Perklns's (1966:66-67) short preliminary report I dent Ifled the
different sl)ecles exploited during the Beldha Neollthle and Natuflan,
as well as during the earlier Eplpaleollthlc occupation at the nearby

s I t8 of Madamagh Roclesne Iter.

There appeared to be cons I derab Ie

similar Ity In the fauna exploited at the two sites.
Table 59 presents the frequencies of species Identified In the

two faunal analyses of the Natuflan.
thirds of the ungulates recovered.

Capra species reJ)fesent over two

Perkins (1966:66) and Hecker

(1975:30-33) stated tl'lat both wild goat and wild Ibex were hunted (at
a rough rat 10 of one or two I bex for every eight goats).

The

distinction between Capra silecies was based on the difference In the
shalle of the anter lor port Ion of the horn cores.

Gaze II e represented

another fifth of the assemblage, while Bos, Indeterminate equid and
small mammals occurred Infrequently.

Two small mammal Ian taxa were

Identified: jackal (Can's aureus), and rabbit (Lepus sp.).
Although exact Identification by species was not always
possible, Hecker (1975:90-101) argued that the equid remains were
Syrian onager, the Bos remains were Aurochs, and the gazelle remains
were probably Dorcas gazel [e.

In addition. he suggested that the

Onager 'and Auroch were Inhab I t Ing the Syr Ian plateau (Perk I ns
[1996:67] had stated that Auroch Indicated a wetter cJ Imate); the
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Table 59.

Frequency of Animal Species Recovered from the Natuflan at
Be I dhci

Gil: Goat/lbex
Equ: Equid
8M: Small llannals

From Hecker 1975 (Tables 10. 11. & 12).

Hecker

Perkins Sample
TOTAL

o
o

Sail!) I e

17

8
25.8

54.8

o

2
6.5

4
12.9

31

1
0.9

3
2.8

105

136

3

1

69

28

2.8

0.9

65.7

26.7

o

3
2.2

1
0.7

86
63.2

28
20.6

8

3

7

5.9

2.2

5.1

._-_._- - -
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gazelle were prasent In the WadI Araba, and the Capra species occurred
In the local Beldha environs (Hecker 1975:142).

It seems more Uk.ely

that gazelle were also present on the Arabian plateau, and were hunted
on the plateau. rather than In the Wadi Araba, given the difficult
terrain between 8eJdha and the Wadi Araba.
Hecker (1975:142) suggested that 80S. although occurring
infreQuently. contributed almost half of the meat diet (Table 60).

Capra and gazelle were hunted more often, but contributed less to the
diet.

This Inference was based on the estimate that It took, on

average, sixteen gazal ie or goat to equal the meat available from one
Bos.

It should be pointed out that, althOugh 80S may have contributed

a significant I'ercentage to the meat diet. Bos kills may well have
been wlndfal I events.

Goat and gazelle. on the other hand, were

probably hunted on a regular basis and provided a stable animal
protein souree.

In addition. the sample size Is fairly small. and In

a larger sampie the pereentage of Bos might deellne.
P I ant Gather I ns and Process I "g.

Despite f lotat Ion to recover

botanical remains In 1964 (Kirkbride. personal communication) and in
1983. no botanical material has been recovered from the Natuflan
occupation.

This IS, no doubt. due to the very porous nature of the

sandy sediment. resulting In generally bad preservation.
Evidence for the proeesslng of cereal or nut resources with
ground stone artlfaets Is minimal.

Only one unequivocal groundstone

art I fact has been reeovered; a broten sandstone I)est Ie fragment (area
K-2. level 2) 13 em by 7 em by 3 cm In size.

In addition. the
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Table 60.

Estimates of Contributions of Different Species to the Meat
Diet of the Natuflan at Beldha

*Weight and meat estimates are In kilograms are based on
Flannery (1969).
OBOI: One bone one Individual method
MNI: Minimum number of Individuals method
HMH A: Hecker's frequency method A
HMH B: Hecker's freQuency method B
Data from Hecker (1975:Table 17),

~ OBOI

~

~

f!:!!i!

25

34.7

25.4

12.8

14.2

50

25

10.9

S.5

10.1

10.9

Sos

SOO

400

46.7

54.2

61.3

59.5

EQUls

350

175

7.7

11.9

15.8

15.3

!ill!!!!
Capra

50

Gazelle

HMH
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excavations In area C-01 recovered several sma I , flat fragments of
sandstone with eQuivocal signs of grinding.

The absence of grinding

stones, I'artlcularly of mortars and pestles, Is In marked contrast to
a number of other Natuflan sites, and suggests more limited
exploitation of plant remains.

Sett lement Character 1st les
Structures, features, and burials.
detailed discussion of the types of features

Chapter 4 presented
~ound

at Beldha.

No

architectural features (such as structures or stone pavements) were
Idantlfled.

A number of hearths of varying sizes were present, as

well as a large roasting pit.

The pit was surrounded by several large

flat sandstone slabs which may have served as working or eating
surfaces.

No bur lals were recovered.

Imoorted material and long distance exchange.

A number of

marine shells were recovered from the Natuflan and Identified by David
Reese.

The majority of the marine shel I Is DentallUlll. although seven

other species and some coral fragments are also present (Table 61).
One dental lurn from area C-Ol was modified.

The exterior surface of

the shell was cut away over the entire length of the shell, excepting
a narrow band which enCircled the mid portion of the shell.

No other

Imported material. such as obsidian. was recovered from the Natufian
levels.

All flint appears to have been local.
Size of the Settlement.

Estimating the size of the Natuflan

encampment at Beldha Is difficult due to the limited .extent of the
excavations.

In additIon, the site may well have been reoccupied a
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Table 61.

Frequency of Different SJ)ecles of Marine Shells from the
Beldha Natuflan
Identification by David Reese.

FreQuency
Dental fum

62

Preeentage

87.3

Nerlta

1.4

CO/umbel/a

4.2

Cypraea

1.4

Strombus

1.4

Cerlthfum

1.4

Pecten

1.4

Pelecypod

Total

1.4

71

99.9
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number of times, creating a series of QVerlal'plng settlement areas.
Yet, given the soundings conducted, the extent of In situ
archaeological material can be estimated.
Figure 5 shows the estimated extent of the Natuflan
occupation.

This Is based on the distribution of soundings with and

without evidence of Natuflan occupation.

The area of the settlement

Is approximately 50 by 30 meters in size: , .500 square meters.

This

estimate. however, only includes the portions of the settlement that
remain today.

The Seyl Aqlat, to the west of the site, has eroded the

western portion of the settlement.

How far the site extended to the

west will nevel" be k.nown. but It Is suggested that over half of the
settlement has been eroded (Kirkbride 1968).

If this was the case.

the area of the Natutlan settlement could have extended approximately
3.000 sQUare meters.
Duration of occupation and radiocarbon dates.

No radiocarbon

dates were obtained for the Natutlan occupation froll!; the excavations

ot 1958 through 1967.

The absence

ot large pieces of charcoal In the

Natutlan levels precluded radiocarbon sampling.

With the development

of the accelerator mass spectrometer techn I Que for rad locarbon dat I ng.
very sma II fragments of charcoa I recovered dur I n9 the 1983 excavat Ions
were suitable for dating.
Five radiocarbon samples have been analyzed by the accelerator
mass spectrometer facility at the University of Arizona, and the
results are presented In Table 62.

The lower occupation, level 4. can

be dated confidently to the early Natuflan (Bar Yosef 1983:13).

These
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Table 62.

Radiocarbon Dates from the Natuflan at Beldi'la

AA-1.o463

C-01-24 leve I 4,

12.910+/- 250 b.l).

AA-1.o465

C-OO-16 level 4,

12.450+/- 170 b.l).

AA-1464

C-01-23 I eve I 4

AA-1462

C-01-24 I eve I 2,

10.910+/- 520 b.l).

AA-1461

C-OO-16 level 2,

8,390+/- 390 b.l).

(Hearth 2):

12,130+/- 190 b.p.
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dates are elustered and confirm the early Natuflan date suggested by
Kirkbride (1960:141) which had been based on comparative stylistic

grounds.

The two dates from level 2 dO not overlap with each other,

but both &:"el I;:.ter than those from level 4.

It Is possible that

sample AA-1461 [s IntrusIve from the Neolithic levels.

The dates from

level 4 fit Quite well with dates now available for two other early
Natuflan sites In Jordan: Wadi Judayld In the Ras en Naqb (Henry 1982)
and WadI Hama 27, In the Jordan Valley (Edwards In press).

Degree of Settlement Permanence.

KirkbrIde (1988a:264)

asserted that the Natuflan settlement was occupied only on a shortterm basis, possibly as a semipermanent camp sIte.

Given the absenee

of evidence of the structures. burials, or large grindIng stones that
are typIcal of many Natuflan sites. It seems that the site may wei I
have seen repeated. short-term occuJ)ation for a considerable period
of time.

It Is possible that the site fUnctioned primarily as

hunting station.

Natuflan Settlement In the Beldila Area
Three surveys have been conducted In the Beldha area.

In

1984. E.B. Banning and lise Kohler-Rollefson (in press) conducted an
ethnoarcheOloglcal survey of the Immediate Beldna locale.
covered an area approximately 3 km by 4 k:m In size.

The survey

Although their

research focused on modern Bedouin settlements, all arChaeologIcal
s Jtes encountered (over 50) were recorded.

The I r survey fa I led to

find any evidence of Natufian occuJ)atlon In the Immediate Beldha area.
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Kirkbride (1966:54) conducted a three-week: reconnaissance
survey In 1965 along the sandstone shelf to the north and south of
8eidha.

Although a number of Neolithic sites were Identified, no

NatufJan encampments were noted.
In 1983 and 1984 a team led by Hans Georg Gebel (Gebel 1986;

Gebel and Starck In press) from Tublngen University conducted survey

and test excavations In the Petra region.

Their survey work: has·

recorded a number of Eplpaleolltnrc and early Neolithic sites.

AI though severa I sites recorded dur I ng the survey conta Ined ev I dence
of EplpaleOllthlC occupation. only two sites had unequivocal evidence

of Natutlan occupation (Gebel and Starck In I)ress).

These sites are

Sunah 1 and Sabra 1.
Sunah 1 Is a surface scatter of chipped stone artifacts (Gebel
and Starck: In press).

The site Is located along the Wadi al-Way!t, at

the southwest base of the sandstone massif of AI-Barra.

The surface

scatter extends for 12.000 square meters but there appear to be no In

situ material remains.

The chl!)ped stone assemblage Includes abruptly

retouched lunates. as well as other geometrlcs.
to the late Natuflan on stylistic grounds.

The site was assigned

No groundstone artifacts

or ev I dence of arch I tectura I features were noted.
The second site, Sabra 1, Is located farther to the south near
the Nabatean caravansara! of Sabra (Gebel and Starck: In press).

A

sma I I sounding uncovered a mixed chipped stone assemblage of
nongeometrlcs. tral)eze-rectangles. Helwan retouched lunates. and
Kh!amlan points.

Ulcroburlns are present In moderate numbers.

No
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architectural features or groundstone artifacts were recovered.
on the dlfferent.dlagnostlc Ilthlcs

Based

recovered. the excavators argued

that the site contained evidence of Geoaietrlc !(ebaran. early Natuflsn.
early Neolithic, and possibly late Natufla" occupations.
The Beldha and Petra area has yet to yield evidence of
Natuflan settlements with architecture, burial. large grinding stones,
or any other signs of Intensive occupat Ion.

However. further work may

provide more Informat.lon on variability In settlement pattern In the

area.
Natu'ls" Regional Patterns
Sites which have been asserted to be Natufla" settlements will
be examined In this study.

This.' II consist of sites frolll Palestine.

Jar.dan. tna Negev. and $yr I a.

There has been d I sagroement over

whether sites In Syria. partlct,tlarly northern Syria. should be
considered Natuflsn (Perrot 1983; M. Cauvln 1981; J. Cauvln 1978;
HoUrs 1974) or not (Moore 1978; Olszewski 1986).

The broader

Interpretation that Includes sites In northern Syria will be used In
this study.

This will allow an objective evaluation of the evidence

underlying arguments for the cultural affinity of sites In northern
Syria and other areas of the Levant.
Twenty nine Levantlne sites with Natuflan or late
Eplpaleollthlc occupation were used In the analysis.

Some sites which

have been described as Natuflan were not used In the analysis of
Natufla" settlement and subsistence.

The grounds for not using a site

In the analysis are either; (8) that the site has only been listed In
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synthetic articles on the Natuflan and detailed information Is not yet
available or (b) that the quality of the research was poor and no
reliable Inferences can be drawn from the results.

Evaluation of the

phasing of Naturlan occupation will be considered Initially. followed
by eva luat Ion of BV Idence for subsistence and seasonal I ty ev Idence.

and then a consideration of settlement 'rtenslty.
Oat Ing Natuf Ian Occupat Ion
The Natuflan, at least In the southern Levant, Is generally
recognIzed as dating to the period between 12,300 b.p. and 8,500 b.p.
(Bar Yeset 1983:13).

Henry (1982:438). however. has suggested that

the Natufian on the Jordanian plateau may begin somewhat earlier.
This assertion was based on three radiocarbon samples with extremely
large standard deviations from Wadi Judayld 2.

The long duration of

the Natuflan period has prompted schOlars. starting with Garrod
(1932). to attempt to subdivide the period.

These temporal

subdlv[slons were based on varlat[on In artifact attributes over the
occupat[onal span at Individual sites.

Currently. there are two

models for temporal subdivisions of the Natuflani those of Bar Yosef
and Valla (1979) and Valla (1984).
Sal'" Yosef and Val la's (1979) model divIdes the Natuflan Into
early and late phases based on the average length of lunates and the
freQuency of blfaclal retouch.

Decrease In both lunate length and the

frequency of blfaclal retouch over time was first noted by Garrod
(1932).

Valla's (1984) model uses the same criterIa, yet proposes to

divide the late phase further Into late anti final !:Ihases.
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Olszewski (1984:168-196. 1987) has criticized these models.

particularly Valla's (1984). stating that lunate length Is not a pan-

Levantlne Indicator as there are regional differences In size at any
one I:IOlnt in time. However. her variance analysis confirmed tnat when
lunate length and the type of retouch are considered together they are

signifIcant temporal Indicators.

This confirmation came from the

only area where she had enough data to conduct the analysis:
northern Palest Ine.
RadIocarbon Datln9.

Previous studies have made little use of

the radiocarbon dates available for the Natuflan.

This was no doubt

due to tile relatively small number of dates that were available at the
time.

However. there are now twelve Natuflan sites from which

radiocarbon dates are available with a total of 58 dates.

Table 63

presents these d.ates organized Into early. late. and final Natuflan
phases according to the models of Bar Yosef and Val [a (1979). and
Valla (1984).

Asterisks Indicate dates that are viewed as unreliable.

and which will not be used In the evaluation of the temporal ranges of
the different phases of Natuf Ian occupat Ion.

The exc luded rad iocarbon

dates are humic extract samples, samples analyzed using the early
solid carbon method, and samples with extremely disparate dates.
Forty-four dates are considered suitable for evaluatIon.
Figure 17 presents these dates organIzed graphically from ear Iy to
late with one and two standard dev!atlons d[splayed.

The distribution

suggests that Bar Yosef's (1983:13) time range for the Natufian Is
somewhat conservative. and should be extended ear [ ier and later.
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appears that the Natufla" may well have begun by 12.500 b.p. and

persisted until 8.000 b.p. It should be noted that the two well-daleCl

north syrian sites. AbU
time seqLtence.

Hureyr. and uureybet occur at the end of this

However. the three most recently dated sites. all In

Jordan. are the earliest dated Natuflan sites.
T-tests were conducted to determine If the Natuflan phases

were supported by the radiocarbon dates. Initially. analysis was
conducted to test the validity 01 Valla's (1984) final NatufTan phase.
A t-test of dates from sites classified as late and final Natuflan

suggests that the samples are from the same population (Table 64). As
an additional test. Abu Hureyra was eliminated from the analysis.
This was dOne because Abu Hursyra had not been classified by Valla In

his study.

Even stronger results were obtained from this t-test

(although the sample slza Is qUite small for the late phase)
suggesting that there Is no strong evidence. at present. to accept the
hypothesis that the sites classified as late and final Natuflan by
Valla (1984) are from chronologically different populations.
Next. analysis was conducted to test If the radiocarbon dates
support the validity of tn.e early and late phase classification of
Natuflan sites proposed by Bar Yosef and Valla (1979).

Sites which

had Initially been classified as final Natuflan were subsWll8d under
the late Natuflan category.

The results of the t-test IndIcate there

Is a very strong likelihood that the samples froca the early and late
Natuflan are from different populations (greater than 0.999 confidence
level. Table 64).

Therefore. the two phase model Is supported by the
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Table 64.

Results of T-Test Analysis of Natuflan Phase Distinctions
by Evaiuatlng Radiocarbon Dates

Late

17

10426.2

631.1

153.0

Final

8

10217.0

185.0

65.4

Late

3

10388.3

549.6

317.3

Final

8

10217.0

185.0

65.4

Group 1

19

11807.1

643.0

147.5

Group 2

25

10359.3

534.2

106.a

1.26

21

.53

B.15

.223

.646

42

<.001
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present sample of radiocarbon dates.

NoW

that the distinction between

early and late Natllf!an phases has been confirmed. the next step In

the analysis Is to evaluate tne lunate attributes used by Bar Yossf
and Valla (1979) to help distinguIsh their phases and classify undated
sites.

This will be done by comparing dated versus undated sites.
Lunate AttrIbutes and Natllfla" Phases.

As part of my

dissertation research. data were gathered on the tYDe of retouch and
the average length of lunates from several Natuflan sites.

The goal

was to Increase the sample of sites wIth lunate attrIbutes.
particularly from sites In Jordan. and rigorously to Bvaluate their

usefulness as Chronological markers.

samples were obtained from the

Jordanian sites of Tabaqa. Azraq 18. and, of course, Beldha.

In

addition. I examined samples from the early excavations at the
Palestinian sites of ICebarah. el Wad. ShUkbah. and Nahal Oren.

These

Palestinian samples were from collections In Great Britain at the
HUnter Ian Museum at the University of Glasgow. the British MuseWD. the
Cubrldge t.tJ.seum. and the university of London Institute of
Archaeology.

The objective In examining the museum collections was to

obtain a known sample from these Palestinian Sites. and also to
exulne the range of variability between different museum collections
from the same site.

Table 65 presents the average lunate lengthS from

the three occupational horizons with multiple samples! el Wad B2.
ICebarah B. and Shukbah B.

The different IlKIseUII collections from each

slt.e have comparable eans and medians. Indicating the Internal
conSistency of the collections.
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Table 65.

Average Lunate Length for Palestinian Natuflan Samples from
Museum COllections

St.Dev: Standard deviation

!!

~

EI Wad B2
HUnterlan MUseum

144

20.10

20.00

4.51

C8mbr I dge MuseWII

114

19.78

18.00

6.22

British Museum

28

20.10

20.00

1.89

Cambr 1dge LtuS8W1

27

19.67

19.00

2.02

Shukbah

Median

~

!l

~!

Hunterlan MusewD

38

23.16

23.00

3.00

British Museum

67

23.73

23.00

4.63

cambr Idge MUseum

42

24.26

23.00

3.90
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The results of my analysis of these two lUnate attributes were
then combined with previous sample results from

Natu~!~n

sites.

SamJ:lles from 25 sites representing 37 occupational horizons are
presented In Table 66.

As Is eVident, there Is more than one sample

from a number of the earlier excavated sites.
different samples.

In all. there are 58

Only one samJ)le per occupatlonc:1 horizon was used.

Where more than one sample had been taken from an occupational
horizon, the sample with the largest number of cases was selected for
analysis.

Some of the data presented In Table 66 are not applicable

'for statistical analysis, and a small number of Indicated cases were

excluded.

The total sample used In the analysis represented 26 sites,

and 37 occupational horizons.
These data were analyzed to test the validity of using lunate
attributes to classify sites as either early or late Natuflan.

The

two attributes under consideration. average lunate length and the
frequency of bIfaclal retouch. were evaluated separately against the
early and late phase distinction.

This Involved comparing samples

from dated contexts with samples from undated context.
Prior to testing the validity of lunate length as a criteria
for distInguishing between Natuflan phases. sample size variation was
examined to

ascertal~

whether the samples with only a small number of

observations should be Included In the analysis.

This was done by

examining the standard deviations of the lunate lengthS for each
sample.

Samples with a smal I number of cases (less than 30, and then

less than 60) were compared with samples having I.arge numbers 01
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Table 66.

Results of Lunate Length and Type of Retouch Analysis for
Natuflan Sites.

~

ill!

'of".",

!J.nateSlza

"'."
"Zw
19.22

2B.73
23.18
19.46
19.80
lUi
19.98
27.00

Erk 81 AhZar A.2

25.44

Hayonllll cave B. LDWllr
*XecarahB
~oalaa

Tataqa, SUrfaca
'"WadIHameh27
-wadI Judayld 2
*.\buft1reyn.
Aln Mal [aha Ie

19.73
23.7>
23.42
23."
23.92
21.74
23.53

,
E

,
E

l
l
l
l
l
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·Elliad 81
l

26.m

17.50
17.50
11.80
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15.07
la.50

19.37
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15.52
17.81
15.58
16.53
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20.50

Hatcu!a 4"

'"
5

Hayon!m cave 5, Upper
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(1979)
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eases.
with

The distribution of the standard deviations for the samilies

few eases were no greater

than the samples with large numbers of

cases. This suggested the means are reliable values and therefore the
oeeullation horizons with sma! I sample sizes were retained for the
statistical analysis.
T-tests were conductad to determine If the average lU1\ate
lengths varied Significantly between early and late phase occupations.
When undated and dated oceupat Ion hor I zons are cons I de red together. ttest results suggest there [s a very high probabl r [ty that the early
and late phase samples were from different POPUlations (Table 67).
When only the undated samples are compared, very similar results were
obtained. However, when only the dated sites were analyzed there was
not a significant difference between the two samples, suggesting they
may be from the same population. It should be pOinted out that the
sample size for dated sttes is low: only 9 cases.
In order to test the proposition made by Olszewslcl (1986)
that, at anyone point In time. lunate length varIed with envIronment,
sItes were classified as eIther forest/coastal or stepJ:le/desert.

T-

tests were conducted to examine the correlation between lunate size
and envIronmental region.

When all dated sites are contrasted, there

Is no sIgnificant difference between environmental area (Table 67).
When only the late Natuflan dated sItes were compared, there was also
no sign I f Icant difference between stepp I c and forest areas.

Compar I n9

dated sites In the early Natuflan was not POSSible, as there was only
one dated stepplc site In the analysis.

.75

Table 67.

Results of T-Test Analysis of Natuflan Lunate Length
Samples
T- T Value

Cases

Mean

D.F.- Degrees of Freedom
Std Dev

Std Er

Early

11

23.18

3.1

.925

Late

21

18.40

4.2

.918

23.66

3.7

1.387

16

18.24

3.9

.980

Early
Late

T

D.F. Prob

3.32

30

.002

3.11

21

.005

1.18

7

.278

5

.820

Early

22.33

1.7

.860

Late

18.92

5.5

2.469

.952

.24

-.41

.728

1.70

.207

19.16

3.7

Steppe

Forest

15

18.19

9.7

Forest

15.42

1.7

.702

Steppe

17.19

10.5

4.708

Group 1

4

22.33

1.7

.860

Group 2

3

17.70

4.4

2.580
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Finally. northern Syrian sites were excluded from the analysis
of lunate length.

This was done to see whether these sites (asserted

by Olszewski [1986] not to be Natuflan) were affecting the analysis.
However. a t-test using only the seven sites from Jordan and Palestine
suggests that the samples are from the same po!)ulatlon (Table 67).
Therefore, It appears that when only dated sites are evaluated. given
the limited sample available, lunate length Is not an absolute
Indicator of early and late phases.
Mann-Whitney tests were conducted on the frequency of blfaclal
retouch on lunates to determine If tbls was a rei lable Indicator of
whether a site dates to the early or late phase.

When undated and

dated occupational hOrizons were considered together. there was a
significant difference between the early and late phases (Table 68).
Dated and undated Sites were also compared separately.

A Mann-Whitney

test showed that samples from undated sites were also Significantly
different between the early and late saml'les.
obtained on dated sites (Table 68).

Similar results were

Therefore. the frequencY of

blfaclal retouch does al'pear to be a strong IndIcator of the phase to
whIch a Natuflan occupational horizon belongs.
~.

The discussion on dating demonstrates the Importance

of rigorous evaluatIon of phase distInctIons.

Valla'~

(1984j

~,OPO$ed

final Natuflan phase. although seemingly supported by varlabll ity in
lunate length and the frequency of blfaclal retouch at Individual
sItes. was not supported by the analysis of the samples dated by
radiocarbon assay.

The early and late phase model of Bar Yoset and

'£17

Table 68.

Resu.lts of Mann-Whltney Test of Blfaclal Retow:h of Dated
and Undated Natuflan OccupatIon Hor-lzons.
W

Mean Rank

Early

12

30.42

Late

24

12.54

Early

7.50

Late

3.00

1.0

0.0

Exact 2-Ta lied P

365.0

30.0

.

>.001

.0159
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Valla (1984). however, Is corroborated by the available radiocarbon
dates.

In addition,

t~e

use of temporal changes In artifact

attr Ibutes to phase sites requl res cross-check: I ng wI th hor [zons dated
by radiocarbon.

Although the frequency of blfacial retouch varies

significantlY between the early and late Natuflan. associated changes
In lunate length are not signifIcantly different.
sizes are small.

However, the sample

Further Informat Ion from dated Natuf Ian occupat Ion

horizons Is needed conclusively to determine the uti llty of lunate
length as a pan-Natuflan chronological Indicator.

SUbsistence and

Seasonall~y

Primary Evidence.

The remains of large mammals represent the

major source of subsistence data for most Natuflan sites.

Th~re

ar-e

only a few sites where detailed repor-ts are available on the faunal
material of small malDlllals, reptiles. fiSh, and blr-ds.

This Is due to

poor- preservation, to lack of detailed recovery techniques to gather
such evidence. or to Incomplete analysis of mater-Ial recover-ed.
Hence, only the large mammal remains are suitable for comparative
anaiysls between Natuflan sites.
The faunal remains from 17 oCCupational horizons. representing
12 different sites are presented In Table 69.

The frequencies and

percentages of faunal remains are based on the minimum number of bones
(MNB).

Only a portion of the studies have Identified minimum number

of Individuals (MNi) In their studies (for example Hecker 1975; Butlerand others 1977; Henry and others 1981; Davis 1985).
Impractical to

attem~t

Hence, it was

to determine the am.ount of meat repr-esented by

Table 69.

Idlnlmum Number of Bonee for Large Mammal speCies from
Natuf Ian Occupat lonal Hor Izons

t ~ &milt WIJut D.. imld

E2r.llil!:!!
rellilrah
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the different species.

The faunal data from the different

occupational hOrizons are divided between forest and coastal regions
versus steppe and desert regions. and SUbdivided be'tween early and
late Natuflan phases.
No clear temporal patterns are discernible between ear Iy and

late Natuflan occupations.

However. a number of differences are

discernible between sites In forest regions and those In steppe or

desert ones.

The faunal remaIns. from sites In the steppe and desert

regions are dominated by gazelle and caprlds.

The steppe and desert

area sites that are located close to rocky terrain. the natural
habitat of goats and IbeX. have "muCh higher freQuencies of caprlds.
Equlds. another native of the steppe. were recovered from all steppe
and desert sites In lOW but varying percentages.

cattle are either

absent or occur In low frequencies, while pig. fallow deer. red deer.
and roe deer are completely absent from these steppe and desert
collections.

The later species typically Inhabit forest or mixed

forest open env I ronments.
The faunal remains from sites situated In the forest and
coastal terrain are overwhelmingly dominated by gazelle.

Gazelle

generally represent over 85" of the the large manmal remains
recovered.

Fallow deer and cattle are present In moderate frequencies

at most sItes. while pig, roe deer. red deer. caprlds and eQulds are
generally unconnon or absent.

The large mUlJlals frem Hatoula are

almost entirely gazelle (over 98S).

This extreme emphasis on the

hunting of one large mammalian specIes Is unique to that site.

----------------

--- ---
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Gazelle represents less than 85% of the large mammal
assemblage only at Kebarah and Aln Mal laha.

dominant mammal recovered.

occurs In moderate numbers.
deer. and pig.

Yet gazelle Is stili the

At Aln Mallaha a wide range of specIes

These Inelude red deer. roe deer. fallow

In fact, pIgs occur with considerable abundance only

at Aln Mallaha.

The Natuflan at Kebarah Is

charact~rlzed

by a very

high frequency of cattle remains, which represents almost a third of

the assemblage.

It Is possible that the high frequency of catt Ie Is

due to recovery bias In favor of larger remains.

certaInly. cattle is

three times more COlllllOn here than at any other site.
In general, the freQuency of large mammal remains varies with
the major env I ronmenta I reg Ions; steppe and desert versus forest and
coast.

In addition, the hunting of large mammal species varies with

more local topographic and phytogeogral)hlCal situations.

This Is most

obvious In the Increased frequency of cal)rld remains at sites In the
rocley arid areas.

In addition, the diverse ecological niches of the

Huleh Basin, where Aln Mal I aha Is situated, I)rovlded the most eclectic
range of large mammal remains.
There has been only a few studies of variability In hunting
patterns, particularly In resl)ect to off-site butchering techniques.
At Hayonlm Terrace, complete carcasses of gazelle and fallow deer were
usually brought back'to the site (Henry and others 1981:49).
Horesha, however, there Is a somewhat different pattern.
gazelle

c~rcasses

At Rosh

Complete

were usually brought to the settlement. although

occasionally only the meat-laden hind quarters were returned (But [er
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and others 19n:342-343).

Goat carcasses were treated differently.

The heads and the lower 11mb bones of goats. which contain little

meat, were generally removed prior to the carcasses being carried back
to the site.

This 811)Ioltatlon pattern was the ollPoslte of what

occurred at the Hal" Iflan site of Abu Salem In the same area of the
Negev.

The researchers argued that these differences In butchering

patterns were due to differential proximity of the two sites to goat
and gaze I I e hunt I ng areas.

only a few research reports provide detailed data on other
faunal resources present at Natuflan sites.

In !)artlcular, research

at Hayonlm has provided considerable Insight Into the range of sma I leI'"
animals present.

Avian remains appear to increase over time at the

sUe. from the Geometric Kebaran A through the Natuflan (Bar Yosef and
Tchernov 1966).

These birds are mainly the cave dwelling rock pigeon,

Columba IIvla. during the Geometric Kebaran A.

Curing the Natuflan a

number of raptor species occur. along with the edible chukor.
A/ectorls graeca. and the house sparrow. Passer domestlcus.

In

addition to the avian fauna, a wide range of rodents, tortoise
(Testudl graeca). lizards. hare, sQl:llrrel (Sclurus sp.) and a number
of carnivores were recovered In the Natuflan depOSits of the cave and
terrace (Bar Yosef and Tchernov 1966; Henry and others 1981).

The

carnivores Included red fox (Vull)eS vulpes), wild cat (Fells Ilbyca).
stone marten (liartes folna). badger (Meles meles) , and polecat
(Vorme/a peregusna).

The material from this site provides a rare view

of the wide range of faunal species that were probably exploited at
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many Natuflan sites.

Unfortunately. at present there Is a lack

of detaIled comparative data to examine regional differences In

such resources.
There have been few attempts to Identify Indicators of
seasonal variation In faunal resources (yet see Davis 1983), and this
has Inhibited Inferences regarding seasonal variation In settlement
patterns.

One hopes that In future these sorts of studies will be

undertaken, allowing their use In Interpreting seasonal variabilIty In

occupat lona I patterns.
Primary evidence for the exploltat[on of plant resources Is

rare at late Eplpaleollthlc sites.

At present, only two projects,

Abu Hureyra (Yoore 1975) and Wadi Hameh 27 (Edwards In press). have
produced preliminary reports on the I'lant remains recovered.

A

brief examination of their results provides some Insight into
variation in subsistence I'ractices between two Sites. one which Is an
early-phase settlement In the forested region of the southern Levant.
and the other a iate-phase settlement In the stel'pe region of -::he
northern Levant.
At Abu Hureyra the main edible plant species that are
preserved include morphologically wild einkorn wheat, vetch, hackberry
tree and turpentine tree (Moore 1975:70-73).

At Wadi Hameh 27.

however, dominant edible plant remains that are preserved include wi Id
barley. a variety of legumes (eSpeCially chick. pea and lentils), and
oak. acorns (Edwards In press).

The plants from both sites typically

occur In open woodland or the steppe-woodland transition zone.
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the precise constituents of each site assemblage are

However~

Clult~

different. and the exact reasons for these differences are not readily
apparent.

tJ.core (1979, 1982) has suggested that morphological wild

slnkorn was being grown In the area around the Abu Hureyra settlement.
If this was true, then the other other plant remains at the site,
wh I eh are stepJ:l8-WOOd [and trans I t Ion
In that environment.

I)

I ants • appear more appropr I ate

In opposition to this opinion, It has been

suggested tllat the wild elnkorn wheat was brought back to

the site

from forested areas to the nortbwest (Van Ie I st 1970).
Secondary Evidence.

The secondary evidence examined with

respect to subs! stance pract I cas I neludes groundstone too I sand
chipped stone tools.

The discussion will Include consideration of the

Inferred function of these tools.
Documentation of groundstone tools recovered from Natuflan
sites Is highly varied In terms of both reporting and description.
Tab I e 70 presents summar Ized data on groundstone art Ifacts from
Natuflan occupations.

The evidence Is dIvided between forest and

coastal are'as versus steppe and desert areas.

Quant Ifled data were

generally difficult to obtain and. hence. often only the relative
abundance of different tYl)es of groundstone tools could be Identified.
The use of the categories of "common" and "uncommon" are admIttedly
subjective. but do I)rovlde some InSight Into how freQuently these
tools were recovered In the various excavations.

Quantified

ec:nparlsons will only be possible when the final reports are
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Table 70.

Frequency and Types of Groundstone Art J facts From Natuf Ian
Occupational Horizons.
Column Labels: P- Phase. C- Tool Group Cluster.

Mort.- Mortars. Pest.- Pest les. H.ST.- Handstones.
Co I urnn Symbo Is: U- Uncommon. C- Common

Forest Area

~

£

Kebara~

Wad I Hamen 27
EI Wad 82
Aln Mallaha IVA

Hayonlm Terrace 0
Hayonlm Cave INT
Hayonlm T C:t.lID
Hayon 1m Terrace B
EI Wad B1
ShulCbah B

Nahal Oren V
Nahal Oren VI
Hatoula 4A
Hatoula 48
Hateula 5
Steppe Area

Oiiiiiiii"'"ez-Zuet I na
ErIC. el-Ahmar
JabrUd 111

Jer leho
SeidM C-01:4
Wadi Judayld 2
TabaQ8. surfaee
Azraq 18
Sallblya 1

Tor Abu Sit
Tell Mureybet lA
Taiba A.S
Rosh lin
Rosh Horasha
Wad I Juday I d 406

Abu Hureyra
Khallat 'Anaza
Fazael IV

1
1
11
o2
o1
2 2
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 3
23
2 3
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 3
1 3
1 2
1 3
11
2 0
20
2 1
2 2
2 2
2 3
2 2
2 2
2 1

~

!:!!L.

5
3
C
C

27
C
C

U

U

C

C

U
U
U

U
U
U

0
C
C
1
0
0

0

~

?
U?

C
0
A
0
0
0
0

.tL.!h

Bowls Tot

0
16
0
C
0

0
26
0
C
0
C
0
0
0
0

A

U

U

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

8
73

0

0

U

U

0
3
0
0
2
0
C

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

?

?

?

0
0
C

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
3

U

?

0

2

U

?

U

18
10
0
1
2

0
0
12
0

?

U

U

3

?
?
?

0
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publiShed. or. providing all the groundstone tools were saved.

analysis of the materIal In

IIlUSlum

collections can be undertaken.

In the forest and coastal areas. mortars and pestles occur at
most sites. although often Infrequently.

These tools are cxmnon at

Wadi Hamah 27.81 Wad 82. Aln Mallaha. Hayonlm cave. and Nahal Oren.

OIlerns and handStones ar~ absent at most s"ltes In the forest and
coastal areas.

The major eXceptions are settlements with SUbstantial

architecture; Wadi Hamah and Aln Mallaha.

Stone bOWls are also

uncommon at most sites. with the 8Xceptlons of Wadi Hallleh 27. Aln

Mallaha. and Hayonlm cave.

In the steppe and desert areas. the number of sites without
mortars and pest las appears to be somewhat greater.

Querns and

hands tones a Iso appear to be u.nconmon or absent at the lIaJor Ity of
sites.

However, at Abu Hureyra. Talbe. and possibly TabaQa (only

surface data available at present). QI,lerns are conmon.

Stone bowls

occur Infrequently at all sites In the steppe and desert areas.
It Is difficult to malCe strong assertions as to the functional
differences In use of mortars and pestles versus QUerns and
handstones.

Henry (1985:372) considered the presence of both

complexes at Natuflan sites In the southern Levant to be evidence of
both cereal and nut processing.

Moore (1985:13) has suggested that

mortars and pestles were used In forest environments to process plant
remains such as acorns and pistachios.

Olszewski (1986:148-151) has

further argued that ClUerns and handstones. found COIIIIIOnl y at Abu
Hureyra. are evidence of more Intensive exploitation of cereal foods

2B7

than nut foods.

Although Krayblll (1977) has noted that.

ethnogra!:)hlcally cereals are more eommonly ground on Querns. and nuts

. more typically processed In mortars. there Is experimental and
ethnographic evidence to suggest that mortars and pestles are well
suited to !)rOcesslng cereal remains, particularly wild cereals (see
Harlan 1967:199-201).

In addition, In the late Eplpaleollthlc al'ld

early Neolithic of th6 Zagros. there Is evidence of what has been
termed a combination quern-mortar (Solecki 1969:988).
are trough Querns containing a circular basin hole.

These artifacts
These different

lines of ev!denee suggest a wide range of uses for ground stone

artifacts.

It Is possible that the reason Querns and handstones

became predominant throughout the Levant dUring

the early Neolithic

(Bar Yoset 1980:127) Is that they are a more efficient processing
tool, both In terms of use and. perhaps more Importantly, In terms of
labor required for their manufacture.

As plant remains. cereals and

also nuts (note the abundance of querns and the absence of mortars In
the Neolithic at Beldha where massive quantities of pistachios have
been recovered CKlrk.brlde 1966]). became more Important In the diet.
greater quantities of tools to process these plants were required.
Hence. the shift toward the use of querns and handstones may be more a
technological Improvement. In part to reduce production costs, In
response to Increased rei lance on "Iant remains. than a reflection of
change In the types of plant resources exploited.
Chipped stone tool assemblages also provide an Important line
of evidence for examining activity and functional variability between
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and within prehistoric settlements.

There have been two studies of

Interslte variation In tool groups at Natuflan sites.

Henry (1973a.

1977:235-237) conducted cluster analysis on seven tool grouj)s from ten
Natuflan aSSemblages.

The method and measure of the cluster analysis

were unstated, but the results suggested that four clusters were
present.

These clusters were Interpreted as being the result of

differential exploitation of local environmental zones, and the
presence of specialized activity areas within sites.

Given the high

number of variables and the low number of cases, the validity of the
results Is open to question.
Uore recently. Olszewski (1986:92-98) conducted a cluster
analysis on 27 assemblages (IncltLdlng sites In northern Syria).

This

analysis was based Co., 6 tool groups; scrapers. borer/perforators.
bur Ins. geometric mlcrollths. nongeometrlc mlcrollthS. and notches and
dentlculates.

The cluster analysis used the .centrold linkage

algorithm. and the results suggested that four clusters were present.
Cluster 1 Included sites with high freQuencies of nongeometrlcs and
was aSSOCiated with open air sites in the Mediterranean forest zone.
Cluster 2 consisted of assemblages with high freQuencies of
geometrlcs. and was typical of rock.shelter sites In the forest area.
A third cluster conSisted of two sites with high freQuencies of bur Ins
and scrapers: Hayonlm Cave and EI Khlam.

The fourth cllLster consisted

of stepplc sites with greater frequencies of notChes and dentlculates
and drills.

Northern Syrian sites were found to fit well with the
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range of variation for southern lavantlne sites.

No functional

Interpretations were offered to explain this variability.
1 conducted a cluster analysis using the Published data on
chipped stone tool frequencies that are available at present.

Table

71 I)resents the tool group data for 33 occupatIonal horiZons from 21
sites.

For the purposes of the analysis, I have grouped the tool

class data Into eight tool groups: scrapers, bur Ins. notches and

dentlculatas. drills, truncations. geometric backed pieces,
nongeometrlc backed pieces. and various.

The "varJous R category

subsumes the categories of retouched blades and flakes. multiple
tools. and other toois.

These three tool grOUI)S were placed together

due to their generally low frequencies. their limited potential for
functional Inferences. and the desire to have as small a number of
variables as Possible.

The nongeometrlc backed tool group Includes

both blades and bladelets.

This was done because not all researchers

have distinguished betWeen these two types of tools.

Finally. tools

with sickle polish were not aSSigned to a separate tool group.
was not done for two reasons.

This

First. dIfferent researchers varied In

how they classified these use-modified artifacts.

As sickle polish

generally occurs on nongeometrlc backed pieces. It seemed more
apJ)roprlate to classify backed sickle blades as to their retouch
category.

Second, due to the low frequency of sickle polish. It

seemed more appropriate to examine Interslte variability of this
feature as a ratio of siCKle polish to tools rather than to Include It
In the cluster analysis.
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The results from recent excavations were used In favor of the
results of earlier excavations whenever possible.

For eXaDI!:Ile

Valla's (1984) excavation results from 81 Wad. given the more detailed

recovery techniQUes employed. were viewed as more reliable than Garrod
and Bate's (1937) results.

Valla (1984) had observed that Garrod and

Bates's (1937) work had overrepresented geocnetr Ics and under-

represented retouched pieces. His observations were corroborated by
IIY examination of the material sent by Garrod to mu.seums In Great
Britain. which contained very few slillple retouched plBceS.

I suspect

that this Is also true for GarrOd's (1942) excavations at Shukbah. and
TUrvllle-Petrle's (1932) excavations at Kebarah.

However. the Garrod

results frOll 81 Wad B1 were Included In the analysis as an experIment.
to see where the results would be placed during the cluster analysis.
The cluster analysis used the Ward methOd and the squared
Euclidean measure.
present (Figure 18).

The results Indicate that three major clusters are
The first cluster consists of 15 occupation

horizons. the second Is comprised of 10 occupation horizons. and tl'l&
third Includes 8 occupation horizons.

SWnaIary means were COIIIPuted for

each of the clusters In order to examine the precise nature of the
variation In tool group percentages between clusters (Table 72).
Mann-Whitney tests were conducted to deteriline which differences In
the means of the three clusters were statiStically significant.
Cluster 1 Is characterized by significantly higher percentages
of nongeometrlc backed tools than In the other two clusters (Table
73).

Cluster 2 Is characterized by significantly higher percentages

~~~~~----------------

------ -

--
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Table 72.

Summary of Means for Natuflan ChiPped Stone Tool Groul'

Clusters
Labels: Scrap- Scraper, N & D- Notches and Oentlculates,
Trunc- Truneat Ions. Geo- Geometr [CS~
Nongeo- Nongeometrlc BaclC:ed Pieces.
SIT- Sickle/Tool Ratio (times 100).

Q!:l!.!.!

Trunc

Geo

6.93

11.85

1.63

3.25

21.98

37.61

8.96

B.21

17.91

2.66

4.73

23.27

2.SO

1.79

7.16

2.41

3.96

55.50

Scrap
Cluster
1
2.55

Bur Ins

~~!!

Nonseo

~

§LI

14.09

3.3

13.06

21.34

0.5

13.25

14.10

0.22
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Table 73.

Mann-Whitney Test Results for Differences Between Clusters
[n Ch I pped Stone Too I Group Percentages

Mean Ranle

Clusters

Exact 2-Talled P

W

~
15
10

8.77

11.5

193.5

6.0

42.0

>.001

19.35

10
8

12.90

15
8

14.77
6.81

18.5

54.5

.0053

10
8

12.60
5.63

9.0

45.0

.004

38.0

167.0

.041

52.0

.0343

.0014

5.25

Bur Ins

~ ~

~

Dentlculates

10.53

10
8

11.90
6.50

16.0

15
8

8.00
19.50

.0

156.0

<.001

10
8

5.50

.0

116.0

<.001

14.50

16.70

UlcrollthS

Nongeometrlc

~ ~

Various Tools
--,---

2

15
10

15
10

17.93
5.60

1.0

56.0

<.001

15
8

16.00

.0

36.0

<.001

15
10

10.33
17.00

35.0

170.0

4.50
.0264
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Rescaled Distance Cluster Combine
lO

Figure 18.

15

20

Cluster Dendrogram of Chipped stone Teel Groups for
Natuflan Sites Using the Ward Method

25
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of notches and dentlculates. and scrapers than In the other clusters.
In addition. cluster 2 has a signifIcantly higher frequency of the

·varlous· tool group than does cluster 1. while there Is a somewhat
weaker correlatIon with cluster 3.

Cluster 3 has significantly higher

frequencies of gSOIIetrlcs. and significantly lower percentages of
bur Ins than the other two clusters.
The cluster 1 sites are highly correlated with the forest and
coastal environments. while cluster 2 sites are highlY correlated with
the steppe and desert environments (Table 73).

Cluster 3, with high

percentages of geometries appears, at first glance. to cross-cut both

environmental zones.

However, one of the occupation horizons that Is

In this cluster Is Garrod's material from el Wad 91.

This Is In

contrast to Valla's (1984) results from el Wad which are cluster 1.

I

would argue that Garrod's results can be excluded due the recovery
bias favoring geometrlcs.

ThIs leaves only one

s~te

In clui!!ter 3 from

the Mediterranean forest zone: the three occupatlona! horizons of the
Hatoula Natuflan.

The remaInIng four sites are located In the stegpe

and desert reg Ion.
Interpreting the precIse reasons behlnci the variability
between tool group clusters' Is a more difficult task.

Fifteen samples

from nine dIfferent sites (cluster 1) have a slgnlf.lcantly hIgher
percentage of nongeometrlc backed tools.

These sites are situated.

prImarily. In the present forest and coastal area.

The high frequency

of thIs tool group may be Interpreted as IndicatIng a greater eUlphasls
at these sites on the processing of plant material.

However. It is
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uncertain whether this processing was a subsistence actIvity. namely
the gathering of cereals. or rather Indicates an emphasis on the
gathering of raw material for construction or basket-maklng.

Three of

the sites In thIs cluster lie outside the modern forest area, yet they
are situated only slightly to the east of the present boundary of the

forest region (Figure 1).

Hence. all the sites In cluster 1 form a

strong geographic and regionally specific cluster.

It should be

pointed out that the Jack of distinction In the analysis between

backed bladelets and backed blades may be obscuring a functional
difference between tools which were used as projectile points and
tools which were placed In sickle hafts.

Examination of the slckle-

tool ratio between sites In the forest and coastal region versus sites
In the steppe and desert region Indicates that a significantly higher
percentage of tools with sickle polish occur at sites In the forest
and coastal areas (Table 74).

This observation tends to support the

Inference that nongeometrlc backed tcols are associated with plant
processing activities.
The ten occupation horizons In cluster 2 are characterized by
significantly higher freQuencies of scrapers. notches and
dent Iculates. and the "var lous" tool groups.
mainly composed of simple retouched pieces.
correlated with the steppe and desert areas.

The var lous group Is
These sItes are strongly
However. a functional

explanation for this array of tools Is not altogether obvious.

The

higher percentage of scrapers may be due to a greater emphasis on
animal exploitation. and this would be logical as this environmental
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Table 74.

Mann-Whitney Test Results of the Difference In Sickle/Tool
Rat los Between Forest and Coastal St les Versus Steppe and

Desert Sites

Forest

18

22.06

Step\=IB

15

10.93

44.0

164.0

<.001
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region would have supported a higher anImal biomass.

Howe'fer. there

Is no widespread agreement over the precise funetlons for these these

t}'Das of tools.

The two assemblages In this cluster that are located

In the forest region are Hayonlm Terrace Band Hayonlm cave Interior.
The sample size from Hayonlm Terrace B Is small (Table 71), and I

wou.ld suggest that the placement of this occupatIonal horizon In

cluster 2 may be due to Saml'[lng error.

Certainly. the other terrace

layers excavated by Henry (1976) are In cluster 1.

The two occupation

horizons Identified by Valla (1984) during his work on the terrace,
although not Included In this analysis, appear to be within the range

of variation of cluster 1.

The frequency of the chipped stone

material f:-om the Interior of the cave, Is more difficult to explain.
The sample sIze is much larger (Table 71), and this material may be
the result of areally specific activities within the Hayonlm
settlement.

Only when a final report on the Hayonlm Cave excavations

Is I)Ubllshed will we be able to test these Inferences.
Cluster 3 Is characterized by a predominance of geome.trlcs and
low frequencies of other tool groups.

Four of the five sItes In this

cluster (eXcluding Garred's el Wad 81 material) occur In the stel)pe
and desert areas.

The predominance of a tool type. geometries,

associated with hunting activities suggests th3t these sites may have
been more specialized camps with a greater focus on hunting than those
In clusters 1 and 2.

It should be I)olnted out that the sites In

cluster 3 generally have only been subject to small-scale
excavations, and it Is possible that further research may Indicate
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that the excavated areas represent specialized work areas within

the set t Iaments.
The site of Beldha has occupational horizons that cluster In
groups 2 and 3.

The material from the earlier phase of the

excavations falls In cluster 2, while the results from the more recent

exeavatlons are In cluster 3.

occurrenee.

First.

the

There are two possible reasons for this

area where the later excavations were

undertaken may represent a specialized activity area within the

settlement.

Second, the difference may be due to differential

recovery techniques, with the very small mlcrollths not beIng recorded
as often In the ear Iler excavat Ions.

[would suggest that the latter

Interllretatlon may be the more likely. and that the entire assemblage
from the site should be I)laeed In cluster 3.
In summary. the three clusters of Natuflan

occu~atlonal

horizons have strong environmental and regional correlations. as sites
In the forest and coastal areas cluster as one gfoU". and. In general.
In the ste""e and desert areas cluster Into two grou"s.

One stel)pe

and desert area cluster (*2) appears to be characterized by a
broader range of act I v I ties than the other steppe and desert cluster.
This cluster (*3) appears to result from a more specialized emphasis
on hunting.

Sedent Ism and Permanence of Oecupat Ion
Site Structure.

Five aspects of site structure and excavation

Intensity at Natuflan sites were examIned: areal extent of the
settlement. thickness of the archaeological layer, area of the
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excavated sample. volume of deposit removed. and percentage of the
settlement excavated.
In Table 75.

The results of these compilations are presented

These five measurements were evaluated on the basis of

temporal. environmental. and chipped stone tool cluster groupings. In
order gain Insights Into differences In settlement variability.

There appear to be no significant differences wIth respect to
each of these variables when sites of early and late phases are

compared.

In addition. the area of the settlements does not vary

significantlY between environmental or chipped stone tool-derived

clusters. However. there an signifIcant differences when the other
four variables are contrasted between chipped stone tool clusters.
The thlclCness of occupational horizons Is SIgnIficantly greater In
eluater 1 than In eluster 3, while the relationship between eluater 2
and 3, and elusters 1 and 2 Is somewhat Weaker (Table 76).

The

thleker depOSits of sites In eluater 1. whleh are located primarily In
the forest and c:oastal area, may Imply that habitation was IIDre
Intensive or of longer duration.
There Is significant variation between clusters In the area
excavated and the volume of

m~terlal

Intensity of exeavatlon aetlvlty.

removed.

This Is due to the

Forest and c:oastal settlements of

cluster 1 have Significantly greater areas excavated and cubic meters
of material removed than do sites In clusters 2 and 3.

This

Information shou.ld be kept In mind In evaluating evidence of cultural
features which often occur only In low freQuenCies.
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Table 75.

Summary of Site StructUi6 Features For Natuflan OCCuDatlon
Hor Izons
Labels: P- Phase (1-Early.2-Late)

E- Environment (1-Forest .2-Steppe and Desert)
Area- Aer I a I extent of Exeavat Ions
Thiele:_ Thickness of Deposit
ExA- Amount of Excavated Area
CM- CUb I c Meter of Dellos I t Removed
%- Percentage of Settlement Area Excavated

Cluster 1
Kebarah Wad I Hameh 27
EI Wad 82
Aln Mallaha IVA
Hayonlm Terraee D
EI Wad 81
Aln Mallaha Ie
Aln Mallaha la
Shulc.bah B
Nahal Oren V
Nahal Oren VI
Taiba A3

!: §.

Area

220
2000
SOD

ThIck:

~

1.2
0.8
1.0
0.6
0.2
0.7
0.9
0.3
2.0
0.5
0.5
O.S

180
200
345
250
50
200
250
250
223
500
500

?
0.6
D.'
0.3
0.3
1.1
0.1

250.0
2.4

82
10
69
12
8
40
12
12
27
50
50
?

?
20
50
71
23
49
12

?
12.0
3.2
21.3
7.8
54.0
1.2

?
10
8
8
<1
<1
6

0.5
D.'
0.3
D.'
0.3
0.3
0.3

54
5
6
1
18
10
3

25.0

?
180
500
?

0.6
0.1
0.3

19.2
5.0

3600
?
?
1600

0.9
0.5
0.6
0.5

32
50
?
40
48
?
35
16

2000

6CO
500
2000
2000
800
1000
1000
?

Cluster 2

Tabaqa. surface
Hayon 1m Cave INT
Hayen 1m Terrace B

Rosh Zin
Rosh Horesha
Abu Hureyra
Kha II at •Anaza
Cluster 3
Beldha C-01:4
Wadi Judayld 2
AzraQ 18
Wad I Juday I d 406
Hatoula 4A
Hatoula 48
Hatoula 5
Unclustered

O~lna
Erk el-Ahmar
Jabrud III
Jericho
EI Khlam
Tor Abu Sif
Te II Mureybet 1A
Ain Rahub

!

£!!

5000
200
600
900
5000
?
2000
1500
400
2200

150
2500
2500
2500

0.5

•

216.0

80.0
345.0
150.0

10.0
140.0
225.0

75.0
446.0
250.0

2.0
1.0
0.4
2.5
2.0
0.5

?

18.0
43.2
?

2.1
7.2

<1
1
<1
<1
?
28
?
?
1
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Table 76.

T-tost Resu.lts for Differences In Site Structure Variables
Between Occupation Horizons

~

~

!:!!!!l

15
8

0.64

15
10

0.64
0.28

§!!

2!! !!!! !r. ! Y!!.

ThiCkness

-1--

!hE:.~

.131
.052

'.37

18

.0.9

0.50B

.131

2.12

23

.060

0.355

.112

196.8
22.5

166.9
25.7

43.1
8.1

3.97

15

.001

196.8

168.9

43.1

4.24

15

.001

12.1

17.B

6.3

CUb 1c Meters Removed
- 1 - ---1r-Ss.4
2
10
7.6

138.4
9.6

35.7
3.0

2.17

14

.048

85.4

138.4

14

.034

0.9

35.7
0.3

2.35

1.3

3

Excavated Area
-1--"""""15
10

•

15
8

1.
8

0.31

O.sOB
0.146
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CUltural Features.

Table 77 presents a summary of the number

of archItectural features and burials at Natufian stIes. and Is
organized by the three chipped stone clusters.

Hlghar frequencIes of

architectural features seem to occur more often at sites with larger

area excavated.

These are. of course, the Sites In the forest region.

Yet, there Is considerable varlabi I lty In the amount of arChitectural
features present between sites In cluster 1.

The occupation horizon

at Kebarah B. Shukbah B. and e I Wad 81. where extens I va excavat Ions

occurred, revealed no architectural features.

Undoubtedly. stone

arch Itecture was absent from these occupat lana I hor Izons.

However. If

!nOr-a ephemera I structures had been present. the nat.u.re of the
excavat Ion teeM I QUe may not have perml tted the I r detect Ion.

Storage

features are only associated with forest and coastal area sites.
Cluster 3 sites have no architectural features. but this cluster also
has significantly smaller excavated areas.
The dlstrlbut!on of burials between sites shows clear
patterning.
coastal area.
18.

Almost every site with burials occurs In the forest and
The only exception to this pattern Is the site of Azraq

Steppe and desert settlements. regardless of whether they were

sampled by extensive excavations or not. appear to lack burials.
Whether this pattern Is due to the degree of occupational Intensity
and settlement permanence. a result of different burial practices.
taphonomy or sampling error cannot be demonstrated at present.
Ch I pped Stone Ev I dence.

Rat I os of a number of d I Herent

classes of the chipped stone artifacts were calculated In order to
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Tabie

n.

Summary of Arehltectural Features and Burials From Natuflan
Occupa t Ion Hor I zons
Labels: P- Phase (1-Ear Iy .2-Late).

E_ Environment (1-Forest.2-Steppe & Desert)
House_ Houses

Pave- Pavements
Wall- WaJ Is

Stor- Storage Fac III t Ias
Cluster 1

K~-

0
2
0
4
0
0

Wad I Hamah 27
EI Wad 82

AI" Mallaha IVA

Hayonlm Terrace
EI Wad 81
Aln Mallaha It
Shukbah B
Na~.a: Oren V
Naha lOren V I
Taiba .'\3

1
1
0
2
2
2
2

11
0
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
2
0
0
0
0

10
0
2
2
0

0
12
2
12
3
0
21
0
1
3
2

5
3
-44
-40
-'4
-44
-40
45
-22
-23
0

0
4
5
2
6
4

0
-'4
0
0
0
0

Cluster 2

Taba"a. surface
Hayon I m Cave I NT
Rosh Zin
Rosll Horesha

Abu Hureyra
Khallat 'Anaza

1
0
2
2
2
2

2

Cluster 3

Bema-Wadi Judayld 2
Azraq 18
Wad I Juday I d 406
Hatoula 4A
Hatoula 48
Hatoula 5
Unc lusterad

Oumm ez-Zuet Ina
Erl< el-Ahmar
Jabrud III
Jer Icho
EI Khlam
Tor Abu Sif
Te II Mureybet 1A
Aln Rahub

2

1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
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gain additional InsIght Into manufacturing Intensity and tne range of

Chipped stone tool manufacturing activities that-°were carried out at
different sites.

RatIos between debltage and cores. debltage and

tools. and tools and cores were calculated.
presented In Tatile 78.

The compiled data are

In additIon. the density of cores per cubic

lleter. and tools per cubic metar were calculated.
Differences between sItes In the forest area versus the steppe

and desert areas. between early and late phase sites. between northern
and southern Levantlne sites. and between the thres clusters
IdentIfied In the tool group analysis were examined.

Mann-Whitney

tests were conducted to deterra I ne whether the means for the different

classes were Significantly different.

No significant differences

were discernible when temporal. environmental or geographic subsets
were examIned.
HoWever. there are several differences which are discernible
between the three clusters IdentifIed In the Chipped stone tool
analysIs,;

Cluster 1 Is characterized by the lowest density of cores

per cubic meter. and by more retouched tools per core than cluster 3
(Table 79).

Cluster 2 Is characterized by significantly more cores

per cubic meter than cluster 1. and a significantly lower density of
cores per cubic meter than cluster 3.

Cluster 3 Is characterized by a

higher density of cores per eublc meter. and higher nwnbers of
unratouched debltaga per tool than clusters 1 and 2.
Several Inferences may be made regarding these differences In
the ratios of different ehlpped stone artifacts as they relate t."
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Table 78.

Selected Ratios of Chipped Stone Artifact Types And The
Density of Tools and Cores (In Cubic Meters) for Natuf Ian

Sites

2.
Kebarah

WadlHamah'll

Belf:!'l,a C-01:4
Balltl~
Beld'1~.

K-2:1

K-2:S

FBRATIO

2.63

.84

.89

2:£g

~

6.36

6.92
3.00

11.28

5.89
26.86

1.56
4.78

26.25
17.37
65.'1

S.70

78.11

5.17

2.26

!9:!m!!

12.44

107.89

.95
.86

1.75

OTRATlO

23.58
9.78
9.27
9.67
20.97
9.03
18.!Il

109.03
<5.58
79.27

4.63
4.67
9.65

1.25

2.16

3.65
2.12

2.91
5.62
l3.1ll
14.69

1.05
.97

27.78
39.09
44.54

Khallat Anaza

2.<5
.97
.63
9.63
.98

133.33
58.44
25.00
42.16

orbsl FaraJ East

2.80
2.63
2.23
4.20

63.80

" lA
Nahal Oren V
Nahal Oren VI

TaIba A3

Rosh Zln
Rosh I'bresha
wadi Judayld 406
AbU Hureyra

Fazael IV
tiatoula 4A
Hatoula -4B
Hatoola 5

2.14

51.00

fiT.07
49.90

5.18
5.08

0.0
7.55
9.27

4.60
11.43
11.99
2.63

12.63
3.06
3.52
19040

20.49
12.97
21.95

2.79
4.04
3.11
7.50

STRATIO

TlDENST

23.74
0.0
0.0
.17
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.20
14.69
70.00
186.77
224.00
27.00

61.50

235.00

61.00

1.90
1.25

.94
3.40
.63
0.0
2.26
.63
.54
9.26
.95
.95
.41
.49
.60
0.0
0.0
.64
5.58
.36

1.41
3.57
0.0

602.86
1008.00
21.20

27.00
9.<5
36.63
S10.00

540.95
1412.31

1.79
1.26
1.26

101.67
57.56

406.79
122.50
90.15

alENST

3.18
1.09

.95

10.00

3.25

6.56

.39
1.67
24.29
.04

.05
1.63
32.05
40.00
12.81

646.67

99.99

392.00
284.50
168.00

119.20
70.50
54.00

Labels: C- Tool GrctIP CIIJSter. FBRATlD- FlakelBlada Ratio, OCRATlo. DebltagelCol'8 Ratio,
DlRATIO.lle:bltagatrool Ratio. STRAnO- SClk!elTool Rat!o. TCRAnD- Teol Core Ratio.
TLDENST. Tool DensltylOJblc lister, CDENST. Core Densltly/DJJlc Meter
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Table 79.

UaM-Whltney Test Results for Varlabilltj in Chl"pec!. Stone
RatIos

!!
13

B.12

6

14.Q8

13
7

.0285

42.0

98.0

7.31
16.43

4.0

115.0

4.33
9.29

5.0

26.0

:0223

10.00

12.0

40.0

.0721

5.38

7.0

n.o

.0140

2.0

82.0

.001

<.(101

~~

Deb I tase/Too I Ratio

11.0

4.75
11.71
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Intensity of occupation and settlement permanence.

FIrst. the

Increase In the density of cores j:)8r cUbic meter from cluster 1, to

cluster 2. to cluster 3 suggests that core reduction was most
Intensive at the forest and coastal area sites, less so at steppe and
desert area sites of cluster 2. and least at the specialized steppe
and desert sites of cluster 3.

Second, the higher numbers of

unretouched debltage per tool at eluster 3 sites, as oP!)osed to sItes
from c.luster 1 and 2, suggests that formal tool manufacture occurred
less InfreQUently and less Intensively In cluster 3 sites.

ThIrd, the

fewer manufactured tools per core at cluster 3 sites than at cluster 1
sItes also suggests that tool manufacture was less Intense at cluster
3 sites.

This range of variability Indicates that activity IntenSity.

and Ilosslbly settlement Ilermanence. varied between clusters.

One

would eXllect that sites that were occUllled for longer periods of time
would show more Intensive utilization of on-site raw material than
sites where occupation was only short-term.

If this was so. then

these results suggest that cluster 3 sites were the least Intensive
occupations and 1l0sSIbly the least permanent.

In addition, It Is

possible that, based on the core density ratiO. the cluster 1 sites
were more Intensively occupied than the cluster 2 sites.

Yearly Settlement cycle
As stated In chapter 6, I feel that the evidence which has
been used to determine that the Natuflan sett lement pattern consisted
of base camps and outlying transitory camps Is equIvocal.

The

apllroach, wh fch attempted to dlst Ingulsh sett lements based on such
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characteristics as size. thickness of deposit. and the presence or
absence of architecture. burials. heavy duty tools. and a dIverse bone
Industry. was appropriate.

However. I Question the underlying

assuml:)tlon of the base camp-transitory camp model.

This Is the

assumption that there Is only one settlement In the yearly settlement
cycle which should have

~he

features of a base camp. such as

architecture. burials. large grinding stone (Henry 1985; Bar Yosef
1983).

This assertion needs to be supported by other lines of

ev,ldsli.:;a: specifically. by the analysis of plant and animal remains
for evidence of seasons of occupation.

One such line of evidence that

has been offered to demonstrate year-round habitation at Hayonlm Is
the presence In the occupation deJ)oslts of the house mouse, lIus

musculus. and the house sparrow. Passer domestlcus (Henry 1985:372;
Bar Yosef 1983:25).

The argument that these small animals are only

associated with permanent human settlements seems unjustified.
certainly these species Inhabited other ecological niches and were not
exclusively associated with J)ermanent human settlements.

If this were

the case, then how did these species first al)l)ear?
I would argue that the base camp-transitory camp model needs
more rigorous testing, as It Is posslbie that the Natuflan settlement
cycle consisted of at least two major base caml)S per year. each
exploitIng different local resources.

In order to evaluate which of

these two 1'0SSlbilities Is the correct one (or whether alternative
models are possible), other lInes of evIdence, particularly those that
Involve seasonal resources and species must be examined.

The analysis
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that I have conducted regarding settlement and subsistence variability

suggests that there Is patterning related to the range of activities

carried out. the types of resources exploited. and the degree of
activity Intensity and settlement permanence.

However, much more

evidence Is needed for an understanding of the fuJ I IIIPllcatlon$ of
these relationships and how they related to Natuflan yearly
sett lament cycles.

Detailed studies of environmental val" lables at

settlements In conjunction with Intensive surveys that attempt to
Identify low visibility surface sites are required before detailed
models can be tested.
Use of the Term aNatuffan

g

As Indicated earlier. there has been considerable discussion
of the geographic range and the type of sites to which the term
Natuflan should be applied (M. Cauvln 1982; Perrot 1983; Moore 1983;
Olszewski 1986. Henry 1985; Bar Yasef 1983).

The debate has centered

around whether sites In northern syria should be termed Natuflan or
not.

I would suggest. given Information

now available from Jordanian

Sites. that the question Is really whether the term Natuf)an should be
restrlcteCi to sites In the Mediterranean forest zone of northern
Palestine and northwestern Jordan or whether sites with a similar
array of material culture In the other portions of Jordan. the Negev.
Syria and Lebanon should be Included under the term Natuflan.
Perrot (1983) and M. cauvln (1982) have asserted that.
although regional varIation Is discernible. sites In all of these
areas are slllliar sufficiently to be classified as Natuflan.

Others

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ._-
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have slde-stepI'ed the Question to some extent. Indicating that
Natuflan sites are closely correlated with the Mediterranean forest
and neighboring stepJ)8 region, but not offering an opinion on what the

sites In those other areas, particularly syria. should be cal led (Bar

Yoset 1983; Henry 1985).
Olszewski (1986:104-111) has argued that sites In northern

Syria are distinct from sites In the southern Levant.

The primary

differences enumerated relate to the chipped stone assemblage.

They

Include the !)resence of multlplatform flake cores at Abu Hureyra
versus mu.ltlplatform blade cores In the southern Levant. the hIgh
frequeney ot'

fla~es

as opposed to blades at Abu Hureyra. the

predominance of flalee blankS! for the manufacture of scrapers,
dentlculates, and backed pieces at Abu Hureyra. the presence of large
axes. gouges and blunt Implements at Abu Hureyra and Uureybet. and the
rarity of sickle blades and Helwan retouch In northern Syria.

In

addition, there appeared to be more querns and hands tones and fewer
milling stones at Abu Hureyra than In southern Levantlne sites.

It

was argued that the difference In ground stone tool types corresponds
to an Increased emphasis on cereal processing, while the
differences In the chipped stone assemblages are due to either to
differences In the range of activities or to the way similar
activities were performed.
This argument can be questioned In several respects. First.
most of the differences noted occur only at Abu Hureyra. and may not
necessarily be regional differences.

This remains a question because
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of the paucity of excavated late Eplpaleollthlc sites In Syria.

In

fact. the only other site characterized by significant excavation Is
Ml.treybet.

The observat Ion that Helwan retouch Is rare or absent at

northern Syrian sites Is not surprising given the fact that the two
excavated sites date to the late phase of the Natuflan when this type
of retouch Is rare throughout the Levant.

Whi Ie the lack of

excavations at early phase sites In northern syrIa I'reclUdes
determination of whether Helwan retouch was used extensively In this

area, this retouch Is present at Nahr el Horm along the EUphrates

(Boerma and Rodenberg 19n). at sites In the el Kowm Basin (M. Cauvln
1981; J. Cauvln and others 1979). and at sites In the Damascus Basin
(de Contenson 1966).

With regard to slcl(les, significantly lower

frequencies of these artifacts characterize all stepplc sites (Table
74), and not Just those In northern 8yr la.
The argument that a higher freQuency of flal(e productIon than
blade production characterizes northern Syrian sites Is not supported
by detai 160 examination of the evidence.

Analysis of the Uureybet

Natuflan debltage showed that the assemblage Is a blade-dominated
Industry (Calley 1984).

A number of sites In the forest region of the

southern Levant have high flake-blade ratios, most notably Aln Mallaha
(Valla 1984).

In fact, forest sites have a slgnlflcant[y higher ratio

of flakes to blades than do

ste~~e

and desert sites (Table 79).

In

add[tlon, how the assemblages are classified, particularly with
respect to fragments. and whether the blank. category of the

t~ols

Included In the freQuencies of blades and flakes will affect the

Is
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appearance of these data., Finally. I would suggest that the size and
local availability of raw material may be a significant fact.or in
determining the nature of the debltage.

The fact that the Abu Hureyra

tool assemblage clusters with southern L.evantlne stepple sites
suggests that the desired tool forms were, In general. similar.
At present, there Is no strong evidence In terms of the
chipped stone artifact aSSemblages for viewing the settlements In

northern Syria as dlstlnet from those In the southern

levant.

That Is

not to say that there were not differences between these areas In the

range of activities carried out. social organization.
or even language.

of variations.

giOUp

Identity.

We simply Jack: the evidence to Identify these kinds

The results of this chapter's analysis suggests that

there are striking differences In the settlement and subsistence
patterns between forest versus steppe and desert sites throughout the
Levant.

Whether these differences warrant tM use of different labels

to characterize these sites Is probably the wrong question.

The more

Important questions concern what lies behind these differences In
terms of human adaptation.

Perhaps, at present, It would be best to

restrict the term Natuflan to the the sites In the forest region of
northern Pal est Ine and northwestern Jordan.

Summary
Analysis of available data on Natuflan settlement and
subsistence has Indicated that there Is relatively little evidence for
changes from early to late Natuflan.

Yet, there are regional

differences In settlement and subsistence patterns. most notably
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between stegp Ic and desert sites versus forest and coasta 1 sItes.

In

addition. there appears to be patterned variabIlity within the steppe

and desert area sites that may reflect site permanence and the range
and Intensity of activities that were carried out.

one set of sites

appears to be characterized by moderate settlement permanence and
activity Intensity. while the other set of sites Is characterized by

less permanent occupation and more specialized activities focused

primarily on hUnting.

With further examination of seasonal evidence

of occupation. a better understanding of the yearly settlement cycle
lIay be possible.

CHAPTER 9

OVERV I EW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF SETILED
FOOD-PROCUCING COMMUNITIES IN THE LEVANT

This chal)ter discusses the nature of the development of food
production In the Levant.

The evidence for the presence of

agr I culture and domest Icated animals In the Natuf I an \s eva luated.
Thaii. the Natuflan Is I)iaced in ti'le broader context of changing
settlement and subsistence I)raetlces that ultimatelY led to the
I)resence of large settled communities SUbsisting on a variety of
domestic products and herding a number of domestic I ivestoclC.

Arguments and Evidence for
Food Production In the Natuflan
The mode Is and ev I dence for Natuf I an subs istence strateg les
were discussed In Chapters 7 and 8.

Those chal)ters. however, did

not explore o"lnlons and evidence regarding whether cereal, legume.
and animal resources were growing naturally or were domest Icated.
Here I will summarize the major Interpretations and evidence for
these changes.

The Presence of Agr I cu I ture
There are conflicting o"lnlons on whether or not the Natuflans
practiced some form of plant agriculture.

The "resence of agriculture

In the Natuflan has been denied by J. Cauvln (1978). and asserted by
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Moore (1982, 1983).

Henry (1981, 1965:79-80) has argued that

agileultui6 d6VelOl)sd cniy in tile iate Natuflan.

Bar Yoset (1983:24)

has suggested that. although ungulates and cereals were the main
dietary sources during the Nautt)an. there Is no solid evidence of
their domestication.
Cauvl" (J. Cauvln 1978:21; Cauvln and Cauvln 1983:45} has stated

that Natuflan subsistence was based on hunting. fishing and gathering
of local wild foodstuffs.

In areas of abundant. diverse resources,

the seasona I collect Ion of wild cerea Is and aCluat re resources preY I ded
the major components of the subsistence base.

There was no evidence

to suggest that agricultural production was taking place at such sites
as Mureybet during the Natuflan.

Agriculture only developed later at

sedentary villages. In part as a res!,onse to natural local population
growth that eneouraged developments In soelal organization and more
s!,eelal ized food

e~ploltatlon.

Cauvln (1978:75) sugoested that the development of agriculture
was not due to deteriorating environmental eondltlons or !,opulation
migration as others had pro!'osed (for example Binford 1968).

The

ev I denee at MUreybet suggested that agr I cui ture appeared around 7,700
B.C. during a humid phase In the early Neolithic.

This evldenee of an

Improved environment along with a deerease In fish remains, a shIft In
hunting patterns, and lack of evldenee for pOPulation Influx suggested
that Internal change and development was more Im!,ortant In the shift
In subsistence techniques at Uureybet.

Local population Increase and

the development of agriculture occurred at the same time and were two
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consequences of Improved socIal organization which Drovlded better
coilecting techniQues (j. Cauvln 1978:43).

Moore (1982) has offered an alternative modal for the
development of agriculture In the Levant.

He maintained that Perrot"s

(1962) and Cauvln's (1978) characterizations of the Natuflans as

hunter-gatherers was Inaccurate.

Moore (1982:229; 1983:96) Instead

asserted that during the late Eplpaleollthlc cultivation began In the

stepple environmental zones. and not In the Mediterranean forested
areas. as too much forest clearance would have been rBQUlred there.
Elnkorn wheat. based on Its abundance. was being cultivated at Abu
Hureyra dw"lng this period (Moore 1982:228).

Areas near the site were

cleared for cultivation as evIdenced, by the recovery of dlsturbanee
plants.

Olltlvatlon was suggested to have occurred at Mureybet. el

1CoWm, JeriCho. and Beldha at this time (Uoore 1982:229).

The shift

frOll mobile to sedentary life coincided with the advent of cultivation
of slnkern wheat. other cereals. and legumes.
Moore (1982:230) suggested that since evidence from Jericho
and Tell Aswad demonstrated full-scale agriculture in the early
Neolithic (PPNA and Phase IA respectively). the development of
agriculture nust have occurred during the Eplpaleol Ithlc.

Cauvln's

(1978) argument that Uureybet's Neolltl'llc I occupation was based on
hunting and gathering was rejected by Moore (1982:230) primarily
because Moore had proposed that the neighboring site of Abu Hureyra
had agriculture.
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Although Moore (1982) attempted to support most of his arguments
with material evidence. there Is an absenee of evidence for
agriculture at 01 Kowm. 8eldha. JerIcho and Mureybet during the
Natuflan.

At EI

Kowm.

Beldha. and Jericho no botanical remains were

recovered and little secondary evidence, such as grinding stones. to
Indicate the extant of plant eXploitation.

In addition, whether the

botanical remains, particularly those of emmar wheat. from Abu Hureyra
were domesticated Is uncertain since the botanical specialist, Hillman
(1975). has stated the plants are morphologically wild.
Henry. (1981 :422) has argued that the Natuf I an was a per led of
transition beginning with Increased sedentlsm and ending with
experiments In food production.

Increased eml)h2sls on I)lant

procurement started In the Geometric Kebaran A (Henry and LerolGourhan 1981:54).
of food J)roduct Ion.

Climatic change was a key factor In the development
Henry (Henry and others 1981 :54) argued that

temJ)erature Increases by 12.500 b.p. allowed wild cereal stands to
spread I nto the Med I terranean hili y zone of the Levant from restr I cted
areas in the Rift valley, the coastal region. and northeast Africa.
Interpretations that

broad spectrum exploitation occurred

prIor to the Intensification of cereal exploitation (Binford 1968;
Flannery 1969; Wright 1971) were rejected by Her'1ry (1981:429).
Instead, he maintained, Intensive cereal exploitation and the
sedentlsm that It required, due tc storage. brough.t an emphasis on a
wide range of local resources.

Sedentlsm al lowed population Increase

due to Increased fert III ty and decreased morta II ty. and the

-----------------------
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dave! opment of a nonegall tar Ian soc lety (Henry and others 1981: 55).

This was a "pre-agricultural revolution" with a rapid and dramatic
shift In subsistence strategies.
During the [ate Natuflan population Increase forced expansion
Into more marginal

others 1981 :55) _

aieas~

such as tM Negev Highlands (Henry and

Th Js mlgrat Ion met wi tl'l deter lorat I n9 env I ronmental

conditions and •. Instead of resorting to a more mobile hunting and
gathering lifestyle. these populations returned to the Mediterranean
zone.

Henry (1981 :430) suggested that the Mediterranean zone and the

habitat of cereals contraeted as cr Imate deteriorated. and the
Natuflans then started food production near their well-watered sites
In an attempt to maintain their lifestyle.

He did not consider It

surprising that some 500 to 700 years later, during the Pre-Pottery
Neolithic A. the first morphological evidence of "rant domestication
was found.
Henry's argument that cereal Intensification occurred prior to a
broad spectrum exp letl tat Ion. al though I nterest I ng, was not suppor ted
by any data.

In addition, the assertion that the beginnings of

domestication occurred In the late Natuflan lacks evidence.
The continuing argument over whether the Natuflans were the
first agriculturalists Is difficult to resolve give the current
evidence.

Certainly. expert anarysls of the primary evidence, the

botanical remains. Is necessary and such remains have been recovered
from only a few late Eplpaleollthlc sites (Table 1).

At present,

there Is no morphological evidence for domesticated plants in the
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Natuflan.

Our sample Is exceedingly small and Abu Hureyra and Wadi

Hameh 2? are the only site of this time period from which large
quantities of botanical remains have been recovered and published In

preliminary form.

In addition. further research at sItes wIth organic

preservation. either previously excavated sites or pristine ones, Is
needed.

As Hillman (1978) has pOinted out. however. the morphological

changes that suggest plant cultIvation may lag behind the act.ual

plant Ing of such crops by several hundred years (see also Kislev
1S84).

This makes determination of the initial stage of planting

extremely difficult to Identify.

ArchaeologIsts have attempted to use other lines of evidence
to Infer the presence of agriculture.

The use of slck.les. grinding

stones. and storage facilities as evidence of agriculture Is
questionable as these artifacts and facilities can be used for
nondomestlcated plants and other resources.

Sickle gloss can be

derIved from wIld cereals and other plants (Anderson-Gerfaud 1983).
Grinding stones, especially mortars and pestles prevalent In the
Natuflan, COUld have been used In the processIng of nuts and wild
And. of course.

storage facilities could have

been be used for other plant resources.

cereals (Harlan 1967).

In particular. Moore's (1983)

suggestion that agriculture originated In northern Syria. based In
part on the abundance of handstones and querns at Abu Hureyra.
requires thorough evaluation (see Chapter 7. and Bar Yosef 1983).
Another aspect of the archaeological record has the potent lal
to assist In Identifying early stages of cultivation.

This Is the
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study of plants wh I eh grow In d (sturbanes sl taat Ions. part I cui ar I y
cultivated fields. and this line of research has considerable
Interpretive !'otentlal.

Some of the plant species relJresented In the

macrobotan!cal remains recovered from Abu Hureyra thrive In disturbed
field situations today (Hillman 1975).

In fact.

Moore's (1982, 1983)

strongest line of evidence for plant cultivation at Abu Hureyra Is the

presence of these disturbance plants.

Where preservation permits.

more research Is ,.eeded on these macrobotanlca\ remains.

Pollen from

archaeological sites can also be examined for the presence of
disturbance plants (Fish. 1984).

Since pollen

l~

generally preserved

more often than are macrobotanlcal remains, It has more comparative
potential.

A project has been Initiated by myself and Suzanne Fish to

examine changes In the type of plants present at Beldha during the
ful I range of the occupc:tlon (from Natuflan to prepottery Neolithic B)
based. on the pollen present In a series of profiles.

The results may

provide evidence of the Initial stages of the planting of cereals and
legumes at Beldha.

Domestication of Animals
The presence of animal domestication In the Natuflan has also
been a subject of debate.

The presence of animal domestication has

been denied by some researcilers (for example Bar Vosef 1980, 1983;
Henry 1975, 1985), while others have suggested that some form of human
control over animals was occurring (Higgs and Jarman 1969; Nay and
others 1973; J. Cauvln i978; Moore 1982).
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Uoore (1982:227) has endorsed Higgs and Jarman's (1969)
eoncept of human control of hunted aniliais. and argued that this
practice had Its origins In the Upper Paleolithic.

The Inhabitants of

AIn Mallaha, Abu Hureyra, and Hayonlm Terrae" practIced conservation,

If not control, of goats, ga2elle. and onager In the late
Eplpaleol [thlc (Moore 1982:228).

EVI~enee

of changes In

90a~

and sheep

osteological morphology at Jericho around 7,000 B.C., which presumably

would have presumably followed a long I)er led of human control, were
U$l9;d to support this argument.

Cauvln (1978:70) concurred, suggesting

that the emphasis on YOWlg animals Indicated a form of animal
husbandry.

Gazelle were the preferred game animal at all sites except

at Beldha.

This preference for gazelle. particularly young animals,

suggested a form of animal husbandry (J. Cauvln 1978:70).
There has been a number of crltlelsms of these arguments (for
e!l:ample Bar Yoset 1983).

Henry (1975) suggested that the age profiles

of the gazelle In the Natufian were more Indicative of large seale
slaughter of herds than specialized culling of young animals.

Simmons

and Ilany (1975-1977) offered a similar argument based on the
observation of modern wild gazelle.

They noted that the frequency of

young lIVing In herds was at least as high as thefr freQuency In
Natuflan sites.
The secure IdentIfication of the early stages of animal
domestleatlon Is. like the early stages of agrleulture. very dIffIcult
to aseertaln.

In additIon. the demonstration of animal husbandry or a

close "man-animal" relationshiP. as has been suggested by Moore (1982)
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and cauvln (1978) for the Natu.flan (Hecker 1982 has suggested a
similar situation for the Neolithic at Beldha). Is part lcurar Iy

elusive.

This Is because animal husbandry strategies need not result

In any morphological changos In the animals.

It Is. however. useful

to nota that gazelle. the main species that WOUld have been subjected

to this animal husbandry. appears never to have been domesticated.
Instead sheep and goat appear to have been tna first herd animals
domesticated.

This Is not surprising considering that the behavioral

patterns of gazelle are different from those of animals. such as
goats and sheep. that were ultimately domesticated (SllIIIIOns and I(any
1975-1977).

Recently. Hole (1984) has suggested that anlilal domestication
did

not occur In the Levant but rather was IntrodUced Into the area

from the lag,ros dur I ng the Neo II th I c.

He suggested. since goat and

sheep occur I n I arger numbers outs I de the Levant. they were not first
domesticated there.

When these domestic herds were Introduced Into

the Levant. It was the combination of these two resources that allowed
permanent settielRents to flour Ish In the PPNB.
At present there Is no definitive evidence for the
domestication of herd animals during the Natuflan.
appears to have been domesticated (Davis 1978).

Only the dog

More detailed

examination of changes In Natuflan hunting behavior may well provide
evidence for changes In exploitation patterns.

There Is now a

considerable body of recent literature on hunting behavior In other
regional areas (for example Shipman and Rose 1983; Speth 1983) as
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wei r as some studies of Natuflan eollectlons (for example Henry and
others 1981; But ler and others 19n) and further research a long these
I [nes could shed light on this problem.
partleular,

This would r6qi.ilre, In

detailed analyses of variability In the types of

bone~

recovered from each species.
General View of the Development of Food Product Ion
The early EpJpaleollthlc (the Kebaran and the Geometric

Kebaran A). I s general) y character I zed as hay I"g had a semi permanent
settlement pattern, and a subsistence strategy that relied only
minimally on cereals. legumes and nuts (Bar Yeset 1981; Henry 1985).
There are some Indications. that the more IntensIve use of wild plants

had already begun by the early EplpaJeol fthre In the L.evant.

Research

near the Sea of Galilee In the Upper Jordan Yalley has revealed
several sites dating from the Kebaran through the Geometric Kebaran A
(Bar Yosef 1978:455-461).

Excavations at Eln Gev 1 have provided

evidence of a pit structure that was reoccupied numerous times and of
Internment of the deceased. and revealed a Quantity of mortars and
pest les (Arensberg and Bar Yosef 1973).

Ana Iys I s of the fauna I

remains, particularly of migratory birds, suggests at least a winter
occU!:Iatlon (Davis 1974:459).

AlthOugh plant remains were not

preserved, there appears to have been Increased use of these resources
concomitant

with semipermanent occupation.

This apparently shift

toward a heavier rei lance on plant foods and Increased settlement
Intensity In one local area al'pears to be a forerunner of
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geographically IIDre widespread developments that took place In the

next phase of occupation.
During the Natuflan this trend toward more varied exploitation

of local rasourcn appears to continue (Bar Yosef 1983).

There Is

SO!"..9 Indication. based on dental studies (Smith 1972) and
strontium/calcium analysis (Schoenlnger 1981), that a reliance on

plant resources was Incraasing.

Sites In more favorable environmental

areas. generally near permanent water sources and In ecotones (Henry
1981), have produced consIderable evidence (particularly features and

structw-es) to IndIcate Increased durat Ion and Intensity of

habitation.
demonstrated.

However. year-round settlement Is yet to be conclusively
SUbsistence and settlement strategies stili appear to

be Quite varied as populations react to the availability and
predictability of local resources.

Uy analysis of Natuflan settlement

and subsistence evidence suggests that settlements In the steppe and
desert regions are characterized by somewhat less Intensive
occupation.

In addition. there are Indications of more specialized

sett laments In the steppe and desert areas.
No clear morphological evidence exists for the domestication

of the cereals. partleu!arly be.!"!ey.

~'heat

and legumes. or of the herd

animals. gazelle. goat and sheep. during the Natuflan.

It Is possible

that the domestication process had begun during the Natuflan. but we
lack definitive evidence for these early steps.

It Is not until the

early Neolithic (PPNA) that the first evidence of domesticated plant
remains are present.

In the PPNA site of Netlv Hagdud In the Jordan
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Valley. dated by radiocarbon to tl'le period between 8,260 B.C. and
7,800 B.C., there Is evidence of domestic barley (Bar Yosef and Kisiev .
1985).

A small proportion of barley remains lacle. the brittle rachis

typical of wild plants.

The loss of this brittle rachis. which Is the

dispersal mechanism for the seeds. suggests that selective pressures
by human populations were changing the characteristics nature of the
plants· gene pool.

A smaller sample of carbonized barley from the

neighboring, more substantial PPNA settlement beside a spring at

Jer leho preY Ides corroborat Ive BV I dence for changes In the genet rc
structure of barley (Hopf 1969:356).

In addition, the presence of an

extensive PPNA settlement, complete with massive construction features
(tower, walls and ditches). at Jericho provides evidence for
cooperative "roJects on the community level, and suggests that changes
were occurring In the degree of 1)0l)ulation aggregation and settlement
organization (Kenyon 1959; Bar Yosef 1986).
The site of Tell Aswad, situated In the lacustrine environment
of the Damascus Basin of southern Syria, has provided further Insight
Into the development of agricultural production (de Contenson 1983).
In Its early phase of occupation, between 7,500 and 7,000 S.C., the
domestic plants of emmer wheat, peas and lentils were present, but
they represent only some 5% of the plant remains.
wild plants, InclUding barley. small

Morphologically

legumes, almonds. figs, and

pistachios, comprise most of the plant remains.

However, by phase

II, between 7,000 and 6600 B.C., domestic barley and elnkorn whea.t
were present. and domestic plants represent some 30% of the plant
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remains.

The Increase In the number 01 morphologically domesticated

plants and the greater rei lance on these resources, clearly documents
another step In the sequence of changes that were occurring throughout
the Levant as human populations became more dependent or. cu;tlvat6d
plant resources.
By the PPNB. settled agricultural villages were present
througho!lt the Levant (Moor'e 1985:19-28).

In addition. It appears

that goat and sheep were oy then domesticated.

VariatIon In the size

and social organization of PPNB communities, along with the
development of more elaborate ritual paraphernalia al

t suggest the

beginning of socIal complexity (Rolle1son 1983).

Conclusion
Given our knowledge of this seQuence of events, It Is
difficult to provide a definitive evaluation of the more general
models that have been proposed .to explain the development of Natuflan
settlement and subsistence pattern (Bar Yosef 1980).

Population

pressure, environmental changes. technological Innovation, and SOCial
change have a II been proposed to account for these fundamenta I changes
In human adaptation (for example Flannery 1969; Binford 1968; Wright
~970;

Bender 1978; Hayden 1981; Moore 1982).

Certainly. the

broadening of the sUbsistence base at the close of the Pleistocene Is
a worldwide phenomenon and a number of Similar Changes occurred In
different loc2itlons through the world (see Price and Brown 1985).
lack. however, the datal Isa evidence with which to evaluate these
models In the Levant.

Despite this caveat. It does appear that

We
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changes In settlement Intensity and sUbsistence

stre~egles

are more

pronounced In the most favorable environmental situations In the

Leyant~

It Is In these rich environments and ecotones that we see, at

present. the best evidence for early settled communities and domestic
giants.

Further, detailed archaeOlogical Investigations. with

emphasis on environmental data, us reQU.lred before a clear picture

will be available for thIs crucIal adaptIve transition.

More emphaSIS

needs to be p I aced on research I n the steppe and desert areas. as our
knowledge of develogments In these areas Is weakest.

CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION

There have been two major coml)Onents of this research project.
The first aspect of the research focused on the range of act Iv I t [es
and the Intensity and duration of settlement at the Natuflan
settlement of Beldha.

This was accomplished by examining the

artlfactual evidence, primarily 'tl'l8 chipped stone material, and
features and characteristics of the sites.

The second aspect of the

research entailed oxamlnlng sett lement and subsistence pattern data
throughout the Levant during this time period In order to gain Insight
Into pan-Levantlne variation.

The major results from each phase of

the research are discussed bel.ow.

Results of the Seldha Analysis
Research on the Beldha settiement has provided information on
the range of chipped stone manufacturing processes carried out at the
site, the nature of the tools produced, the range of activities that
these tools Imply. and the distribution of these elements between
different areas of the site.
Analysis of the Beldha Nautflan reduction sequence has shown
that the Inhabitants exploited locally available. high quality chert.
and that much of the Initial reduction I'robably occurred off-site.
Tools made of low quality chert were brought to the site and discarded
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there. but only rarely were cores of this material used on the site.

The generally high ratio of debltage to cores and the extremely
exhausted nature of the cores themselves testifies to the intensive

reduct Ion that took. place.
Study of the samples of flake and blade debltage has shown
that attributes such as size. flake scar patterns, and platform

characteristics have considerable overlap between the two debltage
classes.

Small bladelet-slze pieces. however, are slightly more

numerous than flak.es. and blades senu stricto occur only rarely.
Blades

senu lato are the predominant flalce type selected for tool

manufacture.

The size of the blanks selected for manufacture Into

tools varies significantly between tool groups with large average
sizes and those tool groups with small average sizes.

The smaller

tools have sizes com:::ar'able with the debltage not selected for
retouch, while the tool groups with larger average sizes are
significantly larger than the debltage samples.

Mlcroburlns were

commonly used In the truncation of bladelets prior to manufacture
Into tools.
~atuflan

sites In Palestine have been characterized as sharing

a common ch Ipped stone technology (Henry 1981; Bar Yosef 1983).

The

production of blades/bladelets from multltHatform blade cores Is a
prominent feature of these descr I pt Ions.

However. the

~atuf

I an at

Beldha as well as other sites In southern JOrdan, such as TabaQa (Byrd
and Rollefson 1984). are characterized by the use of single platform
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blade cores.

Multipiatform blade cores are Infrequent.

This pattern

also occurs In the Natufian at Mureybet (Calley 1984).
In addition. this study of the Beldha material suggests that a
reliance on metric proportional distinctions between blades and flakes

Is Inadequate for understanding of the technology of the Industry.

These categories are not discrete.

At Beldha they appear to be the

result of arbitrary boundaries In a continuous reduction sequence
beginning with long narrow pieces (blades). proceeding through shorter
narrow pieces (bladelets) to a final stage. characterized by short and
wide pieces often of "flak.e" dimensIons (length Is not greater than

twice width).

What Is required Is a detailed examlnatlol':; of the

reductIon process In order to understand the steps used In the
reduction sequence and which stages occurred at the site. and the
limitations Imposed by raw material.

Without clear understanding of

the way these two categories. flakes and blades. were defined. how
fragments were classified. and whether tools were classified as to
blank: categorIes. the wide variation In the relative frequency of
blades/bladelets versus flak:es from various Natuflan sites and the
characterizations of these Industries as blade/bladelet or flak:e
dominant (Henry 1981; Bar Yosef 1983; Calley 1984; Valla 1984;
Olszewsk:I 1984. 1986) Is of little Interpretive value.

What !s needed

Is a better understanding of the stages of the reduction sequence that
took: place at each site.

This requires datal led study of chipped

stone morphological features beyond size dimensions. Including flake
scar patterns. platform types. and the size and nature of available
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raw material.

Ca!ley's (1984) research on the technology of the

Mureybet Natuflan Is an example of research In this direction.

Only

then will we be able to make strong Inferences regarding Interslte
occupational Intensity. and functlona! varlabll [ty.
The range of chipped stone tools present at Beldha Is In

accord with the previously described Industrial composition descrIbed

for the Natufran. particularly with respect to the presence of
lunates. mlcroburlns. sickle blades, drills, and large tools (Bar

Yoset 1970:175; Henry 1981; Valla 1975).
been documented at Beldha previously.

Some tool types had not

The presence of sickle polIsh

on a sma! I number of tools at Beldha was undocumented (Valla 1975:
85).

It Is QUite possible that the freQuency of this tYlle would have

been considerably higher, If natural wind Ilollshlng had not Inhibited
slck.le polish detection.
Beldha.
84).

Drills are also Ilresent In low numbers at

They had also been viewed as absent from Beldha (Valla 1975:

The large size of the Beldha lunates. and the high freQuency of

blfaclal retouch firmly places Beldha In the early Dhase of Bar Yosef
and Valla's (1979:147) temlloral classification of the Natuflan and Is
confirmed by the the radiocarbon dates obtained for level 4 of area COL

However, the length of the small number of lunates from layer 2

In area C-01

and the radiocarbon date from this horizon suggests a

later occu!)atlonal component at the site.

The high freQuency of

semi steep Inter lor retouch on the lunates at Beldha Is In contrast to
Valla's (1975:75) comments that It Is rare In the Natuflan.

In
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addition. Valla's (1984:174) assertion that blfaclal retouch

represents over

83S

of the retouch at Be I dha appears to have been

too high.
The range of chipped stone tools present provideS some Insight

Into the types of activities carried out at the site.

Overall,

notches and dentlculates are the most common tool type, with scrapers,
geometriC mlcrollths and backed fragments being quite cOIIIIIOn.

SUch an

array of tools appears to be representative of a generalized tool kit
with which a number of different tasks could have been carried out.

The low frequency of nongeometr Ie backed toolS. the Infrequent
occurrence of sickle poliSh. and the absence of lIany large tools such
as picks may suggest that little In the way of construction activity
took place at the site.

But

we

must consider whether the relative

frequencies of tools from level 4 In area C-01. where a detailed
recovery technique was employed. are more representative of the sUe
as a whole.

If theY are. then geometric mlcrollths would be the most

numerous tool type with backed fragments. truncations. and notches and
dentlculates present In moderate nUlllbers.

This tool kit appears to be

oriented more toward the production mlcrol IthS. probably for
rearmament of hunt ing tools. and suggests perhaps a somewhat more
specialized range of activities were carried out at the site.
The distribution of the chipped stone artifacts between
excavation areas at Beldha Is characterized by a considerable degree
of Intraslte similarity.

Analysis of spatial and temporal variability

In the reduction strategies showed little variability between
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provenience units.

Size and characteristics of debltage appear to

change little over the habitation sgan of the settlement.

Variability

may be partially obscured. however, by differences in the recovery
tecMIQUe of the 1983 excavations of area C-01 and the earlier
excavations.

Significant differences in the freQuency of mleroflakes,

mlcroblades. and mlcroburln all appear to be the result of recovery
variability.

Nonetheless. there are some differences present that

eannot be explained by variations In recovery.

There are higher

ratlos of flake and blade debltage to cores and tools to cores In a[1
three levels In K-2 and level 3 of F-1 than In other areas of the

site.

This suggests eIther that cores were more extensively reduced

In these locals or that fewer cores were discarded here.

In addlt Ion.

level 2 of area C-01 appears to have somewhat higher frequencies of
flakes than blades than do other excavation units.

This may be

a

resu I t of tempora I changes.
There Is considerable similarity In the spatial distribution
of tool types between excavation areas.
variation

ap!)ear~

In addition. tem!)oral

to be. In general, minimal.

Significantly higher

frequencies of small tools were recovered from area C-01 and this Is
!)robably due to recovery variability.

Where recovery variability

can be cont ro.1 I ed and large sam!) I es are ava II ab Ie. t here appears
to be little significant difference In the frequency of different
too I groups.
The minimal evidence of spatial differences between
!)rovenlence units Is Indicative of a site that was occupied as a
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relatively short-term camp site (Yellen 1977; O'Connell 1987).

The

differential distribution of cores may be the result of the movement
of larger artifacts away from the areas where they were used (Binford
1978a; O'Cor'!!'!el l 1979).

The Interpretation of the site as a short-

term settlement. which was occupied repeatedly fIts with the lack of

evidence for permanent features such as houses and storage facilitIes.
as well as the lacK of large groundstone objects and burIals.

The

presence of t;'ese features would have suggested more extensive labor
Investment and Indicated that the site was probably occupied for at
least a number of months each year.
Overall, the Natuflan settlement at Beldha appears to be
characterized by relative uniformity In the distribution of artlfar;:ts
throughout the excavation units. and a lack of sUbstantial features
(excepting small hearthS. and two larger flreplts filled with flrecracked rock).

These dlff.erent lines of evidence are congruent with

the Interpretation of the site as a short-term settlement. which was
occupied repeatedly during the Natuflan.

Results of the Natuflan
Settlement and SUbsistence Pattern Studies
Examination of the evidence used to date occupatIons within
the Natuf Ian demonstrates the Importance of rigorous evaJuat Ion of
phase distinctions.

Valla's (1984) proposed final Natuflan phase,

although supported by variability In lunate length and the frequency
of blfaclal retouch from different stratigraphic horizons at
Individual sites. Is not substantIated for \:Ian-Levantlne distInctions
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based on the analysis of the samples from contexts dated by

rad loearbon.

However. the ear Iy and late phase mode I of Bar Yosef and

Valla (1984) Is corroborated by the ava! lable radiocarbon dates.

Although the frequency of blfaclal retouch varies significantly
between the early and late Natuflan. associated changes In lunate
length are not significantly different.
small at present.

However, the sample sizes are

Further Information from dated Natuflan occupation

horizons Is needed to determine conclusIvely the utility of lunate
length as a Interslte chronOlogical Indicator.
Variation In the hunting of large malllllais shows that the
availability of these species co-varied with the major environmental
regions;

ste~~e

and dessert versus forest and coast.

hunting of large mammal
vegetational situations.

s~ecles

varies with more local

In addition. the
to~ogra~hlc

and

This Is most obvious In the Increased

frequency of caprld remains at sites In the rocky arid areas.

In

addition, the diverse ecological niche of the Huleh BaSin, where
Aln MaJlaha Is Situated,

~rovlded

the most eclectic range of large

mammal remains.
Analysis of the variation In the freQUency of the major tool
grou~s

between Natuf I an occul)at Ions suggested the

distinct clusters.
~ercentage

~resence

of three

Sites of cluster 1 shOw significantly higher

of nongeometric backed tools.

Those of cluster 2 are

character I zed by sign if Icant I y higher frequenc les of scrapers, notches
and dent Iculates, and "var lous n tool groups (rna In Iy retouched tool s) .
Cluster 3 Is characterized by a predominance of geometrlcs and low
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frequencies of other tool groups.

The three clusters of Natuflan

occupational horizons have strong environmental and regional
correlations. as sites In the forest and coastal areas cluster as one
group (.1), and, in general, sites In the steppe and desert areas

cluster Into two groups.

One steppe and Clesert cluster (.2) appears

to be characterized by a broader range of activities than the other.
me other remaIning cluster (.3) In the steppe and desert area apJ)ears

to result from a more specialized emphasis on hunting.
Several Inferences were made regarding Intensity of occupat Ion
and settlement permanence based on significant differences In the
ratios of different chipped stone artifacts.
the number of cores

~er

FIrst, the Increase In

cubic meter from cluster 1. to cluster 2. to

cluster 3 suggests that core reduction was most Intensive at the
forest and coastal area sites. less so at steppe and desert area sites
of cluster 2. and least at the specialized steppe and desert sites of
cluster 3.

Second. the higher number of unretouched debltage per tool

at cluster 3 sites. as opposed to sites from clusters' and 2.
suggests that formal tool manufacture occurred more Infr:eQuently and
less Intensively.

Third. the fewer manufactured tools per core at

sItes In cluster 3 relative to those In cluster 1 sUggests that too!
manufacture was less Intense.

This range of variability Indicates

that settlement Intensity and possible settlement permanence varied
between clusters.

One would expect sites that were occuPied for

longer periods of time would show more Intensive utilization of onsite raw. material than sites where occupation was only brief duration.
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These results suggest that sites of cluster 3 were the least Intensive
occupations and possibly the least permanent.

.t

In addItion,

Is

possible that, based on core density. cluster 1 sites were more
ini:ensively oCcUI)JeCl than those of cluster 2.

!n respect to the yearly cycle of settlement pattern, the base
camp-transitory eamp model of Bar Vosef (1983) and Henry (1985)
appears to need more rigorous testing.

It Is possible that the annual

Natuf I an sett lement eye Ie ut [ II zed two major base camJ)s. each
eXJ:)IOItIMg different local resources.

In order to evaluate which of

these two possibilities Is the correct one (or whether alternative
models are poSSible). we must examine other lines of evIdence.
partlcula.rly thOse that Involve seasonal resources.

As has been

pointed out. there has been little research of this nature.

The

ana Iys Is that I have conducted regarding sett lement and subs Istence
variability suggests that there Is patterning based on the range of
activities carried out, the types of resources eXPloited, and the
degree of settlement Intensity and settlement permanence.

Much more

evidence Is needed, however. In order to understand the full
Implications of these relationships and how they related to Natuflan
annual settlement cycles.

We require thorough studies of

env I rorvnenta I variables at settlements, In conjunction with Intensive
surveys that attempt to Identify surface sites of low visibility.
before we can develop detailed models.
Analysis of available data on Natuflan settlement and
subSistence has Indicated that there Is little evidence for changes
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from early to late Natuflan.

Yet. there arB regional differences In

settlement and .subslstence patterns. most notably between stepplc and

desert sites versus sites of the forest area.

In addition. there

appear to be patterns In variability within the steppe and desert area

with respect to the permanence of sites and the range of activates
carried out In them.

One set of sites appears to be characterized by

moderate settlement permanence and Intensity. while the other set Of.
sites Is characterized by less permanent occupation and more

specialized activity focused primarily on hunting.

Further

examination of seasonal evidence of occupation and more research on
stepple and desert" sites may permit a better understanding of the
annual settlement cycle.

APPENDIX A

CHIPPED STONE ARTIFACT CLASSIFICATION

1. Blades: defined as flakes with length eQual to. or greater than 2
times width
a. complete
b. large fragments
1. proximal fragment,
2. medial fragment

T

3. dIstal fragment

)

length Is st III

2x

width

c. micro blades: complete. less than I crn In length
2. Flakes
a. complete
b. i<irge fragments
1. prox Ima I fragment
2. lateral fragment
3. distal fragment
c. mlerof Jakes: complete, less than 1 em In length
3. Indeterminate Debltage
a. sma II fragments
1. prox lma I fragment ~
2. med I a I fragment
3. distal fragment
b. other
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parallel sides & flake scars
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4. COre Trhrmlng Elements

5. Core Tab lets
S. Mlcrotlurln ProdUcts

a. mlcrobur Ins
b. trihedral points

c. Krukowski mlcrobUrlns
d. Intentional Krukowski mlcrobur Ins
7. Primary Elements: flakes with greater than SOX cortex on exterior
8. Burin Spa I Is
9. Cores
10. Debr Is: angular fragments

II. Tools

APPEND IX 8

DEBITAGE. CORE. AND CHIPPED STONE TOOL
ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS

1. length In

2. W!dth In

1M!

1M!

3. Thickness In mm
4. Comp I eteness of Blank:

O. Ind.
1. complete

2. proximal end missing

3. distal end mIssing
4. proximal and distal ends missing

5. lateral edge missIng
6. other
5. Cortex Amount (eXcluding platform)

O. Ind.
1. none

2. 1-10%

3. 11-50%
4. 51-99%
5. 100%
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6. Platform

O. NA/lnd.
1. plain
2.

punctiform/llpp~d

3. crushed
4. cortical

5. dIhedral
6. multIple facet
7. Lateral Profile of Blanlc.

O. NA/lnd.
1. Incurvlng
2. flat
3. twisted
4. rippled
5. cutcl.lrvlng
8. Exterior Flalc.e Scar Pattern
O. NAJlnd.
1. para! lei
2. expand I ng
3. coverglng
4. radiating
5. opposing
6. parallel & transverse
7. other
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9. Distal Shape of Blank:
O.

NA/lnd.

1. feathered, pointed
2. feathered, blunt

3. hinge fracture
4. overshot
10. Skew Class
11. Microburin Notch Location

O. NA

1. proximal left
2. j)roxlmal right
3. distal left
4. distal right

S. both ends
6. Ind.
12. Material

1. flint: white, gray, blue
2. chert: light brown
3. chert: other (mainly cream & white)
4. chert: sDeckled
13. Core Exterior

O. NAiAbsent
1. battered cobble cortex
2. rounded nodu I e cor tex
3. angular nodule cortex
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14. Tool ComPleteness
O. NA/lnl1.
1. complete
2. !)roximal end missing
3. dIstal end missing
4. 1 Ind. end missing
6. ):Iroximal and dIstal ends missing
S. lateral edge missing
7. other
15. Position of Retouch Along Margins
O. NA
1. left laterai edge
2. right lateral edge
3. Ind. lateral edge
4. bilateral
6. J)roxlmal
S. distal
7. J)roxlmal and dlsta[
S. [eft lateral & proximal
9. right lateral & proxlmai
10. Ind. lateral & pro:lI:!mal
11. left lateral & distal
12. right lateral & distal
13. Ind. lateral & distal
14. left lateral. proximal & distal
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15. right lateral. proximal & distal
16. Ind. lateral. proximal & distal

17. bilateral & proximal
18. bilateral & distal

19. bilateral. proximal & distal
20. transverse
21. Ind.

22. Ind. lateral & 1 Ind. end
23. Ind. end
16. Percentage of Pr Imary Edge Retouched
O. NAllnd.

1. 1-1OX
2. 11-5OX

3. 51-99

4. 100%
17. Type of Retouch Backed edge (I atera I )
O. NA

1. steep. abrupt exter I or
2. semlsteep exterior
S. semlsteep Interior
4. blfaclal (Hf,lwan)
5. blfaclal (Helwan) and InterIor
6. bipolar (alternate 1 & 1)
7. flat Invasive exterior
8. steep on thin edges (Ochata)
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9. marginal

10. alternate series, exterior & Interior
11. c(ft)lnation
12. Ind.

13. other
14. blfaclal (varied platform location)
15. blfaclal (14) & Interior

16. exterior & blfaclal
17. bipolar (alternate Series). abrupt & bipolar series
18. Shape of Backed Edge

o.

NAllnd.

1. straight. parallel to unretouched edge

2. straight. not parallel to unretouched edge
3. concave
4. convex (ends truncated)

5. arched to Dolnt
6. shouldered
7. Irregular

8. pointed

9. arched to 2 poInts
10. Ind.
11. elongated, Slight Iy convex
19. Shape of ProxImal End
O. NA

1. concave
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2. convex
3. straight

4. obliQue, flat

5. oblique. concave
6. oblique, convex
9. krukowsk.1 mlcroburln

10. break
11. unretouched
12. other
13. Ind.

16. modified base (distal or proximal)
17. pointed

1a. negative krukowskl mlcroburln

19. Irregular
20. oblique acute
20. Mlerobur In Scar Morphology
O. NA/None

1. rnlcroburln scar, Ind.
2. mlcroburln scar, partially retouched, Ind.

7. negative mlcroburln scar, exterior
8. negative mlcroburln scar, partially retouched exterior

14. negative mlcroburin scar. Interior
15. negative mlcroburln scar, partially retouched Interior
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21. Type of Retol.:.ch on Prox lmal End

O. NA/none

1. steep. abrupt exter lor
2. semlsteep exterior

3. semlsteep Interior
4. blfaclal
5. blfaclal and Interior
6. bipolar (alternate 1 & 1)

7. flat Invasive exterior
8. steep on thIn edges (Ochata)

9. marginal

10. alternate series. exterior
11. combination
12. Ind.

13. other
14. "burlfj" ::'10'"

15. break
16. break: wi th retouch
22. Angle of Proximal Truncation
23. Shape of Distal TruncatIon

(same as 25)
24. Mlcroburln Scar

locatIon

(same as 26)
25. Type of Retouch on DI sta I End

(same as 27)

&

Interior
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26. Angle of Distal Truncation
27. Edge Damage on Baclced Bladelet Cutting Edge

O. none/NA
1.

present: light

2. present: heavy
28. Sickle Polish

O. NA/none
1. present: 1 side
2. present: both sicies

APPENDIX C
CHIPPED STONE TOOL AND CORE TYPOLOGIES

Tool type List
Scrapers
1. scraper
2. bilaterally retouched end scraper
3. unilaterally retouched end scraper
4. double end scraper
5. oglval end scraper
6. c I rcu I ar end scraper
7. transverse end scraper on flake
8. rounded end scraper on flake
9. thumbna II scraper on flake
10. nosed end scraper
11. car I nated scraper on flake
12. nuclelform/core scraper
13. double core scraper
83. side scraper
87. bilateral end scraper, steep retouch on sides
91. unilateral end scraper, steep retouch on side
92. denticulated scraper
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8urlns
17. dihedral
18. dihedral. offset
19. double dihedral
20. on breaK
21. on natUral surface
22. transverse on natural surface
23. on straight truncation
24. on concave truncat Ion
25. on convex truncation
26. on straight obliQue truncation
27. on cc:ncave obliQue truncatloii
28. on notch
29. transverse on lateral notch
30. multiple on snap
31. multiple on natural surface
32. multiple on trUncations
33. multiple mixed
34. nuclelform
35. on Inter lor surface

Notches and Dent I cu I ates
36. large single notch (>7mm)
84. denticulate, multiple large notches
37. single small notch
38. sIngle sma I t notch with retouch
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39. mu.ltlJ)le small notches
40. multlJ)ls small notches with retouch
41. denticulate, small notches
42. sma II notched dent I culate wi th retouch.
86. small notch on break
Drills
75. perforator
76. multiple perforator
77. borer: bilaterally converging retouch

Retouched Pieces
79. retouched piece (complete)
89. Ind. retoucr.ed fragment

Multiple Tools
14. end scraper with notch
15. scraper-bur In
16. other

Truncat Ions
43. single
44. double

Geometric UlcrollthS
45. lunate
90. lunate, asymmetr Ic
46. triangle. symmetric
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47. triangle. asymmetric

93. rectang I es
94. trapezes
Nongeometrlc MlcrollU'ls

48. La Uouiliah "oint
49. Harlf point
50. mlcrogravette "oint, laterally retouched, triangular
cross-sect Ion
51. !)olnted piece bilaterallY retouched Ilrlmarlly at tip
(Fal Ita point)
52. curved !)olnted piece, arched backed
53. arched backed with modified base
54. complete double truncated !)Iece, symmetric
55. complete double truncated piece, asymmetric
56. complete piece with 1 truncation
57. complete piece, , truncation. modified base
58. complete piece, blunt. modified base
59. complete Piece, pointed, modified base
60. ·complete piece, blunt, unmodified ends
61. complete piece, lJolnted, unmodified ends
62. complete

pl~ce,

partiallY backed, no end modifIcation

63. double backed piece
64. various backed p!eces
85. Interior retouched bladelet
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Backed Microlith Fragments
65. proximal fragment with truncation

66. distal fragment with truncation
67. Ind. fragment with truncation

68. medIal fragment
69. proximal fragment without truncatIon

70. proximal fragment with base modification
71. distal fragment without truncatltm, blunt end

72. distal fragment without truncat lon, pointed end

73. partially back.ed fragment
74. Ind. fragment
Var lous

78. sickle blade (unmodified)
80. battered piece
81. edge damaged piece
82. varia
88. pick
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Core Type List

Single Platform Blade Cores
101. pyramidal (1/2 to 100% flaked)
102. subpyramldal «1/2 of edge flaked)

103.

face

and edge

104. one face
105. thin edge
1OS. 2 thin edges

107. other

OpJ)osed Platform Blade Cores

108. same face
109. opposite face
110. pyramidal
111. other

90 Degree e I ade Cores

112. same face

113. different face
114. other

Flake Cores
115. discoidal
116. single platform
117. mult Iplatform

118. other
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Core Fragment
119. blade
120. unidentifiable
121. other
123. flake
122. Ind.

/
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